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'These relics of experience - always interpretations of the experience, never
the experience itself - are all there is of the past. Historians never confront the
Past, only the inscriptions that the Past has left. History is always
interpretation of interpretation, always a reading of a given texl"

Greg Dening, History's Anthropology: The Death of Willia* Gooch

"Reportage of various sorts, then, may be used jointly to get at meanings in
common. Interpretation gets a little more slippery, however, when the
meaning of an event is not shared by all involved."

Roger D. Abrahams, Sinsrng the Master: *'rlff:rit:ff 
r{rffi;ffirtrc:r:il

Rocketts: The Archaeology of the Rocketts Number 1 Site (aAHe67l\, Lot n3
in the City of Richmond, Virginia.
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Prefoce
This is a report on the archaeological study of an original half-acre lot of the
City of Rictrmond, in that part of Ridrmond known in the 18th and 19th
centuries as Rocketts. The site is called the Rocketts #1 Site (44He671), and it
comprises city lot #?n3, which, through the course of its long history, was
subdivided into seven separate lots.l This study was sponsored by the
Virginia Department of franspo*ation (VDOT) in orier to recover important
archaeological materials and inforrration which would have otherwise been
destroyed by 

" 
proposed widening of the intersection between Main Street and

Williamsburg Avenue (VDOT Project # OAAS-L?, -l0Z PE-101, C-50L VDHR

***

The entire City of Richmond is an archaeological site. Tme, the idea of
excavating in Richmond may not seem as romantic or exciting as digging
Troy or Teotihuac6n, but the city's history is nonetheless represented in
layered deposits of physical remains. There is something about the popular
notion of archaeology that seems to require the distant, fire ancient, the exotic
otherness of societiii long since vanished. The difference between the
excavation of Pompeii anlthe archaeological study of a city block in
Richmond seems to be more than one of differences in the scale of time,
however. Most of the archaeological excavations we have read about in
National Geographic and other popular sources are of sites that exist
elsewhere. They include not only-the estrangement of their antiquity, but the
foreigness of cultural distance as well. In many cases, they are sites studied by
members of "our" culture studying the ways of life of someone else. To
excavate our own back yard seems to go against the grain. Isn't Ridrmond's
history, after all, "our" history. Isn't it all a little too close to home to be
fascinating? Don't we already know our own history? One pundit has dubbed
historical archaeology "the archaeology of 'us'."

On the other hand, it has also become a contemporary truism that the
interpretation of other peoples' lives - whether by historians or
anthropologists or art critics or journalists or political scientists - involves the
approfriation of their realities. fn studying other worlds, we make them our
own; we create meaning by attributing it to others. The "archaeology of us" is,

1. I called the site Rocketb #1, because it was the first site to be studied in the Rocketts port
community, There are many, many mone archaeological remains of considerable irnportance tt
Rocketts and I hope we will eventually have an opportunity to study Rocketb #L #3, #4....



if not a dangerous concepf at least a delicate and ambiguous one. One
historian has titled an insighfful book The Past is a Foriegn C-ountry
(Lowenthal 1985). To immerse oneself in the past - even in "our" past - is to
realize how utterly foriegn these other lives were. At the same time, the study
of history is a relative thing. The closer we come to the present, the nore like
"us" our culfirral ancestors seem to become. The ancient past is clearly
foriegr; the recent past seems less so. The anthropologist strives to maintain a
sense of cultural relativism: to assess other lives on their own terurs, and not
by those of "our" culture, while the historian similarly strives to avoid
anachronism: the misreading of the past with today's-vocabulary of
meanings, values and nuanies. The 

-historical 
archieology of an original city

lot in a city which the archaeologrst calls home is not a self-evident task

Many people feel that the value of an archaeological excavation lies in its
production of superlatives: the first this, the oldest that. It is the easy way out -
and the fool's way - simply to fall back on superlatives. Wherever we dig we
can probably find some "firsts", some "mosts", some uniqueness that says this
site was worth digging because it is different. Tnrly, distinctiveness is one of
the reasons for digging any site, but a site's individuality and significance do
not reside totally, or even substantially, in its superlatives or its uniqueness.
The Rocketts # 1 Site, whidr is what this is all abouL was indeed one of the
first major urban excavations in the City of Richmondz. As such, finding
"firsts" and "oldests" was easy. While such discoveries may keep newspaper
reporters entertained, they wire not the reason for digging, nor do they
provide the principal basis of the interpretation for the site.

As Clifford Geertz (!973,1983) and others have pointed out, there is a delicate
balance that must be maintained when interpreting "the othey''. On the one
hand, it is inappropriate to make the utterly ioriegn too familiar. Other ways
of life are not simply "us" in other clothing. People are not simply people,
with all the same wants, desires, problems, and-motivations. Diffeient
cultures are truly different. On the other hand, people are people. There are
numerous points of contact between humans of all times and places.
Subtleties may be Iost in translation, but the translation of one people's life
into another's is possible, just as the translation of language is posiiUte. When
approaching the near historic past, the lines between other and us become

2. Earlier excavations in Richmond include VCU's excavations at the Shockoe Slip Site and the
Shockoe Tobacco Warchouse Site. Salvage excavation in the fames River and Kanawha Canal
great Turning Basin; directed by Lyle Browing and Wittiam Trout is perhaps the best-known
archaeological project in the City. More recently Browning has been seeking featur,es of the
Confederate prison on Belle Isle. Concurrent with the Rockefts project has been some on-going
archaeological research by Tim Thompson in association with the Corps of Engineers Richmond
Floodwall Project. Katharine Beidleman has been excavating in the ruins of the Virginia State
Penitentiary, and VCU has completed a preliminary survey of archaeological sites across the
river fmm Rocketts at William Byrd's Falls Plantation and the Confederate Navy Yard,
sponsored by the William Byrd Chapter, APVA.
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blurred. One student may stress the continuities: for elomple, lve can find the
roots of our political system clearly in the deliberations of the founding
fathers. A differmt student may stress the exotic, the exteriority of lives
shaped by values, contingencies, and environments we cannot hope fully to
comprehend, let alone appreciate.

Wtrether historian or anthropologist, the interpreter's responsibility lies in
deciding between the presentation of faniliarity and foreigness, in balancing
the alien with the intimate. It is not merely a point of preference or matter of
style that infornrs such a decision. To view the past in its unity with us is to
give it $ome responsibility for who "we" are, to raise the dead as totemic
incestors in praise of values we hold dear, and therefore to vindicate our
beliefs and actions as sanctioned by history itself; or to condemn the
unpunishable for our own shortcomings, and to let ourselves off the hook
One line of thought would have it that we can revel in our democracy, our
equality, our capitalism, or whatever, because these were grfts of the past,
fought for, create4 and won by those who made us. On the other hand,
history might lead us to believe we can condesrn, but do little about, racism,
poverty or u$an blight because these we also inherited. After all (some might
think) if even Thomas |efferson and George Washington owned slaves,
surely we desrrnre credit for doing even better, and should not blame
ourselves for doing less.

In the 1960s and 1970s the social sciences and humanities, including
archaeology, became caught up in some of the declining spasms of a two-
centuries-old qisteme or perpective on the world that has often been called
"modernism". By the terrr, I mean especially to invoke a faith in science and,
especially, the ways of science. Archaeology has its roots in the scientific study
of nature - natural history it was once called. All of anthropology, partictlarly
British and American anthropologp has intellectual roots in the dassificatiCIn
and explication of the natural world. The isolation of humanity as a subiect to
study is of particular note, having roots of concept and practice in an earlier
period, the "classical" world derived from the Renaissance. But the
fractionation of mankind into a typological profusion, and the isolation of
people as subjects, is a modernist practice, and one which Mchael Foucault
has exhaustively analyzed and related to alterations in the structuring of
power throughout the periods of recent history (d. Foucault t972).

This natural science background to a study of humanity is inherently
conflicted by the disciplinary schism between the humanities and sciences.
Somehow this breach had e>rpanded to a yawning chasm by the 1Jl60s. What
can only be viewed as a desparate scientism emerged loudly and brashly in a
paradigmatic struggle with an equally audacious and testy politicized
humanism characteristic of that revolutionary era. This "New Archaeology"
sought to construct mankind as models to be tested, laws to be found out,
generalities to be sought, controlled comparisons to be denuded to their
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skeletal, structural and functional similarities. Difference, distinction,
outlandishness, and eccentricity were of no concern. The individual was not
of interest Patterns counted; regularity was forced upon similarity and
interpretations from obsenrations becarne inferences from data. There are
limiti to the methods of l,rrowledge, and stmcture in inquiry has always been
respected, but the New Archaeology was, quite blatantly, tyrannical.

Cultural resource management (CRM), of which the Rocketts #1 Site study is
an example, came to be in those heady dap of scientism. And thus, those who
enforce the practice of CRM have for the most part adopted as guidelines the
clothing and accoutrements of scientistic archaeology. An archaeological
report, such as this one, is erpected to adhere to a distinctive set of rules,
orders, methods, and, partiorlarly, to an obtuse language and style that say,
among other things, non-practitioners need not bother reading. This report
has risen from the requirements and customs of CRM, and therefore,
contains information and some language and stmcture which are designed to
make sense to those who must review. evaluate and professionally use suctr
reports.

On the other hand, this project was undertaken because an agreement has
been conduded between the Virginia Departrrent of Highways flrDOT) and
the Virginia Department of Historic Reources (VD[IR) that has as its rationale
the goal of preserving that which is important in our past while pennitting
the growth and drange which is important to our future. The work was done
under an agreement between VDOT and Virginia Commonwealth
University's Archaeological Researctr Center (VCU-ARC). As the work was
undertaken through the intersection of three public agencies the intended
audience for this ieport is not the community-of archieological specialists or
"cultural resource managers"; it is "the public."

The public is a large and multifarious entity - if it is an entity at all. As any
writer lcrows, the first task in preparing any written text or document is to
know, or select, one's "audience". Traditionally, the audience for CRM
archaeological work has been the community of professional archaeologists
and, within that community, the smaller subset of those who produce, and
review, CRM project reports. This is a tradition which L for one, find to be
indefensible. Laws, guidelines, contracts and custom dictate, in general, the
contents of a CRM report. As an archaeological site is dug the "facts" of the
site are forever destroyed; there is therefoie, inherent in itt those laws,
guidelines and customs a urandate that archaeologists recover and record all
the "facts" of a site. In the case of CRM work done prior to some construction
project, this requirement seems all the more sound.

The tradition has become, then, to load CRM reports with "facts". Technical
data is typically presented in drawings, charts, stitistical compilations, graphs,
etc. These "facts" are then customarily explicated in a text that strings together
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scholarly citations of previous work and thought by other sttrdents framed in
a discussion o{ theory and methods. Nothing is better designed than the
customary CRM report to lose quickly the interest and train of thought of the
"public". Tyryically, the "public's'! exposure to the complexities of an
archaeolo$cal analysis and interpretation comes oia a short newspaper article
whictr, after all, gets most of the "factsn wrong. If the ardraeologists prepares
an interpretive piece for the npublic", it is too often written either in
dreadfully densl or mightily patronizrng prose.

And so the dilemma: who is the "audience" of this report, and how does one
include those items needed to perurit professionals to properly evaluate the
findings and interpretations, while not lulling the wider readership - the
talpayrng public - into boredom or incomprehension? The solution I am
attempting here is to provide my interpretations of the site in two separate
parb. The "factsf' of the excavatiorg and the technical discussion of how these
were obtained and interpreted, are presented in this multi-volume teclrnical
report. As such, the volume is of necessi$l dense with data. I anr also
preparing a book whidr deals with my interpretations of these data in a more
extensive and literary manner. This second volume goes beyond the lqal and
contractual responsibilities of VDOT, and I have been awarded grant funding
to complete this work during the coming year. While the present report is
technical, I have nonetheless assumed that readers other than professional
archaeologists may well want to make use of this worh and have restricted
my use of jargon and citations to obscure publications to a minimum.

The recovery and recording of archaeologrcal "facts" - often called "data" - is
subject to professional, disciplinary, custom. The custom involves ways of
taking notes, ways of describing things from the texture and color of the soil
to the shape and hardness of a potsherd. But, as has often been noted even,
and especially, by those "New Archaeologists" of *re recent past, there are an
infinite, or indefinite, number of such "facts". Three archaeologists may atree
that one has found a "brick" lying in some spatial nexus described by ao
arbitrarily-defined coordinate system, but a fourth may well infer that the
location of the suspect object on the inside of a wall adjacent to an opening
suggests it was actually a "doorstop", rather than a "brick". Common finds on
early Virginia sites include fragments - and occasional whole examples - of
"wine" bottles. And yet, when found with intact contents, they have been
filled with milk or preserved cherries, or, almost anything but wine. These
are but two examples of the way in whictr archaeologists require information
about context (the proximity of the "brick" to other finds; the contents of the
"w'ine" bottle) in order to interpret the meanings of artifacb.

The finding of an "arrowhead" in the ground is not a self-explantatory fact
that speaks eloquently about the manly arts of the chase, subsistence of
aboriginal peoples, or anything else. Detailed study of the artifact may indicate
that it was never used to tip an arrow, but was instead used to pry open
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oysters, or scrape hides, or cut canes to make baskets. Perhaps the context of
the find will suggest it arrived in the ground when a boy scout's shoe-box full
of relics fell through the floor in a fire of the |y?fu, or that it was hauled in
from many miles away in the back of a gravel truclc Archaeologrcal facts are
not found; they are made. Every act in the intepretation of an archaeological
site is just that interpretation. From the detersrining of stratigraphic breaks
in the stmcture of the site to the inferring of function of artifacts and
foundations and filled pits or ditches, to the imputing of meaning to
archaeological finds and the subsequent communicaEon of one'J judgements
about those meanings to one's readers, and, not least, to the readers' readings
of an archaeological text...It is all - or almost all - interpretation.

The material for interpreting a site like Rocketts # 1 is enor:nous.
Archaeologists tend to specialize in matqial culture - that is, the culturally
conditioned use of, and effect on, the physical world, and the creation of
cultural and social meaning aia material objects. The defining boundaries of
the study of material culture are not as restricted as they rnay seem. Material
evidence of all aspects of a people's way of living are abundant and fair game
for the archaeologist. |ars and bottles and buttons and coins are the traditional
stuff of archaeology, but so are less concrete "things" including architecture,
landscape, patterns of settlement and sybtems of economy or belief. The
"data" available to a study such as this one are vast. There are several very fat
notebooks of field obserrations, site records and drawings; there are
overstuffed file folders brim-full with photostats of historic documents
concerning the land and people of Rocketts; there are thousands of artifacts;
there is a very large literituie on early American life, urbanism, slavery, the
Antebellum South, the rise of mercantilism and capitalism, etc.; there are
paintings, prints, literature, histories and biographies to draw upon. How is it
possible to consider the interpretation of this site as anything other than the
logical, but nonetheless subjective, drawing out of meaning from these
myriads of "facts"?

The story of the Rocketts #1 Site is neither that of the relatively wealthy
landowners, Ror of the relatively impoverished or middling tenants. It is
both, and more. It is not the enfranchised male view of the documents, it is
also the lives of women and children and slaves, and passers-by. It is not
simply the story of the great events that clearly touched the site's occupants,
such as the Revolution and, especially, the Civil War. It is also the meaning
of Carbolic Mouthwash and railroad easement condemnations and the
struggles of a convicted, but reformed, murderer. But it is, and here I must
make my case, what I think about these things, and what you, the reader,
think about what I say about these things. Our views of this history are what
constructs the history as histuy. The Revolution, the Civil War, the
mouthwash and the murder are long gone. It is our interest in these things,
and what we make of them, that builds a reality. And it is not the 18th or 19th
century reality we are constructing, it is our own. My interest, as a student of
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humanity, is in the present. As Mchael Foucault so well expressed, it is the
history of the present, not a fascination with the past, that makes the study of
history important and interesting

Ac knowledgements
Archaeology is always a cooperative venture. Although the responsibility,
and the privelege, of interpreting a site and its meanings falls to the project's
principal investigator or director, his or her conclusions are ultinrately
dependent on the actions, l.crowledgq judgement, and wisdom of a staff of
specialists and tedrnicians. In the present case, I have had the benefit of
working with a higtrly skilled and dedicated team.9J

It is a curious and often lamentable fact of modern arctraeology that the
project director is, as often as not, also an administrator andlor teacher and, as
titdty as not, the director of more than one project at any given tiure. This
means that a site's interpretation is often the task of someone who has spent
far too little time on the site to have fulty understood and appreciated all of
its nuances. For that reason, a proiect director is, more than ever, dependent
on the skills of field specialists. During the summer of !990, while the
Rocketts #1 Site was being excavated, I was also conducting field school
excavations at Curles Plantation and was serving as co-director of a major
excavation of an early L7th century Colonial settlement and Protohistoric
Indian village at Jordan's Point in Prince George County. Fortunately, all of
these projects were within a few miles of each other, and of my office at the
Archaeological Research Center in Richmond. I tried to spend some time out
of each day on the Rocketts Site, and I usually succeeded. Nonetheless, the
project's success was wholly reliant on the remarkable skills of Field Director
Frederick T. Barker and Crew Chief Beverly Binns.

Barker's task included not only the overall organization and supervision of
the crew equipment and records, but the moment-to-moment "reading" of
the compleistratigraphy and structure of the site. I had not previosly riorked
on a site which presented so many structural puzzles as this one, but one of
the great pleasures of this proiect for me was to work with so highly skilled an
archaeologist as Barker whose keen, on-going analysis of deposits, features
and artifacts helped make all the pieces fall in place. Barker cteated the
elaborate Harris Matrif upon which the stratigraphic-chronological
interpretation of the site depends. His field interpretations and his exhaustive
post-excavation review of hundreds of feature descriptions, single-layer plans,
section drawings, and other bits of data were essential to unravelling and
making sense of. a oazy-quilt of layers, fills, wall remnants, robber trenches,
brick piers, postholes, destruction layers and other building blocks of an
archaeological site.

T
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In the field Barker was very ably assisted by Beverley Binns, whose iob
included, among other things, the creation of the site records. Detailed
recording formJwere completed for every excavation unit and feature on the
site. Each feature was drawn, at least in plan, and frequently also in section.
The seation of this voluminous site record, and the maintenance of darity,
order, and sense in such a complex and massive undertaking tequires
expertise, patience, and a great deal of experience. Birurs provided all of thgi.,
and ttre reiulting site recoids are, to the extent humanly possible, impeccable:
better, I believe, than any I have seen since my first erperience with
archaeology almost 20 years ago. Follo*ing the field work, Birurs re-donned
her hat aiVCU-ARC's iaboratory director lnd undertook the creation of the
site's inventory, the ctoss-mending anal5rsis, and the ceramics minimum 

_

vessel analysis. She also supenrised Duane Carter, a student assistant, in the
completion of the glass minimum vessel analysis. The care and pains taken
by Binns in identifying the objects upon which so much of this interpretation
depends were extraordinary and of the highest professional caliber. Binns is a
co-author sf the artifact section of this report.

Historical archaeology requires extensive digging not only in the ground, but
also in the archives. The very tedious task of tracing the ownership and
occupancy of the Rocketts #1 Site, and the development of the Rocketts
community in general, was carried out by Katharine Harbury. Harbury not
only succeeded in kacing a difficult and complex chain of title, her researdr
took her to a vast array of sources in the search for insights and tidbits of
information concerning those whose lives created the Rocketts story. In
constructing my interpretations, I have had the enormous benefit of two large
notebooks and an additional folio of notes made by Harbury from her
archival investigations. In addition, she constructed a draft manuscript
discussing the early owners of the Rocketts property and spent many hours
transcribing some of the key documents used here. I have included portions
of her early history directly within this report, and her authorship of this
section is noted in the text. Where I have used Harbury's conclusions or
interpretations directly, I have cited her notes or her manuscript as texts.

Christopher P. Egghart lept at the opportunity to join two of his great interests
- archaeology and railroad history - to research and write up the background-
historical documentation on the Richmond and York River Railroad, and the
C&O Railroad viaduct. Despite running into a maior roadblock - the C&O
company records are locked in an attic and unaccessable - Chris'l,cnowledge gf
the resources of railroad history proved invaluable in the proiect. Luke Boyd
conducted research on the concrete bridge that carries Main Street over the
Southern Railroad at the site (see Boyd 1992), and, while conducting his
research, he encouhtered additional information on the railroads in Rocketts.
Some of that information has been incorporated here.
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Many others have contributed to this project as well, not the least of whom
are the dedicated and talented field and laborato'ry crew who took great effct
and great care in the excavation, analysis and treitment of materials and data
from the project. I also want to thank Leslie Cohen, who conducted the faunal
analysis; ana loanne Bowen and Tom White, who assisted Leslie with some
of the more problematic materials; Gwen Brandon, who consenred and
identified many of the metallic objects; |ay Gaynor, who assisted in
identifications of sotne of the tools; Rob Hunter, who assisted in tracking
down prints and patterns on some of the ceramics. My thanla to R. Taft Kiser
for contributing to the discussion on "Prince's Magic Camera*, and, especially,
for his work in conducting our "magic camera" research. In addition, Kiser
assisted in the critical evaluation of the illustrations discussed here, and was
most helpfut in obtaling plates of these graphics from various repositories.

Ronald Roane, the owner of the site, was very gracious in perrritting us to
take over a huge piece of his property for a y6ar. Cooper Wansley of the
Enviromental Division of the Virginia Department of Transportation was
extremely supportive of this project. Without ttrat support, the work would
never have been completed.left Rodgers, of VDOT's Ridrmond District,
assisted in numerous-ways, from inidal negotiations with the land-owner, to
providing a safety fence around the site during excavation, and providing
personnel and equipment to carefully backfill the site on completion of the
excavation. Bruce Larsen and Ethel Eaton, project review archaeologists for
the Virginia Deparhrent of Historic Resources were very helpful in their
reviews and on-site consultations during the phase 1 and phase 2 studies for
this project. They recognized the potential significance of the proiect and
provided helpful assistance in deternrining the treatment of the unique
cultural resources at the site. Special thanks are due to my associates, R€bin
Ryder and Douglas Mclearen whose patience and support, professional
feedback from numerous discussions, and readings of various portions of this
manuscript were extremely helpful.

Thanla also to: Gene Prince of the Lowie Museum of Anthropology for
developing the Magic Camera and bringing it Easg Barbara Babon of the
Valentine-Museum-generously shared fierlxpe*ise and views of early
Rockett's. Teresa Roane and Woody Woodroof, also of the Valentine
Museum, deciphered scribbled crop marla and drew new details from old
pictures. Carolyn Parsons and Petie Bogen-Garrett of the Virginia State
Library and Archives listened patiently, gave sound advice, and in one case,
provided an illustration on a moment's notice. Cory Hudgins of the
Museum of the Confederacy and Robert Haas of the Hampton Roads Naval
Museum searched their collections and replaced our fuzzy photocopies with
crystal clear images of Rockett's in 1865. William McGrath, who has probably
studied the Rockett's photos more than any other living person, cheerfully
shared his time and l,srowledge. A special thanks to Dr. William Frassanito,
who provided inspiration with his books dissecting Civil War photograPhs,
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and whq when a stranger rang his phone, took time out to talk about the big
picture.

A note on style, usoge snd outhorship

For reasons whidr should be clear frour the preface, above, as well as from the
chapter on theory that follows later, the first person pronoun and the active
voice have not been avoided in this report To repluase: I have used the first
person pronoun and the active voice. For the sakb of ctarity, the "f" referred
to is the senior author, that is, me, D4n Mouer. I am reminded of a remark
made to me on a first reading of my doctoral dissertation by one of my
graduate school faculty advisors. Upon encountering the terrr "I feel..." for
the second time in my text, this reader reacted vehemently by stating,
"Neither I nor any other reader gives a damn about what you feel, think, or
belieae! Much of my career has 6een devoted to the propoiiUon that nothing
could be further from the truttu A great deal of what is in this report is
comprised of what I feel, I think, oi I believe. What's more, I feel I thinlc, and
I believe that this is always the case, even when a report is written in the
authoritative neutral voice of science. Despite my eagerness to sifirate myself
through the common devices of language, there are leveral sections of this
report whidr have been primarily authored, or co-authored, by others. I have
identified each of ttrese contributions in the appropriate sections of the report.

While I relied very heavily on the insights and lcrowledge of colleagues, I
hope to absolve my contributing co-au0rors of any culpability for those cases
where I may have overstepped the bounds of credulity with my
interpretations, or where I may have simply gotten the "facts" wrong. What
they think, feel and believe has been transmitted to me through their records,
notes, texts, and dozens (or hundreds) of discussions concerning the project,
and_I sincerely hope that I have not misinterpreted or abused their ideas or
work. Any shortcomings in the present report are solely my responsibility, I
think.

Due to the sheer size of this report, for ease of use I have organized it into
three distinct volumes. The reiort text is found here, in Volume 1. Volume 2
contains the appendices, which include much of the "raw data" from which
interpretations have been, and can be drawn. Volume 3 contains aII the
illustrative materials, including figures, plates, historic views, plats, historic
maPs, etc. These are organized inio thematic "folios", for ease of reference. A
reader can, for example, read a feature or strrrcture description in this
volume, scan the inventory of finds related to that featurl or structure in
volume 2, and seek out relevant photographs or drawings in volume 3.
Those wanting to make sudr a close reading might do well to have a large,
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Port I: Bockground to the
Excovotion

l,l Introduction
Dri.ring east on Main Street out of Richmond one comes to a parting of the
road. To the right, and downhill beneath the rail trestle, Main Street mns
along the ]ames River waterfront. A Tarnrac cement plant and some odd
warehouse buildings sparesly cover what was once one of the busiest ports in
the south. Toward the left, on Williamsburg Road, the first building beyond
the intersection is the Woodward House, generally thought to be the oldest
frame building standing in Richmond. The Woodward house, originally built
just after the Revolution" but presently restored to its early 19th century
configuration, was the home of a ship's captain, lohn Woodward. It once
stood, along with many other houses, overlooking the dod<s of the Port of
Rocketts.

In the early t970s, the Richmond Redevelopment and Housing Authority, as
part of its Fulton Neighborhood Development Program bulldozed dozens -
perhaps hundreds - of houses and stores that had until then comprised the
neighborhood of Fulton, and before that, the town of Rocketts; and before that
the colonial port village of Rocketts Landing. The Woodward House, rescued
from demolition" is the only remaining building of what was an enorurously
important part of Richmond's history. The house was stabilized and partly
restored by the Historic Richmond Foundatio& and has been completed and
is now lived in by |ohn and Mary Ellen Bushey, a couple who have played a
very substantial iole in the preservation of thi city's L-9th century Uuitdings.
But the Woodward house sits alone. Williamsburg Road runs within a few
feet of its front stoop. The few buildings that remain standing nearby - the gas
works, the currently-under-renovation warehouses and factories of Tobacco
Row, the Tar:nac plant - th*y speak of a long-faded industrial landscape. But
these were not Rocketts, for Rocketts as such was disappearing into history
when the compressor at Fulton began to pump gas, long befori the Lucky
Strike smokestack became a local landmark.

Rocketts was a village, or a town, in the old sense: a place where people lived
and worked. Rocketts died when the coming of the railroads and remorral of
the Port of Richmond downstream left the *aterfront a tangle of rotting
wharves and jetties. The rise of Victorian suburbs, and the trend to separate
places of living from places of working dealt the old port another blow. The
town held on as a neighborhood lnown as Fulton Bottom, an area l,mown to
outsiders as a rough and tumble place, but to many who lived there, it was
indeed a neighborhood. Industrialization and decay had surrounded and
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isolated the Bottom, but many families had deep roots here. The slum-
clearing bulldozers of the 1970's quelled the debate.

The 190s were not the only time that Rocketts had been viewed by outsiders
as a less desirable neighborhood than some. In the 1770s, obsenrers noted that
it was Rocketts was "a rough town", hogs and goats roamed about and the
streets, and taverns were occupied by sailors oi many countries. Up-cou-ntry
folks and Indians haunted the waterfront trade, and longshoremen and
stevadores lived in the alleys, warehouses and tenements of the village.
According to one source, most of the buildings were constructed of logs and
sported wooden ctrimneys.

When Thomas Rutherfoord, who would later become a prominent merchant
in Ridrmond, first arrived in this country in1784, he landed at the port of
Rocketts (Rutherfoord 1985 t1&t5l). He described the mirey slope of Rocketts
Street which he he had to surmount in order to get the goods from his
relative's ship into Richmond's warehouses down. This slope likewise
presented an obstacle to be overcome by President Abratram Lincolnwhen he
entered the smoldering ruins of Richmond in 1865. Mudr of the Rocketts
waterfront lay in ashes, the victim of the evacuation fire and the Confederate
attempt to scuttle the remains of ships and ordnance lying on the dock and in
the wharyes of Rocketts Landing. Between Rutherfoord's and Lincoln's first
views of the Rocketts port, a town had grown up and thrived on the vastly
expanding international mercantile economy that fueled so much of th9
world's urban growth in the 19th century. Civil War had both energized the
small world of Rocketts and had devastated its social and physical landscape.
Rocketts as such struggled on to regain its place, but the Modern World
offered little to sustain the once busy and boisterous port.

Project History ond Orgonizotion

This report presents a discussion of the identification, evaluation and data__
retrieval archaeological studies on Virginia Deparhrent of Highways (VDOT)
project # 000*1?:7-104 PE-101, C-501, which comprises the widening of the
intersection of Route 5 (Main Street) and Williamsburg Avenue in the City of
Richmond (Figures 1, 2 and 4).3 Of prime importancels the material dealing
with the Rocketts #1 archaeological site (44FIe571). This site, along with the
Woodward House, some stone abuturents related to the Rocketts Street, Ash

3. Figures are found in volume 3. Figure 2 is an oversize fold-out drawing. Figure 2shows the
principal cultural landscape features, and shows the locations of phase 1 test trenches, phase 2
squares, and the main phase 3 excavation block In addition, this figure shows existing and
prcposed road rights-of-way, and proposed construction limits and potential impacts. Figure 4
shows the National Register boundaries of the Woodward House property, and the potential
impacts to that propefty.
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Street and Elm Street crossings of the Richmond and York River Railroad
(now the Southern Railroad), comprise the total of cultural resources
potentially affected by this project. All field records and artifacts recvverd
iron this proiect are curatei ai VCU-enC.

In April tgSS,Virginia Commonwealth University's Archaeological Research
Center (VCU-ARC) was retained by the Virginia Department of
Transportation to conduct a phase 1 ctrltural resources inventory for proposed
improvements to the intersection of Main Street and Williamsburg Road in
the City of Ridrmond. At the request of the Virginia Deparhent of
Transportation (VDOT), no report was submitted pending preparation of
revised project plans. New plans became available in Febmary 1990. The
work was courpleted and preparation of a report was in prCIcess when \IDOT
requested that phase 2 study of the resources located in the suryey ccxnmence
at once. This decision was made in consultation with the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources ffDfry due to an accelerated construction
schedule.

Following a field visit by \IDHR review personnel, a phase 2 study was
carried out. Again, because of the immediacy of the proiect, VCGARC was
requested to prepare a "management summary" summarizing the results of
both the phase 1 and 2 studies, and presenting recomtnendations for
treatmenl of potententially importarit cultural resources. This sumnary
report (Mouer 1990) was prepared in Febmary of of the following year and
presented to VDOT. Following further consultations with VDHR staff, VmT
requested a proposal from VCU-ARC to recover archaeological infonnation
and materials in those portions of the site which would be directly impacted
by the proposed construction.

Subsequent to the finalization of an agreement between VCU-ARC and
VDOT to conduct the needed arctraeological research, three meetings and
field visits with \IDOT personnel and their design consultants were held to
clarify the design plans and the potential impacts. The data recovery prograst
which then ensued was limited to the study of archaeological deposits and
features which will be directly impacted. This limited the study to the western
portion of Lot 2,03, and to railroad features in the Southern and CSX rights-of-
way. This report summartzes, and provides the essential data concerning the
phase 1 and phase 2 studies. Primarily, however, this serves as the final report
on the data recovery research project (phase 3) at the site.

Proposed Construction

The Virginia Department of Transportation proposes to make improvements
to the intersection of Main Street and Williamsburg Road in Richmond
(Figures 2 and 4). These improvements will consist of widening Main Street
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to four lanes with a median for a short distance southeast of Williansburg
Road. In addition, there will be improvements to sidewalks, cuSs, gutters,
some utility lines and sewers, and to two railroad lines which cross Main
Street in this vicinity.

One of these, the Southern Railroad, which dates to the mid-l9th centur5/,
currently runs in a sunken bed under Main Street. This project will require
removal of some old stone abu&rents, lowering the present track by six feet,
and contouring of the gradient between Main Street and the tracks. The
abutments, whictr are located on both sides of the rail tracks at the crossing of
the Elm Street, Ash Street and Main Street easements, are potentially
significant because they provide a record of public works improvements and
landscape modifications essential to a complete undersdanding of the
development of this portion of the village of Rocketts.

The CSX Railroad crosses Main Street in a viaduct that was constructed ca.

1rg}l,but completely rebuilt in the 1950s. The railroad-related architecture on
site includes brick and concrete retaining walls and a steel trestle set in
monolithic concrete piers. The project calls for minor changes to the trestle
and span over Mainbtreeq retaining walls along lvlain Striet will be
replaCed. Two piers will be replaced. The viaduct itself is significant as it is the
longest elevated span of double track rail in the world and it incorporates the
world's only triple rail line crossing, although this latter feature is well
beyond the project area. The significance of the viaduct is primarily historical,
however, as little of the original engineering and architecture remain intact.
For a more extensive discussion, see the phase 3 study result+ below.

There will be minor alterations to utility lines and drainage facilities beyond
the immediate project area. However, review of plans and numerous
consultations with VDOT personnel indicate that none of these will involve
new ground disturbances, and, hence, no additional cultural resources will be
affected.

The widening of the intersection will include a very slight enctoachment
upon the properg,of the Woodward House. The Woodward House is a late
ttth century stmiture which has been highly restored to its ca.1829
configuration. It is the only remaining structure of the village of Rocketts.
The house and property are listed in the National Register of Historic Plaqes.

In addition, the widening of Main Street will include impacts to portions of
city lot #293, historically belonging to the port of Rocketts, and occupied since
th; third quarter of the 18th cJntury. The archaeological remains in this lot,
along with the road abutments described above, were designated the Rocketts
#1 Site (4ffie67t) following completion of the phase 1. study.
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Physicol setting

The proposed project lies on portions of two alluvial terraces (T2 and T3) of
the |ames Rive& just below the falls of the James in Richmond. A lower
telrace, along Water and Dock Streets, is the Tl frequent floodplain, although
it has been highly altered throughout the past 200 years and consists, at least
in part, of made land. A fourth terrace (T4) rises above the project area and
comprises the fluvial btuff. This terrace indudes landfonns lnown as Libby
Terace and Chimbsrazo HilI. The T2 terrace, induding most of the proposed
constmction along Main Street, lies within the 50 year floodplain. This
n€urow terrace has been truncated south of Main Street by flood action as well
as by human agency. Since the late 18th century, the active floodptain terrace
below Main Street - today the location of the Tarmac ready-mix plant and
Dock Street - has been the site of a variety of commercial, military, and
industrial waterfront activities.

The T2 terrace is that on which Main Street and the railroad lines nrn, and on
whidr the Rocketts #1 Site is located. The T3 terace - currently traversed by
Williamsburg Avenue - is also very narrow, and rises abruptly over the

]ames and York River (Southern) Railroad tracks. Portions of this terrace lie, .

within the 100 year floodplain of the ]ames River, and all of it would be i

submerged in a 500 year flood. AII terraces were originally capped by alluvial
sediments laid down both as ancient |ames River beds and as periodic
overbank depositional episodes. These overlay ancient coastal plain marine
sediurents. In many .ueas, historic cutting has removed much of the ancient
alluvial deposits, and thin recent alluvial layers, mixed with cultural sfrata
overlie truncated coastal plain sedimentary profiles. All terraces contain
substantial surficial deposits related to human activities. Details of the local
environment, as they pertain to human use and modification of the natural
landscape, are elaborated in the phase 3 report, following
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1,2 The Phose 1 ond Phose 2 Studies
This chapter provides a summary of results of the Phase 1 cultural r€sources
suryey and Phase 2 evaluation of potentially significant resources located in
or neiu the proposed project area. This section has been adapted from the
original management summary, prepared by this author following the receipt
of updated project plans in Febmary of 1990. The descriptive material has
been somewhat updated and eryanded through the addition of descriptisns
of the test excavations. Methods and findings are discussed here, as are some
of the preliurinary interpretations offered in early lg9f..In general, however,
interpretations concerning the Rockets#l Site have been incolporated into
the disctrssions whidr follow from the data recovery excavations and are
deferred to later chapters.
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Bockground
For the phase 1 and phase 2 portions of this project, historical map collections
and secondary historical sources housed at the VCUs Archaeological
Research Center were used to provide the initial contexts for resources in this
area. In additioo the arctraeologrcal site and standing structure files, and the
Virginia Landmarks Register and National Register of Historic Places files
were consulted at the Virginia Departnrent of Historic Landmarks

Because the findings of this work have been summarized elsewhere (Mouer
1.99A), and have been extensively expanded on later in the present volume, no
further discussion of this work is needed here, except to note that background
research suggested a very high likelihood of encountering cultural resources
related to the Rocketts port, and possibly to the earlier Colonial and
Prehistoric periods. Testing confirrred the presence of well-presewed
archaeological deposits and occupation of the site area during prehistoric, Late
Colonial, and later periods.

Survey Methods ond Findings

The cultural resources suryey was designed to identify resources relating to
the prehistory and history of this area which could be impacted by the proiect.
Architectural resources in the project area indudes only a single historic
building, the Woodward House, and features related to both the Southern
Railroad and CSX Railroad. Other structures include remnants of road
abutments. These are all related to viaducts used for the 19th century cif



Two areas lvere identified within the project impact zone which were
considered suitable for testing for archaeological re$ources. These include a
small area in the southeast corner of the intersection of Williamsburg Ave.
and lvlain St., on the higher terrace, and abandoned lots between the
Southern R.R traclrs, Main Street, and Peebles (forrrerly Poplar) Street on the
middle tenace. Due to the likelihood of finding both urban and alluvial
fitling in this area, a baclchoe was employed for deep testing during the Phase
1 sunrey. One backhoe trenctr was excavated in eadr of these areas. The exact
locations of these trenches are indicated on Figure 2. Additional project
improvements are included in design plans for Dock Street, Pearl Street,
lower Ash Street, and the Southern RR. line west of Main Street. Map checls
and pedestrian sun/ey indicated that these minor alterations will occur
entirely within heavily disturbed areas. No further testing was done or is
recommended in these iueas. The Phase 2 testing included a substantially
larger area than that which will actually be impacted by construction

'-^--L-^Phose I Test Trenches

One backhoe trench was excavated in eactr of the two areas described aborre.

Eadr trench was dug iust slightly wider than the width of the bacl*roe blade
(18"). The trenctres iere excivaied wide enough to accomodate crews for
cleaning and recording sections, but were kept as narrow as possible, to avoid
damage to possible site resources. For additional information concerning the
artifacts from the test excavations, please consult the inventory in Appendix
Six.

Trench I

Trench L was placed roughly parallel to the CSX viaduct on the T2 terrace.
The trench wai exca.ratea Uy Eacllhoe. As we were attempting to recover a
record of stratigraphy, we did not attempt to excavate stratigraphically, except
that the bacl.:hoe was not permitted to break through an intact structure floor
surface (Feature 200). The trench could not be cut straight, as the operator
encountered buried obstacles, particularly, the deeply buried, widely spread
bases of concrete piers supporting the CSX trestle.

This trench encountered a variety of archaeological features (see Figure 3).n

Accordingly, this area was designated the "Rocketts #1 Site", and assigned the
state registry number 4/Fle67"l* This site is described in greater detail, below. In

4. Figures 2 and 3 can be found on a single large fold-out sheet in Volume 3 of this rreport. The
tick-marks on the scale along the top of the pmfile (Figure 3) represent f increments. Numbered
features are those identified during phase 3 studies. Other strata and features were given
temporary designations during the phase 2 study, and these are not presented here, except for
Feahre 73. Descriptions of all features can be found in the phase 3 section of the report. As the
stratigraphic sequence and structure of the site are discussed in corsiderable detail in the phase
3 sectiory I have omitted descriptive details relating to the profile drawing presented here.
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summary, qtl 75'long trench encountered an intact *"tal floor overlain by
destuction debris and recent fill layers adjacent to Main S-treet Towards the
east, a buried land surface dipped downward and was covered by stratified fiU
and destruction layers dating to the late and middle Lgthrcenturies. A the
eastern end of the trench, a probable filled cellar was encountered (Stmcture
2), indudiot 

" 
partially robbed foundation wall and remnant of its builder's

trench. The cellar was apparently fiIIed in the early lgth century, and was
subsequently inbuded 5y a pit feature (Feature 251 otunlcnown function with
artifacts-sYggesting fiXitg in the third quarter of the 19th century. This pit was
intruded, in turn, by Feature tlt, the robbers' trench for foundation wilts
associated with Structure 14 a mid-lfth century house.

In addition, at least two partly destroyed brick wall fragments or piers were
revealed in the section of this trench. It was concluded that at leait two, and
P.er\aps as |r{y as four distinct structures had been partty uncovered in this
single lrench. The artifacts recovered from the narro* trench dated primarily
from the late 18th century through the 19th century. There were, hoivever, a
small number of artifacts-r""orrurid which nrgg"rtJd that the site had been
occupied as early as the Znd quarter of the 18th century. The number of
artifacts - particularly domestic materials - was very impressive. 5

Trench 2

Trench 2, excavated in the intersection of williamsburg Road and Main
street, revealed a series of cultural fills, all dating to thi 2fth century. The
trench was excavaled pelpendicular to WilliamsLurg Road, extending from
just beyond the existing highway right-of-way towards the escarpment to the
southwest. The trench was excavated to a maximum depth of 3.5 feet for a
distance of 55 feet.

The lowest cultural level, whidr lay over alluvial gravels, included scattered
artifacts and construction materiali dadng from ttr"e tgth century to the mid-
2Oth^cmtury:u 

-T" features were encountered. This layer was oirerlain by one
c-onsisting of additional materials of the same date range, but including
destruction debris attributable to the !97a's clearing of this area by the
Richmond Redevelopment and Housing Authoriiy. rnis, in tuin, was
overlain by l thin stratum of recent till and disturbed soil undoubtedly dating
to the ca.1W4 widening of Williamsburg Road.

^-t_*ay 
of hi-storic maps suggested that the area to be impacted by the slight

widening 9f Main Street was west of any forrner structuies. Md-l9th century
qlotographs, discussed in greater detail elsewhere in this report, indicate thit
this part of Lot 196 has been substantially cut, and subsequentty refilled, since

5. See Appendix 4 EU #'s ?-S.
6. See the inventory GU 6) in Appendk g volume 2.



the Civil War. Before the late 19th century, this area was a seriee of sharp
slopes.T The nature of the materials found in Trenctr 2 suggest yad scatter, in
the case of the lowest stratum, and recent disturbances in the other cases. No
significant archaeological resources were encountere4 so no profiles of this
trench were recorded.

Phose 2 Studies

Phase 2 testing of the Rocketts #1 Site, conducted in Febnrary tg90,, co:rsisted
of excavation of 12 deep shovel tesb, five 5x5' squ.rre test units, o_ne_f0x10'

unit, one 5' x 10' unit, ana u shallow exploratory trendr, ca.Z'x 8'. The
shovel tests were used to guide placeurent and stratigraphic excavation of the
lar-ger units. Neither the shovel tests nor the larger excavatio-n units were
screened. Shovel tests were excavated as whole ulits, while the larger squzues

were excavated stratigraphically. Each stratum orjeature encountercd was
gryen a designation rith t"rp""t to its test bloclc Subsequently, each of these

depositional units was assigned a pernranent feature number.

Placement of these excavation units at the site is indicated on Figure 2. Profile
drawings for selected squares are presented in Figures &9;, A plan drawing of
Square geON / 34rAE is presented in Figure 10. Photographs of three oJ the
phase 2 test units can be found in Plates 3, 4 and 5. Feature and Structure
descriptions, as deterrrined at the phase 2level of effort, are presented
immediately below.

Structures ond feotures identified during the phose two study

The foilowing archaeological features were identified during the phase 2
testing on the site. Descriptions of these are necessarily skimPy, as most of
these leatures were only partially uncovered in small squtue excavations. For
a description of the methods of identifying, dating, and recording features,
please sie the phase 3 section, following. Where features are described as

being associated with structures, these refer to the structure descriptions listed
in the phase 3 section of this report.

Following the listing of features, I have presented a list of structures as

originally-defined during the phase 2 study. Many of the structures and
features described here were further investigated during the phase 3 study, so

7. this is best illustrated in the Union photographs taken from Libby Hill in 1865 (see the folio
of historic views in volume 3). Here it is cleaithlt Williamsburg Road once ran in a deep qully,
and that the land rose to a sharp scarp south of the road. At the present time, the land falls
away south of Williamsburg Road, and the sequence of fills uncovered in Trench 2 indicate that
the drop was considerably more rapid prior to the 1970s
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t these structure designations and desoiptions Wty only to ttu phase Z
results.,.6 Following the list of structures is ari6ttier [jting of public works
architectural elemenre which are also considered to be ete-ments of the
Rocketts # 1 Site.lf
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Archoeologicol Feotures

Feoture # 'l

Feature grye Other

Possible floor/crawlspace or occupation level. Consisted of packed yellow-
brown sand. Identified in 315N/3b58 from the ph. 2 excavabons.

Feoture # 2

Feahrre type: Other

Shallo'w basin-shaped feature filled with dark brown course sand. Identified
as 335N/3058, S-Z from Ph. 2 excavations

Feoture # 3

Feature t5rye: Foundation

North foundation wall of Struchrre 4. Includes a bulkhead entrance with
brick steps leading down into the cellar (Feature 11). The wall is l-t/}brick
thick Bricks are bonded with a lime mortar.

Feoture # 4

Feature type: Disturbance

Intrusion of Feature 27 nodern fill into underlying strata. Identified as
335N/3058, S-g from Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 5

Feature tSpe Other

Well-defined concentration of red-brown burned shale coal with straighL
squared edges. A large corroding metal plate was found resting on Fea-ture 5.

8. this list of structures is repeated, and considerably enhanced, in the dbcussion of the phase 3
excavation. It is tempting to describe what we found at the end of the phase 2 study with the

3cuilf -of 
n/n hindsight derived from later excavation and intensivehocumentary research.

While I have edited some minor errors that appeared in the original management iummary,I
h11: 

"ol 
made subatantive additions or correclions to this list.l have takeir the liberty of

adding, in parentheses, the final structure designation, to alleviate any confusion.



,1 I
IShallow lense at the interface of Features 23 and Z. Identified as 315NI3OSE,

F-5 from Ph. 2 excavation. Possibly the remnants of a late 19th cenhrry ash bin
or coal furnace.

Feature t1rye Cobble Concentration

Cobbles packed in yellow-brown clay. Possible cobble !*.t o_r' r1tor_e Utly-, :
cobblestone alley *trich senred as an entrance to the Capilol City lro_n Works
(early 20th c.), aithough artifacts (EU 32) suggest a mid-l9th cenhrry date.
Identified as 315N/305E, 5-e from Ph. 2 e:<cavations

Feoture # 7

Feature tlpe: Other

V"ry shallow oblong dark stain, possibly a rotted timber. Filled 1rrrq dark
brown loasr with cdh and brick dust. Identified as 335N/305E, S-4 from Ph.2

excavations.

Feoture # I
Feature t1rye: Post mold

Large shallow post mold filled with black very course sand 3nd capped with a

lat# concete iragment. Identified in 335N/3b58 from Ph. 2 excavations.
Feiture 13 is the issociated post hole. The post was pulled in the early 20th
century and set after ca. 1830.

Feoture # 9

Feature t1rye: Floor

Pavement of whole and partial bricks, dry-laid in black sand loam. Possible
Structure 6 cellar floor. Located in the southern half of the unit and abutting
Feature 10. Identified as 315N/305E, S-9 during Ph. 2 excavations. Filled ca.

18ZO - 40.

Feoture #'t0

Feature t1rye: Other

Yellow sand mottled with plaster abutting Feature 9 brick pavement in a
straight line. Unidentifiabli feature associated with Feature 9 and Stmcture 6.

Possi=Uty a robbers' trench or destruction debris from Structure 5. Identified in
315N/305E during Ph. 2 excavations.
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of thiclcness left. Th"y parallel, but are not bonded to, the later foundatisns for
Structure 1 (Feature 184). Originally identified in 277.5N /2fi9E- during Ph. 2
test excavations, and labelled Structure 3.

Feature # 17

Feature $rye: Builders' Trench

Builders' trenctr for Feature 14 brick wall of Stnrcture 8. Cuts Feature 15,

brick wall of Structure 9. Fill consisted of brown sand with mortar and shell.
Identified in 340N/340E during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feqture #'18

Feature t1rye: Post hole

This is a possible structural posthole identified in the north section of
280N/2908 during Ph. 2 excavations. No separate mold was identifiable. Fill
suggests that the post was pulled after ca. 1880.

Feoture #'19

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Modern fill stratum labeled S-1 and S-2 in 315N/305E of the Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 20

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Stratum consisting of brown sand loam, Labeled 315N/305E, 93 frorr the Ph.

2 excavations. Thil strattrm was filled with a large quantity of domestic
artifacts dating from throughout the 19th century, and earlier. The TPQ for
deposition appears to be about 1900. This stratum may represent ctawlspace or
cellar fiIl or midden accumulation from Structure 6, and./ot a later
unidentified structure in the same location.

Feoture # 2'l

Feature t1rye: Stratum t

Alluvial sand deposited in 315N/3058, and labelled S-4 during the phase 2
study. Possibly deposited during a flood near the turn of the century.

Feoture # 22

Feature tyrye: Stratum
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Stratum consisting of black sand loan. Labeled as 5-4 4 in 315N/3058 from the
Ph. 2 excavations. Like Feature ?fi in the same squ,ue, this feahrre contained a
large_guantity of domestic debris (EU 21) from tlie 19th century. This layer,
like the two preceding layers, seems to have bem deposited around the turn
of the century.

Feoture # 23

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Stratum consisting of dark brown sand loam with plaster fragments. Unlike
the overlying strata, this one contains only a relatively small number of
domestic artifacts (EU Z). Labled S-5 in 315I{13058 frosr Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 24

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Stratum consisting of dark brown sand loam with ash, gravel and domestic
debris (EU 28). Identified as 315N/305E, S,6 from Ph. 2 excavations. TPQ ca.
1880.

Feoture # 25

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Course black sand loam with coal ash and an abundance of unidentified
corroded iron materials. Identified as stratum 7 in 315N / 305E from Ph. 2
excavations. A moderate amount of domestic debris (EU 31) suggests a fill
date between ca. 1850 - 1870.

Feature # 26

Feature fype: Stratum

Stratum consisting of dark brown sand loam with approximately N% coal
cinders. Appears to be fill deposit for Structure 6 celiar hole, deposited shortly
after ca. 7857. Similar to fill in Stmcture 4 cellar hole. Identified as 315[t-I1305&
S-9 from Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 27

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Modern fill containing a portion of an in situ concrete pad, Feature 28.
Feature 27 was labeled S-1 and S-2 in 335N/3058 during Ph. 2 excavations.



Festure # 28

Feature t1rye Floor

Portion of a concrete pad extending into excavation unit. Probably the flor of
the Structure & the 20th century iron works. Identified in 335N1305E during
Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # D
Feature tlpe: Stratum

Fill strahrm consisting of brown sand loan, brick fragments, coal (possibly ),
cobbles, gravel. Feature 2g labeled S-3 in 335N/305E from Ph. 2 excavations.
This fill Jontains a large quantity of domestic artifacts @V 22) from the late
1.8th century to the late 1.9th century (fI'Q ca. 1900).

Feoture # 30

Feature t1rye: Strattrm

Fill stratum (335n/3058, S-4) consisting of dark brown sand loarn, brick
fragments and a l"rg. amount of oyster shell. Possible early fill of cellar
designated Stmcture 7. The large quantity of domestic artifacts (EU52) gives a

TPQ of ca.1795. The absence of even early whitewares, which are common in
overlying strat& suggests a TAQ of ca. 18?n.

Feqture # 31

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Fill episode in Structure 7 cellar. Consisted of brown sand loam with fewer
brick-fragments than the overlying Feature 30. Labeled stratum 5 in
335NI/305E from Ph. 2 excavations. The artifacts (EU 58) were fewer, but
generally similar to those from Feature 30. A similar 179*L82A date range is
indicated.

Feoture # 32

Feature t1rye: Floor

Possible cellar floor representing Structure 7. Consisted of small cobbles
packed in yellow-brown mottled gray clay. Feature 32 was not excavated but a

small test area showed it was ca. 0.5' deep with gray sand loam underlying it.
Feature 32 was labeled stratum 6 in 335N /3058 from Ph. 2 excavations.
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Feqture # 33

Feature type: Stratum

Modern fill episode. Labeled 91 in 280N290E from Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 34

Feature t1rye: Strattrm

Dense gray river clay capping fill strata in Stmcture 4 cellar. Labeled stratum 2
in 280N/290E from the Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 35

Feature t5pe: Stratum

Fill episode consisting of dark brown sand loam. Labeled stratum 3 in
280N/2908 from the Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # %

Feature type: Strattrm

Red-brown burned shale coal stratum. Located abutting the exterior of Feature
3 north wall of Structure 4. Labeled stratum 4 in 280N /2908 from Ph. 2
excavations. Probably the location of an ash dump for the coal furnace or coal-
buring fireplace in Structure 4. Inclusive artifacts (EU 35) indicate deposition
in the late 19th century.

Feoture # 37

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Fill episode in Structure 4 cellar. Consisted of loose black coal cinders. Fill
upp"io to be railroad-related. Labeled stratum 5 in 280N /zg}Eduring Ph. 2
excavations.TPQ ca. 1900.

Feoture # 38

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Fill episode inside Strtrcttrre 4 cellar. Consisted of compact red-brown sand
loam and cinders. Appears to be railroad-related fill. Labeled stratum 6 in
280N12908 during Ph.2 excavations. TPQ ca. 1900.

Feoture # 39

Feature t1rye: Stratum



Secondary fiIl episode inside Seucture 4 cellar. Contained brick wall fall from
Feature 3, bridc walL Fill within the brick mbble consisted of dark brown
colluvial silt loam. Labeled stratum 7 in 280N /}WE during Ph.2 excavations.

Feoture # &
Feature type Stratum

Lowest fill episode in Structure 4 cellar. Consisted of dark biown silt loam
mottled with yellow-brown sand. Labeled stratum 8 in 280N lzWE during Ph.
2 excavations. It was thought that this might be a primary floor deposit, so the
fill was removed for floatation analysis (EU 51). The TPQ for this deposit is ca.
1880.

Feoture # 41

Feature tlpe: Floor

Yellow-brown clay floor of Stmcture 4 cellar. Labeled S-9 in 2S0N/2908 during
Ph.2 excavations.

Feqture # 42

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Humus and modern fill. Labeled S-2 in both 290N l3l5E& 290N320E during
Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 43

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Very dense dark red-brown very coarse sand packed with cinders and coal
(possibly ). Probable railroad-related fill episode. Located in both the interior
and exterior of Feature 3, the north waII of Structure 4. Labeled S-2 in
290N/315E & 290N/320E during Ph. 2 excavations. This layer was deposited
near the turn of the Z)th century.

Feoture # 4
Feature tyrye: Stratum

Fill episode located on the exterior of Feature 45 east wall of Structure 4.
Consisted of darkbrown silty clay mottled with orange-brown and gray clay
with coal (probably ) and cinders. Labeled $3 in 290N/320E during Ph. 2
excavations.
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Fedure # 45

Feature t1rye: Strahrur

Fill episode consisting of homogeneous brown silt loam. Located adjacent to a
concrete railroad trestle pier and probably associated with its mid-2Oth century
consbrrction or maintenence. Labeled S-4 in 290N/315E & 290N/3208 during
Ph..2 excavations.

Feqture # 6
Feattrre $rye: Foundation

Brick east wall of Stmcture 4. Identified in 2$N/3Z}E during Ph. 2
excavations.

Feoture # 47

Feature tyrye: Stratum

Humus and modern filI stratum. Labeled S-1 in W.ll{/%9E during Ph. 2
excavations.

Feoture # 48

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Fill stratum consisting of dark brown fine sandy clay with brick fragments,
charcoal flecking, coal and mortar. Labeled S-2 in n7.5N/2fi9E during Ph. 2
excavations.

Feoture # 49

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Fill stratum consisting of yellow-brown clay mottled with gray-brown clay.
Labeled S-3 in n7.5N/?fi98 during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # ffi
Feature tlpe: Other

Semi-circular depression located at the foot of Feature 11, bullr:head entrance
steps in the Stmiture 4 cellar. Set into Feature 41, the cellar floor. Filled with
light brown sand loam with brick fragments and charcoal. Feature 50 probably
represents the location of a stone landing or nosing set into the floor at the
foot of the steps. Identified in 280N/290E from Ph. 2 excavations. Artifacts in
the feature fill demonstrate that the landing was removed after ca. 1850.



Feoture # 5'l

Feature tyrye: Stratum

Turn-of-the-20th-century fill stratum comprised of very densly packed coal
and cinders. Labeled $1 in 340N/3408 during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feature tpe: Stratum

Modern fill stratum consisting of black coarse sand humus. Labeled S-1 in
profile of 315N/ 2408 during?h. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 53

Feahrre tlpe: Pier

Wooden pier fron a turn-of-the-century railroad ilestle (Structure 20).
Identified in 315N/2{OE during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # il
Feature tlpe: Pier

Wooden pier from turn-of-the-century railroad trestle (Structure 20).
Identified during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 55

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Fill stratum consisting of mottled yellow and very light brown sand clay.
Labeled S-2 in the profile of 315N/Z0E during Ph. 2 excavations. Related to
C&O Rail constructioru ca. 1900 - 1905.

Feoture # 6
Feature tyrye: Stratum

Thin fill stratum consisting of gray-brown sand loam. Labeled S-3 in the
profile of 31.5N240E during Ph. 2 excavations. '

Feoture # 57

Feature tlpe: Stratum
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Clean fill material. Underlying Featute 57 are natural sediments sufficiently
tnrncated so as to have no active soil profile. Feature 57 consists of mottled
light brown and orange-brown coarse sand and light gray day. Labeled
stratum 4 in the profile of 315N/Z0E during Ph. 2 excavations. There were
no artifacts associated with this leveb however, this is probably fill related to
constrrction of the C&O Railroad line. Tnrncation of the natural soil and an
associated rodent bunow (Feature 58) suggests removal of compressable soils
and replacement with coaser material.

Feoture # I
Feature t1rye: Other

A vertical intrusion of very light gray coarse sand running through the
natural strata. Possible roofor ioaeirt Lnoo-. Appears to bi tmncited by a cut
prior to taying of the Feahrre 57 frn strattrm. ta6ritinea in the south prolile of
315N/2408 during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 59

Feature tlpe: Strahrm

Natural ancient alluvial stratum consisting of layers of brown, light gray and
orange-brown coarse sand. Slopes down to the west. Labeled S-5 in the iouth
profile of 315N/ Vl}E during ptr. Z excavations.

Feoture # &
Feature t1rye: Stratum

Layer of cobbles lyrog in the same natural ancient alluvial co.use sand as
Feature 59 above and Feature 61 below. Labeled S-7 in the south profile of
315N/2408 during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 61

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Natural ancient alluvial coarse sand similar to Feature 59 above. Labeled
stratum 8 in the south profile of 315N/Z0E during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 62

Feature t1rye: Pier

Wooden pier from the turn-of-the-century railroad trestle (Structtrre 20). A
large bolt runs through the pier and remains of iron angle braces (Feature 65)
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and decaying wood beams (Feature 64) from the tres0e were found in
association with the pier. Feature 62was first identified in 315N/2558 during
Ph. 2 excavations.

Festure # 63

Feattre t1rye: Pier

Wooden pier from turn-of-the-century railroad trestle (Stmcture 20). This
pier has a targe bolt mnnung through it and the decaying remains of 2 bracing
beams from the trestle lie in dose association with Feature 63. This pier was
first identified in 315N/Zt5E during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # &
Feature tlpe Other

Concentration of decaying wood brace beams from undergtound cribwork
supporting a turn-of-the-century wooden railroad trestle (Structure 20).
Associated with Feature 62, trestle pier, and Feature 55, iron angle braces.
Feature 64 was first idmtified in 315NZi5E during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 65

Feature t1rye: Other

Iron angle braces from the turn-of-the-century woden railroad trestle
(Structure 20). Associated with Feature 62, pieg and Featurc 63, bracing beams
from the trestle structure. Feature 55 was identified in 315N/%58 during Ph.
2 excavations.

Feature # 6 
:

Feature type: Stratum

Modern fill stratum consisting of dark brown sand loam. Labeled S-1 in the
south profile of 315N/ 2659d"uring Ph.zexcavations.

Feoture # 67

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Late fill stratum consisting of light brown coarse sand. Labeled S-2 in the
south profile of 315N/265E during Ph. 2 excavaticins.

Feoture # 68

Feature tlpe: Stratum
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Late fill episode consisting of blad< coarse sand. Labeled S-3 in the south
profile of 315N/%5E during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 69

Feature t1rye: Other

Decaying wooden brace beam from the turn-of-the-century wooden railroad
trestle (stmcture z)), seen in the south profile of the Ph. 2 31sN/zt5E in
association with Feature 62, pier. and Features 64 and 64 wooden beams and
iron angle braces, from the trestle stnrcture.

Feoture # 70

Feature t1rye: Stratum

FiIl stratum consisting of brown coarse sand mottled with light gray and red-
brown sandy day. Labeled 95 in the south profile of 315N/?ssB during Ph 2
excavations.

Feoture # 71

Feature type: Stratum

Fill stratum consisting of coalse sand with decaying remains of Feature 64
wooden bracing beams from the turn-of-the-century railroad trestle (Structure
20). Labeled S-5 in the south profile of 315N/2i5E during Ph. 2 excavations.

Feoture # 72

Feature t5rye: Stratum

Natural sediment stratum that appears to be cut by a consfirrction hole for the
turn-of-the-century wooden railroad trestle (Structure 20). Consists of gleyed
clay. Identified inlhe south profile of 375N/?558 during Ph. 2 excavati-ons.

Feoture # 73

Feature type: other

Trench 1 encountered a large pit which intrudes a filled cellar. The pit
contains artifacb frour the mid-late 19th century. During phase 3 studies,
portions of an elaborate water-delivery system seemed Io arain purposefully
towards this pit. For that reason, we have called the feature a "drainage frrt'i
although that seems unsatisfactory as a proper description of the featirels
function. The pit may have served a function similar to the silt traps or
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"cistenls" associated with the water system. Unfortunately, further excavation f
of this feature was not peruritted. ;

Archoeologicolly defined structures

Sfrucfure I

A compact clay and lime plaster floor was encountered adialgnt 1o Main
Street in Trendt 1, as well as in a shovel test at 2S0N, 2508. This floor
appeared to have been laid on grade. Associated brick rubble and artifacts
tyt"g on the floor suggested a drird quarter 19th century date for the
destruction of the structure. This was presumed to be either the large house
or commercial stmcture shown on the 1.865 map and possibly associated with
the railroad, or else this "floor" represents the "y*d" to that struchrre
suggested by the map.

Widening of Main Street will destroy this struchrre. Phase 3 investigations,
discrrssed below, concenbated on entirely excavating this structute, as well as

remains of earlier structures in this location not revealed in the Phase 2
study.

Structure 2

Trench L encountered a filled basement, a portion of the builder's trench to
the stnrcture an{ an intrusive feature, possibly a drainage pit. The cellar fill
contained artifacts dating from the mid-18th century through the first quarter
of the 19th century. Late l8th-century artifacts from the builder's trench
provided the TPQ for consuuction. The intruding pit contained materials
from the mid-19th century. This was overlain by fills containing late 19th-
and early 20th-century artifacts. Plans available as of this writing indicate no
impacts to Structure 2 from the proposed construction.

Structure 3 (Structure 1)

Structtrre 3 was identified near the corner of East Main Street and Peebles
Street. This stnrcture had only been revealed through a section of massive
intact brick foundation wall crossing a shallow erploratory trenclu The nrn of
the wall did not lie parallel or perpendicular to any other lclown structure
walls uncovered in-this testing. (fu*hn excaoation during the phax 3 utork
indicated that this anll was a part of Structure 7\.
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Sfrucfures 4 snd 5 6Structure 4)

A long stnrcture was partly revealed in the 10x10'unit, in the shallow test
trendr, in the 5x10' unit at, and in shovel test adjacent to that unit. The width
of the sbrrcture was not lnown from the phase 2 testing, but, due to the
proximity to Peebles Street, it was &oughi to be onty one room deep. The
structure has a basement extmding approximately four feet below grade. A
bulkhead entrance and cellar stair was excavated in the 1Ox10'unit This
portion of the basement was partially excavated and indicated that the
building was probably a house. While analpis of the large quantity of artifacts
from this excavation had not yet been completely analyzed prior to beginning
the phase 3 work, prelimary evidence suggested that this cellar was filled in
the late 1.9th century. Artifacts ffom the surface of the builder's trench of the
bull,:tread suggest constmction ca. 1300. It appeared likely, from the minimal
evidence then at hand, that the structure was a double house - perhaps a
tenement. Widening of ldain Street will destroy part of this struchri, so
phase 3 data recovery induded recovering additional inforuration on ib size
and dating, as well as additional excavation only in that portion of the
building which will be affected; that is, the extreme western end.

Sfrucfures 6 and 7

Below approximately 2.5'-3'of fill layers and features of the late lfth or ZXh
century in square 315N 3058 we encountered a "floor" consisting of
compacted sand and clay and a broken brick pavement, possibly representing
a shallow cellar or grade level floor of a house. Oyster shell and early 1,9th
century artifacts characterized the deposit just above the "floor".

A very similar uflooru or surface was identified in square 335N, 3058. Here, at
about *te same depth as that described above, was a dark shell-filled lens
overlying a compact sand or sand-and-clay surface. Again, this was associated
with a variety of early 19th century artifacts (e.g., creamware and hand-
painted pearlware), numerous oyster shell and bone fragments, etc. The
"floors" of structures 6 and 7 may eventually prove to be a single feature.
Current proiect plans indicate these structures will not be impacted by
construction.

Sfrucfures I and I
Two apparently unrelated structures were revealed in a square at 340N 34OE.
One two-brick thick foundation wall (Structure 8) bonded with lime mortar
was revealed at grade, below a thin gravel layer. A shovel test south of &is
wall suggests either a filled basemeni at least four feet deep, or a deeply buried
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Isurface. The lowest level attained in the test pit did not reach the bottom of
the fill, but encountered a thick midden-like loam layer containing bone and
late 18th - early 19th century artifacts. |ust north of this wall were two
additional brici. walls formrng a right-angle corner, but not nrruring parallel
or perpendicular to the wall of Stmcture 8. This brickruorh designated
Stnrcture 9, was only partly revealed and cannot be adequately interpreted at
this time. It may represent a separate stnrcture or some tlpe of feature
appended to Structure 8. (See Strud.we desmiptions in the pluse 3 rryort
sections below. These buildings are not relateil).

Sfrucfures 70,'l'1, and /t2

One very large struchrre and two slightly smaller structures apPear on mid-
19th century maps in the southeast corner of the Southern R.R. and the old
right-of-way of Ash Street, on City lots 205 and 206. and one local inforrnant
suggested that there was a large iion foundry whidr stood until the 1930's or
1940's. Limited testing on lot 2t)5 revealed large anounts of brick rubble, coal,
cinder, and slag in tlis location Doeumentary research revealed that the
foundry, Capitol City Iron Worls, was a 20th century operation whictr was
located primarily on Lots 203 and ZX. The large building and trvo smaller
buildings indicated on mid-l9th century maps are a store and two tenements.
None of these structures will be effected by the proposed construction.

Structure'13

A brick pier was uncorrered in the 10' x 1.0' square, 280N 3158. This substantial
structure support penetrates the fill in the bulkhead entrance to Structure 4
and therefoie wastonstructed following destruction of Structure 4. A
probable robbed pier was uncovered in Trench 1 during the Phase 1 study.
These both may relate to a single structure, although this is by no means
certain.

Public works

Rood obufmenfs

Three distinct $pes of stone abuhents exist within the compass of ttre site.
These are all related to bridges or viaducts used to carry the principal cross
streets of Rocketts from Wiiliamsburg Road (forrnerly Btoody Run Street) to
Main Street (Rocketts Street). All are found in places in which the cross streets
descend from the upper terrace over the Southern (Richmond and York
River) Railroad cut. The oldest of these are formed of large granite blocla.
These abutments are found on the northern side of the crrt at Main Street,
and on both sides of the cut at the fonner locations of the Ash Street and Flqrr
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Street crossings. These abutnrents were apparmtly built to carry the roads
over the railroad track after 1855. The Main Street aossing indudes a large,
high granite abuturent on the south side of the cut, and the norttrern
abuturent has been raised to the present level of lvlain Street with a wall of
brick laid in five course American bond. Preliurinary study of these features
suggested that Rocketts Road, Ash and Elm Streets were raised over the
railroad at the time of construction. Following the Civil War, the roads were
raised higher yet perhaps to provide more clearance.

As these road features can be considered important elements for
understanding the public works engineering and development of the urban
landscape of 19th cenhrry Rocketts, further shrdy of their history and
construction was recommended in order to further illuminate the history of
the site. \IDOT design consultants have indicated that it is not possible to
leave these stnrtures in place. Nineteenth-century massive stonework is not
all that rare in Ridrmond, and since these are considered to be important
archaeological features, the significance of which lies in the inforsration they
can provide for reconstnr"tiog site history, further study and recording of
these abutments is probably adequate to mitigate project effecb.

R o i I tr est le consfrucfb n f e of ures

Two five-by-five foot squares were excavated beneath the existing CSX trestle.
Both of these showed that this area has been substantially disturbed by
construction of the trestle, circa 1905. Large wooden pilings, mechaniially
driven to at least 10 or 12 feet in depth were found in one square, while the
second square encountered similar pitings and a cribwork substructure of
timbers, mill-sawn dimensional lumber and iron plates and fasteners
extending to a depth of at least six feet. These features are interpreted as
elements of the support system of a low, temporary rail trestle used to carry
materials to the site of construction of the permanent trestle. Remnants of
several such trestle piers can be seen at various places under the present
viaduct between the site and Fulon Yard. Simitar features are apparently
duplicated along the considerable length of the trestle, and can be seen
protruding above the ground in several places well beyond the limits of the
Rockets #1 Site.

Southern Roilrood possoge

The sunken line of the Southern Railroad represents the present day remains
of one of the first railroads in Richmond. Constructed in f855 as the
Richmond and York River line, this road was of some importance in the
Civil War, as the |ames River was rendered useless as a supply and
transportation link after Federal occupation of the Peninsula. Preliminary
research suggested that some alteration to the bed of the railroad had taken
place in the late 19th or 20th centuries. Of course, ties, rails and ballast have



all been replaced periodically. No switching gear or other historic railroad
tedrnology is found within the proiect area. The road abuturents described
above were probably constructed along with the railroad. It was
recommended that these be recorded and shrdied along with the sub-surface
features of the Rocketts#l Site.

Remaining portions of the Richmond and York Railroad may be of
considerabli historical significance and some materials of significance to
engineering history may exist along the line. As the present project will have
minimal effects on the line, and will not impact any historic features, it was
not considered necessary to carry out a significance deterrnination on the
railroad line as a whole.

CSX Roil Vioduct

The CSX Chessie System Railroad runs over the proposed constnrction area
on a viaduct constructed for the C&O in 1fr)5. firis tiestle is the longest
elevated double rail track in the world. As sudr, the trestle is probably eligible
for inclusion in the National Register.

The present project wiII require removal of a small section of trestle
substnrcture and replacing it wi$ steel pilings constructed on existing
concrete piers. Two piers and their associated trestle will be removed to add a
lane to Main Street. This will add a considerable length to the unsupported
railroad bridge spir, requiring the superstnrcture to be reinforced with steel
girders. While this work will totally alter the nature of the small trestle
section over Main Street, its effect on the entire elevated track system will be
small. It was recommended that VDOT treat the trestle as if it were eligible.
Subsequent researc.h has shown that the present structure (superstructure,
substructure and piers) in the vicinity of the site all date to the mid-20th
century however. Alterations to this structure will not impact any historic
fabric related to the viaduct, and the new construction willbe compatable
with the existing structure. Of primary concern, then, is the docuientation of
the history of the viaduct and its importance to the Rocketts community.

Summory ond Project Effects

The Rocketts #l Site

The Rocketts #1 Site (,44 He677) was originally defined as an area
encompassing four original 1/2 arre lotJ of that section of the City of
Richmond that was historically known as Rocketts. The site waslo defined
because initial plans by the Virginia Deparhent of Transportation (VDOT
Project # ffi05-127-10a PE-101, c-501) suggested that proposed improvements
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to the intersection of Main Street and Williamsburg Road could potentially
impact possible archaeological resources on the hislorically definid loe
numbered ?n3, ?&1,205 and 206 fronting on Poplar Street. Additional srinor
impacts were possible on Lot 195 fronting on Wiiliamsburg Road. Following
the initial testing of the proposed proiect are4 and the confinnation that
indeed all four of these historic lots contained archaeological remains of qome
merit, numerous consultations between the archaeologists of VCU and
vDoT, the design consultants, md vDor personnel responsible for the
construction of the proposed road improvements, it was deterurined that
impllb to archaeological remains could be limited through design
considerations.

With the exception of some alterations to the track bed and some historic'
stone abutments along the Southern Railway line on the property, all impacts
will be confined to cultural resources in the area which ori$natty comprised
Lot 203. There wiII also be some minor encroactrment on l,ot fgq which is
now a portion of the property of the Woodward House, which is listed in the
National Register of Historic Places. fire present report deals primarily with
the history an{ ardraeology of Lot 203 whidr, by thi mid-19th-century, had
been sub-divided into 7 smaller lots. The detenninations of the boundaries of
an ardraeological site in the midst of an 18th and 19th cenhrry urban area is
lev9r easy and must be somewhat arbitrary. For the pu{pose of this repor!
the Rocketts #1 Site is defined as Lot ?fi3, ivery small pottioo of Lot rg6 in
the intersection of Main Street and Williansburg Road, and the Southern
Railroad right-of-way between Main Street and ihe Elm Street easement (Elm
Street is no longer in existence).

The site is situated in the corner of "Poplar Street" and "Rocketts Street", as
they were historically lrrown. This corner marked the western edge of tire
Rocketts port. ooly two of the historic maps studied during the phase 2
investigation show standing structures, rather than showing only streets and
Iots: the 1865 Mchie, and 1875 Beers Atlas maps.e Both of these indicate
improvements on portions of these lots. One structure shown on the 1855

Pu-P ?pp.ars to be a large building with a fenced yard on the north side of the
building.

The 1876 map indicated that portions of the original city lots had been
acquired-as railroad property near the corner ofRocketts and Poplar Streets.
Presumably, prior to the constmction of the railroad in the late i85&, these
lots would have contained houses or commercial buildings. By comparison
ryith surrounding lots on the later maps, it was thought to be Ut *ty that these
lots had been further subdivided at leist by the mid-igttr century and *uy
have contained numerous houses and service buildings.

9. A more extensive review of maps and plats concerning the site will be presented in a later
section of this r€portI

I
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IPhotographs and prinb of the proiect area indicated the presence of
numerous commercial and domestic shrrctures. Illustrations, dating between
ca. 1850 and 1865, suggested the nature of occupation during this period.
Earlier 19th cenhrry prints show portions of the Rocketts Landing area. AII
sudr graphic materials available were studied in greater detail during the
phase 3 investigation to help provide architectural and functional details for
interpreting the Rocketts #1 Site.

Site Significonce

The Rocketts #1 Site was found to contain intact remains of domestic,
commercial, industrial, and civil engineering structures dating at least as

early as 1780 - and possibly from the Colonial Period - through the 19th
century. Ardraeologrcal testing and preliminary docrrmentary research
suggested that a wide range of stnrcture tyTres ina nrnctions were present
within the city lots to be impacted by pmposed constuction. The site contains
artifactual data, I""g. quantities of faunal material, ardritectural remains, illd
well-presenred organic non-carbonate materials including leather, wood and,
perhaps, cloth. The material remains and the excellent contexts in which they
were found, provide excellent data for reconsbrr"ting the material life of
Richmond's early waterfront. Comparative studies concerning, for exampl+
the use and circulation of locally produced ceramic and glass items would be
especially valuable. Numerous Richmond and Baltimore bottles were
reiooerei from the site in preliminary test excavations, as were earthenware
and stoneware containers of local, as well as distant Provenance.

Test excavations suggested the presence of privies, wells, cellars and sealed,
tightly datable trash deposits. Historical data suggested that the waterfront was
a highly mixed communig of merchants, free black and hired-out slave
artiJans and laborers, domestic slaves, stevedores, transients, mariners,
innkeepers, and captains. That this highly heterogeneous community is
represented within the remains of the Rocketts #1 Site was apparent in the
variety of architectural and artifactual remains recovered as well as being
suggested by the variety of building tlpes and sizes in the pictorial
representations of the site.

While it is likely that other 18th and 19th century remains are yet to be
uncovered further east in the Rocketts/Fulton area, it was clear from the
preliminary testing that the Rocketts #1 Site lies within the core of the early
village associated directly with Rocketts Landing and the Rocketts tobacco
warehouse. Standing as it does opposite the 17th century Falls Plantation, and
on Gilly Gromarrin's plantation lands, this location also presenres perhaps
the best hope for recovery of Colonial period remains at this early Port.
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The Rocketts #1 Site was recommended to be considered eligible for inclusion
in the National RgSister of Historic Places. Upon completion-of the phase 2
study, the availableproject plans suggested that appro-ximately ffi%;t the site
wgul{ be impacted by proposed road widening, iSX trestle consuructiorL and

]{yl{*S of the Southern Railroad line. Subiequent consultations with
vDoT have assured the author that the actual iripacts will be much
smaller.l0 A very:*1II_ portion of the CSX trestli -iU be altered to provide
an additional lane for Main Street. This impact is minor in that it en-tails
replacement o1 removal of two mid-Zlth cintury concrete piers and minor
replacement o! steel superstructure elements -t i*, are mia-ZOth century in
date. This work will not effect the historical significance of the structure.

Woodword House

The Woodward House, which is the only remaining standing structure
associated with Rocketts, will not be directly impactid by thiJproject Visual
changes occrrring from the improvement oi tt 

" 
iot reection of Main Street

wittt WilliamsburgXoad wil not impact the property. Approximately 200&
25cD square feet of woodward house prope"ry *iII bj taka; at the
intersection. This is not within the hiito*cal-boundaries of the property and
would have no adverse effect on the significance of property. 11-

t|. 
Lt of the present yriting (tanuary 1992) there are tentative plans to redesign sonre aspects

of-thi: project. New designs should be reviewed by archaeologrcal consultang-to ascertain
whether any additional impacts might result frcm these chaiges.
11. The Present PrcPerty boundaries arr, however, the Nationa-l Register property boundaries.



Port 2: The Phose 3 Project
Excavation of the Rocketts #1 Site wa$ a massive undertaking by any
measure. More than 400 tons of deposits were removed from an area of
approximately 3500 square feet - allby hand. Nearty 500 features-wqr:
eiiavated ani recordia in detail. Portions of numerous individual building
structures were uncovered. More than 3$0ffi artifacts and biological
speciurens were recwered, processed, and analyzed. These induded portions
o? more than 9fi) glass and ieramic vessels, all of whidr}ave _been 

anafzed,
assigned to a minimum vessel count, and, where possible and apfr3nri11e,-
merided, with cross-mending records made for all ceramic vessels. Detailed
archival data was recovered-for more than 40 households and firms which
lived on, operated on, or owned portions of the site between ca. t67O - 1900.

This reseaidr included complete searches of all relevant deeds, wills, city
directory entries, federal censrrses, real estate and personal property tax
records, newspaper notices, family PaPers, etc. Obviously, this- repo{ can only
be an accounting of a small portion oJ the vast amount of infonnation
collected in the project.

I have selected an untraditional format for presenting the basic infonnation
about the project. The site interpretation is, to me, the paramount Product of
the proieci and, as noted above, considerably more interpreta$" t* can be

accommodated here will be presented in a forthcoming book To others,
however, access to "the datan will be equally, or more, important. Given the
excess of data, compared to what can be interpretated by one Person, I consider
it important to make these data as useful as possible to those who would
attempt other interpretations of the site. It is tempting to think that it would.
be poisible to prepare all of the data - artifact descriptions, feattrre_lists, etc. - in
the forsr of appended lists, charts, or graphs, iurd get on with makirrg some
sense of thesi.-To the extent that such irn approach is possible, within the
canons of good sense and professional practice, I have done iust that.
llowever, data do not "speak for themselves". It is important to describe in
some detail how the data were obtained, or selected, ?rrd to retrace to some
extent the connections between observations and conclusions.

data whictr is not reproduced here- ForThere is, of course, a great deal of
example, it would be of little use to reproduce the singleJayer plans of-every
featuie, even though these are important for low-level site interpretation. In
addition, reproducing these would have probably quadrupled the thiclcness

of, and the cost of producing, this report. Most of the "important" features -
and there is a diminsion of judgement required here - have been reproduced
on two master maps (Figures 24 and 2.5), which illustrate the main excavation
block features which predate and postdate construction of a particular floor in
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I Particular stmcture. This floor senred as an important ardraeological
horizon delimiter druing the excavation. There are several drawings and
nurnerous photographs of selected features which rtre more compl6r, or
which were of partiorlar importance in some aspect of the interfretation

11 the frs! ctrapter-(r,,1), I have provided a disctrssion of the archaeological
theory and research design by which this proiect was conducted. I have
stressed both the herneneutic method and the idea of the "narrative
constnrction of reali!/', to use Bnrner's (L99t, phrase. I likewise have argued
that our entry into past discourse suggests that a style of presentation shduH
fo-llow th9 style of discourse, and I am espe"iully pirsuaded of the imprtance
of narrative in this, and similar enterprisls. In brder to construct a nlrrative
interpretatioru i! was nec€ssary to aoityre the data in an appropriate forrrat
Chronology and context are the keystonl of the interpretation in this report.

Chapter 2.2 goesthrough the exercise of establishing narrative contexts and a
fornr of chronology that can be elicited from documene. This chapter
subsumes discussions of methods and findings of nhistorical' resiarctr.
lmportant components of this chapter includE the presentation of
biographical data on persons who owne4 occupied or otherwise were
importantto the history of the site. These mini-biographies have been
compiled fron extensive sunreys of public documents and secondary sources.
It should be kept in mind that the purpose of each section within this chapter
is either to present a review of souices of data, to present observations
themselves, or to provide an exposition on methods of analyses, including
interpretive anal5rses.

Chapter 2.3 prowides a critical review of visual source documents, including
p]ult, Taps, paintings, prints, photographs, and the use of a tectrnique called
"Prince's magic_canera". Visual docunrbnts are tools for providing accuity for
viewing, or understanding the context of the site. Specific details of '

architecture and landscape are revealed through th-ese reviews. Perhaps more
importantly, these visual documents are, themselves, artifacts, many bf
which are best viewed as representations of Rocketts and its environs. As
such, these documen-ts prooide material for interpretation; that is, they are
cultural statements about the past, made in the pist, and they are here
considered to be part of the !'archaeological" record of Rockeits.

Chapter 2.! dgals with site stratigraphy, features, and their relationships. An
archaeological chronol%y, and archaeological contexts, are constnrctei which
:T b" played against the documentary contexts. In addition, necessary
information about the methods of excavation, recording, and analysii of the
archaeological structure and fonnation processes of ttre-site is prejented.

The following chapter (2.5) deals with the modification, creation and use of
an urban environment. The single most important way in which historical
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Iarchaeology differs from history, as such, is that archaeologistsare concerned

very much with the physical, or material remains of the Pas! Orat is, the
artilacts, broadly speaking. No "artifact" is more important th1n the physical
space, the 'buili enviromnent", in which historical events and social actions
olcrrr. The making of the landscape, whether by conscious design and
centralized controf, or by more "6rganic" processes, is an important feature of
all human settlement, and certainly it is an overardring attribuf oj urban
life. The story of the Rocketts #l Site is situated within the physical setting of
the site, and tris is a setting that was largely created by owners_and msuPanb.
The nature of that setting will Ue re\riewed using a variety of docunentary
and archaeological sources.

Of course, the most immediately apparent aspect of the urban "built
environment" is its buildingr. ThiJihapter ae*s with the buildings at the
site, again as reconstructed-from archaeological and documentary sources. Of
partiartar interest here is the use of buildings T rePlgsenqtiols of people and
their activities, as well as the representations o/buildings, landscape, etc.

through art and written description.

The construction of landscape and public works is discussed here. A uniqre
water system is of special interest in this section. Transportation and similar
featurei were extremely important to this shrdy, and to the history of the site.

The creation of streets, roads, alleys, wallnuays and yard walls defined the
spaces of life at the site. The construction of two rail lines throug! the site
physically altered the locatity in critical ways. In fact, the 1lory -9f 

tt. C&O
viaduct il a telling tale of the power of industry and public utilities over the

more "mundane" aspects of city life.

Chapter 2.5 deals with the more portable components of material culture
recovered from the site. Here the bottles, dishes, and personal items Iost or
discarded at ttre site are examined in order to elicit some additional, perhaps
more intimate, aspects of life on Lot 203. This chapter includes discussion of
analytical methods and a catalogue of selected artifacts used in the
inteipretation of the site, or of potential importance to archaeologists seeking
comparative contextual data.

Interpretation is woven throughout this volume as, I contend, it is woven
throughout all phases of all archaeological proiects. Furthetutore, as noted
above, a future-volume dealing more specifically with site interp_retation is in
preparation. Nonetheless, somi of the suggested dimensions and directions
of interpretation are discussed in Chapter 2.7.

Finally, in Chapter 2.8,I have presented an assesment of the proiect. This
involves an evaluation of the project goals, and the successes, failures, or
limitations encountered in meeting those goals.
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2.1 Of Porodigms ond Problemotics:
Theory, Contexts ond Project Gools

Although it is usually easy to tell what sort of paradigm, or approach, a
scholar takes to his or her research by pemsing the organization and language
of a research report, archaeological exiavationleports-customarily include i
chapter on ntheory". The numerous functions of this ctrapter include a
measure of seU-aggrandizement on the part of the author, in which he or she
can demonstrate depth of sctrolarship by presmting short abstracts of ideas
followed by long lists of sdrolarly citations. In a cultural resource
management site report, such as this one, this section senres a second
Purpose: it provides the basis of the "research design" upon whidr the study
is supposedly based, and perurib governmental reviewers to ascertain the
legitimary of the project director - author, again by assessing those short
abstracts of ideas and citations of references.

Perhaps the most Iegitimate pu{pose for the existence of theory essays in site
reports is to "situate" the author, not simply with regard to academic schools
of thought and disciplinary politics, but with regard to the broader social and
ethical issues raised - or not raised - by his or her writing. While making
some concession to the games that scholars play, and the rules we have
devised among ourselves to play those games, I hope nonetheless to offer this
present discussion to help not only my archaeological colleagues, but also the
non-specialist reader to understand, more dosely, my own ideas and
ideologies with regard to archaeology. I have titled this section "Theory and
Project Goals", although I would have rather found a less loaded tenn than
"theory". "Project goalsn stands partly in place of the more traditional
"research design". Clearly goals are not all of a research design which
includes methods designed to obtain those goals. Methods are discussed
elsewhere, but goals and theory are closely related, and will be dealt with here.

My objection to "research designs" is not due to any problem I have with
planned, systematic approadres to the recovery and generation of loowledge,
but to the use of the ter:n as a guidon by the processual school of archaeology
which flourished throughout the 1970s-and fggOs. Even more sinister is thi-
appropriation of the terur, and in fact much of the paradigmatic equippage of
the nNew Archaeology'' by the instittrtions of cultural resource management.
Most written guidelines concerning how CRM-related data retrieval should
be organized and presented makes assumptions that scholars will select a
form of the scientific method, in which generalizations (theories) provide
hlryotheses, which are "tested" aia excavation and analysis. From this process,
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more generalizations are inferred through the accepting or rejecting of
hypotheses.

There is by now a literature so large within the humanities and social sciences
critiquing the positivist approach, that even discussing it here in what must
be a very inadequate fonn seems questionable. In ardraeology, one of the
more widely read citiques is that of Courbin (1988). This thoroughgoing
"deconstructionn of archaeological positivism suffers precisely for what it
coneludes: that archaeology is what archaeologists do. This often-repeated
homily cotdd be accepted as nothing but a silly tautology except that Courbin
has very specific ideas about what archaeologists slnuld do and, therefore,
what archaeology shoulil be. And this vision, while avoiding the piffalls of
positivism, is a very limited, perhaps even mechanical, notion of archaeology
that would separate the excavating, dating, and sherd-sorting activities from
the scholarly interpretations of history, society or culture. These latter
activities are not, in his mind, the realm of archaeology,:but of sociology and
anthropology.

Thus, archaeology should exist without theory, but the flaw here is the
intractible and irreducible relationship between theory, method, obsenration
and inference, a point which the New Archaeologists themselves made very
clearly, and whidr many non-positivists continue to embrace. Archaeology
cannot exist without theory, but that is little reason to embrace wrong-headed
(or simply boring) theory, such as processualism, materialism, and cultural
ecology.

Postmodern Archoeologies
Other alternatives abound. Some of these have been summarized by Hodder
(19S6) in his book Reading the Past. Hodder's "post-processual" or
"contexhlal" archaeologie! fall, for the most part, into a general grouping of
approadres which share a few - although sometimes very few - attributes, and
which are sometimes referred to as postmodern approaches (Mouer 1991).
One of the hallmarks of postmodemists is their risistance to classification,
including being pideonholed as poshodernists. Within archaeology, most
would probably rather identify with the ter:n "interpretivist", a tetrn which
breaks cleanly with positivism, stresses the hermeneutic method, and avoids
some of the extreme stances often associated with poshodernism. There is,
after all, quite a bit of territority covered by that term. Posturodern human
study has its roots primarily in literary theory, cultural criticism, and
philosophy. Much of the range of contemporary literary theory is glossed (but
only glossed) in the excerpts of essays compiled by Newton (1988).
Postmodernism in the visual arts tends to be rather different, but shares
many of the general qualities of the episteme; a valuable collection of essays
and excerpts has been compiled by Risatti (1990).Postmodernism in the social
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sciences has taken on a life of its own as well (see, for instance, Rabinow and
Sullivan 1987, Clifford 1988, Clifford and Marcus tg|6, Marcus and Fisclrer
1986, R. Rosaldo 1989). The most comprehensive general review to date is the
book-length essay by Rosenau (1992).Rosenau does not position herself
amont the posturodernists, but takes the view that the movement is of
uhost importance to social sciences. Perhaps more so than the literary or
visual arts, social sciences have long given a privileged position to objective
truth, rationality, classification, generalization, and other Enlightenment
"gesftrres" whidr postrrodern peispectives eschew, or at least questioru 12 For
a better flavor of the gerue, onl *ould do well to spend sorne time readiog io
the various cross-disciplinary criticism journals that carry post-modernist
essays as a rule. Some of my favorite reading for some years now has
generally been found in the U:riversity of Chicago's journal, Critical Inqutry.

For an introduction to poshrodern thought specifically in the framework of
archaeology and material culture see the series of essays compiled by
Christopher Tilley (1990) tn Reading Material Culture.rs This work is mudt
less accessible than Hodder, but considerably more sophisticated. Tilley and
his fellow contributing authors present deep exploratioru of the intellechal
legacies of Claude Ldvy-Strauss, Paul Ricoeur, Clifford Geertz, Roland
Birthes, facques Derrida and Mchael Foucault, and possibilities for
applications to archaeological research and interpretation. The principal
difficulty with the streams of thought presented in that volume is ilifficulty
itself. The authors, or most of them, have dearly been infected by the French
structuralist and post-structuralist fascination with the problematic of
Ianguage, and a conviction that greater density equals greater signification.
Many of the essays read like bad attempts to imitate the styles of Barthes,
Derrida and Foucault. 14

12. Rosenau divides the world of postmodern social science into the nextr€men, or nskepticaln,

approaches, and the "moderate", or "affirmativeo approaches. My views, as a rule, are more
consonant with the latter, though I would naturally take issue with her relatively negative
assessment of these perspectives. Archaeologists, in general, have sometimes adopted the
terms suggested by lan Hodder - "contextualo, or "post-processualn archaeology. I have d'rosen
to lump hermeneutics, post-structuralism, and - with some hesitation - FranMort School critical
theory, neo-Mamism, post-Marxism, and "subaltem" studies here under the rubric
npostmodernismo. ln many fields there are practitioners who would chafe at lumping these
approaches. My goal is to place contemporary archaeological thought within the broader
trends of non-positivist and post-positivist inquiry which reach across disciplines. One goal of
all of these nmovementsn is to ndecmtern, ndeconstructn, or ounmaskn the workings of
disciplinary boundary maintenance and academic politics. It does not sele the purpose to
continue to tr€at archaeology as a stand-alone discipline with its own internal schisms, rather
than to sifuate recent archaeological trends in a braoder social and intellectual discourse.
13. Tilley's work is highly influenced by Foucault. Earlier seminal works of importance inelude
Mlller and Tilley (1984), Shanlc and Tilley (1987a and 198b).
14. French post-struduralism views language as the ultimate conditioner of thought and
constructor of reality. As suctr, many writers insist that a text be "writerly", full of unoertainty
and ambiguity. Clarity, a particular bugbear for French post-structuralists, is apparently seen
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Nonetheless - or perhaps because of this - the volume opens onto visbs of
interpretive and analytical possibility that have becomelong-since
entrenched within the humanities traditions of philosophy and criticism,
among others, but which feel wholly alim to an ardraeologist raised on the
virtues of scientism. These essays do provide a grounding whidr perurib one
to approadr more easily the pr'ihary i.vmks of tfre subjeciauthors-themselves.
Of these, Clifford Geertz is undoubtedly best lnown among American
archaeologists. (I hasten to add that a great many more arctrlaeologists probably
know of L6:vy-Strauss, but fewer would admit to tnrlylcnowing the man's
work).

One of the truly fefiile areas of posturodern research is in sulture history, and
a closely-related endeavor, often referred to as "micro-history." Culture
history is of respectable antiquity in the disciplines of anthropolqy and
folklore/folklife studies, but it has made a major resurgence in recent years
also among historians. Postnrodernists are into dissolving disciplinary
boundaries - blurring the genres, to use Geertz'phrase - and micro-history
and culture history are turfs upon which historians, anthropologists, and
others find a meeting ground. Mudr of this devolves from the Geertzian
approach to "local l,rrowledge", and the desire to allow individuals,
neighborhoods, and small communities of various sorts to speak through
their own actions and representations. Rather than reviewing what is by now
an enormous literature within postmodern human studies, I propose to
outline some commonalities of-the diverse approaches, and to outline ttre
ways in which these have structured this presint inquiry.

- First, and foremost, all are generally non-positivist. Some are stringently
anti-positivist. All embody some level of skepticism about certainty,
evidence, generalization, classification, and the uses and methods of
knowledge. Case histories are the basic unit of analysis. As Geertz notes,
theory "hovers" iust above the level of data. There is rarely an attempt to seek
over-arching generalizations. Comparisons may be used, not to generate
general patterns or to elucidate the workings of abstract "systems", but to
point to the uniquensses of the cases themselves, and to emphasize context.
Context is of great importance in these newer approaches, and the exegesis of
a case study - be it an ethnographiq historic, Iiterary, or archaeotogical one - is
fully grounded in the critical analysis of "texts" and contexts.

as the handmaid of oppression, while difficulty is the vehicle for liberation. The Anglo-
American rush to write difficult texts is not without philosophical grounding, but it is also not
entirely necessary. Muny anglophone postmoderniss - espeiially Americani - hu.," rejected ttre
adulation of difficult writing, and some have embraced clarity as a liberating tool. Frankly, it
is my sense that any essentially humanist writing is rnorc clear, more accessible, and morc
"liberatingn - for writer and reader - than the obfuscutory iargo-speak of scientistic
archaeology and cultural resource management.
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- Most follow a method which is loosely (perhaps oery loosely) structuralis0
that is, structure with a small "s". L6vy-Strauss and Saussure are begiruring
points that have been left behind. In fact, the Frmch philosophers so
important to the posturodern rlovement are often referred to as "post-
structuralists". The stnrcturalism manifests itself in a fundamental concern
with meaning and context, rather than with function. Functionalism appears
almost nowhere in this line of thought, and is treated as a clearly retrograde
view. In posturodern social anal5rses, one is more apt to read of nmediatisnu,

"negotiation", and "manipulation", than of "integration" or "adaptatiorf.

- There is an abiding concern wi0r "meaningu. Meaning is seen to exist in
human actions and constnrcts, to be variable ("polysemic"), plural
("pol1ruocd."), and - by some extremists - completely fluid and ungrounded.
Meaning is created not only by &e human subjects we study, but by our study
of them. It is our job as scholars not only to capture or interpret other's
meanings, but to seate and darify meaning through our own works. This
fascination with meaning leads to an affiliation in generat with semiotics and
the workings of postmodern semiologists, suctr as {Imberto Eco, hence
completing the circle back tonrards linguistics begun when L€vy-Strauss set
out to discover crrlture with the structures implied by the work of Saussure.
The multiplicities of meanings available in any social or cultural action
suggests that no single meaning should be the sole source of interpretation.

The exegesis of meaning requires the exploration of diffnenee, of identity,
and of rryresentation, Qbiects and actions are used to create meaning, and as
such, there is an importance to individual actors. People are viewed not as
passive participants or carriers of crrlture, but as creators of culture. Likewise
culture and meaning - which converge on each other - are not unitary
phenomena, but changing, mediated, negotiated, and indefinite. The search
for meaning in material culture is nothing new, of course, and underlies the
fundamental work of scholars such as Deetz, Glassie, and Prown.

- Meaning and structure are imbedded in performances (as per Geertz), or
texts as per Ricoue& Barthes, and others. Actions, artifacts, even houses and
landscapes are constructed texts which can be read - hence the titles of both
Hodder's and Tilley's books. Among my favorite "readings" of archaeological
data are Martin Hall's (1992\ approach to slave and non-slave assemblages
and documents from South Africo and Robin Ryder's (1991) explication of
the Gilliam house site in Virginia. Not only do the contemporary
archaeologies require, or pennit, us to view artifacts (in the broad sense) as
texts, but to view documents as artifacts, as advocated by arctraeologists such
as Mary Beaudry and Anne Yentsch. By reading back and forth between
written and material texts - seeking intertextuality, as the theoriests would
put it - broader contexts are forured. Sometimes it is in the interstices between
documents and material culture that a certain friction is fonned whidt
pennits insightful interpretation. This is similar to Leone's and Crosby's

I
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I(19W) idiosyncratic interpretation of "middle range theory", although their
attempt to methodologically slntematize the approach seems a last gasp of
positivist yearnings for universals.

- Reading implies interpretation. Postmodernism eschews not only the
universalism implicit in positivist approaches, but often also the opposite of
entrenre relativism inhermt in much of 20th century British" and espeeially
American, social or crrltural anthropology. If *. ."o red othets' actibns and
objects, it is because of the possibilif for intersubjectivity. The interpretive act
requires immersion into a discourse with our subjects, even though they may
be long dead. I think one of the finest statements concerning the role and
applicability of herrneneutics in archaeology - particularly historical
arctraeology - was lvlary Beaudry's (1991) plinary address for ttre 1991 SHA
meeting, titled Rec*less Edecticism. See also the extensive essay by Beaudry,
Cook and Mrozowski (1991).

Maoy are put off by what seems to be an extreme openess of interpretation,
and, in fact, the ndeconstmctionistsu, following Derrid+ and some feminist
theorists have argued long and hard against'loundationalism", sr the sense
that there is an abiding, transcendant, and lcrowable reality, rather than
simply a congeries of interpretations. A far more common concept of the
Process - and the one followed here - views interpretation as being limited.
Those who like, or require, hard and fast rules and clearly defined limits
within which work is considered legitimate, and beyond which it is
peripheral, will have a hard time with a1r interpretative approach. But the
limits are real, and the question of these limits, both for human semiotics and
for the hermeneutic act, have been nicely explored in two works by Umberto
Eco. One of these is theoretical (The Limits of Int*pretation), while the other
is an application in the framework of a novel (Foucault's Pendulum). Both
hint at, but neither comes close to systematizing a method of interpretation.
The success, or validity of an interpretive act must be detersrined by its ability
to convince, to account for "the data" and the contexts of the data.

One very significant debate among interpreters of literary texts and artworks
has been that concerning "authorial intention". The question rises whether
the author's intended meaning carries a priveleged position in interpretation.
Some, such as E. D. Hirsctr have argued that, ethically, we must concern
ourselves with authors' meanings, and to purposefully deviate from those in
constructing our present, anachronistic, mianings is unethical. Others, such
as Derida and Barthes, have argued that all readers have equal privelege in
creating, or finding, meaning in a work The relevance to materiat culture
and the social acts represented by material culture is central. If literary
language or works of art are ambiguous, polysemic, and open to
interpretation by other than the creators or users, then the question arises
whether archaeologists are responsible for limiting interpretation to the
meanings that materials and actions had in the past. In the present worh I
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have followed a line closer perhaps to Hirsch than Derrida, in'that I feel that a
role of archaeology is to elicit past meanings. On the other han4 I have to
accept those viewi which stresl polpemy.-The intentions of the designer.of a
prini on a Staffordshire plate do not necissarily reflect the intented meaning
of the purdraser in 19Or century Richmond..Further, the owner's intented
meanings $rere not necessarily shared by all viewers, such as din$er guests.
While attempting to elicit past meanings from, and within, past cmtexts, I
also agree with the proposition that artifacts exist today, and that ardtaeology
exists to create an exegesis of artifacts in a world of the present.

- Interpreting the texts of the past, or of "the other" in the present, reguires
that we view human contexts as historically conditioned. That is, historicism
(along with that bug-bear of processualists, "partiorlarit*'), rather than
universalism, is the appropriate context for understanding people and the
worlds they create. Historicism leads to a focus not on system or process, but
on linked events, contingencies, and what Stephen ]ay Gould often refers to
as a "cascading drain of improbabilities." In fact, Gould's view of history and
historical process, coming as it does froqr the work of a natural historian (read
scientist) is especially relevant to archaeology. I have been likewise impressed
by the refreshing lotttc of ecologist R. C. Lewontin (1991). Of couree the
historicist-versus-Ixlsitivist debate in American anthropology is as old as the
field itself. It is not surprising that an old, but worthy, critique of scientism
and theory of historicism in anthropolary - namely, Radin's (lg8fr), has been
recently republished. It is likewise becoming increasingly common to see

Collingswood's classic theory and method of history and historiography
revived and cited in disparate works.

History is not viewed in these approaches as somethiog of interest for its own
sake, but as something which exists in the present. Foucault, for exanple, has
stated that he is not interested in history (a surpising statement for those who
know his work), but in the history of the present. Even so, he has been
criticized for viewing the history of power in the western world as a unitary
phenomenon. More recent writers stress that the nodes of power and the
actions which generate those nodes also generate resistances, oppositions, and
realignments. I accept, however, Foucault's premise that our studies deal
with charting the history, genealogy, or arctraeology of today, while
attempting to avoid the fallacy of anachronism and the assumption that
today's structtrres, values and meanings were at work in the Past.

- Historicism and textuality have led many to view the human construction
of reality as a process of nmratioe seation. If actions are texts, then social life
is narative. The narative construction of reality has been examined by
scholars as disparate as lerome Bruner (1991), Clifford Geertz (1973) and
Renato Rosaldo (1989). Again, the combination of a narrative view of social
reality and a discrrrsive vi-ew of the study of those realities leads many
scholars to view their work as continuing, or participating in, the narative.
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IThere is a sort of Heisenburg Principle for the humanities that asserB that we

cannot attempt to know other lives without transforming them, or even
appropriating them.

The narrative approach can be applied in the sense of ctrltural-reality-as-
discourse - that is, the actions of people are texts whidr constitute social reality
- as well as the sense that evidence of social reality - including ardraeolqical
remains - can be read as texts in which "there is neither a rational method of
assuring the 'tnrth' of a meaning assigned to the text as a whole, nor an
empirical method for determining the verifiability of the constituent
elemenb that make up the text" (Bmner 1991:7). This leads us into the so-
called "henneneutic circle' which is exited, or transcended, through
contextuality. Our "readings" of the archaeological remains must ring tnre
with other readings of the same stor/, they must contain the evidence, even if
they do not - because they can not - rely on the evidence as proof.Ts

I use "narrative" in both senses, because they are, in actuality, the same thing.
If nanative seffes as a suitable model for the consfuction of historical reality
by those who created the narchaeological recordn, it is our entering this
discourse, though at some temporal remove, that brings the historical
realities into the present through our own story-telling. Thus, sherds of
pottery and glass,-broken bricki and rusted nails, and dre stains of posb once
placed in the ground but now long-since rotted away...all of these forsr at least
fragments of a text of social discourse from the past. As such, these fragments
retain some portion of the meanings invested in theur by the original
narrators, and these meanings were diverse, negotiable, and fluid. Our
attempts to "read" these fragmentary texts and find meaning in them engages
us in the ancient discourse. We are, howevet imbedded in present discourses
and in the ongoing narrative constnrction of our own sociai world. Thus, in
telling stories that account for the fragments of the past, we are, in essence,
explaining those fragments by incorporating them into ametanarrative of the
present.

This leads to the question of style. Sglu in discourse is always rhetorica! that
is, it is chosen to make a point, to convince a readership. In scientistic writing,
style generally follows certain rules designed to convinie a reader that
objective facts have been logically concluded. The structure of this report is
esseatially nalrative, and this will be particularly the case with the
forthcoming interpretation volume. There is a great deal of purely descriptive
material, but even description is discursive, and part of a narrative

15. The classic argument for human studies as appropriate to the applications of an
"hermeneuticaln science is Taylor's nlnterpretation and the Sciences of Man", reprinted in
Rabinow and Sullivan $98n. For a lengthy post-modernist disourse on proof and evidence, I
recommend the nQuestions of Evidence" series of essays by hurnanists and scientists in a wide
variety of fields published in three r€cent (1991) numbers of critical Inqurry,.
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constmction. I am, in short, telling a story. As suclr, the story is a story not
only of what people did at Rocketts in the past, but it is also the story of what
we did to "discovern what people did in the past, and to invest it with
meaning in the present.

Traditional archaeolqiical reports and researctr papers abjure the use of first
person pronouns. Twisting sentences around to remove the author from the
work is merely a granrmatical device to make the results or conclusions or
inferences involved appear to be grounded in something more concrete than
an author's interpretations. Likewise, nscientificn reports make extensive use

of the passive voice. Passive constmction again appears to add a level sf
a*ificial tmth-value to statements which are, aftei all, interpretive, and,
rnore to the point, they make actions appeil to be generalized workings of
some spirit of the times, rather than of specific people acting in specific
historical and crrltural contexts. 'Normal" archaeological reports lay out a
series of sections - Theory, Background, Methods, Findings, Conclusions - that
give to the process the feel of a controlled erperhrent which reveals *tnrth".

My intention here is to recwer the feel of a process oI discovery, of discourse,
of a conversation between actors in the present and actors in the FSt, through
which a story unfolds. The excavation of an archaeological site encrrmbens the
archaeologists with a professional and ethical responsibility to present "the
data" - that is, basic descriptive inforsration about what was foun4 how it
was found, ffid where it was found. These data are presented here, but they
are imbedded in, and appended to, the story. Th.y have infonned, and in a
sense "created" the interpretations found hire and cannot be divorced from
it. There is no separate 'tnterpretation" section of this report for the reason
that there is no clear separation between dat+ theory and interpretation.

Finally, narrative theory - or a narrative paradgm - finds itself in conflict with
one of the curent favorite constructs of CRM archaeology that being historic
context as that term is used by government review agencies, rather than by
scholars of humanity. It is presently fashionable to criticize CRM studies
which present napative historical background information, but which do not
then discuss "the resource" (i.e., the archaeological site) in terurs of particular
pre-defined problem domains. It is usual these days to rely on the
development of these unversalist research domains, often written up in a
"resouice management plan" by a planning agency. The "historic context" is,
essentially, a ready-to-wear, sff-the-rack research domain whidt, despite its
almost contemporary sound, is actually a derivitive of the out-moded (and
widely criticized), universalist, positivist, "problem-oriented research design".
A "narrative" approach, by definition, views narrative history as both the
context of the problematic, and as the method of analysis. There is little place
fot a priori researdr designs, problem stateurents, or "historical contexts". On
the other hand, it is possible to de-center or reposition "historic context" from
its default role as research design to a more open frame of reference: the
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paradigmatic problematis of discourse. That is the tact talcen here, as I will
elaborate, below.

- The inference drawn from this aclcrowledged relationship between the
observer and the obsenred, between the scholar and subject, suggests that it is
folly to believe it possible, or even desirable, to remain diserrgaged from one's
study. Rosaldo is explicit in his call for emotional - even passionate -
engagement in the lives of those we attempt to comprehend. Engagement is
often viewed as one-sidedly political, in fact, as politiully csnect. There is no
compulsion to become engaged on any single side of any issue. Nonetheless,
the mandate for engagement requires that the scholar eschew the chimera of
objectivity and attempt, instead, to deal with the subject more honestly. The
conjoined ideas of engagement, many meanings, many voices, and creation
of meaning by interpreters in the present, mandate at least a respect for
alternative viewpoints, including feminist and minority ctitiques.

- Engagement and entanglement and intersubjedinity all lead to a strong
need, and nearly universal call for, critical self-reflection, insead of a rhetoric
that disquises inteqpretation as objective representation of tnrth. Our
interpretations have uses, they have presence, in the present. They will be
read, and, unless we presume the impotence of our enterprises, they will
have effects. Often, these effects are not what we had anticipated. Reflexivity
pennib us to see our own biases and the limits of our own perceptions and
patterns of reasoning. In addition, it pennits us to understand, or anticipate,
ways our works may be used and interpreted by others. It requires us not only
to be engaged with our subjects, with the past, but to understand the uses of
history in the present.

- Most of those I would subsume under the rubric of posmodernists try not
to lose sight of the products of our work Mostly, these are written works,
such as this report, but occasionally they are also interpretations in museum
settings, or other places. Our goal, tyryically, is to write what Deetz has called
our archaeolographies, culture histories, text explications, or other fnrits of
our resetudt. We are all, in some sense, in some fundamenfal sense, writers.
This behooves us to take great care in what, and how, we write, to concern
ourselves with who will read our writings, and what the goal of such
readings might be. It moves us to 

"xamiie 
our rhetorics, jSmtaxes, and

s8uctures to reveal our own agendas instituted in our language, our iargon,
and in the very struchrre of our reports. L *y case, it makes me ask, "who
pays for the work I have done?", and "who will benefit from it?n If our
writing entails nothing but the thick and occult prose of scholarship or seeks
to meet the minimal necessities of bureaucracy or the academy, then it sewes
only to benefit the archaeologiclly initiated. On the other hand, writing that is
carefuIly and craftfully constructed, thought-provoking, or simply
entertaining may, in some wdlt help serve those who sponsored it
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The approach used here, then, is deterurinedly hermeneutic and historicist.
One sdrolar has defined the basic method of history as "envisioning events in
past time as occuring in multifaceted contexts and by bearing in mind that
history consists, quite simply, of the processes of change and continuity over
time, processes from which no human or collection of humans can be
exempt" (Salisbury t9g7). History and anthropalogy,lila all human studiea
are ln a^period of fersrent While the basic historiographic methods as spelld
out by Collingwood remain fundamental, there is an increasing awareness of
the role of the interpreter in fonnulating the meanings of history. Recent
decades have brought potent critiques by Neo-lvlancists, Critical Theorists,
Feminists, Deconshrctionists, Post-Structuralists and other approaches, all of
which include some measure of emphasis on the "situatedness",
engagement, and self-reflexiveness of the analyst. We can no longer study
human subjects without being critically aware of our own assumptions and
ideologies, the functions played by our interpretations within a worldvie?v $re
ourselves share or constmct. It is more and more difficrrlt to believe that
there is a "detachedo or "objective" study of humanity. The present work
depends on no zudr pretense.

The scientistic language and the structure of traditional archaeological reporc
p_romote such an image of objectivity, of a lnowable reality about-whictr iU
obsenrers can fundamentally agree, once they have dl thetdata. For that
reason, scientistic approaches present descriptions in conventionalized or
standardized fonns which seem to avoid the pitfalls of "subjectivi!y''. Charts,
lists, and numbers become important. It is true that, when the "data" of an
excavation are elaborately presented, it becomes possible for other sctrolars to
reach an interpretation that is different from that of ttre excavator. For that
reason, there is perhaps a wider latitude for interpretation pennissable within
archaeological and historical custom for the author who presents the most
"data". Language and st5rle, however, seem to count for quite a bit as well.

clifford Ggertz (1988), in re-analyzing some of the classical writings of
ethnography, has shown how the author's ability to convince the reader of
his/fier authority to speak is of far greater importance than the presentation
of objective "data". Even in those cases in which separate students studying
the same human beings arive at highly different interpretations of thelr -
culture or society, there is a tendency to continue to regard certain works as
canonical based, pethaps fundaurentally, on the stylistic draracteristics of their
presentations. Geertz completes his recbnt essay with a wondering about the
future of social "science" and human studies. He simply broactreJ the
qu_estion of objective fact and meaning, but baclcs off, only slightly disturbed.
Others, fools perhaps, rush into the v:oid left in the wake of ieatization that

I
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Ihuman studies are searches for meaning as much as, perhaps more than, they
are searches for infonnation.l6

As an historical arctraeologist I am confronted with trying to interpret the
lives and events of a parcel of ground acupied over many lifetimes. Of
coutse, my reading of the site and its history mlst "T"k .. 

s-e1seu. It- must be
internally consistent with the observations made in the field, and in the
archives. That still leaves a great deal of leeway. Some might droose to view
the herrreneutics of archaeology (or history) as similar to the problem of a
judge confronted by a myriad 6f "witnesselu, all of whom aPPear to have
obsen'ed slightly different versions of the same "redity". The judge may
assume that there is one objective reality and that the various interpreltions
he/she hears are but approximations, like darts stochasictally distributed
around a target. By hearing enough versions, the judge may feel capable of
deciding what the real reality is. L for one, have little confidence in such a
method. If there is a single, real, authoratative story to tell about the Rocketts
#1 Site,I doubt that speiding the resrainder of my life studying in greater
detail the field records, artifacts, and ardrival documents concerning the site
would be adequate to reveal such a story. Rather, I view the proiect of
historical and anthropological interpretation as something none similar to a
group therapy session, a political caucus, or a family argument. There are
various points of view, and all clamor to be understood, accounted for, and
reconciled. The truth is not singular, it is multiple. Reality is as we see it and
interpret it.

- For many scholars, elements of stnrcturalism and hermeneutics are
insufficieof .t 

"ra.teristics 
of postmodernism. The necessary ingredient

shared by most shrdents who can be included in this nebulous set is the use of
a method popularized by Derrida, called deconstruction. At the heart of
deconstruction is a deeply-rooted philosophical skepticism. Postmodernists
question; they rarely assert. Th"y question whether there is an essential rgdity
that can be lcrown through logical inquuy. Essentialism is one of the bugbears
of postmodernism. Closely related is-foundationalista. Whereas scientific
knowledge is constructed on presumeably foundational concepts related to an
essential reality, postmodernists question whether such foundational
concepts are supportable, and whether reality exists in essence.

In anthropology in general this skepticism has led to a broad, questioning oj
the foundational concepts of the discipline, induding the culture cuncept (see,

for instance, Clifford ltSS). Fundamental units of society, such as ethnicity,
gender, and power, are viewed as being relative, situational, rurd fluid. Not
only is scientism suspect, so is traditional humanism with its liberal
assumptions. We cannot assume the domination of the working dass by

16. For further even more skeptical discussions of representation and style in anthropology see

Clifford 1988, Ctifford and Marcus 1986, and Marcus and Fischer 1986.
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capitalists if we are skeptical about the meanings of 'capitalist" or the
universality and durability of "working class.n

Deconshrction attempts to ndecenter" essentialist or foundational concepb. It
provokes discussio4 creates and furthers discourse. It doesn't assert truth
claims or, when it does, it quickly attempts to undermine them. Rosenau
explores this paradox and feels it severely undelsrines poserodernist work,
but hard-core postmodernisb might well take that as a compliment In the
hands of extremisb, deconstnrctionist approadres may be simply destmctive.
To the seative skeptic, decons8uction - and perhaps nruch of the
postrrodernist scholarly enterprise - furthes the critical questioning activities
of scholarship while diluting the role of scholars as self-appointed keepers of
truth.

- Finally, in this work I hope to aid in the undoing of archaeology as a self-
absorbed, closed-circrrit structure. This report is certainly not written in a style
or manner that is meant to appeal to your average high sdrool senior, but
neither is it designed to reflect only the clubby culture of ardraeolqy,l hop
to wash some of the stardr of seU-importance out of the archaeologrcal shirt I
have tried to use language, concepb and sbrrchrres whictr have meaning to a
broader field of students of humanity. Ultimately, doing archaeology is fun.
Reading about it should be fun, although I cannot find any way to make the
descriptions of features or the recounting of an artifact inventory into
sustained entertainment. I do feel strongly that we, as a profession, take
ourselves way too seriously. Perhaps by doing so, we hop" others will take us
seriously. To my mind, that is a mistake. Others will better appreciate, and
more willingly support, archaeology as an entertaining and enlightening
addition to human discourse far sooner than they will flock to support us as
an arcane and inbred group of scientists pondering the minutiae oi potsherds
or the over-arching Laws of Average Humanity.

Historic Contexts

I began above a critique of the application of "historic contexts" which needs
some further discussion. In CRM archaeology, the historic context is the
description of a general problem domain ttrii is considered to be a valid and
important area of inquiry. The significance of an archaeological or historical
"propert5r" or "resource" is judged by its potential value to contribute to on-
going discourses selected before the property is studied, interpreted, or
presenred. Wittr the minimal knowledge available prior to any intensive
study of an historic property, a researcher or cultural resource manager is
asked to evaluate the properly's significance by reference to its valuC vis-a-vis
one or more pre-selected "historic contexts." In arguing for the significance of
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Ia site, one writes - or preferably, borrows 17 - a statement concetning the

importance of a discourse on slavery, on l9th-century mining or on some
other broad, general theme that scholars and governmental agenry renriewers
perceive as having value.

The interest of a qualified professional researcher, or research teasr, in the
study of a site is not adequate justification for such study unless she/he/they
can state the value of sudr research in tersrs of a general and convincing (but,
to whom?) "historic context.n Clearly, howwer, one does not l.crow the
contenb of an archaeological site until it has been excavated. The actual
resulting interpretation of an archaeological site may, or may not, have
anything to do with the "historic context" by whidr the site was detersrined
to be significant - and, thus, Iegally eligible for publically-funded excavation.
This is a game that leaves out those who play by rules which eschew a priai
researctr designs based on generalizing, foundationalist, essentialist,
comparitive, scientistic approaches. It is specificdly 

" 
game designed to favor

positivist, "problem-oriented" approaches over those which favor narrative,
discrrrsive, or critical approaches. This problem might not seem very serious
if social sciences and humanities were still deeply imbedded in the hlper-
modernist gestures of the 1970s, but such is not the case. I support the
contention that a priori research designs, in whatever guise, are not generally
compatable with, and certainly not necessary for, the analysis and
interpretation of human crrlture.

Let us assume that a unique, previously unl,cnown, manuscript by William
Shakespeare has been discovered. It is bound between boards and, except for a
title, signature, and date on the cover, nobody has yet opened the manuscript
and nobody yet knows what the text has to say. The manuscript appears, on
the surface, to be an authentic text. The signahrre is apparently that of the
Bard, and the date is earlier than any other l,rrown Shakespearean text Let us
now assume that, before we can read the text, we must convince a panel of
reviewers,- many of whom are not experts in the details of Shakesperuean
scholarship - of the importance of this manuscript so that they will pernit us
to read it. We could write essays on "historical contexts" dealing with a wide
variety of subjects. Let us say that we choose to see the manuscript's potential
importance for foreshadowing some stylistic elements in the author's earliest
plays. The panel is impressed, and we are awarded permission to read on.

17. Thb CRM game seems to work most successfully when one or moFe rcsearchers has prwiously
prepared a cultural resource management plan which outlines a large series of "shrdy unib", or
canned historic contexb. By borrowing firm, or referring to, such a previously prepared *plano,

a researcher seerns to call on outside authority to justify her or his recomrnendation for
excavation of a site. The trick in preparing such plans, or in interpreting them for the
preparation of "historic contextsn, is to be certain that the study units are sufficient$ bmad,
and sufficiently numerous, that any decent archaeological site can be said to be potentially
significant by way of contributing to predetermined research problems.
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The manuscript, as it hrrns out, is a series of shopping lists that young Will
took to the market every weeb or perhaps a sheaf of letters to a lover, or
maybe they are legal papers dealing with his inheritance, or... anything. Does
the manuscript somehow become unimportant? Does it not contain ridt
materials for study and interpretation? Is it not still an early text worthy of
many readings? The significance of the text lies in its integrity - is it highly
fragmented, or a complete work? - and in the thoughtful readings given it by
scholars and others. The text itself may prorride ridr insights 116 Elizabethan
gender relations, modern literary theory, the history of the English language,
or one playwright's lunch meat preferences. We don't l.srow until we read it
and interpret it and read others' interpretations of it.

In evaluating "historic contexts" concerning the Rocketts #1 Site, prior to any
extensive shrdy, I discussed the possible importance of economic linls
between Ridrmond and Baltimore, as these might potentially be revealed
through a study of glass bottles. Having 'read" the site, I don't find this a ve$t
interesting or important topic for interpretation, although I was correct in ny
anallais that the site would contain many bottles made in Baltinore. I lcrew,
and the govemmental agency rwiewers l,crew, that the site was potentially
significant because it was there, and it appeared to have the integrity necessary
to contextualize the material evidence. Testing had demonstrated that intact
deposits from at least the late 18th century through the late 19th century
existed below the ground, and that constnrction would disturb or destroy
these deposits. The "historic contexts" were quite beside the point

An excavated site should be used as an enby into discourse. I see little reason
to excavate a site except to provide interprefrve materials to be "read" by
scholars and the public. In the following sections, I discuss the Rocketts #1
Site excavation pioject in light of certaii pardigmatic problematics - that is,
domains of discourse within the discipline of archaeology and which cross-
cut disciplines within human studies. These, however, are not a priori
research domains, but generalized topics of inquiry stimulated by the site
researeh itself. These are afterthoughts worthy of further exploratiou not pre-
cooked questions for which I sought answers.

Urbon Archoeology

The Rocketts #1 Site is an urban site, and urban archaeology as a sub-field of
study has evolved its own literature, methods and problems. Many cities in
the United States have had active and on-going programs of urban
archaeological research. In the east, New Yorh Baltimore, Washington,
Alexandria, Annapolis, Wilmington, and Pittsburgh, among others, have all
been subjects of multiple studies. With very few exceptions, urban
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ardraeology has adopted the processualist nrode of workingls an4 as such, it
has frequently - by the admission of it practitioners - nrn into numerous
problems. Recent ctitical reviews of urban archaeology (d. Henry 1987, Henry
and Klein 1988) question the efficacy of approaches (i.g. Mller icaling
analysis, pattern analpis of various sorts) thaf by now, have become nearly
routine.

One question that continually arises is whether urban archaeology involves
doing ardraeology in the city ot the ardraeology of the 

"tty 
. Few scholars have

the luxtry of conducting long-terrr, city-wide projects whictr permit dealing
with the archaeology of tlu city, although there have been some important
exceptions. Most significant of these is undoubtedly the Alexandria
Archaeology project, in whidr a team of researchers under the direction of
Cressy has been able to obtain arctraeological samples from a broad range of
social and spatial sectors of a relatively small city. Throughout the years,
Alexandria has fine-tuned its approact by relying on different models and
theories of urban geography and urban sociology. Likewise Henry and Klein
(1988) call upon urban ardraeologisb to borrow more agressively from other
social science fields in the study of city sites.

The Rocketts #1 Site excavation cannot properly be a stud y of tlu city of
Richmond, because it exists in a vacuum. fheri is no largi comparative set of
observations on other Richmond neighborhoods. That is not to say that it is
impossible to contextualize the materials recovered from this site by reference
to any number of historical or spatial or behavioral attributes that could be
recovered from documents. Thil is possible, and suctr contextualization is
viewed here as potentially productive. Nonetheless, we did not excavate
Richmond, we excavated a lot in Rlctrmond, i[rd this study must, perforce,
deal with the people who lived on that lot and, only tentahvely, expand
interpretation to adjacent lots, the neighborhood community, and the broader
city. To go beyond that, and speculate about the meaning of this site for some
courses of general human behavior, would be reckless indeed. With very few
exceptions, the archeology of the city is a chimera, a neat idea whidr cannot be
pulled off. Most 18th- and l9th-century American cities are well-documented
in artworks, public records, and maps, and to seek to use the tools of
archaeology to study their evolution or stnrcture seems wrong-headed at best.
Of course, such an approach to ancient cities, such as Teotihuacan, is certainly
appropriate.

lhe gitya and human life in the city, has been a major area of study since
classical times. In the modern era, there have appeared thousands of boolcs on

18. C'ood examples of processual apprcaches, or mindsets, regarding urban sites can be found in
the collection edited by the late Roy Dckens (7982), with the telling subtitle: TIe Search for
Pattnn anil Pruess. See also Stephen Pendery's 1977 article: nUrban Prccess in Portsmouth",
which uses a settlement pattern approach.
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the subject, many by pre-eminent scholiars sudr as Moc Weber and Lewis
Mumford, There must be tens of thousands of important artides on the
social ctltural and geographic structures of cities, and the histories of their
developurent. This vast literature is dauntinp and the admonition franr our
colleagues that we should draw upon it implies that arctraeologists working
in cities should, perforce, acquire more than a passlng acquaintence with this
wealth of scholarship. Once again, we archaeologists seem to expect ourselves
to master yet another field of inqurry before we can adequately undertake our
own studies. We camrot hop" adequately to use the concepts of other
disciplines without understanding the intellectual history and criticical
thought that has created those concepts. This is not to say that we cannot
benefit from the product of other fields, but, I argue, we can either take the
superhuman effort to master those fields, or understand that our use of their
concepts remains limited. While many of us may be amateurs in the study of
cities, our tlryical training prepares us to be masters of the study of culture
and, particularly, material culture, ib use, and meanings. Here, I contend, is
where we should concentrate our efforts.

While the underlying cause of the plea to draw on other disciplines - the
relative ineffectiveness of ardraeology working in a theoretical vacuum -
might be readily aclnowledged, this movement towards greater nborrowingu

of models and concepts works to move archaeology away from the direction
long avocated by Deltz and others, who see archiCologyas having sourething
special, of its own, to contribute. I do not argue that the thought generated in
other fields should not inform our interpretations, but that we are selling our
own field short when we seek to make potsherds and bottles and buildmg
foundations data to be consumed by urban geographers or sociologists.

Many urban archaeologists have worked within approaches more broadly
applied to historical archaeology in general; namely, consumer researctr, and
the search for material correlates of class, status and ethnicity. One of the best
examples of what may, by now be viewed as a customary approach to urban
sites is Shephard's (1987) study of ceramic tablewares from Antebellum
Alexandria, based on his dissertation research. Shephard presents a well
conceived and well stnrctured researdr project in whidr he is capable of using
the fully developed historic contexts of the Alexandria Archaeology project.
He deduces hlryotheses from models of consumer behavior based on class and
status, and measures ceramic assemblage patterns against these variables.

Shephard's study is exceptional in that it does not nrn into the extreme
limitations of comparability noted by many authors, due to the fact that data
has been more-or-less consistently recovered from a variety of sites under a
unified research program. Nonetheless, following extensive discussions of
context, model development, methods, analysis, and intepretation, Shephard
is able primarity to conclude that middle dass households utilized more



ceramics, more expensive ceramics, and more matdring ceramic sets, than
poorer households.

Surely, few are surprised about the results of this study. I do not urean to
disparage Shephard's study - it is an excellent one - but rather to call into
question here the whole enterprise of seeking material correlates of social
status in the broad sense. That is not to say that these t)?es of study make no

ttg*f*Tt coltributions, for there have been many piolects, induding
Shepherds, ryhidr have provided insights into areas iudr as foodwaysand
consumer behavior. But are these issues only of interest to a few
archaeologrsts? Do they help shed light on the actors and actions that lived
and occrrred in his shrdy households? Is there a human face to this tlpe of
study whidr perrrits some btoader perspective on life in 19th century
American cities, Iet alone in late Z)th century America?

Many of the self-criticisms of urban archaeologists hinge upon the lack of
comparable data. If only sample sizes and tecturiques were standardized,, ifr.

screen mesh were consistent, if minimum vessel counts were always
constnrcted in the same manner, or floatation always done, or pollin grains
consistently counted, then there would be compar"lritity. Comparabilifr,
presumably, would then permit the search for,- and revelation-of, universal
patterns oJ behavior and, one must suppose, the creation of laws about
human life. Sudr wishing for comparability has always plagued archaeology
and, I contend, it is a flaw in the pervasive positivist logic of the field. There
will near be the tlpe of consistenry in data recovery, analysis and reporting
that many archaeologists constantly wish for, and the putting off of
interpretation until such a golden era descends on earth is simply folly.

.ccessful and provocative
studies done in cities. The paper presented by niaetzellis, Praetzellis and
Brown in Staski's (1957) vblume-tltled Lioiig in Cities deals with a common

_social parameter (ethnicity) and a common a-rchaeological datum (ceramics),
but combines documentary and material resources to provide a reading of the
creation of social life and ethnicity that is convincing ind, further, wtrictr
permits-actign and volition on thi part of archaeotolicat site occupants.
Material culture items, and the utexts" or "perfonnJnces" through whictr they
were symbolically instantiated, provided contexts of interpretation which
revealed much about the past ana provide much for the present. Likewise,
'he on-going studies oJ Leone and his colleagues in Annipolis have provided
alternative interpretations of landscape, architecture, and artifacts which
enliven and empower present-day diiourse on class structure, gender
constitution and identity, race relations, and other seminal areal of inquiry (d
Leone 1988).

The Boott Mlls project (Beaudry and Mrozowski 1987a,19trb,1989) has
generated some very insighful work through the careful juxtaposition of
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archaeological and historical contextual inforsration and uraterial culture
analysis. One of my favorite examples of a successful interpretation of
material culture is Lauren Cook's (1989) interpretation of tobacco pipes from
Boott Mlls. In a carefuIly constructed reading of the pipes from the
excavations, based on an equally careful and detailed traditional descriptive
inventory of the materials, Cook has persuasively argued a role for pipes,
along with other items of public display, in the daily negofiations of
hegemonic relations among social groups. fire urban context - in fact much of
what must have been rrhuen about the lives of urban millworkers in 19th
century Lowell - is erplicated through a compelling exegesis of these lowly
ardfacts. The reader may feel that such an analysis stretches credulity, but
nonetheless must admit that there is more "reality" here than in the myriads
of Mller ceramic scaling indices crosstabulated with cardboard class or stahrs
categories in dozms of tables in the gteat majority of urban site reports.

The intractability of urban archaeological data is well l,eown to those who
practice in the field. Even in a town neighborhood where houselots are well
defined, we cannot often be certain whose garbage we have recovered, a point
well made by Brown (198n. The Rocketts #1 Site was occupied by a myriad of
different households, about some of whom we lcrow quite a bit and about
others not a scrap. Contextualiring the data is, therefore, tricky, and requires
careful argument, not seamless deduction. Quantitative patterns in urban
sites can be affected by so many variables of refuse disposal and fill creation
and other activities, that they are often Iikely to be useless for standard
analyses, unless conditioned by so many caveats that they become
unconvincing. The tools of the processual school are dulled by the facts of
urban sites, and they will not be used here.

In the present study there is no numerical pattern-searching, although I have
from time to time made some observations on pattern. There are no
h5ryotheses to be formally tested, although I have weighed some ideas against
observations. There rue no universals of human behavior sought, although I
believe that, through "thick desctiptions" of individual case studies, insights
into human existence can be gained. This is an interpretative study of a single
archaeological site to which I have brought the powers at my disposal to
critically read and analyze the lives of iti occupants. I have no doubt missed
the mark in some instances and hit the target squarely in others. The measure
of the success of the proiect, however, will be its consonance with our
present-day sense of reality, not with the analysis of residuals about a
regression plot of normal life in an average 19th century American city.

Diversity qnd Community

There is perhaps one over-arching concern in the historical and present
sociological study of cities, and it is one that is of particular currency today.



That is the disctrssion of diversity and community, or, as it is more tlryically
phrased divereity oersus community. Race and ethnic relations have played
a central role in American history, and it is a role that has often bem
underplayed. Fonner generations of sdrolars and lanrersons alike found a
certain romantic attraction to the notion that America senred as a "melting
pot". This notion perhaps gained orrrency first from the writings of
Crfuacoeur, a Frmch romanticist who, in 7752, published Letters from an
Amrican Farmq under an Anglicized pseudon"m. The "melting pot"
became a sort of ideological dogna in the early ZXh centur/, a time of intense
social friction among recent immigrants, and between immigranb and
native-born Americans.

The importance of the "ethnicity question" can easily be seen by perusing a
contemporary reader in urban sociology, such as that edited by fohn Palen
(1981). The maiority of the essays in Palen's book deal either directly or
indirectly, historically or presently, with inter-ethnic relations as a signature
characteristic of urban life. To borow the title of Michael Novak's (1981)
essay, muctr that concerns us about diversity and community in modern
American life has to do with uwhat the melting pot didn't meltn. Colonial,
fundamentally rural, Virginia also was draracterizedby inter-ethnic concerns
of considerable proportions - master-slave relations, courpetition between
"English" planters and "foreign (tlpically Scots or Scotch-Irish) merchants,
etc. The early nation suffered numerous bouts of xenophopia concerning
immigrants and Indians (as reflected in the first naturalization laws, the
Alienation and Sedition Acts, etc.), as well as continuing threats and fears of
slave and free black revolts (reflected in numerous racial sumptuary laws and
other restrictive statutes). Richmond came about as a city during these bryi.g
times and Richmond, perhaps more than most Southern cities,-was stroirglf
affected by the great European migrations of the 19th century.

Rocketts, as a waterfront neighborhood, became one of thwe urban zones
characterized by densely packed shops and tenements whose occupants were,
by the mid-l9th centurSr, more likely to be Gennan or Irish or African
American than "white" and "English". The historical archaeology of Rocketts
therefore has something to tell us about how people negotiated the ctranges
from pastoral to commercial-industrial society, from relative homogeneity to
intensive variety, fiom rural to urban. Rocketts can tell us, at least, how some
people at some times went about "becoming American", defining the tenn
for themselves and for their neighbors. Inter-group relations are not the
easiest social behaviors to extract from historiial and archaeological records,
but the very diversity of the neighborhood around Rocketts Landing compels
the attempt.

Perhaps, more than anything else, this study has been an attempt to
understand issues of diversity and community.To what extent was Rocketts
torn by the inter-ethnic strife that characterizid so many 19th cenhrry urban
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communities? The evidence is obviously conflicting and ambiguous. It is
equally possible to interpret mid-l9th century Rocketts with the style of a
Norman Roclwell painting. There appears to be a well-functioning, perhaps
well-integrated neighborhood with |ewish grocers, a Gersran butcher, an
African-American teanster or blacksmith, and an Irish miller all working
together in what might appear to be a communal effort The records presewe
what must be deemed acts of generosity and kindness between groupsr unless,
of course, they were acts of patronization and manipulation. Certainly, the
archaeolory presents little compelling evidence for ethnically-specific
material culhrre, but we needn't expect otherwise

And yet there were clearly instihrtions, forural and informal, that catered to
the needs of specific groups, and which helped maintain group identities, to
save ethnicity from the melting pot. These included drurdres, workutan's
organizations, and, perhaps above all, hard-to-define familial and neighborly
ties. Such institutions maintained - or attempted to maintain - hegemony and
property ownership within inter-married "English' families, but they also
served as power and money brokerages for isrmigrants. The group of
Germans who immigrated to Rocketts from one town in Bavaria, and who
took up lands and businesses adjacent to each other, is one e:<aurple.

Ryder (1991), among others, has written cogently about the anbiguous
statuses of free African Americans in the Antebellum years. Certainly a
certain "confusion" about white versus black classificatory ethnicity that
repeatedly occurs for some individuals in our study group suggesb this
ambiguity whic"h, in these cases, continues into the period following
Emancipation. The question, of course, is who was confused, and arho might
have most effectively manipulated or created suctr confusion? Perhaps it is
only we who are confused, of course, because we view such issues in literally
blad<-and-white terrns. It was characteristic of the 19th century, on the other
hand, to struggle with the concept of "color", concepts we have dropped from
our social vocabularies, as did the most stringent |im Crow advocates and
eugenics promoters.

In this study, I have tried to be aware of ways in which the people of Rocketts
attempted to solve, or avoid, issues of diversity ousus community. I don't
speculate on the extent to which the solutions found here speak of universals
of human striving or common structure. I hope simply to further our present
discussions by permitting the efforts undertaken by the denizens of 19th
century Rocketts to inforrr us.

ldentity ond Represenotion

Vury closely related to the discourse on diversity and community is the
parallel problematic of identity and representation. The forrration of self
identities is tied closely to the formation of community identities. Identities



are not simply self-made, but are negotiated between self and others, in-
grouPs and exterior groups. Material culture can play important roles in the
cteation and negotiation of group and self identitity tluough processes of
representation. Throughout this report, and in subsequent anallnes of the
Rocke$s material data I have attempted to view material evidence as media
for identity constnrction. Of course any self, and any courmunity, is an
intersection of various dimensions of idmtity. In Rocketts I have sought
evidence for constnrctions of gender, ethnicity, urbanism, class, and place
identifications and representations. It has not been my goal to provide
concrete conelations between material things and specific values of identity,
but to apply contextual reasoning to the materials in order to suggest
pathways of identification and representation. 1e

Enlightenment ond Revolution

Finally, working my way through the naterials of the Rocketts project caused
me to confront some fundamental anrbiguities of Enlightenment values, and
the nature of revolution. As one philosopher and colleague note4 after
having heard an essay I delivered in colloquium cohcerning certain aspects of
Rocketts in the late 18th- and early 19th-century perio4 I evoked an
"approach avoidance" relationship to the Enlightenment. I have been moved
by Foucault's (1984) important essay on the nature of The Enlightenment, but
my response is largely to the materials of Rocketts. Certain of my
foundational concepts of liberal humanism were drallenged by this work, and
that, ultimately, is what prompted me to attempt to interpret the project
through a separate book The essays in that volume will grapple with some
essentials of rationality, captialism, the public sphere and private action, etc.
This problematic should be obvious even in this "technical" report through
my "readings" of some of the artifactual and documentary materials.

19. For a good review of the crisis of representation in anthropology, see Marcus and Fischer
(1986). A good interdisciplinary selection of essays dealing with current problems of identity
can be found in Citical Inqutry, Vol. 1g No. 4, 1992.
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2,2 Documentory H istory

Methods ond Sources

Documentary data can be used in a variety of complementary wa)6 in the
research of an historical archaeological site. Most t)?ically, documenb
provide infolrration concerning the owners and occrrpants of a site, as well as
significant events of the site's history. In this sense documents t)?ically
provide the essential nanative structure, the "flesh" to be draped on the
archaeological nbones.n To some extent, the archaeology then serves to
"illustrate" the narrative derived from documents, ild to add details and
dimensions Ieft undocumented. Documents, themselves, may also be viewed
as "artifacts' (Beaudry 1988), that is, as physical objects tlrat ccrh be analyzed
not only as records of history and material culture but which, in their own
rights, stand as cultural creations. Leone and Crosby (l9W) among others,
have called for the use of docummts in sudr a way that frictions, or
inconsistencies, between the written and material records elicit realms of :

interpretation. A similar approach, but without the sense that some real
reality would be found betrueen the cracks in these sources, has been
successfully used by Ryder (1991) and Hall (1991), for example. In this project,I
have attempted to treat documents as sources to be "illustrated'by material
culture, as well as an auxiliary forur of interpretive contexfualization. The use
of documents as artifacts, a potentially very fruitful approach, has not been
exhausted here by any means, but it has been attempted. of particular
importance here are visual records - plats, maps, paintings, prints, and
photographs. I have chosen to view these both as iecordJand as objects for
interpretation.

The documentary record for the Rocketts #1 Site is extremely rich, but very
uneven. The Colonial Period is very poorly recorded compared to later
periods, for example. Even within classes of records, there is considerable
inequality. Male household heads appear far more frequently, and with
greater detail, than do adult women, slaves, childreo or boarders. Tenants are
typically poorly documented in comparison with owners. African Americans
are nearly invisible in the documents. The 1815 personal property'tax
inventories are extremely detailed, while most other years are quite limited.
Some events whidr appear to have been important to those living at the site
have not appeared in the records - a local flood or fire, for instance. The site
was incorporated into the periphery of the Confederate Navy Yard and Naval
Academy during the Civil War, and, as anyone who has researched Civil War
events can corroborate, the extent of documentation for these few critical
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years is staggering. On the other hand, many events whidr would have been
recorded during normal times seem to have "fallen throlgh the cracks"
during the war years.

Katharine Harbury did the maiority of the archival research. Her basic
method was to foilow the chaiir of title in order to establish the basic list of
owners of property at the site. The backbone of this research was undertaken
through the Henrico Counfy and City of Richmond deeds and wills.
Additional infomration wirs then searched for in Hustings and Chancery
Court records, Federal censuses, real estate ta< and p.rcoi"t property ta* Usts,
city directories, and numerous specialized sources located throughout the city
and state offices and archives, the Virginia Historical Society and other maior
repositories. Harbury's data takes the forrr of original index entrieg abstracts,
and in some cases, transcriptions or photocopiee of documents. I have
indexed all of these notes it d r..otas Uy inciividual or household,
commercial finn, or similar category. From these indexed records I have
constructed a drain of title and biographical files, placing special emphasis on
becoming familiar with relationshfs'aurong the persoris ind households,
including kinship ties, property transactions, etc Harbury had already
expanded on her files for early owners of the site, and her preliminary
narrative has been partially reproduced here.

In addition, both Harbury and I conducted extensive research in secondary
sources dealing specifically with the history of Ridrmond, as well as with
more general aspects of the history and culture of 18th and 19th century cities.
The basic sources are listed in the bibliography to this report, and many have
been cited in text where appropriate. friUtiitred memoiri, such as Samuel
Mordecai's Richmond in Bygone Days (1860) and the recently produced
compilation of The Autobiography of Thomas Rutherfoord (1986). proved
invaluable in providing specific information and, especially, "local color" or
background context.

Arctraeologists tend to be more concerned with the specifics of places than are
historians (although, like most generalizations, this one is faulty). For that
reason, some of the most important documents are those which reveal details
of the site, or which represent its setting in ways of interest to a student of
human culture. There are numerous mlps and phts of varying degrees of
accuracy and completeness for the project area. More interesting, perhaps, are
the large number of paintings, prints and photographs of Rodcetts landing
and its village made between the 1790s and the turn of the 20th century. Most
of these documents have been studied in the original. Paintings and prints
were found primarily at the Valentine Museusr. Photographs have come
primarily from the Valentine, the Museum of the Confederacy, the Norfolk
Naval Museum, and the National Archives.
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Neighborhood doto

Sodd and economic historians, as well as many archaeologists, compile
census and tax data into tables in order to constmct scales, indices and other
quantitative or qualitative measures to descibe dass structure, distributions of
occupations, incoure, slave ownership and other qualities of neighborhoods
or municipalities. I have relied here on a morle intuitive approach to
interpreting the draracteristics of individuals or householdJ and their social
place within the Rocketts landing neighborhood. By relying on the
biographical sketdres of a large number of households, individuals or firsrs,
it has been possible to produce a reasonably satisfactory smse of the variations
in power, wealth, and occupations of the Rocketts landing neighborhood for
various time periods. These impressions are augmented substantially by the
graphic sources, such as paintings and photographs, reviewed below.

I have avoided the attempt to place persons into overarching, and orrerly
generalizgd categori"s. Tfr" aata Urat'would perurit quantifiei scaling dst
principally for the 19th century, and these dita, and the conditions they
describe, are sufficiently familiar to most educated readers to pennit a reliance
on a cerhin level of "inter-subjectivityn between the Rocketts people and the
reader. What's more, the relative fluidity or nobility extribited in this urban
setting during more than a century of considerable economic fluctuation and
social change would require that suctr scales or indices be calculated for
numerous household and individual tife-ryde stages, repeatedly - perhaps by
decade. While such an exercise may well illustrati the dynamics of ctrange in
the neighborhood, the courpounding of large quantities of "raw data' with
even more larg" quantities of scaled or indexeddata woul{ I fear, draw us
further from the c.ultural and social milieux we hope to understand.

Of special use in depicting the qualities of the neighborhood beyond the site
area and the relatively dense documentary and material data we have for Lot
203, we have compiled less extensive, but still large, files on owners or
occupants of adjoining lots. While full biographiJal sketches have been
provided for only a few of these "peripheral" persons or households, the data
base for this project has been especially useful for fleshing out a better sense of
the Rocketts landing village, as well as the latger Rocketts settlement in
general. Census data provide infonnation aboit neighbors to those who lived
at Lot 203, and the numerous 1.9th century city directories have proven
exceptionally useful in depicting especially the commercial landscape for
various periods. These list ocorpants and their occrrpations, often by street
address. In summary, the combination of archaeological infornration with
numerous graphic and written documents has provided a rather detailed
series of impressions and contexts of the neighborhood of Lot #203 in the lfth
century.
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tHistoricol ond Biogrophicol Summory

To understand the Rocketts #1 Site, it is imperative that we understand the
people who built the stmctures and landscape, and who lived and worlced oru
or nea& the site. What follows is a general narrative history of Rocketts
augmented, or expressed through abstracts of the sources that relate to the
people and general history of the site. The people here are qpicdly - but not
exdusively - white male heads of households, as it is for these that records
most commonly exist. In some cases, female household heads, and
occasionally wouren acting of their own volition, or children for whom
actions were taken by a tnrstee, appear as dynamic forces in the historical
record. The bias of history toward free adult urales is preserved here of
necessit5r. In many cases, we may have to rely on other sources, induding
archaeology, to "people" these households more realistically.

In addition to the general narrative and biographical materials, the specifics of
Lot #203 are developed in a parallel narrative. Thus, eactr of the following
three main drronological sections (Colonial and Early Republic Periods,
Antebellum Period, and Civil War and Postbellum Periods) deals with the
overall history and development of Rocketts, with people who played a
major part in that history as it unfolded at Lot #2n3, and with the physical and
fiscal characteristics of Lot #203 itself, as gleaned from plats, tax records, etc
More specific details concerning the lot'*history are presented in the sections
discussing the built environment at Rocketts and, particularly, the individual
discussions concerning plats, maps, and historic views. There is some overlap
and repitition between these varibus discussions, but it is my hope that this
will help bind the documentary histories of the lot, the people, and the
community, In developing the narrative specific to Lot #203,I have chosen to
anticipate the presentation of data and interpretations from visual sources
and frour archaeological observations, so, where appropriate, I have alluded
to structures or landscape features which will be described more fully in later
sections.

Some of the biographical sections were authored by Harbury; namely, those
concerning Thomas Stegge, William Byrd, Gilly Gromarrin and his
descendants, Charles and Susanna Lewis, Iohn Lester, Iotrn Hague, and ]ohn
Craddock I have perforrred minimal editing on these and havJ added a few
additions ar-rd notes. The remaining sections were written by me following, to
a great extenL Harbury's research notes and related materials. m

T. I should note here some differences in style between the biographical summaries written by
Harbury and those written by myself. The former are written in a more tlpical narrative form,
while I have retained a less-interpreted listing of observations from the documents. Also,
Harbury has cited primary sources using nAnon.n as the author, in an author-date citation
system. I have chosen to cite documents in text. I apologize forany confusion caused by this
inconsistency.
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Ardraeological reports are required by custom to contain much of the
ardueological data from an excavation, so that reades may find their ouzr
interpretations of a site rather than relying wholly on those of the author.
The documents are here considered to be interpretable data in mudr the saure
way that ardraeolqgical obseryations are. For that reason, we have reproduced
transaiptions of many of the key documents used in this study. In reading
the following narratives, it may be useful to refer to these transcriptions,
whidr can be found in Appendix 9.

Lot 203 Choin of litle Summorv

The following narratives will be more easily followed by referring to Figure
11, which is a graphic representation of the &ain of title and subdivision
history of Lot ?frl.lhave constmcted this title drain from deed abs&acts,
documents, and transctiptions assembled by Katharine Harbury.

Rocketts in the Coloniol ond Eorly Republic Periods

This report deals primarily with Rocketts in the period between ca. 1780 and
1880, but the story b"gr* before that - long before that - and it continues well
afterward. The heart of the story, and most of the characters that comprise it,
counted Lot 203 their homes or workplaces or investments between the
Revolutionary War and the decades immediately following the Civil War.
We should, however, lay the groundwork for these stories, becapse the
history of Rocketts was partly conditioned by events stretching back intq
prehistory, just as the city of Richmond today is partly conditioned by the
events that made up life in Rocketts.

Rocketts grew up h the broad flat lower valley of Gilly's Creek and its
tributary, Bloody Run. To the east rises a series of ancient coastal plain and
fluvial terraces. These bluff remnants fonn prominences known as Fulton
Hill (also Marrin's, Marion, or Merrian, Hilli and Tree Hill. To the west rise
the bluffs of Chimborazo Hill, Libby Hill, and Church Hill. These hills,
likewise, are eroded bluff promintories. The landscape along the lames in this
area is a series of staircase terraces, except where the valley of Gilly's Creek has
been cut. One-half mile upriver from Gilly's Creek is the broad valley of
Shockoe Creelg and ie principal tributary, Bacon's Quarhr Branch.

The mouth of Shockoe Creek is the inland boundary of tidal watere.
Throughout Virginia's early history, it was the highest point up the fames
River which waterborne traffic could travel without having to break bulk and
portage cargoes or passengers iuound the seven-mile long cascade l.crown
simply as "the fallsn. This break in navigation divides the Piedmont and the
Coastal Plain physiographic provinces, and for most of human history in
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Virgini+ it has provided a substantial culturd boundary. Likewise, the falls
have served as a principal attractant for settlement. Anadromous fish were
captured in great-numbers here, both in prehistory and through the historic
period.

Powhoton

Long before ocean-going vessels ever entered these ports the falls of the ]anes
had been a boundary between the peoples of the Tidewater, or Coastal Plain"
section of Virginia and the peoples who lived between the falls in the
Piedmont and the Blue Ridge Mountains. A social boundary had forured here
at least as early as three thousand yeius ago, and some evidence suggests that
such a boundary existed as early as nine or ten thousand years ago. When
English settlers first erplored the ]anes River in 1607 and 160& the broad
valley of Gilly's Creek - later lcrown as Fulton Bottom - served as the corn
ground for a people whose principal village sat on the bluffs of Tree Hill. This
village was almost certainly enclosed witldn a stockade, and was described as
containing twelve houses. It was lcrown as Powhatan; its rrrler was Tanx
Powhatan (ulittle" Powhatan), a sol of_the qleat p.uamount chief of Virginia
who, himself, may have been born in that village.

Powhatan was the western outpost of the vast potity of "tribes" or "towns"
known to historians and anthropologists today as the Powhatan Chiefdom.
West of the falls that cascade through present-day Ridrmond, lay the land of
the Monacans, a different culture and polity, a group which, at least on some
occasions, challenged the Powhatans' right to the falls. Captain |ohn Smith
purchased the village Powhatan and gartisoned it. He renimed the hilltop
fortress "Nonesuch". For reasons that are not clear, his garrison soon
abandoned the hill and took up residence below, along the river, probably in
Rocketts (Fulton Bottom).

"Powhatan" remained an important place name in the valley. The 18th-
century Mayo plantation was named "Powhatan Seat", after the former
village. Powhatan Seat was located just east of Rocketts along the lowgrounds
of Almond Creek Throughout the 19th century myths grew about this site. A
large tree beside the ]ames River on the forrner Mayo tract became lcrown as
"Powhatan's Tree", and some 19th century and early 20th century folk
histories include a variety of stories about the tree's supposed historical
significance. By the late 19th century, Powhatan's Tree and Powhatan's Seat
had become popularly believed to be the location of Chief Powhatan's grave.
Parts of Fulton HiIl are sometimes called "Marrin" or "Metrian" HiIl after
Gilly Gromarrin, about whom more is to be written shortly. Sometimes one
promintory on Fulton Hill is also called Powhatan Hill. A iity ptayground
stands on the lmoll most frequently given that name, and remnants of
plantation landscaping can still be sein there. E"rly prints and paintings show
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a house on this hrlb this may have been the location of the Gromanin-
Marrin plantation seat. 21

While history has become sometimes conftrsed over the source of the
association, the name Powhatan has lingered in the valley of Gillels Creek
for good reason. This tand, once &e land of the Powhatan villiage, was the
edge of drief Porytrhatan's "empire". The ]anres itself was recorded by Captain
fohn Smith as Powhatan Fluaius. While the village of Powhatan lay at Tree
Hill, where ib remains have bem recently discovered by ardraeologists of the
Virginia Departurent of Historic Resources, our l.crowledge of prehistoric and
early historic Native American settlement slatems leads inescapably to the
conclusion that the Gilly's Creek Valley and surrounding margins were
undoubtedly loci of Indian houses, gardens, fishweirs, and graveyards for
many centuries before English settlement. It is almost a certainty that the
remains of many of these settlements lie buried beneath the alluvium of the
]ames River and Gilly's Creek" both of which ftood frequently, as well as
beneath the slopewash of adjacent Nlls and the accumulated debris
remaining in ttre ground froir Rocketts and its successor neighborhood,
Fulton.

Bloodv Run

The "Battle of Bloody Run" is an enigmatic historic event that has beconne
somewhat confused over time, but which has been associated with the
tributary to Gilly's Creek l.nown historically as Bloodl Run, and presmtly
called Stony Run. In 1656, some 700 Indians from the piedmont were reported
to have settled near the "falls of |ames River". These Indians appear in .

Colonial records by the name "Recahecreans" or "Ricacherians", variously
inteqpreted to be Cherokees, senecas, or Monacans. These Indians petitioned
the colony for pernrission to settle within the coastal plain for protection
against other raiding Indian groups. These Indians were prodaimed enemies
of the tributary Pamunkeys, however, and the Pamunkeys and English
Virginians mounted a joint expedition to drive them from the colony's
territory. In the resulting battle, the creek that flowed through the
battleground was said to have run red with the blood of the dead. The
Virginians and Pamunkeys were defeated; Chief Totopotomoy was killed and
Edward HiIl of Shirley - commander of the militia - w.ls shamed, apparently
for exhibiting cowardice.

The records concerning the event occur only in a few sparse notices (compiled
primarily in Henning's Statutes at l-arge, bul see also Mcllwaine t979: 504),
and these references appear to have been partially expunged. However, In

21.8Y the mid-l7th centuy the name Powhatan had come wo be rendered nPowhaiten or
nPowhiten. The remnant nPowhiten lndians had small villages at the mouth of Turkey Island
Creelg at Shockoe Crerek, and, finally, at Powhite Creek
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"l,679,Iohn Lederer wrote that the battle was fotght with the Nyhassan,
Monacans and Mahoclc (Lederer 19ffi) in the uforla of the Pasrunke/. To
further confuse the issue, at least one secondary source states thet the name
"Bloody Run" comes from a battle between Nithaniel Bacon and the
Chickahominies fought in this area int576. Bacon had indeed patented a
small piece of land, further west on what is lcnown as Bacon's Quarter Branch
of Shockoe Creek, but we have no documentation his doing battle with the
Chickahominies. The tnre origrn of the name "Bloody Run" remains obscure,
but there is no doubt that the small stream becomes a violent muddy torrent
after heavy rains. Perhaps the color of ie waters have lent it a mythical
history. Even today the stream daims victims who try to cross it during flood

9*9t. At any rate, Boody Run is intimately connected with our story of
Rocketts.

Rocketts Londing Vlllqge. 1740 - 1830

We know very little about Rocketts before the Revolutionary War. There is
evidence from a variety of sources that soqre houses, warehouses, and
whanres were clustered along the fames River waterfront east of the city line
from at least the 1730s. Robert Rocketts operated a ferry here across the |ames
River as early as 1730 (Ward and Greer t977:52), and it is from "Roclcetts'
Landing" that the community took its name. Colonial Rocketts lay outside
the bounds of the City of Richmond. The settlement was effectively bisected
by the mn of Gilly's Creek and the earliest "urbar" settlement at Rocketts

lppears to have deyglg-fgd on the lands of Gilly Marin, son of Gilly
Gromarrin, west of Gilly's Creek2z.

Because Rocketts lay adjacent to Rictrmond, its history is closety linked to the
city's own evelopmlnt Rictrmond was first conceivei and plaited by William
Byrd and William Mayo int733; lots were first advertised for sale inl737
(Reps lW2:267).the o*ginat grid of streets and lots was laid out along Main
Street, immediately west of Rocketts. The Virginia Assembly gave Ridrmond
the official status of a town in 1742, and noted that numerous of the lots had
been built on by that time (Hening l82l-3: vol. 5:191). Nonetheless, the
population of Ridrmond remained but a few hundred souls throught the
remainder of Colonial Period, and the adjacent lands, including Rocketts,
were principally the domains of a few middling to large plantation holdings.
These plantations, however, each had developed the beginnings of urbanism.
To the west of Richmond lay Shockoes, owned by William Byrd Itr. While
Blnd's large plantation house, Belvidere, dominated the landscape, the society

2. Throughout much of this narrative I refer to neast Rockettso and nwest Rockettso. These
refer to the areas east and west of Gillie's Creek. The latter is the earlier portion of the
village and early maps show that the layout of streets and lots after ca. 17E0 was designed
around wharves, warehouses and roads that had been extant for many years. East Rock€tts was
laid out on relatively undeveloped land. These lob were largely taken up in the period
between 1780 and 1810.
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of Shockoes was clearly characterizedby the wharves, tobacco warehouse and
inspection at the mouth of Shockoe Creek Likewise, the land that would
become Roclete was metly the land of Gilly Gromalrin's descendants
(primarily Gilly Marrin and Charles and Susanna Lewis), Rocketts Landing
and the mouth of Gilly's Creek were being developed and rented for
commercial purposes. Mudr of the early developurent of the lvlarrin tract was
done by GtUy and Wiltshire lvlarrin, Charles and Susanna Lewis, and
(perhaps) Samuel DuVd.

In the introduction to this report I noted that descriptions of late Colonial
Rocketts depict the area as a community of lqg houses with wooden chirrneys
peopled by a congeries of draracters representing a variety of ethnicities,
nationalities and trades. The archaeological work at the Rocketts #1 Site has
indicated that this picture is somewhat distorted. Lot # 203, where the site is
located, was one of the principal .ueas of early development in the village, but
it was not one of the more highly valued lots in the decade immediately
following the Revolution. Arctraeology suggests, nonetheless, that substantial
brick-founded structures of frane or masonry had stood on the lot before
Independence. The relevant Colonial records are very scant, howwer, and it
is not until after the Revolution that we can begin to depict the physical and
social draracter of the community with any ce*ainty.

It is unfortunate that the portion of Lot Z)3 which we excavated was highly
altered in the 1780s, and ihat very little material of the Colonial Period was
recovered other than fragments of building foundations. There is ample
evidence that intact Colonial remains lie just a few yards east of our
excavation, but our l.crowledge of Colonial Rocketts remains dim, and of that
parcel of land that was to becbme Lot ?fl3, we have but fragments.
Nonetheless, we can say with some certainty that at least once substantial
structure, probably a house, had stood here on massive brick footings, and
that this house was destroyed prior to the Revolution. It was then succeeded
about t775by a long, naaow building, again constnrcted on brick footings,
and by the relatively basic beginnings of a planned urban landscape replete
with public works, such as roads, alleys, drains, etc. The earlier house
represents west Rocketts as part of Gilly Marrin's estate lands, and the house
may actually have belonged to his daughter and son-in-law, Susannah and
Charles Lewis; more likely, it was a substantial tenement We can only
speculate about the possible cause of destmction of this earlier house.
Certainly a good candidate is the nGreat Freshet" of 177t. This may be the
largest flood ever recorded on the ]ames River. Most of Rocketts iies within
the 100 year flood plain, and much of it has suffered badly from much lesser
floods. It may be for this reason that, in the later 18th century and early 19th
century, nany of the land-owners' and merchants' homes were placed on
higher teltaces, while the low-lying lands of Rocketts housed the stores,
warehouses, and tenements of the working classes.



Rockeffs lobocco Worehouse

Of prime importance to the development of the port was the founding of an
official warehouse and tobacco inspection at Rocketts in 1781. The inspections
at Shockoe and Byrd warehouses had been earlier damaged by flood and
constant silting in the mouth of Shockoe Creek had made these facilities
diffictrlt to readr. Charles Lewis was apparently at the forefront of the
instigation of the Rocketts Warehouse, which was constructed on his land,
directly across Main (Rocketts) Street from l.ot #203.

The Shockoe and Byrd Warehouses continued to do a thriving business, but
Rocketts attracted muctr of the tobacco trade. With merchants and sailors
coming and going from Rocketts Landing, ancitlary businesses quickly sprang
up. These included chandleries, liveries, blacksmiths, warehouses for
merchants, taverns and hotels for seamen, and surall retail stores to provide
goods for those who worked and lived on the waterfront. We lqrow
surprisingly little about the people who lived around Rocketb Landing in the
early Federal Period. The 1790 census is helpfut, but woefully incomplete,
especially for Rocketts, mudr sf whidr fell between the sacks of the Henrico
County and Richmond City census tracts. Land tax records are of but little
help in this early period. Until near the end of the first decade of the 19th
century, we have figures for combined rental value and property values, but
we can't put names on the tenants' faces, nor do we have mudr that is
specific about their occupations or ethnicities. Subsequently, we begin to
occasionally get tenant's names in the tax records more frequently, although
we are hampered by a lack of other documents concerning these people. It is
with the printing of city directories, and with more comprehensive ta:< and
census records, that Rocketts begins to take on a more specific, human, face,

'Brffish Merchanfs", fhe Revotution, ctnd the tronsformotion of t?oc/<effs

It is in the generation of the Lewises, the adults of the Post-Revolution
Period, that Rocketts became a true urban community. On Lot?fr3, an early
lumberhouse, dwelling house, drains, and other "appurtenances" were
apparently constructed immediately prior to the Revolution.23 In 1781

B. The term "lumberhousen is a confusing one. The term occun frequently in documents of the
late lEth century and early 19th century.The Oxforit Engtish Di*ionary defines nlumberhousen

as something like a pawn shop an establishment where poorrr persons could acquire low
interest loars by leaving personal goods as security. This usage derives from nl.ombardsn, who
often were rnoney-lendens. lnrnbards set up their "Lombardhouses" in lombardy Street in
London. In Britaio the most common usage of nlumber' refers to stored miscellaneous materials,
or things llng about in no apparent order. The OEDalso noties that the common American
usage, refering to dressed timber,'was current by tlre early 19th century. ln a diary enFy tor 1796
which accompanies his drawing of Rockets (View 1), Benjamin Latde refers to George
Nicholson's nl,umber Warehouse". The term refers to a large wanehouse building standing along
the river near the mouth of Gillie's Creek. Whether lumberhouses in Rocketts should be=
regarded as pawnshops, or as warehouses for lumber, in the current sense, is not known. That
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British occupied the city on three occasions, md there is evidence from our
excavations-that Roctceits may have suffered heavily from one of these
ocanpations. Benedict Arnold's troops encamped at Rocketts, at the Rope
Walh in ]anuary. From here he mardred troops into the city and destroyed
srunitions factories, mills and magazines. In April, Phillips atacked the ci$,
but Lafayette's presence held the British in Manchester. This time, Lafayette
was encamped il the Rope Walk in Rocketts. Finally, Cornwallis occupied
Richmond in ]une, and this was probably the most destmctive campaign in
the city. Ardraeological Evidence indicates that the buildings standing at that
time on Lot 203 were destroyed by fire. These buildings had almost certainly
been constructed by fohn Hague and |ohn Lester, who were tenanb on the
property then owned by Charles and Susanna Lewis.

In 1780, the capital of Virginia was removed from Williamsburg to
Richmond. Governor Thomas ]efferson feared that Williamsburg was too
vulnerable to British invasion. Virhralty overnight, Richmond became a city.
]efferson commissioned additional lots to be laid out in the city, but these
were to the west of town, in Shockoes. The new loB were of.t/2 acre and were
laid on a rectilinear grid, except fot the large commercial plots near the mouth
of the creek Eeps tW?* Figure 189). It appears that Charles and Susanna
Lewis, along with a nuurbir of merdrants, began to lay out a similar street
grid and !/2 acre lots at Rocketts at the same time. We do not have a
conespondingly early map of Rocketts, but the earliest extant map, the 1804

]ames plan (Map 2), indicates a similar structure. Lots of tlZ acre each were
laid on a rectilinear gdd, again except in the vicinity of the Rocketts tobacco
warehouse, and other in-place waterfront facilities. The 1809 Young map
(Maps 3 and 3a) indicates the same layout of lots and identifies many of the
owners. The Young map also shows the (at that time) extensive new
developments in elst Rocketts. * -"

Rocketts continued to follow the development of Richmond. Describing
Richmond in 1781,, the Marquis de Chastellux wrote:

Though Richmond be already an old town and well situated for
trade...it was before the war one of the least considerable in
Virginia, where they are all in general very smal! but the seat of
government having been removed from Williamsburg, it is
become a real capitol and is augmenting every day. (cited in
Little, 1851).

Rocketts included a number of sawmills, and that many of the owners of lumberhouses we have
encountererd often provided plank and other ship's stores, including chandlery services,
suggests that lumberhouses were storage or preparation places for wood products. On the othier
hand, there is a long-lived association of pawn shops with dock aneas, and John Hague's
epitaph suggests that he provided services for the poor of the neighborhood. The word is
certainly not simply a cognate for nwarehouse*, as many records discuss "warehousesn,
"storehousesn, and nlumberhosuesn as distinct entities.



Rocketts was vigorously developed after 1780 primarity by a small group of
men, most of whom were recent immigrants engaged in mercantile and
maritime trades. fire key group induded Iotrn Hague, George Nicholson"
Ioln Lester, and |oseph Simpson. Other developers induded lotrn Craddock
and Thomas Rutherfoord. Charles and Susanna Lewis continued to be active
participants, primarily through their leases and sales of lands to other
developers. A penrsal of the Young Irripr which shows owners of lob and
whanres, indicates the importance of these key figures in Rocketts'history.

In 1808, the roads through Rocketts were legally named:

...the street extending from E Street by Rockett's Warehouse to
Rockett's Landing and the bridge wer Gilly's Creek..be called
Rocketre Street...fthe street r"ning byl lots 19& L99, ?ffi,201 and
202...be called Bioody Run Street].firat the street extending
between lots 197 and 204 on the one side, and 19& ?,fil,21A, and
2l1., and, running towards Brown and Craddock's wharf be called
Ash Street..That the street extending towards the Bloody Run
between Lots 20& m4, ?fil, 2M, 2n7, 2A8, 2n9 on the one side and
?,11, ?f,\ 213,214, and 215 on the other side be called Poplar
Street...That the street leading from the bridge over Giliy's Creek
thro' the lots laid off by Nicholson, Simpson, Hagtre, and
Lester...be called Lester Street.. (Flournoy 1892,, vol 10: 37).

The newly laid-off streets through east Rocketts - Hague Street, Lester Street
and Nictrolson Street - took the names of their principal developers.

By the end of the period we are discussing here - that is, by about 1830 - the
landscape at Rocketts no longer resembled its Colonial predecessor. A great
deal of constmction had taken place. Large brick warehouses and stores had
grown up all along the streets near the river. Dense clusters of houses filled
blocks, and much of domestic social life must have taken place in the myriad
of narrow alleyways and small common yards between houses and shops. We
still know little about the laboring and artisan classes whictr prwided much
of the daily history of Rocketts, although we lnow quite a bit-about the
merchants, tobacco manufactorers, and land-owners. The city directories
suggest that the neighborhood was primarily one of white and free black
tenant laborers, and some larger land-owning merchants and craftspersons.
These latter were primarily white, Anglo-Americans, although some were
recent immigrants from Europe and from other states. There seems always to
have been a rather large population of recent immigrants at Rocketts. It was
the tlryical fate of seaports to furnish homes for persons who migrated to
Americ4 both before and after the Revolution (Daniels 1990). Even among
the "English" of Rocketts, there was an unusualiy high percentage of recently-
arrived British nationals.
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The 'British merdrants" who had remained in the community during the
Revolution had had to demonstrate their loyalty to the American cause. One
can presume that this demstration required more than subscription to a
Ioyalty oath. As failure to demonstrate such loyalty resulted in banishment,
seizure of goods, and escheahent of property, there wene, no doubt, some
British merdrants who hid To"y sentiments. More likely, however, it appears
that many of the merchants tnrly embraced the Anerican ciruse. M"ny of the
Rocketts people we have encountered in this project senred in the military, or
otherwise endured sorne sacrifices for the colony. Following the md of the
war, there was an immediate influx of more British merchants. As earlier,
many were from the English coast, but many more c.rme out of Glasgow and
Belfast. As before, many of these were very young men setting out on their
first mercantile adventures.

The story of Thomas Rutherfoord (1860) is probably somewhat t1ryical.
Rutherfoord arived in Virginia in 1784 as a young man given charge of a
shipload of goods for his brotlrer's firm out of Glasgow. The ship broke bulk
at Warwiclg then Rutherfoord put into Rocketts to unload. He comments
about the extreme diffficulties that were frequently encountered in those darrs
of getting the freight up Rocketts HiIl to Main Street. The hill was both steep
and mirey. Rutherfoord was instnrcted to take his goods to Shockoes, where
most of the merchant's business was then canied out, but upon arrival there
he found it was not the proper season for doing retail business in Richmond.
What is, perhaps, most ihstructive about the stories Rutherfoord told of his
early days in Richmond is what they reveal about his, and his benefactors',
lack of information concering market needs and business practices in
Virginia. There was a distinctive seasonality to the Richmond market, tied
undoubtedly to the tobacco trade, and there were very particular demands in
the Richmond market. A great many of Rutherfoord's goods were completely
inappropriate and had to be sold at a loss, or discarded. Learning to trade on
tobacco warehouse premiums was another local practice that involved pitfalls
for the uninitiated, induding forged tobacco certificates.

Rutherfoord claimed that there were many Irish (probably Belfast) merchants
in Richmond at the time, but that many of these (in his Scots eyes) proved to
be incompetent, unscrupulous, or insufficiently industrious to succeed.
Certainly, Scots and northern British merchan-ts continued to dominate
much of Richmond's maritime trade and import business well into the first
decades of the l9th century, but we must take Rutherfoord's comments about
the lrish as a history written by one of the winners in what appears to have
been a tough competition among communities of merchants that may have
defined themselvel along ethniC lines.

Certainly, many of these merchants found a lucrative sideline in real estate
development and speculation at Rocketts. While Rutherfoord does not seem
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Ito have been extensively so engage4 others, such as lotrn Hague and fohn
Lester, were at least as involved in development as merctrandising and
shipping. During the Early Republic Period, Rocketts lands largely slipped
away from the hands of those who had descended from Colonial planters -
the lewises and Mayos, for exanple - and becarne the domain of the
developer-merchants, nany of whom were first generation Americans. It was
largely this development activity that completely altered the draracter of
Rodsetts from that of a small series of whanres and warehouses attached to
plantation lands, with cultural ties to the Colonial Tidewater, into a solidly
urban village or town with an increasingly cosmopolitan character"

Chroniclers speak clearly about the heterogenous character of Rocketts in this
period: Cherokee Indians on trading missions, foriegn sailors in the street
markets and taverns, Gerrrans, |ews, Irish, Scob and newly-immigrated
English all for:ned important elements in the community. Women like
Susanna Lewis and Sarah Lester were freed to some extent from the heavy-
handed patrimony of plantation crrlhrre. Less visible in the documents, but
certainly a substantial presence at the time, was a large community of free
African Americans. Manumission rates had become quite high imnediately
following the Revolutionn and this phenomenon was represented in the wills
of some of the Rocketts people we have studied. Following 1806, however,
the Assembly began to restrict manumission severely. This was due lq{gely to
fear of slave revolts inspired by freed blacks, a fear which in Ridrmond had
been nearly realized in 1800 with the thwarted uprising of Gabriel Prosser.
There were, nonetheless, many free blacls and an even larger community of
hired-out slaves living under minimal white supervision. These slaves were
tlryically hired out to merchants and artisans at the pofr, sought their own
housing, and otherwise lived as free men and women, payrng a percentage of
wages to their owners.

In this period the cosmopolitan character of Rocketts, and much of Richmond
for that matter, separated the city from the mainstream of Virginia culture
that had developed around plantation patriarchy. Rocketts people could
probably identify more freely with those living in similar circumstances in
Baltimore, Alexandria, and Philadelphia than with their rural neighbors
along the |ames River. Before the Revolution, Williamsburg was the
principal town of the Colony, and its society and culture w€re dearly
extensions of the plantation world. Ib elite were the planters and their
relatives. With Independence, entrepreneurs (some, like |ohn Craddock,
being descended of lesser planters; but most of them new immigrants) led the
way to the construction of a new, international, and largely urban crrlture.
This new culture, ever-more deeply tied to capitalism and world trade, would
henceforth challenge the hegemony of the plantation system and its elites
(Mouer 1987\.
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Fotts Ptontatian: Cot. Thomos Stegge Jr. and Wttltom Byrd t

The faII line lands of Thomas Stegge and his nephew, William Byrd I, were
known as the nFalls Plantation". firis vast tract, enhanced considerably by
William Bnd II, comprised most of the area from which Richmond was later
canred. Col. Thomas Stegge tr. was the son of Captain Thomas Stegge Sr. who
functioned both as a trader since 1637 along the |ames River and a merclrant
in Charles City County. A man of social prominence, he was active as a
speaker of the General Assembly in 1643, a member of the Council i^ 76M
and an appointed member of the Parliasrent. As their commissiqner, he was
responsiEli for reducing "the colonies of Virginia and Maryland to
obedience.n After this successful submission of the colonies, he was lost at sea
while enroute to England (TroubeEkoy 1953).

Like his father, Col. Thomas Stegge fr. also actrieved importance in social
standing and influence. He served Virginia as a captain and colonel of the
militia" as a member of the Council n 1ffi4, and as an Auditor-General frosr
"1,6&-'/.670 (Anon. 1940:31). He and Henry Randolph also collected the quit-
rents for Henrico and Charles City Counties in 1663 (Troubetzkoy 1953)

Both father and son were actively engaged in the profitable trade between the
Colonists, England and the Indiins. lfter his fatf,er's death, Col. Thomas
Stegge ]r. inherited his father's lands in Virginia while his sister Grace
(Stegge) Bytd inherited the houses in London. When his father's properties
in Charles City County were sold, CoI. Thomas Stegge |r. moved to an-area by
the falls in 1551 - a site that would eventually for:n the center of Richmond.
The Rocketts #1 Site, and for that matter, all of what was to beco.me Rocketts,
was contained within the boundaries of his vast holdings.

Col. Thomas Stegge Jr. received his patent for 1280 acres on the north side of
the fames River on ]anuary 25,1663. It began about a mile above the falls and
ran into the woods "N by E" 320 perches to a slash called Woodward's labour
(Anon. 7653:200). This was in addition to his 1659 patent for 1,800 acres across
the |ames River, where his stone house stood (Anon. t92i/: ?Zen. He found
his southern acreage much more attractive and promising than the northern
side, due to its "level and gently rolling land." According to Troubetzkoy, the
northern parcel with its "Jteep hills and rocky ravines" was negative enough
a prospect that he may have let the patent lapse. This theory seems to be
bolstered by the following 1670 statement "...forurerly granted to Coll.
Thomas Stegg & by him deserted Entring rights according to act." The
patentee, Mr. William Woodward, was granted Stegg's 1.280 acres (Mcllwaine
1979:225).

24. This section was authored by Katharine Harbury.



Despite this reassignment of patent, Stegg was possesed of the property at his
death. His long wil with ib numerous bequests and advice included this
tract He devised and bequeathed a certain portion of his vast estates to his
nephew William Byrd I who was then living in London. Included were his
stoc&, buildings and merchandizes and "household stuffs" (Anon. 1940: 3I-
34).

According to Little, the Legislature of Virginiain167g granted William Byrd
the land on the condition that he place "a settlement thereu. The Act of
Asseurly may have been n"c"ssary-due to the lapse of Stegge's 1663 patent,
but more documentation is needed (Little 1851: 705). When William Byrd I
inherited the vast tracts from his uncle Stegge, he made plans for futurne
settlements and future growth along the ]anes River waterway. He felt that
the site by the falls had great potential for a trading post as well as water nrills
(Ward and Greer 1977:1). Byrd was granted permission to make a "seate" at
or near the head of the lames River on his property with the understanding
that he would "seate" fifty able and arured men and nother tythables.' the
number was not to exceed two hundred and fifty people "on both sides the
said river within the space of halfe a mile along the river on each side in a
straight line, and a quarter of a mile baclcruards into the woods." Provisions
would be provided (Henin g n, l8?3a: 453-4).

As an unpaid captain of these men, William Bnd was to lead them against
the Indians within a twenty mile radius. If they traveled beyond these limits,
then they were to paid as soldiers were elsewhere. In the meantime, the
tythables were free from any arrest for debt for twelve years and free from all
taxes for fifteen ye.us. The only exception were the taxes that the individuals
ma5r have inflicted upon themselves. Furthermore, it was also enacted that:

...if any other person or persons shall be willing to seate
themselves in like manner and on like conditions with like'
obigations, exceptions and provisoes, at or ne.ue the heads of'any
other the greate rivers, or in any place or places remote or
backvards from the inhabitants, and soe as may be judged
defencible for this his majesties counfiy againsi the Indians, that
the same be granted them... (Hening fr,L823a: 454).

The site containing lot 203 probably lay outside the half mile limi! howwer,
the above enactnrent made it possible for pioneers to settle nearby.
Apparently, many took up the offer as shown by numerous patents for land
on both sides of Gilly's Creek during the 166&1670 decade. Other settlers
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conducted purchases. lnlT0zWillian Byrd I sold 1([ aces out of the Stegge
tract to Gilly Gromanin, the details of whidr are given below.2s

Gitly Gromorrin ond his legocy

Uttle is l.crown about Gilly Gromanin, a 17th century figure whose name was
given to Gilly's Creek at Rocketts. His sruname was so unusual that it was
much abused by his contemporaries: renderings include Gromorin,
Gromorrin, Grumarine, Grumarrin, Gnrmurren, Groomamiurin,
Groomeren, Grumeren, Grummeren, Gilly Grew lv{arrain (Nugent 1977: 305,
307, 335, 340, 353 and 1986: 162, ?,ft, 353, 4A3,,421), Gillietroom Manin (Anon.
1698b: 105), Gilly Gro Marrin (Weisiger tf76:70), and even Gilly Grove
Malliga (Anon. 1685: 383). By the latter pafr of the 18th century, his name
was presewed simply as "Gilly lvfarrin" among his descendanb. 26

While the name Gilly may imply Scots roots, it is more likely that it was
derived from the names Gilly, Gilli, Gili, Gille and Gilles in th€ Flemish and
Frendr regions (Dauzat t95t:292). The nasre Gromarrin and ig variants
indicate a Dutctr/Flemish origin Considering these factors, the name
"Gromarrinu may be such a Flemish or Dutcl version of the French surname
Gromaire (Dauzat 1951: 309); his place of birth may have been along the
Flemish-French-Dutch borders.

There are also other indications that Gilly Gromarrin was not a native-born
Englishman or Scot. None of the English immigration records, ship
passenger lists or headrights in patents revealedhis name in any form. He
probably sailed for Virginia directly from his native country - a possibility
which indicates that he may have been a Huguenot. It is not l.nown whether
he arrived as a single or married young man looking for better opportunities.
His wife Susanna did not appear in any of the records until 1695, when his
children were nearly grown (Anon. 1695: 90).

Gilly GromarrirL planter, was first documented on February 1,1678 when he
and Derby Enroughty both purchased 300 acres from |ohn Crowley/Crawley
and Thomas Howlett of Charles City County. fohn's father, lohn
Crowley/Crawley Sr., had previously purchased it from Col. Thomas Stegge,
now dec'd. (Anon.1678: 68). In 1685 that we find that Gilly's Creek had been
previously l.crown to the locals as Crawley's Creek (Anon. 1686.: 383.) This
particular tract was probably located further intand on Gilly's Creek since the

25. The tract adioining tNs one to the west devised to William Byrd n who, in 1733, laid out
lots here to found the City of Richmond. - L.D.M.
%. Richmonders today also remain unsettled on the spelling of Gilly's Creelq which is
frcquently rendered nGillie's" or "Gilley's." I have, for convenience rather than out of some
sense of correctness, spelled both the names of the creek and the men "Gilly,n except where
referring to specific documents, in which case I retain the spelling in the original.



piucel of land containing lot 203 was ultimately derived from Thomas Stegge
through Williarn Byrd.

On April 27,'l,6fl6Gilly Gromarrin was mentioned as a neighbor in a patent
for Samuel Bridgewater who referred to Gillie's Creek and "Gillie's landn
(Anon. 1686a: 508). A year later, he was mentioned as a neighbor in a patent
for Williagr Byrd: '...down the river 250 po. to Gillie's Run, the division line
bet. this & Gylly Groomamarin...u (Anon. l67az 548). See Plat 1. It is one of
the earliest plab conceming the vicinity of I"ot 203. It also shows that the area
which became the Rocketb #1 Site was under the possession of William B1nd
at this time.

From these various records, it appears that Gilly Gromarrin's plantation lay
along the river tetraces along the ]ames River south of Gilly's Creek the
heart of what would later become Rocketts. Perhaps his dwelling was located
at the vicinity of the later Rope Walk where nearby streets still presewe the
Gromarin famrly names. A hill in the area was called Marin's Hill by 1793.
This is the hill which now is alternately called Powhatan or Fulton's Hill or,
more rarely, Marrian Hill (Waitt n.d.). 

-While 
he was not fonnally educated,

he could srgn his initials to documents. He must have felt that more
education was imperative since he directed in his will that both his sons and
dayglrters were to receive at least two years worth of schooling (Anon.17l6a:
179-127).

Gilly Gromarin accumulated a large estate during his Iifetime with his
several land purchases. He did not reduce much of it by selling it later; his
inventory indicates that mudr of his wealth was tied up in land, although he
led a materially comfortable life for the time (Anon. t7t&:127). His
inventory consisted primarily of materials needed to run a frontier plantation
and, perhaps, some home-based manufacturing. Either he had arrived in
Virginia with some inheritance or invested in lands rather than on the usual
household possessions. He apparently made these purchases with his
progeny in mind.

In addition to the 300 acres mentioned in 1678, Gilly "Groomeren" patented
his own 539 actes on the south side of Ctrickahominy River, near Cattaile
Branch and Holey Branch. It was his headright for transporting 11
individuals (Anon. 7687b:552). On October 2n,'t689 he patented an additional
481 acres, on the north side of the |ames River, near the Chickahominy
Swamp, and which adjoined his previously acquired tract (Anon. 1689: 1).
His other grants n l7t4 were respectively for 500 acres which were located on
the northwest side of the main branch of Tuckahoe, and f.or 292 acres at
"Pecke5mockey" (Anon. 1714: 21,0).

Gilly Gromarin kept increasing his land holdings by deeds as well as patents.
On Marclr 14,'t697 / 8, John Pleasants became the owner by default of a
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paymentby Edward |ones for lff) acres. He sold this tract to Gilly Gromanin
for 55fi) pounds of tobacco, except for "twelve locust trees and mines" (Anon.
170?a:734). While the precise whereabouts of this parcel is not clear, it was
not far from Gilly's Creek On October 1,17M, Gilly Gromarrin bought {70
acres tot 9?N lbs of tobacco. This tract was located on the south side of the
|ames River and included part of an island above Powhite Creek and the Falls
(Anon. 1705:117). His subsequent purctrase of 200 acres, also south of the
|ames River by the Falls, was dated March tTlA; it was once part of |ohn
Tullit's 7,6ffi acres (Anon. t7l0:56). When he bequeathea $9 acres near
Chickahominy Swamp from his 1687 patent to his son-in-law Luke Smittr
and his daughter Arabella he mentioned that he had sold lfi) acres from the
same patent to Thomas Robinson in 1590 (Anon. 1690a: 396 and Anon. t7l2:
113). Another L(X) acres was taken out from one of his patents'lnear
Pequanock' for a thousand pounds of tobacco that sasre year (Anon. 169&:
l2Z1.a

It is the following deed, however, that concerns the Roclcetb #1 Site area. On
Mardr 2q VAZ William Byrd "granted, sold, released, enfeoffed and
confirnred" to oGilly Gromorrinn 100 acres lyrng on the north side of the

]ames River. This entire parcel was part of a "grater devidendu of Byrd's and
included all "housing, outhouses, edifices, buildings, barns, orchards, gardens,
hedges, ditches, fences and inclosures, woods..." (Anon. t70b.:34&9). fire
"devidend" mentioned here referred to the bequest of Thomas Stegge to
William Byrd.

In Thomas ]efferson's will, dated 1725, was a mention of "Gilley's Mill" but
its location has not been spgcifigd for this area (Anon 1725 293). lt probably
was situated along Gilly's Creek

According to the directions given in his will, Gilly Gromarrin's lands
descended to his children, namely Arabella, Francis, "Gillee", Wiltshire and
Anne. He made mention of a "fishing place" at the mouth of the creek which
may be one of the earliest references to what would become the village at
Rocketts (Anon. !7'1,6a: tl9-121).

Since sons Francis and Wiltshire subsequently died without issue, their lands
descended to their surwiving brother "Gillee" who held it as a tenant in fee
tail. In contrast to his father, this particular Gillee owned slaves. In his 1745
will, he bequeathed to each of his .hildtut a horse and saddle, some currency

T.The name *Pequanockn (also Peckanock" Pickanocky, etc.) first appars in records at this
time in association with this tract along the south side of the Chickahorniny Swamp ln
northern Henrico County. The name was retained throughout the 18th and 19th centuries in
association with this plantation tract. One of the earliest uses refers to the "Pickanocky
Meadows", a large bottomland associated with an otherwise unknown Indian settlement llng
between the mouth of Upham Brook and Strawberry Hill. Early plats also relate the name to a
trail or road which ran from Gromarrin's lands at Rocketts to the Chickahominy. L.D.M.



and these slaves (Anon. !7M:, n&lr. Evidently he concen8aed the fanily
wealth on slaves rather than on land like his father. Only three of his
children are known to have sunrived to inherit the legacies: Wiltshire, Mary
the wife of Colwell Pettlryool (of Cumberland County), and Susanna the wife
of Charles Lewis.

His widow lv[ary later married David Burton n tt57 (Moore t/79 229) whose
maintenance of the family estate was less then satisfactory - Wiltshire, Mary
and Susanna had to petition against their widowed mother in court n 1759.
The court agreed that David Burton, her husband, should have givm them
their legacies - out of lig estate. He apparmtly had taken advantage of his
legal rights in controlling not only his wife's dower estate but also the estate
belonging to the children. It was finally settled n 176l (Anon. t764a: 215).

Rocketts was by then a thriving port comurunity with upland farnrs and
plantations well established on each side of Gilly's Creek The concept of
constnrcting buildings for rental purposes was already cornmonplace. This
would remain a striking characteristic of the Rocketts and Shockoe waterfrcnt
areas. In t7&, when *idor.r Mary Burton and her eldest son, Wiltshire
Marrin, ("otherwise called Wiltshire Gromarrin') agreed to rent a tract to
Samuel Duval, they stipulated that he follow certain conditions and
agreements:

...for and in Consideration of the Rents Covenants Exceptions &
Agreements herein Afsd. mentioned Reserved & Contained by
and on the part & Behalf of the said Samuel Duval...do demise
Grant and tb Fann let unto said Samuel Duval all that Measuage
Tenament plantation Tract and parcel of Land Scituate lying and
being on the west side of Gilleads Creek...Containing Two
Hundred Acres...Bounded by the Lands in the possession of lohn
New Richard Adams & Moigret Brown & so Dbwn the said
Creek to |ames River pa* of which said Demised Land is Called
& l,crown by the nami of Rockets Landing & all the Landings &
Fishing places with Liberty of Arecting warfs and full Liberty of
fishing in the Rivers & Creels thereto belonging or
Adjoining...& and also al Houses out Houses yards gardens
Orchards Trees woods Ways waters watercourses profits
Commodities & Advantages whatsoever to the said Tract...
Except a Certain piece of irvel Land on the Top of a HiIl now in
the Occupation of one Thomas Cardwell Containg about Twenty
Acres part thereof...for...the...Term of fifteen Years from hence...

Pa,trng thereupon yearly For the first Ten yeans of the said Temr
the yearly Rents or Sum of fifteen Pounds Current Money of
Virginia at or upon the first day of lanuary...for Remaining five
years...Sum of Twenty pounds...The first day of |anuary...And
that said Samuel Duval his Executors Administrators...shall and
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will well and Truly at his...own Proper Labour & bgence build
& Erect good & Substantial Houses & wharfs And make other
good & $ufficient Improvenments on the said Land & Premises
Hereby Demised...Timber whictr the said Samuel is at Liberty to
get from said land for that purpose not perrritting waste.,.at the
end...of the said Term of fifteen years shall and will peaceably &
...surrender and yield up unto the said Mary Burton & Wilsher
Marrin or to such person Or persons as shaf then be Lawfuily
intitled to the possession Thereof... (Anon. 176&:893-898.)

There is no certain documentary evidence that such structures in the above
agreement were situated at the Rocketts #1 Site; howerrer, this is distinctly
possible, as the site appears likety to have had sbuctures on it by this time.28

This second named Wiltshire Gromarrin/Marrin also died without issue by
Dec.1767 (Anon. 1767:208) and his tract descended to his sisters Mary and
Susanna who held it as tenants in fee tail. By an Act of Assembly in 1772, the
Pettypools were allowed to sell their property to the Mayo family, whidr
appended it to their holdings on the east side of Gilly's Creeh while the Lewis
couple retained their dividend (Hening S 1821b:64T5 and Anon.l769at f&}3).

Chortesond Suson no (Morrin) Lewts

Being named as co-heirs of Wiltshire Marrin, Mary and Susanna agreed that
Thomas Prosser would lay off and divide Wiltshire's parcel. Mary was to
receive the upper tract, 320 acres, whidr was bounded by a birdr on the ]anes
River, whichwas a little below "roper's Fishing place". Her share was sold to
the Mayo family as cited above. Sisanna's poltibn was another upper tract,
also 320 acres, which is vaguely described, with the exception of a description
of a "beach (sic) on Gilly's Creek thence up the creek 19 poles to a corner beach
then S 10 degrees East..." or another lower tract with poor descriptions (Anon.
1769b: IB}S). After careful study of this document and subsequent records,
this upper portion is believed to be the area which contains the Rocketts #1
Site. Charles and Susanna Lewis probably constructed a house, or moved into
an existing house, on or near Lot 203.

The Lewises could afford to possess a chariot along with "carriage horses,"
numerous slaves, and various structures for rental purpbses. Such rents
forrred the basis of their annual and profitable family income. Charles tewis
stipulated in his will that his estate not be appraised, a gesture common for

21. It is noteworthy that this arrangement was made with DuVal who was a descendant of
Huguenot immigranb, as, apparently, was Gilly Marrin. There is other evidence that DuVal
found himself in direct economic competition with many of the English - desended planterc in
Henrico through his diverse activitiei which included toal mining, milling, and pottery
manufacturing.In \775,DuYal beat Col. Richard Randolph of Curles Plantation out of what
had become a nearly heritary Randolph seat in the House of Burgesses. L. D. M.



those of means (Anon. 17932 n*gr. Charles Lewis held large land holdings
v*idl straddled both sides of Gilly's Creek, and whictr wet increasing gr-atly
in value due to the growing demand for more warehouses other than
Shockoe and Byrd's.-Rockeft's Landing was now eyed by many as an very
attractive and potential business site. The ferry at Roclefts Landing
continued in operation at this time (Hening 187,k:459r. The local merchants
found the tobacco warehouses at Shockoe and Blnd's inadequate - due
primarily to continual problems of silting in the mouth of Shockoe Creek -
and petitioned the colony tn 1774:

...that the Petition of divers inhabitants of the County of
Henrico, setting forth, that the Warehouses at Shockoe and
Byrd's Inspecti6n are not sufficient to hold the Tobacco's brought
there, and prayrng that another Inspection may be established on
the land of Charles Lewis between the River and Main Road
leading to Rocket's landing, be reiected... (Kennedy 1905: 94).

The petition was initially declined; however, the merchants must have
persisted in their pleas because they eventually got their wish. In response to
various public demands and petitions of the merchants and traders, the
General Assembly stipulated and enacted the following:

IV. And it being represented to this present general assembly,
that the erecting a ware-house on the lands of Charles Lewis,
near Rockett's Landing, in the county of Henrico, wilI be of
public benefit, and the proprietor of the land is willing to build
the same:
V. Be it therefore enacted, That an inspection of tobacco shall be,
and the same is hereby established at the said place, wNch shall
be called and lcrown by the name of Rocketts; and that the
transfer notes issued by the inspectors thereof shall be payable for
g_1btic du9s, in the same manner as those of Byrd's and Shockoe.
(Hening 1872:Az 474).

The impression given by the records was that Lewis did not hesitate to take
full advantage of Rocketts' surging popularity with the merchants, traders
and others. bn Nov. ?3,1782,-tre piUtioned ihe speakers and gentlemen of
the House of Delegates with the following letter:

The petition of Charles Lewis Humbly Showeth that he is
proprietor of the Land at & round the Landing Call'd Rockets,
whidt Iies nearly joining on the Town of Richmond & where
most of the Vesie6 Tradlng to the said Town Generally ly [sic];
Warehouses for the Inspection of Tobacco being Established at
the said Landing by which your petitioner Conieives will
become a great ptaie of Trade - uoA as a Number of persons has
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"pply'd 
to your petitioner to purchase Lots thereon and others to

Lease, and he being wiling [sic] & desirous to sell & Lease a part
of his said Lands at & near the said Landing, Prays that this
Honourable House will pass a Law g"ing your petitioner leave
to lay of part of his said Lands from Gillie's Creek up to Colo.
Richard Adam's Land that lies ioining on the river & the said
Town of Riclunond into Lob & Streeb, for a Town and to be
Cdl'd & lnown by the name of 

- 

[blank] and that your
Honourable Housl wil be pleased to Appoint tblankl
Tnrstees for that purposes and your petitioner in duty bound
will pray &c.

rnl: "that [sic] all the Land
the property of Chs. Le,wis IFnS on the lames River between Gillie's Creek
and the City of Richmond & between and as far out as the lands of R A
Esqr. the property of Chs Irwis shall be and the same is hereby vested in."
fUnderlined words were crossed out in the original.] (Lewis 178?;, Legislative
Petitionsl

As the owner of the tobaccp warehouses at Rocketts, he was to endure
financial difficulties in the beginning before he received any true profits:

Tobacco being vital to the economy of Virginia the county court
exercised broad powers on behalf of the state in assuring
adequate warehouses. The court could order warehouses to be
rebuilt or enlarged, even if the proprietor dedined to do so.
...Fee came from warehouse fees. ...Similar power was exercised
against Charles Lewis, owner of Rocketts warehouses. (Ward &
Greer tWTz 58.)

Suctr proprietors may have declined because the city was behind in their
payments. Unfortunately, this was not the end of Charles Lewis' headaches
concerning Rocketts. He and his wife Susanna sent another petition, dated
Nov. 6, 1789, to the House of Delegates:

To the Honble the Speaker and the members of the House of
Delegates, the Petitiin of Charles Lewis & Susanna his Wife
Humbly Sheweth
That they were seized in fee simple in some lotts of ground in
the City of Ridrmond, at the place called Rockett's Landing, &
Convenient to Rocketts Warehouses, that they hoped to have
been pennitted quietly to have enjoyed all the advantages whidt
would have arisen therefrom, but your petitioners humbly
Shews to your Honble House that a Wharf has been Erected at
there [sic] Landing by the Order of the Court of Henrico County
for the Use of the said Ware Houses at Rocketts thereby



8eI

tdepriving your petitioner's of some of there most Valuable
property, without makeing them any Compensation for the
same- your petioner's further begs llave to shew, that the said
wharf is Capable of being used for many other pu{poses, as well
as Shipping Tobacco from the Ware Houses & they hop" as they
have been the only persons making a Sacrifice for the Public
Advantage your Honble House tfrU tfrint< with them, that they
are the most proper persons to derive Advantage from the Said
Wharf- yo11 petitioners therefore humbly pra)lsr that a law may
pass your House peruritting them to enjoy the exclusive
priviledge of the Toll that may hereafter become due to the sd
i4ltrarf ii consequence of e.reli port of use made of it except
Shiping Tobacco from the Wird Houses, which your petidoners
is desirous and wilIing should be done free from any Toll
whatever or that you will grant them any other relief that you
shall think there c.rse requires and your petitioners witl pray &c.
(Lewis !789:File A9022).-

The Lewises' petition to operate a private wharf was denied. The wharf was

laken by the goverrunent "compensation to be made by valuation of a lury &
wharf to be vested in the Public" (according to a notation made on the
reverse of the above document)

In 1788 the city of Richmond and its environs had grown to such an extent
that certain freeholders and inhabitants petitioned for representation in the
House of Delegates. They stated that the city held more people than most of
the counties, and due to a "variety of interests" and the Csnsitution, they
desired "the priviledge of electing a representative." Among those who
slgned were Charles Lewis, Gilley Lewis, AIex Montgomery and !no. Lister

!*":t:I principal landowners and merchants at Rocketts. (Anon. !788:
File A9018).

Charles Lewis spent the rest of his life reaping profits from three mirin
sources: 1) selling family lots, 2) collecting feel hom his tobacco warehouses,

1nd 3) the especially lucrative rental properties, primarily at Rocketts. Lewis
died August22,1793, not long after making his will and the death of his
daughter Sally. Perhaps they both died of the same contagious disease.

His widow, Susanna Marrin Lewis, may have been an unusual woman for
her time. She not only could read and write, she also lived long enough to be
a great-grandmother, having outlived her father, uncles, brothere and some
sons. While it was not unusual for a wife to be the executrix of her spouse's
will, many women had male representatives who handled the transJctions of
Iand sales and other business ac-tivities. Susanna Lewis did nog she
continued to execute deeds and leases on her lands after her husband's death.
(Anon. 1783: 3). She petitioned in 1793 for an "alteration" in Water Street at
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Rocketts; she wanted it to be vested in her name and that of her heirs. When
the Council agreed, they appointed lohn Hague (see below) among others, as
part of a committee to inform "the Hall" of this matter (Anon. 1793a:32 No.
2t.

Her will indicates that she possessed business acumen and interests
concerning the management of rents, profits, housiRg and whartres. This
document also gives an interesting illustration of what Rocketb then loolced
like. The impression given is of rapidly mcrmching tenenents and other
port-related structures both at Rocketts Landing and the surrounding hills.
Susanna also made reference to forurer leaset such as one with $ohn) Lester
and ]ohn Craddock (Anon. 1809: t9f-n}. Her inventory, if any, has not yet
been located. Susanna Lewis was not only interested in the future well-being
of her surviving descendants, but also of others. She took in and raised an
orphan boy naned William Henry Radford, and saw to it that the widow
Hannah Hague had a place to stay. Susanna Lewis was still living in 1811,
according t9 the tax rolls but she must have died later that year since her will
was proved in court on February tBtL

John ond Honnoh Hague

The next identified owner of the Rocketts #1 Site was Captain ]ohn Hugr"
who is believed to be a Scot, IJlster, or Northwestern English immigrant.
While there was a 'John Hague" listed among the "Scotch-Irish' soldiers in
Capt. Mathew's Company for Augusta County in about 1756, the courpiler
believes that this was another individual of the same name (Bodcstruct 1988a:
3Z). No relationship could be found between this |ohn Hagoe of Augusta
County and the lohn Hague of Rocketts. None of Hague's deeds, nor his will,
give any indication of his having relatives in Virginia other than his
"nephew" fohn Craddoclq whichmay be due to his marriage connections. In
her will, Hague's wife Hannah made a bequest to ]ohn Hague Craddock out
of the "natural love and affection" for her relation, the son of her "nephew",
|ohn Craddock John Hague made a bequest in his will to his brother
William, if he ever came to America (Anon. 1795a:187-8).

According to his obituary ]ohn Hague was born about 1737 /8 (Anon. 1795c:3)
which conflicts with the data given on his tombstone.2e While there were
three |ohn Hagues born or baptised at the right time in England, the best
candidate may be the'John Hague, son of |ohn and Isabel Hague, bp.?,?Vlay
1738, Whickham, Durham." (Anon. 1737-8: IGI Index) Durham nestles along
the border dividing England and Scotland and contains a large strain of Scots
among its English inhabitants. This fits with |ohn Hague's possible Scots
connections, both shown by his friendship with Thomas Rutherfoord, a

29. Hague's epitaph states he died in 7795, at the age of 37, giving a birth year of 1758. This i$
clearly an error either of the original inscription, or ib transcription. L. D. M.



native Scots merchant and neighbor, and by the Scotdr name of his slave,
Aberdeen. If he were in fact a Scot, his name may more likely have bem
rendered nHaig", not "Hague" (Op. Cit.: IGI lndex.)

Records concerning him before t782 are sparse due to destmction of Charles
City Counf and Ridrmond city records during the Revolutionary War and
the 1865 fire. The earliest record located for |ohn Hague is in Charles City
County on 30 Aprit 1771 when he is listed as a lessee for a plantation: "...one
in occupation oflohn Hagues." It is interesting to note thai he was listed
along with Moses and William Craddock, other lessees (Anon. t77t:37). Also
mentioned was a Robert Craddods who left an estate in 1760 and had accounts
in his n?me in ,t77t (Ibid.: 36n.

There are indications that fohn Hague was to for:n life-long eociat
connections and business ventures with these Craddocks - he may have left
Charles City County with them for better opportunities at Rictrm6nd. He
senred as sureties for the maniages of |ohn Craddock to Betsey |ackson
DePriest, 19 |une t793, and fohn Lester to Sarah Hudson, 24 April 1789
(Pollack 1984: 4J-, & 99). No marriage record or bonds could be located for tohn
Hague in Richmond, Henrico County or Charles City County records.

]otn Hague next appeared in a newspaper advertisement dated Vray VL,1776
for a lost or stolen horse belonging to Capt. Caleb Davis. The ad ends with his
given address as "near Rictrmond town," which suggests that he may have
been residing at Rocketts (Purdie 1776:2supplement). While he is likely to
be the-"Capt. Hague," owner of the schooner Betsy in Novembet 1776
(Gwathmey 1979:336), he does not appear in any entries in the Naoal
Documents of the Amsican Reoolution. This may not be significant in view
of many vanished documents. He is not to be confused with another
individual named in these naval sources as "Hague/Hegue", a Frenchman
operating in the Carribean, possibly for the Britist (Clark1964a: 826 and t%4b:
971,.'). While many of the late 18th century land-owners in and near
Richmond combined planting and mercantile or industrial activities, Hague
seems primarily to have been a merchant and land speculator and developer.

His movements between 17761780 have not been ascertained by way of
documentary evidence. While almost all merchants of "Great Britiin" were
made to leave Virginia during this time, this was not the case for those who
became patriots and swore allegiance to the American cause (Ward and Greer
t97:126). While there is no record of |ohn Hague's political leanings, there
are indications that he was for the patriot cause due to the fotlowing
indication that he was in Virginia throughout the Revolution, and-his
merchant partnerships remained active. one of his partnerships was
involved in a chancery suit at this time: u...Francis S*yth sun'iving parbrer
of Marsden & smyth, Pff agst S*yth Blakey. Iohn Hague & Francis s*yth
surviving partneri of Marsieu Biakey, rralui & Smy[h Deft." (Anon. !7$?ta:
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Z3). james Marsden and Francis Smyth were involved in the shipping of
goods. Marsden owned Lots #358, 358,359 and 38O whidr became part of the
nPublic Escheated Propert;/ in c.1782 (Anon. t782,325). One (or both) of
these plaintiffs was probably a British native with Loyalist leanings. Many
tory merchants and landowners had thdlr estates seized by escheatnrent
during the Revolution.

Hague was also partrrer of "smyth Hague & Co.,n and owned lots on the side
for investnrent puqposes. He was mgaged in several appointed positions,
mostly dealing with the management of the waterfront, between 1783 to his
deatlr,in 1795. A court record dated April 8,t783 cited that he and Noble
|ordane were given the oaths of office when they, among others, were
appointed ballast masters. Iotur Hague was responsible for Rockett's Landing
while Noble |ordane's post was located at Four Mile Creek, near Varina
(Anon. 1783b: Vl%3).

ln !7M, lohn Hague is found in another firur, Hugo" & Crouctr, and housed
his goods at the residence of Willian Perurid<, a merdranl His partrer could
be either Rictrard Croudr, Sr. or ]r. His own house was not available because
it had been rented to the militia:

The Auditors are directed to issue a wartant on the Contingent'
fund for thirty three pounds to Mr. John Hague in full
compensation for the rent of his house which was made use of
by G. Smith Quarter ldaster and |ames Anderson public
Arrnourer, as per report of Colo. Meriwether. (Hall 1952a:387).

While the location of his house was not specified, it is probably at Rocketts
rather than near his other lots near the old marketplace.3o

In May l7f36,he sued Henry Stratton for libel, but this trial was declared a
mistrial in the Court of Admiralty (Call 1833: 8+89.) This lawsuit was
repeated during lune 1790, and forttrnately for us, the details are given. It
gives us an excellent idea of the contemporary revenue laws, shipping
customs and 6pes of goods. lohn Hague had sued in behalf of himself and
"of the commonwealth" against Henry Strattoo uraster of the sloop Nancy
for a breach in revenue rules. The Nancy had carried a drariot or phaeton
with harness and "other articles" (Call 1ti33:56hffi9). That same year saw
lohn Hague selected as a customs searcher for Richmond, Manchester,
Warwick and Osborne's for a yearly salary of 80 pounds, and his legal action
was probably taken in this capacity (Hall 1957h2 533).

30. 4s will be seen, below, john Craddock inherited Flague's house and tlre lots adjoining it.
These are the lots furm Rocketts Street to Maple $treet, north of Poplar St., including L"ot 203.
Hague probably had his principal dwelling at L,ot 203, where his widow, Hannalr, remained,
and where, in 1831, a dwelling referred to as nthe old mansion" stood. -L. D. M.



In1787, |ohn Hague was appointed to be a searcher for the Richmond District
and was required to pay a l,ffi pound bond (Palmer 1884a: 235). Sorre of his
duties, as shown by a letter and petition that year, concerned the freight
business and the problems of suruggling:

... (the Lt. Gov. issued...) that he directed a warrant to issue on
the Contingent Fund for twenty one pounds in favor of Captain
Cunningham for the freight of one hundred Barrels of
gunpowder, twelve cases of car8idge boxes and ten reams of
cartridge paper from Norfolk to Ridrmond, the value of the said
freight having been ascertained by Mr. Hague. (Hdl, t95?t: l*5).

and also:

Christopher Sloane and ]ohn Hague, Searchers to the Governor,
Recommending further restrictions in order to prevent
smuggling goods into the District The baggage of passmgers and
the stores of ships should be particularly exanined, on account
of the imposidds practiced. (Palmer f8Aab: 224.1

\

Apparently unrest had been mounting for some time among the population
concerning taxes. It came to a point where the more active inhabitants took
the initiative by sending their printed and signed petition to the Houses of
the General Assembly on October 29,1787. Among those who signed were
]ohn Hague, ]ohn Craddock and |no. Henry & Alex. Montgomery (Anon.
1787: File A.9003).

fohn Hague entered into a great number of commercial partnerships, some
apparently were mercantile, but others were involved with real estate
investment, primarily in Rocketts. His partnership with John Craddock
seems to have involved both. It is a possible that this was a parhership that
eventually evolved into fohn Hague & Co. by 179L It is also possible that
they were working with the firm of Montgomery's Henry & Co. since that
firm had a sloop named Cnhansy int787 (Hall 795?A:96). This is a name
phonetically similar to |ohn Hague's schooner Cowancy or Cohansey at a
later date. This give rise to the possibility that they may be the one and sane
ship (Anon . 1795b: 194).

!n lru Capt, Iotur Hague and lohn Lester were partsrers in the land-owning
firm Hague & Lester. Hague also owned another lot worth $60 as well as three

:by:t - perhaps the Aberdeen, George and Foster in his inventory (Anon.
1795b:194). At the same time, he served as searcher for Rocketts Landing
alone, for 50 pounds a year (Hall 795?n:212).
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Hague & Co. was listed on tar< roles as a land-owning and slave-owning
investurent and, apparently, mercantile firrn for sevJral years, sven foi a time
after Hague's death. It is not known in what capacity his slaves senred, but it
may be in corurection with his trade.

In t78?+ Richmond's Rope Walk (at Rocketts) was heavily involved with the
production of heurp rope due to war-time demands" The next two yearc,1789
aurtd t79[' found lohn Hague busy with the consbuction of a wharf and
repairing the public hemp warehbuse. He and Smith Blakey were to be paid
90 pounds for building the wharf at Rock Landing for the benefit of Shockoe
and Byrd's warehouses (Anon.178%:78). For repairing the hemp warehouse
at Rocketb and for furnishing scales, fohn Flague was paid 46 pounds, three
shillings and eleven pence by the Treasurer of the Commonwealth (Anon .

1790a:36).It was around this time that his firm was paid for providing
"plank and other materials". He was also involved in yet another civic duty
which involved tolls at the Rocketts Landing wharf.

ln 1790, with foseph Simpson and |ohn Lester, he sent a petition to the
Richmond CiS Common Hall. Th.y stated that they were proprietors of a
certain piece of land next to Gilly's Creek whictr had been divided by them
into lots. They wished to be pennitted to build a draw-bridge at their own
expense over Gilly's Creelg since it would be of great benefit to the public
(Anon. t791b:248, No. 1). The petition must have been approved because in
1794, the trio along with George Nicolson, no longer thought it necessary to
keep the draw-bridge in repair. Th"y desired that a new fixed bridge replace
the draw-bridge (Anon. 1794b:63, No.2).

One of the Iast duties fohn Hague undertook towards the end of his life
exposed him to great risks. He was chosen as a Superintendent of
Quarantine. The year 1793 was an unhealthy year for Rocketb.3l Not only
had Charles Lewis and his daughter Sally died within a short time of each
other, there are indications that a usually fatal disease had arrived on shore at
Rocketts Landing. John Hague along *itt Ut. Lyne and Mr. Foster were
comittee councilmen (or "CC men") responsible for enforcing emergency
health regulations. A woman had died in the house of Peter Morgan and
family, and they were quarantined in mid-October; The woman's apparel and
bedding and the apparel of the household's slaves were ordered to be burned
while the house was to be fumigated. Passengers on stages and ottrer modes
of kansportation were to be investigated by Drs. Foushe-e and Russell, health
officers (Anon. t793cz 35, No. 2). By October 28th, the Morgan family were
declared reasonably "safe" and were "removed" by Iohn Hague from the
place. Hague was compensated for performing his duty: L12,1 shilling and

31. The "unhealthy yearn referred to here by Harbury was a massive smallpox epidemic that
occured throughout much of 1W3 and 1794. As a result of this epidemic, mass smallpox
innoculation was first begun in Richmond. L. D. M.
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10 pence (Anon. t793d:3G7, No. 2). The following December, a slave, taken
iU wittl smallporc, was taken to the "pest housen *iA 

" 
guard. His owner, Mr.

Smittr, was responsible for his care and expenses. Mr. Hagoe was to be paid
for "his trouble", whidr was not specified (Anon. 1793e:38, No. 2).

A letter dated laly 21, t794by Robert Mtctrell to the Governor gives us
another indication of the merchandise sold by |ohn Hague & Co. He had
"impressedu the 3$ton sloop Molley to transport men for a particrrlar voyage.
He had received "planlce from Messrs. Haque t$cl & Lester to make a plaffonn
in-the hold at the Vessel for the Soldiers to Lye on..." He also hoped that they
would be able to set sail from the creek by 10 A.M. and asked for "leave to
recommend the troopes Imbarking at Rockets..." (McRae & Colston 1888a:
2,?5).

On August?., !794,Iohn HagUe, Robert Allyt and |ohn Lester received a letter
from the Lt. Governor, |ames Wood, concerning their request, along with his
warning of more disease-related problems to come:

In mmplyance with your request that we shorrld ascertain the
value of the senrice iendered by sundry vessels in transporting
the Mlitia from this place to SmitMeld, by order of the-
Executive, are unamimously of the opinion that the value of the
Sloop, Molley Burthern 29 53 - 95 Tons, with Master and three
hands, is 30s per day.

The Schooner Active, Burth ern, 2l ?Figl Tons, Skipper & two
hands, Zls,3d. per day....

I have received inforuration that a pestilentious or contageous
disease prevails in the West Indies,lnd it is probable thaf the
same may be brought into the Commonwealth by vessels
arriving from the port of New Orleans on the Mississippi, or
from the ports situated on the Spanish Main. For prevention of
so great an evil, I thought fil..to call upon the respective
Superintendants of Quarantine at the several ports of entry and
delivery in this State to be particularly vigilant and attentive to
the duties of their Office in this time of danger; taking care to
demand of all Masters of vessels coming from the West Indies,
or any of the aforementioned places, before they enter port a
dedaration, according to law, as to their health, &c., &c., ...
(McRae & Colston 1888b: 23*9).

This disease turned out to be another case of smallpox fohn Hague sent a
letter dated Nov. t0,1794 to an unidentified correipondent, stating that "the
Superintendent for the ports at Richmond and Manchester" had been
inforsred that a ship had just arrived from Petersburg, where smallpox had
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broken out. He had exanined the crew and passenges who were healthy and
thus of no threat to the community (McRae & Colston 1888s 367). It is
believed that John Hagoe was thiivery Superintendent of the ports.
However, the threat of disease would not yet abate:

Thomas Newton wrote a letter from Norfolk to the Governor on April 1Z
1795 concerning Capt. Hague:

Capt tlag,r" of your place delivered me a list of American
cidzens altained on 6oard the Resolution, British ship of war,
one of Admiral Murray's squadron, now lyrng in Hampton
Roads...Capt. Hague, if he is at Rocketts, will particrrlarly infomr
you of the citizens detained on board the Resolation. ...The
alarming accounts received from the West Indies of yellow
fever...some precautions used here. (McRae & Colston 1888d:
466\.

As for Iotur Hague's land purchases, the record is not courplete due to the
desbnrction of relevant Richmond records during the Revolutionary War.
No document could be found to date specifying dre purctrase of lanil whictr
contained lot #203. It is believed that lohn Hague bought Lot #203 from
Charles and Susarura Lewis before 1788 based on the following considerations:
1) When ]ohn Hague bought the tract, it is possible that the boundaries were
made with geograptricat descriptions rathei than by lot numbers. Remember
the previously cited record above that he and others had just laid their lands
into lots by Gilly's Creek int79l. 2) On the other hand, Lot #203 may well
been one of the first plots sold by the Lewises sometime before t788 - with no
extant record to show for it. However, note that Charles Lewis owned all the
lots, excepttgil7 and 21O surrounding Lot #203 in 1788. This is an indicaticn
that he had sold #203 to lohn Hague, *hile his son Gilly M. Lewis held Lot
#197. His wife Susanna Lewis held Lot #2M, for example, part of which had
been leased to John Brown and John Craddock (Anon. ig04l 31-39). Lots 196
and 210 may have gone to other members of his family or other yet
unidentified individuals. Lot #203 was still in Hague's possession when he
died (Anon . Tl795a: 187-8).

The earliest recorded purchase for ]ohn Hague was dated 25 Sept. 1789. He
had obtained a lot with buildings on the site of the "old Treasury" (Anon.
1789a:465). He did not lceep this parcel for long - it was sold to Sauruel Coudr
in 1793 (Anon. t793c:400). 'On February 7,179t., he and others became owners
of Lot 320 from Robert Dempster (Anon. 179La:376). On April t79t, he sold a
tract of 72 ases in Rocketts lcrown as "Hague's Tract of Land" with buildings
for L50 to a |ewish merchant, Isaiah Isaacs (Anon. 779tb:408). That following
October, ]ohn Hague received 24 acres from Charles and Susanna Lewis for
L2m. The descriptions, which contain references to Gilly's Creek, the main
road and George Nicolson's line and "up again" on the |ames River, give



indication that this parcel lay in the vicinity of the Rope Walk below Gilly's
Creek (Anon. 1791c: 512).

Charles and Susanna Lewis sold |ohn Hague & Co. more acreage during
March !792 f.or the hefty sum of L1,050. If was described ar lytng at Rocketts,
being part of L,ob #211 and 212 which were directly across Po,plar Street franr
tots #203 and 204. There are references to lohn Roper's fence, the street frour
the main road (Rocketts Street) to Water street and the latter to Rockett's
tobacco warehouses (Anon. 179?az a*9.) on April tTgS,Iotrn Hague sold
certain plots of land along the fames River ana biuy's Creek, bei* about S
acres in all, for L55 and 10 shillings to loseph Simpson (Anon. 1793a:2$fi.
That same month, lohn Hague dCo. iotd'a p*""1 of iand lcrown as u u

tbtankl to |oseph Simpson tor U5. It began af a coro.r of |ohn Hague &6.-
warehouse, ruqing 60 feet on Water Street. It ran u 

-u 
feet [blank] from

this point on street leading from Water Street to the frIi-road 6 "Iohn
Roper's fence." Running along this fence, the line continued to john Hague
& Co. Iine and the beginning (Anon. t793b: 28f). This sounds very near Lot
#203, somewhere aloig Rociatts Street, and sounds more or less itimtical to
the deed between |ohn Craddock and |ohn Lester in 1797 whidr is discussed
below under the entries concerning fohn Craddock

|ohn Hague continued to sell off more of his properties. During fanuary 1794,
he and his wife Hannah sold to George Nicolson lots which had been
purchased from Charles and Susanna Lewis. The land had been "laid off into
lots and streets"- being 3lots numbred 6,7,8,9 and l0 (Anon. !794a:410). on
Norvember l794,Iohn Hague and John Lester purchased a lot identified as lot
"C" on the north side of Main Street for L4fi).- Since a tenant was still living
on the premises, the grantor, Pleasant Younghusband, was to receive the
rents. The site was ne:u the marketplace in Shockoe Bottom (Anon. 1794b:
1,s7).

It is not certain why |ohn Hague was selling off his lands. It may be that he
had heavy debts or felt the effects of deteriorating health since he was to die
the next year. He nonetheless retained some lands which became bequests for
his widow, Hannah, and for ]ohn Hague Craddock, including Lot #203. This
again suggests that this lot was among his purchases from the Lewises in or
before 7788.

John Hague made an interesting will - he desired that three of his slaves -
Aberdeen, Foster and Sukey - be set free after his wife's death. His ship
Cohansey was to be sold ana *re money from the sale to be given to liis
widow, Hannah. (His other ship, Polly & salty, "lay sunku at Rocketts). She
also received one half of "the brick house" and its lot. To his "nephew", ]ohn
Hague Craddodg he left one half of the same brick house and lot, 

-also 
on"

half of the "lumber house" adjacent to the brick house, one half of "the store
house" near the market place which was occupied by a Charles Burnetg and
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lastly, one half of the lease of the lumber house of Montgomery & Henry.
Robirt Braxton Craddock was to have the lots ly-g east of Gilly's Creek He
made other bequests to Flizabeth Roper, Mary Green and Flannah Vaughan as
well - the latter may have been a serrrant (Anon. t795a:197-g and 1795b: 194).
See Appendix 9 for his will and inventory.

]ohn Hague was buried at the Henrico Parish (St. |ohn's) Church, which is
situated bn a hill aborre Rockete. See Appendix 9 for his epitaph. His
obituary appeared in the Virginia Gazette and General Adoertisq on |uly 1.,

1795. His wife Hannah and his executor lohn Craddock put a notice in the
Richmond 8 Mancluster Adztertiss requesting that, if any of his crrstomers
needed their accounts to be settled, to come forth immediately (Purdie 1795:3)
(see Figure 12).

His widow, Hannah Hague, with |ohn and Elizabeth Craddocl(, sold a
tenement on E street, loiated on the east side of Shockoe Creek to George
Charter of New York The purchase price for this May 1812 transaction was
quite steep, showing how much the value of sudr properties had increased:
$2,475.W (Anon. 1812: len. Not much more information has been fotrnd to
date concerning Hannah Hague. She disappeared from the tax lists after 1816
although she may have been alive in 1819. In 1319, she was probably the
"Harurah Hogan" listed on Rocketts Street in Maddox's directory. Perhaps
she had become indigent or was tax-exempt due to her old age - or both.

Due to her continued relationship with the Craddocks, she is the better
candidate than John Hague to be related by blood to fohn Craddock She
signed her deed with an "X" mark (Anon. 1819: U?-3). She may or may not
have been born a Craddock herself - perhaps back in Charles City County. This
is due to the details of her will, in whidr she was nore specific in defining
her relationship to John Craddock and his son |ohn Hague Craddoc.kaz
Furthennore, she gave |ohn Hague Craddock her half of the 'brick house and
store" and lot, which was then still occupied by |onathan Brown, and her half
in the lumber house adjoining the brick house. This induded her right and
title to both properties.33

Towards the end of her life, her economic status deteriorated. Compared to
the wealth of widow Sarah Lester, the Craddocks and others, she was, for all
practical pu{poses, indigent. She did not spend all of her last years on Lot
#203 alone - sometimes she shared her abode with other tenants or boarders
or she was on one of Susanna Lewis' rental properties. It would seem that

32.In additiort Hannah Hague was involved in a land-owning partnership with Robert
Craddock and Braxton Craddock, two other denizens of Rockets who rnay be brothers of John
Craddock. See Charles Lewis' will for details. L. D. M.
33. These properties were probably on tots 21I and 21?o across Poplar Sftet fium Lot 203. L. D.
M.



the widow Sarah Lester and the Craddods did not contribute to her welfare
in a satisfactory manner, and that Susanna Lewis was concerned enough to
take her in.il Ttris supports the strong possibility that |ohn Hague face?
serious financial difficulties during the latter part of his life, and that his
bequests were not enough to suppofi her comfortably.3s It is interesting to
note that, when the Craddocks divided Lot #203 in 1830, the properfy then
contained nthe old mansion", the ulumberhouseo and a small house facing
onto Rocketts road then still loown as "Mrs. Hague's House".

John lesfer

Not much is yet lcrown about this individual. According to his obituary, he
was born at Saul, Surrey, England (Purdie 18O4: 3). His birth or baptism record
has not been located in the International Genealogrcal Index at the Moruron
brandr library, but these records are not complete. He firet appeared in
Richmond in 1788. He was newly married to Sarah Hudson (Pollctck t9M:99)
and was a land development and merchant partner of fohn Hague.
According to his obitua{y, he was a patriot for ttre American 

"aus". 
While his

military records have not been definitely ascertained, he may be the lohn
Lester/tister, sargeant of the lst Continental Line (Gwathmey lW*,469.,

Besides the two petitions and deeds cited earlier, fohn Lester also appeared in
other records. During the month of March 1794, Lester obtained fronr |oseph
Simpson a piece of land that was part of Lot #4 in Rocketts that once belonged
to lohn Hague. It was located on the street leading from the bridge at Rocketts
to George Nicolson's Rope Walk, being 100 feet in length and taking up 40
feet in depth. It joined the "back side" of Lester's other lot. Streets had been
laid off and were free for use (Anon.1794d:365-6).Iohn Lester and wife Sarah
sold Lot #16 to Benjamin Philips (Anon. 1795f,187). He also sold Lot #193,
which contained the hemp warehouse, to Wiiliasr H. Weyrrouth (Anon.
17979:188).

]oseph Simpson sold property in 1796 at Rocketts Landing to |ohn Craddocl
and |ohn Lester f.or L370. It was the same parcel that he had purchased from
|ohn Hague & Co. with all the buildings thereon, "as lately erected by me..."
(Anon, 1796a:239). l^ August 7797, |ohn and Elizabeth Craddock sold a parcel

34. It should be noted that John Craddock apparently built a house for Hannah Hague and, by
1809, she had returned to live there on LDt #203. - L. D. M.
35. It is also a possibility that heis to Hannah Hagues' lands (after John Craddock's death,
this meant his children), which she iointly owned with John Craddoch fought for contrrol over
the Rocketts lots and their houses, stores, lumberhouses and other rented facilities. If so, they
may have been less than scrupulous about assuring their father's nauntn lrer dower right legaiy.
That the prcperty was not settled entirely amicably is illustrated by the suit brought by one of
the minor heir:s, and settled by partition in 1830. See the discussion concerning fohn Craddoch
below. L. D. M.
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of land at Rocketts back to |ohn Lester for Ll87 and 10 shillings (Anon. !797a2
390). The reasons behind this transaction are not l.crown.

Iohn Lester was active in civic duties as well. lohn Craddock, Henry Hovey
and he appraised the estates of ]ohn joy and |ohn Prentis during ]anuary 1801
(Anon. 1801.: #67').

Lester also rented properties like lohn Hague and ]ohn Craddock While he
may not have been wea0ry, he made excellent investnrents which enabled
his wife to live comfortably.

john Lester was involved, like Hague, with the world of shipping at Rocketts
Landing. He was mentioned in two letters, dated 1795 and 18Ol respectively.
The following first letter is by fames Barnes to the Lt. Governor, and invdves
Hague's ship:

...have now the satisfaction of advising you that the annexed
four cases were yesterday shipped on board the said Schooner
Betsey (a well-fonned vessel), already sailed, and by whosr I
addressed a letter'correring Bill of lading to Capt lohn Iester at
Rocket's landing, to whom consigned. (Flournoy t890a:2931.

while the second letter was written by |ohn Clarke to the Govemon

...Describing the house near Rocketts call'd the Hemp Inspection
houge, with opinion as to removing it and fitting it up for a
Barradrs for the Arrnory Guard, which he approves. Enclosing
proposal of john Lester for renting the above named house and
lot for seven years, which he disapproves. (Flournoy 1801b: 2fi)).

|ohn Lester made his will which well illustrates the close relationships that
existed between he and his merchant friends and parbrers. Besides the usual
family bequests, he gave specific directions concerning his lob and whanres
for their benefit (Anon 1805: 181-4). See Appendix 9 for his obituary.

His widow Sarah Lester was left in very comfortable circumstances. Her
husband's investments were so successful that she could afford to have fine
items, such as furniture with gold or silver leaf. While not as visibly active as
Susanna Lewis, she nonetheless conducted business on her own, if on a
smaller scale. She was paid $a2,64 for plank which she had furnished to the
Committee of Streets for |efferson Ward (Anon. t8l2t 306 No. 3). $arah
Lester also rented properties to tenants, which provided part of her income.

I



John Croddock ond John Hogue Croddoct<

Little is l,mown about lohn Craddock, who probably was a descendant of the
Robert Craddock fanily of Charles City County (Anon. t77tz 36n, and who in
turn may well be descindants of "Wiiliam Ciadouk' who was living in the
county inl626 (Hotten t96Z,Z6n?6

Iotut Craddock apparently senred in the Continental Nary during the
American Revolution. He was probably the 'Ensign Craddock" who received
two pairs of stockings in a Philadelphia public store disbursement (Anon.
1779:38) A Iohn Craddock was also tisted among the American prisoners
aboard the H.M.S. Flora as a private marine (Clark t964cz &tn.

According to the instructions of lohn Hague's will, fohn Craddock received a
half moie9 to the "Iumber house", ubrick house", etc. (probably on Lots 211
and 212|, as well as ]ohn Hague's house and the lots and buildings
surrounding his house, including Lots 203 and 20 (Anon. t795az 187-8). He
also had other land holdings; he received Lot #37 atRocketts r t794 from
Charles and Susarura Lewis. It was by othe Red Lumberhouse" and nRoss's

Lumberhouse" (Anon. 1794e: 349).

fohn Craddock later forured a partnership with |ames Brown, their firnr not
surprisingly lrrrown as Brown and Craddock His partnership Lester and
Craddock was stiil in operation at this time. To improve his business
opportunities, he obtained a lease during May 1805 from Susanna Lewis for a
16 year terrn - the lease included a right-of-way to the wharf. For this 1 and
3/4ths of an acre he was to pay the yearly rent of L48 (Anon. 1803c 57).

John Craddock kept making purchases. In l7g7,he obtained another parcel in
fee simple for L375 from John Lester who was acting as a trustee for foseph
Simpson. It was part of lots lcrown as #2ll and 212, which had been
purchased by ]ohn Hague & Co. from Charles and Susanna Lewis n t79L lt
began "at the corner of John Roper's fence on the street leading from the
main road to water Street [sic] feet". From this point it ran along
Water Street to Rocketts Warehouse 60 feet before continuing in a straight
line to Roper's fence (Anon. 1797b: ?39-4q. He also received-other lots i"tri*r
once belonged to George Nicolson in 1803 and 1804 (Anon. 1803a: 456 and
Anon. 1806:494).

|ohn Craddock eventually sold more acreage to other prospective buyers
when he was thinking a6out mwing to soire other lo'cati6n. He sold some
property to fohn Gringan and others in 1803 and to John Williamson in 1813

36. This was the same William Craddock who sened as Sir Thomas Dale's Lieutenant for
Bermuda Hundred in 1614 and who took up residence at 'Jordan's fourney" following the 1622
Indian attack - L.D.M.
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(Anon. 1803b: 458 and Anon. 1813: 17). The last two parcels he sold went to
Thomas Rutherfoord, a neighboring Scots merchant. The first parcel, sold
with its title for $8&.17 in 1814 was on or near E Street. Craddock's "pailing",
or fence, was one of the features mentioned in this deed (Anon. 1814: 75r.
The second parcel, which induded the previous parcel, was sold in 1817 for a
$6000 price tag. It once had been George Nicolson's property, and prior to
that, Susanna Lewis' (Anon. t9tTz 400). In 1801being about to morre, he
manumitted his slave nanred Violet who was described as "very black
ggfi{:1ply marked with the snallpox aged about forty two yeare..." (Anon.
18052 ?,M).

fohn Craddodc, like John Lester, had invested well. In order to understand
the full extent of his wealth and income from rental properties, see his
inventory (Anon. 1817d: T4rS) whidr can be found in Appendix 9. It is
believed that, due to.his owning stables and an unusual number of vehicles,
that he may have supplemented his income by nrruring a livery serr,rice.
Furtherurore, to get an idea of the extent of his business mntacts, see the
names of individuals and ffu:ns in his accounts (Anon. 1823: 3fi)), Appendix
9.

Shortly before his death, he drew up his will. Besides the usual family
bequests, he made one unusual move. He baned the "brick store and
dwelling house" along with a nlumber house" to his eldest son |ohn Hague
Craddock, and stipulated that it would continue to be handed down to his
descendants. At the time the "brick store and dwelling house" was occupied
by a tenant |onathan Brown. He gave his son, Randolph Craddod(, ene acre
with a "dwelling house", "lumber house" and other improvements on it, and
mentioned that Hannah Hague was living there.37 He gave other parcels to
the rest of his family along with assigned slaves (Anon. 1817e:153-5). His
daughter inherited his homelot on Libby Terrace, and this property remained
in the Craddock family for at least two more decades.

Elizabeth DePriest Craddoch his widow, did not stay in Richmond after his
death. She was living in Halifax County in 1830 when she gave Baylor
Walker and his wife, her daughter, "lot 3" in the subdivision of Lot #203. It
once belonged to her son Randolph who had died intestate (Anon. 18342 ?8?r
4).38

. This is Lots 203-4. The legacy toJohn Flague Craddock included Lots 211 and 212.-LD.M.

. This ends the section authored by Flarbury.



Lot 203: eo. 1769 - 1830

Lot Z)3 was derived from what was apparently a 1 acre-parcel whidr cigrnaly
induded Lots 204 and 210 as well3e. Poplar and Ash Streets were apparently
not in existence when these lots were originally laid off. The natuie and sih
of the original lots in this area can be inferred from early prcperty transfer
descriptions and fron the depiction of old property boundaries on the earliest
extant plat, the Craddock partition plat of 1830 (Plat 3). It is not l.srown exactly
when the original division of lots in west Rocketts occurred. It may have bem
under the ownership of Gilly Marrin - and the tenancy and management of
Samuel DuVal - or it may have been only after Susanna Lewis gained her
legary in1769. There is little evidence to argue one way or *re i*,"r. There is
very little archaeological evidence for occupation of Lot 203 prior to ca. t7@,
so it is possible, perhaps likely, that the Lewises were responsible for initial
developments here. The southern portion of the original parcel - that whidr
later becane Lot 2lO - was joined with Lots 211 and 2tZin a sale by the kwises
to ]ohn Hague and Co., and then to lohn Lester and |ohn Craddock Either
Hague or |oseph Simpson built a 'brick store and dwellingu, and a
rlumberhouse" here in the late 178& or early t7XJs.40

The oldest buildings on &e site include what may be the foundations of a
substantial dwelling house ($tructure 17). The builders' trenches to this
building contain very few artifacts, and nothing diagnostic. We cannot saSr

when the house was built, but we l.crow it was destroyed pnor to ca. !775,
when another large building wag constructed on the same spot. Another
building, Stnrcture 1& may have stood here at the same time. This colonial
building is very poorly lrrrown, we excavated only a robbers' trench and part
of a stoop for a rear entrance, as well as some destruction levels. This building
stood where Poplar Street now runs. It is possible - perhaps even likely - that
these buildings were destroyed by the "Great Freshet" of 1771. There are
numerous flood deposits on the iite, indicating frequent flooding, and the
Great Freshet is l.nown to have severely inundated Rocketts. Specifically,
there is evidence of flood deposition in and around Structure 18, although
wall-robbing does not appear to have occured until after 1780. A few Iarge
postholes and molds near the northern part of the excavation block suggest
there were also other, less substantial, anCttary buildings on the lot in the
1760s or 70s.

Iohn Hague and Co. acquired Lot 203 perhaps lur.lT8f or 8& but there is anple
evidence that Hague and Co. had been tenants on the lot for many years prior

39t This parcel was still - quite incorrectly - referred to as conbining 1 acne as late as 1E17.In
]ohn Craddock's will he describes Randolph Craddock's legacy (lots 203 and ?ff4, and a small
triangular corner of lot 210) as containing an acre. By this time, however, the property had long
since been subdivided, and easements for Poplar and Ash Streets had been rernoved.
40. This area was not included in the archaeological study.
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to this; Before Haguels death int795, the owners had become listed as ollague

and Craddock". It was undoubtedly Hague - possibly in parmership with
Craddock{l, but almost certainly uii& l6t n Gster - *ho'.oostructed a
"dwelling house" and another i'lumberhouse" on the lot just before, or
dwing, the Revolution. The remains of the dwelling house - referred to in
later plats as "the old mansion" are no longer extant, but archaeology
revealed some reurnants of the fimt lumberhouse (Stnrcture 30), a ca. 45' long
building consbucted on a brick foundation. This building induded a
blacksmith's shop. Ample evidence of the fo1ge, an anvil base, and much
debris from this lhop ire in evidence, and they appear to lie wholly within
the former footprint of this building. What's more, archaeological destruction
dates for the blacksmith's foqge correspond wittr the destnrction dates
associated with the building, at ca. l7N.I suspect, but cannst definitively
demonstrate, thatthe bullfilS_yas destroyed by fire during a British
occupation of Richmond in 1781.

Iohn Hague died in t7g1,leaving l.ot #?fi3 to lohn Craddoch with Hannah
Hague, his widow, holding a moiety as her dower estate. By t79ll, Craddock
was charged with taxes on properties valued at 65 pounds, but this included
numerous other holdingsa2. By 1800, Craddock was assessed on one property
valued at?fr pounds, probably Lot2$3, and on another property worth 24
pounds, in whidr William Christian is listed as a tenant. This latter lot is
probably 204 whidr Christian later purdrased from Craddodc In 1804,
Craddock was taxed individually on only two parcels: one valued at 30
pounds, in which Braxton Craddock appears as the tenant, and another,
containing a lumberhouse, this parcel valued at 45 pounds. Craddock's ottrer
properties are listed under his various partnershpt, primarily with |ohn
Lester. It is believed that the parcel with Braxton Craddock as tenant was that
part of Lot 2,03 containing the "old mansion", and that the lumberhouse
parcel is the remainder of 203. Hannah Hague had apparently vacated the
"old manion" and had been living as a tenant of Susannah Lewis since 1800.

If this reconstruction is correct, there was a very substantial jrrmp in property
value for Lot 203 between 1800 and 1804. Even if we do not include the
property in whidr Braxton Craddock was a tenant, the increase for the
lumberhouse lot is from 20 to 45 pounds, suggesting some considerable
construction during this period. This construction is represented
archaeologically by what I refer to below as the "early stage" of construction of
Structure 1., another lumberhouse built to much the same dimensions as the
one that had been destroyed in the 1780s. Archaeological features that are

41. Craddock first appears in tax lists as Hague's partner in 7787. He may have serued earlier
as Hague's apprentice and lived on Lot 203 during his late teens and early adult years just
beforc and after the Revolution, although he was clearly absent for some period of senice
during the war.
42. This discussion includes data derived primarily from Richmond City land Tax books for the
years mentioned in text.
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related to consbrrction of this "early stagen of Stmcture I have TPQ dates of
post-1795 and post-1800.

Land tax records for the city ctranged in some important ways between 18[}4
and 1807. To begin with, valuations were now expressed in dollars, and
specific Iots were noted in the lists. In !$Ul,Iotur eraddock was taced for Lot
203 which was valued at $30O with improvenrents. This value is quite a bit
lower tltan some of Craddock's other nearby properties. For example, Irlt?A2,
whidr contained a lumberhouse and a brick store was valued at $1fi)0. This,
and similar, comparisons suggest that the first stage Structure 1 lumberhouse
on Lot 203 was probably a relatively inexpmsive frame building. It is also
interesting to note that in 1807 Craddock was not listed as having tenants on
the property, suggesting he was using the lumberhouse himself. He probably
also paid the taxes on the dwelling, whidr may bave continued to house a
relative (Braxton Craddock?). The tax list for 1809 continues the same pattern
of use and value on Lot Z)3.

The situation ctranged dramatically by 1810.c I,ot 203 is represented in the
land tax bools now as three distinct parcels, whictr together were valued at
$i4,000. The implications seem clear. It is apparmt that between 1807 and 181O
Craddock made some very dramatic improvements on the propesy.
Archaeological evidence (Stmcture 1, seiond stage) suggests ttrlt ttre original
frame building was replaced, on a considerably strengthened foundation, with
a brick building at this time. The division of the lot into three parcels also
suggests the constnrction of at least one new building - probably the house
that in 1830 would be refered to as uMrs. Hague's house". In fact, by 1819
Craddock had trvo new tenants on the lot Hannah Hague and a Captain
Middleton. The third parcel, with the newly rebuilt lumberhouse, was in
Craddock's own use. At least one small building, Stmchrre Z may have been
destroyed at this time. The robbers' trench for this small house was identified,
but not excavated. However, our Phase 1 test trench encountered the cellar of
this structure, which appears to have been filled in the early first quarter of
the 19th century.

The 1815 tax assesment evaluated Lot ?fr3 at$5500: a $1500 climb in value, or
an increase of.37.5%. While some of this added value may be increased
market costs in the neighborhood, there is some archaeological evidence that
suggests yet more improvements were made to Lot 203. These might indude
rebuilding an earlier water system and repair, or additional strengthening of

43. On 19 February, the City Council determined that there was ngreat inequality" in the way
properties in the city were valued, and passed an ordinance requiring a new valuation of all
pmperties (City Common Hall Records, No, 3: p. 6f). Assessomwergto also make listings of all
merchants and traders, shop keepers and wholesalerc in the city. The new assessments probably
account for some increase in value on Lot 203 and other Rocketts properties, but, as will be seen,
it is more likely that the increase in value on our site was a result of additional corstruction.
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some foundation walls of Stmcture 1.'H It is also likely &at 9tmcture 4 was
built at this time. Thb building was a double tenement and store facing
Poplar Street Other new buildings that might be associated with either the
18i4 or 1815 construction on the lot includi Stmctures 6 and 7. These were
probably small tenements whidr do not appear on early plats or property
descriptions, and whidr are not apparent, in fac! until the earliest
photographic evidence of ca. 1850. Mininal ardraeological evidence, from
phase 2 testing suggests construction in the early 19th century, howwer.

The changes in Lot 203 become mor€ meaningful with reference to the 1815
tax list. In that yet, Craddock was toced with a lumberhouse on Lot 212' but
Lot?fi3 was taxed simply with five tenants, some of whom may have been
heads of households. Hannah Hague is one of these, but the others are
persons about whom we know nothing: Abran Cooper, Elizabeth Hall,
Francis Tyo", and |ohn Roberts. While one or more of these individuals (or
household heads) may have occupied the "old mansion", the others appear to
be in the lumberhouse and/or the tenement buildings. Ardraeological
evidence exists for only a single hearth in the lumberhouse. This, combined
with the l"tt" quantitiis of dJmestic debris associated with that building,

By the time of |ohn Craddock's death in 1812 land values at, and around, Lot
203 were the highest they would ever be. By 183Q when CraddoclCs
descendants divided the property that had been,left to their deceased brother
Randolph, Lots Z)3 and 204 courbined were valued under $4000. The drop in
value can be at least partly blamed on the destruction of the Rocketts tobacco
warehouse complex by fire in the late 182&. Neither tobacco warehousing,
nor the maritime mercantile trade would dominate the life of Rocketts
during the Antebellum period. The port remained important, but new
products, and, perhaps more importantly, new people came to prominance in
the culture of Rocketts after 1830.

Antebellum Rocketts

If during the Colonial and Early Republic Periods, the exporting of tobacco
and importing of consumer goods were the principal economic activities at
Rocketts, it is fair to say that the Antebellum Period was one characterized,by
manufacturing and the growth of the retail trade. The export of wheat and
flour had become as important - perhaps more important - for Richmond in
general very shortly after Independence. Much of this material was shipped
from the city docks and Shockoe areas, as the major mills were located along

'14. This evidence is prcblematical. Please see the discussion concerning nbrown-lined

pearlwaren, and TPQ dates of 1814, in the archaeological chapter that follows. $ee the section,
below, on "stratigraphic Integrity and Trminus post qrcm datesn. In short, the archaeological
events dated ca. 1E14 are probably about 5-14 years earlin.



the waterfront at the Falls. This led to Rocketb' status as the principal tobacco
port for the city. The burning of Rcketts warehouse cirme at a tim! in which
the old tobacco-based economy had already detericated. No longer were
officially-inspected hogsheadiof tobacco deposited in an officiatLarehouse
the principal basis of currency on Viqginia.

This is not to say that tobacco did not remain important at Rocketts; quite the
contrary is tme. But, especially following ca. 183O there was an important
shift to manufactured tobacco products: cigars, snuff, pipe tobacco, etc. Large
tobacco manufactories and warehouses grew along the riverfront, and the
Rodcetts port quickly stretched as far eaJt as the mouth of Almond Creeh
Wheat and flour weie also erported from Rocketts, and there was a
considerable growth of mills on the lower readres of Gillls Creek In fact,
much of the cteek, and its tributary, Bloody Run, were drannelized as head
races to power grist mitls, bark miils, and iaw mills. as

As a port town, Rocketts continued to receive a constant influx of
immigrants. They were now increasingly non-British, however. The
Antebellum Period was one of hemendous influx of Irish and Gernran
peoples. Likewise, with the fear of Gabriel's Rebellion nearly forgotten by a
new generation of slave-owners, there were even more freed African
Americans and slaves living independently as wage laborers in the port
community. From the beginning,-Rocketts had taken on a certain level of
"vertical" stratification, with more eryensive residences perched on Ubby
Tenace and Chimborazo Hill; middling merctrants and sea captains living
along lower Libby Terrace, Warehouse Street and Bloody Run Streeg and
artisans and laborers clustered on the lower terraces along Poplar and
Rocketts. The riverfront per se was not a residential are& and Water Street
was lined primarily with warehouses and stores. During this period, this
intra-community stratification seems to have become considerably more
pronounced.

There was a large increase in retail businesses throughout the community.
Rocketts/Lester Street was certainly the principal focus of grocers and other
local merchants, as well as the hotels uni tatre*s that cateied to the sailors,
stevadores, and businessmen in the port. Crafts trades apparmtly grew in
importance throughout this period as well, but the largest sector of growth
among occupations was probably that of wage labor, including hired slaves.
Parts of lower Rocketts, particularly East Rocketts, took on characteristics
which would later be called "blue collar". While occupational and economic
class divisions were pronounced in the community, there was a notable
absence of the very wealthy. A few merchants and tobacconists of considerable
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45. Milling was not new to Rocketts. Gilly Gromarrin had operated a mill on Gillie's Creek as
early as the turn of the 18th century, but the scale of these newer urnerchant milln operations
was much greater.
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means owned businesses and tenements throughout the community, but
they did not reside there themselves. A few of the earlier maritime
meictrants had become quite wealthy - Thomas Rutherfoord ctlmes to mind -
but many of the fanilieJttrat had fifured so prominently io early Rocketts
(e.g., the Hagues, Craddocks, Mayos, Simpsons, Lewises, etc.) lost their apical
positions, not by replacement, but by attrition to the growing, and internally
differentiatirg middle classes. Ther.e {9es noJ lppear to be a preeminent
stratum in Rocketts society through this period.

Rocketts undoubtedly suffered through some of the major economic
downturns that characterized American economy early in this period, but the
sense one gets from the documents, is that the neighborhood continued to
grow subsfantially. Vety large buildings were constructe4 lots filled in and
subdivided, more roads were paved existing streets were broadened, new
bridges across the creelcs were constnrcted, and wharf building on the
riverfront was continual and inpressive.

The shipping business changed considerably with the advent of steamships,
and the erpansion of exporters into other American markets. No longer was
Virginia an isolated colony whose traffrc was primarily with international
ports; now there was constant steanship traffic between Richmond and
Norfolk" Alexandria, Baltimore (especially), Philadelphia New York, Boston,
and Charleston, and regular sail cornmerce with New Orleans. Not only
producb, but passengers, moved freely among these American port cities.
Baltimore be-came the principal harbor of the Uiaate Atlantic seaboard, and
both passenger and merchandise traffic between Richmond and Baltimore
were quite i'igh. Some of Richmond's principal outleb for wheat and flour
were ports in South and Cen&al America, as well as the Caribbean.
Connections with these ports, along with New Orleans, added an even greater
cosmopolitan aura to the culture of the port which, at this time, can be
viewed as completely urban in character.

The demographic character of Rocketts undernrent pronounced changes
during this period.Drtiog the Early Republic days, slave emancipation had
reached its highest point. After 1806, eurancipation became considerably more
difficult. This led to an increase in the use of hired slaves, or slaves who
worked for wages or commissiong part of which were paid to their owners.
Free blacks and hired slaves fornred the nrajor basis of the work force in
Richmond, especially in menial or difficult jobs. City life for slaves differed
substantially from the countr5r life of the plantation slave. Frederick Douglass
noted that a city slave was "almost a freeman, compared with a slave on a
plantation" (cited in Goldfield 7991:1?3).

While most city slaves worked as domestic servants, many were hired out to
industrial and commercial firms. ]ust under 4A% of Richmond's population
was black in the 1850s, but more than70% of the unskilled labor jobs were



held by African Americans (Goldfield 7991: tnr. By 1860, more than half of
the mile slaves in Richmond worked in tobacco f"ctoti"s. There were also
African Anericans working in skilled trade+ although there were many
fewer opportunities for slaves to learn trades, compared with the availability
of unskilled work Free blacks, rather than slaves, n/ere more likely to to
practice trades, but even for the freed, such opportunities were hard to find. In
Ridrmond during the Antebellum years, African Americans were
particularly pominent in the building trades, and as shoemakers, and
barbers. The maiorig of free black women worked in domestic trades,
including cooking, Iaundry and housekeeping (Goldfield t99t:133). While it
is difficult to demonstrate the ethnic composition of any specific
neighborhood in Richmond during this period it is apparent that Rocketts
had a very large population of African Americanp, induding domestic slaves,
freed persons, and hired slaves living relatively free.a6 While African
Americans are scarecely visible in the archival records consulted in this
project, a photograph by Mathew Brady, showing a large Sroup of black
laboring men on the Quarter:naster dock in Aleandria, may as easily have
been taken at Rocketts wharf. az

Throughout this period the numbers of immigrants - particularly Irish and
Gersran - increased dramatically, and a great many of them settled in
Rocketts. Most of the immigrants were young males who, at least at first,
"fraternized" easily with the numerous black laborers they lived among.
Soon enough, however, many immigrants began to compete with blacll for
the more menial jobs which native-born whites avoided. By 1850, foriegn-
born workers courprised more than 40% of the labor force, and the

:91qg-ti$-o1 !9t "-"gn 
immigrants and blacla became "occasionally violent"

(Goldfield 7991:T34).

Bioorophic Summories for the Antebellum Period

In this section I present inforrration on some of the people who owned or
lived on Lot 203 during the Antebellum years. Th"y are presented in
chronological order and, once the lot wai subdivid;d, bltheir sub-lot order,

The Croddock Heirs

Lot ?fi3 was subdivided on three different occasions in the 1.9th century sudr
that, by t857, the original single city lot was now seven distinct properties.
Figure 27 illustrates the approximate outline of Lot 203 as it's legal definitions
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46. Always with the proviso, of course, that, unlike free persons, slaves could not leave tlre city
or Punsue lives beyond bondage, although opporhrnities for escape were better for hired slaves
living in the city.
a7. inoriginal p.ln, of this photograph from the National Archives was not available for
reproduction for this report. A half-tone of an albumen print has been published in Campbell
and Rice (1991).
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repesented it in the late 18th and early 19th cmturies. During the occupancy
of fohn Craddock (1795 - 1816), following the death of his partner, Iotrn
Hague, the lot was already divided into three distinctive parcels under a
single ownership. That this is true can be noted in land toc records for several
yeius whidr present tax data on Lot 203 in three distinct entries, even whsr
iot* Craddock "himself is listed as tenant on all three.

The boundaries of these three subdivisions of the prope"ty become clear only
when the Craddock descendents partitioned this plopirtywtrich was
Randolph Craddock's legacy. Randolph Craddock died intestate, so the lot was
left to his siblings, |ohn Hague Craddods, Matilda (Craddock) Calvin, and
Bridget (Craddock) Walker. A plat drawn to accompany the 1830 partition is
reproduced here as Plat 3. For convenience in describing these parcels, I have
used the sublot designations devised by the Craddocks themselves; Walker's
parcel was "lot ln, Calvin's was "lot ?', and Craddock's was olot 3n. For
convenience, I refer to these as Lots 2ngJ, ?fi3.2, and 203.3 (Figure 28r.48

Thirteen years after his death, the children of |ohn Craddock Osuted the
intention of his will to retain his hard-won lands and buildings within an
ever-growing family estate. Following the death of their brother Randolph,
the Craddock siblings divided Lat?fi3, and his other properties, between
thesrselves (Richmond Hustings Deed Book 31, pp.267-269r. Their mother,
Elizabeth Craddod<, had left the city and moved to Halifax County and, in
1830, had devised her claims on her husband's property to her children (see,

for instance Hustings Deed Book 29:. ?37-4). ]ohn Hague Craddock and his
wife, Susan; foseph and Matilda (Craddock) Calvin; and Bailor (sometimes
Bailey, Baylor) and Sarah (Craddock) Walker divded Lot 203 among
themselves, following the earlier, unrecorded division of the property into
three parcels. Plat 3 shows this division of the lot.

Bailor Walker and his wife Sarah nrere residing in Campbell County at the
time, and had no use for their parcel (203.1), whidr they sold in 1833 to George
Meriam4e of Richmond, for $230 (Hustings Deed Book 3l:6?3). They did
retain their parents' former home and lot on Libby Terrace (Lot 181), on
whidr they continued to collect rent money until at least as late as 1852

Matilda Calvin may have become a widow the same year she acquired her
new shares of her father's property. In 1832 she was taxed on personal
property, which consisted of one slave over the age of 12 (Richmond Personal
Property Tax Lisb 1799-1834). In 1844 she was taxed as owner of the two lots

48. Furttrer subdivisions are referred to later by similar format, e.g., a division of 2fi3.? inlo four
parts uses the form: 2fi33.1,203.32...etc. l,ot 203.3.1 was further subdivided into lob 2n3.3.1.1

ind 203.3.1.2.
49. This George Meriarn (also rendered Merrin, Merriam, etc.) is apparently not descended from
the Marrin, or Gromarrin family, as will be seen, below.



adjacent to her father's forrrer homelot, i.e., Lob 182 and 183. Up to this time,
these lots had been toced to 'John Craddock estate" (Ridrmond eity tana fa:<
Bools 1839-1848). She continued to own and to collect rent on Lob 182 and
183 for many years. She was remaried by 1851, apparently as the land to<
records give her name as "Calvin (now Bayers)". Matilda sold her dividend of
Lot Z)3 (n3.2) to Robert C. Wasley in 1833.

Iohn H"go" Craddock was the eldest son of Iotur and Etizabeth Craddoclg so
he inherited his father's major commercial properties, as well as Harurah
Hague's lands. In the ye.us itrorUy foltowirig hir f"th"t's death, lohn H.
Craddock sold many of these properties. He owned Lots ?83.3, and, among
others, the immediately adjacent Lots 204 211, and ZlLHe received 203.3 in
the 1830 partition with his sisters, but he apparently died within the year. Ta<
lists carried his remaining properties for several more years under 'Tohn
Craddock, estate", or'lohn H. Craddock, estaten. His wife retained a dower
thild of the property he held singln but no portion of those lands held jointly
with his sisters. In 1842 a drancery suit was brought against the estate by the
quardian of Robert B. Craddoch in infant, possibly thi grandson of loh;
lraddock's brother, Robert Craddod<. fire suit was settled by sale of fohn H.
Craddock's estate through a commissioner. Lot 203.3, as well as l,ots 211 and
Zl?n werc purchased at auction in 1844 by Nathaniel and Lockey M. Freeuran.
With the exception of a few remaining tenements held by lotur Cradock's
daughters, his estate had been entirely sold out of the family.

George Meriam

George Meriam acquired Lot ?.03.!,for $23O from Bailor and Sarah Walker in
March of 1833 (Hustings Deed Book 3t:623). According to the epitaph on his
tombstone at st. fohn's (Moore 1979: 473), Mertam wai born in 1794 in
Massachusetts. He may have come to Virginia in the company of an older
and a younger brother, for there is a ]ohn Meriam, Ir., and an Aaron Eames
Meriam, both also of Massactrusetts, buried at St |ohns. Iotrn was born in
t7W, and Aaron ca. 1803. Aaron died in 1823, and lohn died four years later.

George was maried to Mary Turner Meriam, who died at the birth of a
daughter in 1839. The infant, Mary Ann, died almost three months later. His
children !y tutu"l included at least three other daughters and two sons. Georye
outlived his brothers, his wife and, perhaps, all of his children. Among the -
evidence about George that can be gained from his tombstone, we learn he
was a Mason, from the masonic syrrbol engraved on the marble stone, and
we learn from a note left in the vestry r-ecords by the parish priest that he was
"a successful ship broker of Richmond".

In 1819 (Maddox 1819), a city directory listed a "Merrin, George" as a baker
gperating on Ash Street, between Poplar and Bloody Run Streets, in Rocketts.
In the tusl6 directory (Ellyson l84n Meriam is listld as one of two ship
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chandlers at Rocketts. His business was at the corner of Ash and Poplar,
opposite his competition, the firsr of Haskins and Libby, at the corner of Ash
and Rocketts Streets (Figure 15;.so In 1854 Meriqm was described as a ship
chandler and commission merchant of Rocketts, but he was residing in
Churdr HiIl on the north side of Franklin Street, between 27th and 28th
Streets (Monrtague 1852). A second directory printed the same year described
him as a "ship drandler and grocer, Water Street, Rocketts", whidr suggests
his drandlery was by then operating at Lot !79, notLot ?$3. By 1355, Meriam
had moved his ship ctrandlery operation to Shockoe Bottom; specifically to
17th Street, between Main and Cary (Butter 1855).

In 183O George Meriam paid tax on 3 slaves and a horse (Ridrmond City
Personal property To< Lisb, 1791834: p.Br.In 1831 he paid personal
property taxes on 3 slaves over the age of,lZr 2 horses, and one &wheeled
vehicle valued at $350 (Richmond Ciiy Personal property Toc Lists, 1835-5ft p.
8). In 1838 (p. Vl),he was assessed for only a single slave and no vehicles. By
1840 (p. 23), Meriam apparently had no slaves, but was taxed for a horse. His
fortunes must have improved, howwer, for in 1844 (p. 19), he had 4 elaves
over the age of 12, a sifver patent lwer watch, and a cioclc-tn 18fl) (p. 42),
Meriarh had one fewer slaves, but he still had his silver watctr, his clocJ<, and
a piano. In 1852r Meriasr was taxed on 6 slaves, a silver watdr, a metallic doc*
and a piano, as well as $2i75 worth of other household and personal
belongings. The tax list also notes that, in that year, Meriam had $5,0fi)
invested "in manufacture, trade, etc." In 1855 (p.70, #22), "Meriam and Co."
was taxed for 1 slave over the age of lL 1 clock worth $4.m, and household
goods worth $10.00.

Although Meriam did not purchase his portion of Lot 203 until 1833, he had
bought a waterfront lot (Lot 179) and wharf adjacent to the Rocketts Tobacco
Warehouse the previous year (Richmond City Land Tax Books 1ST7-1838: 13).
In 1834, the lot he had purchased from the Craddock family (203.1) was valued
at $90O $500 of which was for improvements (p. 13). The evaluation of the
Lot 203.1 remained unchanged throughout the period for which he paid the
taxes; that is, through l8/,l.

In 1835, George Meriam used his lands to secure debts to several individuals
and concerns. Among these were Sterling I. Crump and Thomas A. Rust of
New York City, Adolph Dill and Tindall Griffin of Ridrmond, and Plume and
Co. of Norfotk (Richmond City Deed Book 33:134). Adolph Dill, a prominent
Richmond tobacco uranufachrrer, held the largest note. Apparently George
also owed money to |ohn Meriam of Fitchburg, Massachulltts, foi the
following year this |ohn (probably his father or an uncle), along with Cmmp
and Rust, secured additional trust deeds against Meriam's property (DB 36:

50. Meriam did not actually own prcperty at the corner of Ash and Poplar. He prrobably leased
the store (Structure 4) on Lot 203.3 from the Craddock heirs.
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41641n. Cmmp and Rust apparently foredosed on Merianr, for in 1&42 they
sold all of their morgages to his properties to Adolph Dill, for $%00.00 (DB
M:?5).

Dill took legal possession of Lot ?nl.!,but, apparently, George Merian
remained there phprcally, either as a tenant or as a modgagee. In 1845, Dill
sold Lot 203.1to a ship owner and captain named Samuel Skinner (DB 48:61&
519), whq apparently, also held sorre daim to Lot 197 by debe of Meriam.sl
Six years later, Skirurer and his wife, Martha, sold this property to another
ship captain, Frederick Kirkureyer (DB 61: 3&35). Ag"io, it appears that
Meriam retained possession of the property. The Kirkmeyers apparently
intended to possess Lat?J,3."1., however, so they paid off remaining debts
George Meriam owned to Samuel Skinner, and settled their ownership with
a deed requiring Merian to release the land (DB 65:347-348).In 1852, George
Meriam moved his residence out of Rocketts.

The deeds that chart Meriam's financial dealings are not all very hetpful for
erplaining why the property appears to have dranged hands, but Meriaur
retained possession. It is noteworthy that two of the note holders - Skirurer
and Kirkmeyer - were ships captains. As a drandler or ship broker, one would
ttrink that Meriam may have been owed money by captains. Meriam was also
a commission merchant, however, and these notes may have secured
consignments to the store. A good example of an indenture of security for
goods consigned to Meram's store is one with his souretime partner,
|onathon W. Beers (Hustings DB 37: 3,$35). In this case the security consisted
of various of Meriam's household goods, with the provision that Meriam
was "to remain in the peaceable possession use and enioyment of the
property". Thus, even though Lot 203.1 legally changed owners through this
period, the evidence from city directories, and from the final clearance of title
to the Kirkmeyers, indicates that Meriam's store continued to operate here
until at least 1,852.

Lot 203.1 may have contained either a double store/dwelling, or two separate
storeldwelling buildings. Throughout Meriam's tenure theie, there were
often others also present on the property as Meriam's tenants, including
merchants Richard Hazlewood and G. W. Clarke. In 1850, the U. S. Census
listed Meriam's nearest neighbors as Bushrod Seal (see "Freemans*, below),
Wiltiam R Wasley, and Ge6rge Hudson Meriam, hii 23 year old son,
described in the census as a clerk The younger Meriam was probably

51. Skinner's holdings are confusing. The deed descriptions indicate that Skinner purchased lot
?frt,7, but perconal property tax books for 18rt6 list his Rocketts land as part of Lot 197. They
further confuse the issue by describing the prcperty as fionting 65' on Rocketts Strcet, but Lot 197
fronts on Bloody Run Strclt, not Roclietts. Th" su-u properrytescription is repeated as the
description of part of Lot 203.
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occupying the seco:rd store/dwelling on the lot.s2 The senior Meriam's
housilold included his daughters Vlrginia and Emily, and an 18 year old
African American woman nanred Fanny Tyree.

George Meriam died in l8g/, at the age of 62.He had come to Virginia as a
young man with his brothers and, Iike many other inrmigrants to Richmond,
he settled very near the landing where he probably disembarked. Froqr at
least as early as 1819, he lived at Rocketts, on Lot 203. His grasp on his
property was always tenuous. His debts alwaln threatened his security, but he
died remembered as "a successful ship broker of Richmond."

Adolph Dill

It would be inappropriate to dwell too much here on pestnrs who were
peripheral to the history of Lot 203, but Adoph Dill, who owned Lot 203.1 for a
few short years as mo*gage holder to George Meriam, is an interesting figure
worthy of a mention here.S3 DiII was born in Georgetown, D. C. He was deaf
from birth. He began his career in Rictunond as a baker, and he lived out his
entire adult life at ffi Clay Street. His house still stands as a landmark in the
]ackson Ward Historic District. DiII and his sons became involved in the
tobacco manufacturing industry and the family amassed a very cqrsiderable
fortune.

Somue/ ond Mortho Skinner

Adolph and Hannah Dill sold Lot 203.1 - still occupied by George Meriam - to
Samuel Skinner in 1845 (DB rt8: 61&519). Skinner was a seaman who lived
most of his adult life on Church Hill at Grace and 28th Street. In 1850, the U.
S. Census (#95-102') described his household as himself, then age 42,
occupation se.rman; Martha Skinner, his wife, age 40, and their seven
children ranging in age between 4 and 18. The Skinners were described as

owning realistite valued at $1000. Ten years later Skinner was described by
the Census (#567-786) as a steam boat captain. His household induded his
wife, Martha, his son, Edward - also a steamer captain" and three other of their
children. In addition ]ames Vaughn, age N, a clerk and presumably a boarder,
was living in the house; as were Matta, age 18 (probably a slave); and
Catherine Jones, described as a mulatto and a serwant (possibly free). The
Skinners were described as owning $8,000 in real estate and $5,0@ in personal
estate. The census taker again visited the household in 187A, but Samuel was

52. As noted earlier, dudng some of this pedod this usecond stoten may have been Structute 4, on
Lot 203,leased by Meriam from the Craddocks. After 1844, this store lot was occupied by
nathaniel Freernan, however.
53. In the process of researching the Rocketb #1 Site we have amassed copius information about
many such "peripheral" personalities. Many of these individuals and households will play a

much larger role in the interpretive volume to come. For the purposes of this present reftort,
however, details of long-term owners or occupants seem more to the point.



dead by that time. Martha, then age 5& was "keeping houseu with her'
daughters lvlary, a6e 2?" and Alice, age 18. Their real estate was valued at
$4000 and their personalty at $150. Richmond personal property taxes indicate
that, during his later life, Skinner usually had one or two slaves, but netrer
more.

In 1854 he was listed as Captain Sasruel Skirmer, sailor, in a city directory
(Montague 1852), while an 1855 directory descri-bed Skinner's occupation as
carpenter (Butter 1855). In 1850, he was again described as a captairy
specifically, of the tow boat "William Allison". While Skinner lived on
Church Hill, the Richmond Land Toc records suggest that he did not own tbat
proPerty. He was taxed only for his Rocketts lots, part of Lotl,fl/ and [,ot m}J.
In 1846 Lot 203.1 was valued at $1000, $700 for improvements. The Skinners
collected $100 annually in rent from George Meriam.

Samuel Skinner died in 1851. His will and estate accounb are of considerable
interest for the insighb they provide concerning an estate that was tied up in
investurents during the Civil War (Hustiogs Wills ?.02 ?39 and following).
Many of his assetts were in Confederate bonds $rhid1 even then, were
considered to have questionable value. His investnrents were diverse,
however, and there was sufficient estate for a modest legary for his wife and
eight children.

Frederick ond Morio Kirkmeyer

In 1850, Frederick Kirlmeyer had been living in New Kmt County. The U. S.

Census (p.3D #249) for that year described him as a sailor, age 35. His
household included his drildren: three bolo and one grrl rangrng betrueen age
4 and 15. His wife was not present and, presumably, was deceased. He also had
an African American male living with him: George laclsson, age 22, probably
a slave. He owned real estate valued at $300. The following year, Kirkrreyer
acquired Lot 203.1 from Samuel Skinner for $850.

Kirkureyer then moved to Rocketb, where he was listed in a city directory for
185t and where he was taxed for personal property and real estate during the
early 1850s. His Rocketts property, Lot 203.1, was valued at $1,000 in 185t $600
of whidr was for building improvements (Richmond City Land Tax Books,
185$1858: 68). Later that same yeff, the Ridrmond and York River Railroad
condemned the property and purchased it from the Kirlroreyers for $2550.

The Kirlqneyers were never well off. They were taxed with one slave in 1854
(Richmond Cib' Personal Property Tax 1853-1854: 28), but the following )'ear
they had no slaves. No other personal property was taxed. Frederick
Kirkureyer had died before 186Q at which time a city directory (Ferlew 1860)
Iisb his daughter, Maria as residing on Church Hill at 25th and Broad Streets.
The U. S. Census for that year lists Maria, age ?5, as head of the household,
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whidr included her brothers George, tgs 2& a seama$ Williasr, age t6, a
$eaman; Mtl, age 4;,and Susan Cmmp age 55.

The Wosleys

When he died in 184O Robert C. Wasley owned a small plantation on
Cornelius Creek in Henrico County, and Lot 203.2 in Rocketts (Henrico Co.
Will Book fi: 34Ll). He had 

"ighf 
children, "mamy cippled", according to his

will. He left a life estate in his properties to his widow, Amr B. Wasley, with
the pro'viso that the interest on his investmenb be used to educate and
maintain his drildren. He bequeathed his Cornelius Creek plantation to his
children, Robert, ]ames, Amand+ Ann, and Grary, "as long as my dum
children live". Upon the deaths of his "dum" children, the plantation was to
pass to daughters Ann and Gracy, apparently not dumb. To his two sons,
William R Wasley and fohn A. Wasley, he bequeathed "my land and house
in Richmond lying at Rockets..." Robert and Ann Wasley never lived at
Rocketts. They were among a group of local Henrico County planters who
Ugglt te-nements in the town which provided some cash incone, as well
additional estate for their heirs.

For the period, Wasley's estate must be considered that of a middling pl*nter,
based on his personal property assesment in 1836 for 2 white and 5 black
levies, as well as 3 horses (Henrico County Personal Property Tax Boolss 1831-
!844, p. 13). At about this time (1837), his land in Rocketts was valued at iust
undei$500 (Richmond City Land Tax Bool.s 1837-l8ft8 22).By 1838 (p. 6) he
had only 4 tithable slaves, but had acquired a gig valued at $50.(D. By the time
of his death in 1840, Wasley had increased the value of his Rocketts property
by more than double. In 1839 (p. 22), the land tax gives the value of the
Rocketts property as $1346. $1,000 of this value was for improvements. The
following ye&, t8/;O (p.72), the same property was valued at $932, $Sffi of
which is for the improveurents. In lUZ (p.22), t}ire land tax to Wasley's
widow on Lot ?fi}.ivalued the property it$1892, $1200 of which was-for
improvements. This fluctuation in value is puzzling, to say the least. It
appeils that the 1840 assessment was in error.

By 1840 (p. 13), Robert Wasley had died, and his estate was taxed for 1 white
and 3 slave levies, 2 horses and the SGdollar glg. In 18H;2 (p.15), his widow,
Arur B. Wasley still had three slaves over the age of 16 and 2 horses, but her
vehide was now listed as a "Buggy", valued at $200. Ann Wasley's
evaluation for Lot ?fr3.2 remained steady until 1851 (p. 105). She had
apparently died recently, as the tar< was assessed to her estate, and the value of
Lot?,0,3.2 had dropped slightly to $1490, $8(X) of which was for "buildings". She
did not appear in the 1850 census and must have died just before it was taken.
There was apparently a tenant on the property, as the estate was also taxed for
$96.00 for annual rent. In l85L Ann Wasley's estate was again taxed the same
as for the previous year, except there was no tenant on the property. The



following yea, the lot was sold by Ann's son and daughter-in-law, Wjlliam
R and Rose Anne Wasley, to William fackson Clarke for $1000 (Deed Book
62,4*5).

The U. S. Census (p.Al,#83) for 1850 gave William R. Wastey's age as 29. He
was born in virginia, and his properry was valued at $8fr). His household
included his wife Rosa (eic) Ann, age ?,5, born in North Carolina; Mary Ann,
age 2, born in Virginia; and Iohn, age ?fi, born in Virginia. This |ohn is
undoubtedly the lohn A. Wasley, his brother, mentioned in his father's will.
Wasley's nearest neighbors were Bushrod $eal (see nFreemans", below),
George Hudson Merianr and his father, George Merian (see "Meriamn,
lbove). This suggests that William Wasley and his family must have been

living on Lot 203.2 that year. That same year his sibtings Amanda WasleR age
35, and R&ert Wasley, age 38, were living in the city poor house. Th"y were
described as deaf and dumb and could neither read nor write.

willian R wasley's estate was not laqge, and he claimed it during the
gcgnomr!$f -depressed 

times of the 1830s. His mother paid the axes on his
inherited land until her death, and our only l.nowledge of William's
occupation is his listing as nlaborer" in the 1-850 censos]H" does not appear in
city directories of the era, so it appears his residence in Rocketb was a short
one. The 1850 census had given the value of his property as 9800, and when
he sold it two years later to William |ackson Clarke, the selling price was
$1m0.

Soure of the fluctuation in price during the Wasle3rs' tenure was due to
changes in the property itself. There must have been other factors as well,
however, and it seems that Rocketts was a faultering enterprise, perhaps li'ke
*lty land investments in the City during this perifo (see, for instan.i, th"
colorful discussions on investment "bubbles" during the early 19th century in
Mordecai (1860)).

Williom Jockson Clarke

lviftig{ackson clarke purchased Lot 2a3.2 from the wasleys in l8sz, for
$L,000. This man may be related to |ohn Clarke, described irr1819 as living at
"Bloody_Run at Rocketsn. At the same time, a Mary Ann Clarke was locatid at
"Lester Street at Rockets", but their relationship is uncertain. His relationship,

{-Tyt tothe trocer, G. w. clarke, who was living or operating on Lot s3,l iii
Twz, is also unknown. There were other clarkes-living in Rockete
$royghout the 19th cenhrry and they may be members of a common faurily.
Further research is needed here.

In 1852, Clarke was described as a tobacco manufacturer living in Church l{ill,
on Grace Street between 24th and 25th (Elliot and Nye 1852), ioith his business
operation at the corner of Marshall and 28th Streets (Montague 1852). In 1855,
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he operated a restaurant at Dock Street, between 19th and 20th Streets, and he
resided at the corner of 20th and Main @utter 1855). The following year his
address was 7th Street, between Grace and Franklin (Ellyson 1856), but in 186{1,

he was back in Shockoe Bottom, but had moved to 18th Street, between Broad
and Grace (Ferslew 1860); he was still there in 1856 (Dvine 1866).

In 1853, Clarke was assessed real estate tar< on Lfi?n}.zin 1853 (p. ZS) and 1855
(p. /7), but the tax books for the latter year note that |ohn Wilder Atkinson
(who had purchased the properbr a few months earlier) would pay the tax
The lot was valued at $14s), $800 of whidr was for buildings, throughout this
period.

Clarke seems not to have ever owned more than 1 slave, and often had none.
William |ackson Clarke died at the age at,72, in the year 1872, and was burisd
in Hollywood Cemetery (Moore 1y/9136O.

John Wikler Atkinson

Both |ohn W. Atkinson (1830-1910) and his first wife, Elizabeth Bland Mayo
descended from landed fanilies with considerable history in Virginia. The
Atkinson immigrant was apparently one Roger Atkinson of Cumberland
County, England, who arrived in Virginia in 1743 (AtkinsorU n.d.). Roger
married Ann Pleasants, daughter of lohn Pleasants of Curles in Henrico
County. Their son, Robert Atkinson of Mansfield, in Petersburg, manied
Mury Tabb M"yo, daughter of William Mayo of "Powhatan Seat" Planhtisn,
part of which became Port Mayo a wharf in Rocketts, in the 19th cenhrry.
Robert and Mary's son, Thomas Atkinson, becane bishop of North Carolina
and married ]osepha Gwinn Wilder. |ohn Wilder Atkinson was their son.
Elizabeth Bland Mayo was his first wife. Following her death he married first
Florence Wright and then Bettie Andrews. According to the Atkinson family
genealogist, he was born in 1830 and lived for 80 years. A letter, dated l90d.,
written by Atkinson's son, indicates that Wilder was then living in
WilmingtorU N. C. This letter suggests that Atkinson had served at Fort
McHenry following the Mexican-War, at whictr time his wife had become
friends with Robert E. Lee (V.H.S. Mssl LSI g74 (Lee)).

Our first knowledge of Atkinson in Richmond is his listing in a city directory
tot 184fu46. His residence was in the heart of Richmond on Main Street, and
his tobacco manufacturing company was at "tobacco row" on Cary Street
(Ellyson 1&45: 19). He was also listed in a directory far t8lZ,again as a tobacco
manufacturer. This time he was living in Port Mayo, in East Rocketts,
probab;y on his wife's family estate. His factory remained on "tobacco row"
along Cary Street, between z2llrd and 23rd (Elliot and Nye 1852:45). That s.rme
year, there was a Sarah Atkinson (perhaps a sister?) operating a grocery in
Rocketts. In 1856 he was still living in Port MayO but his business was located
at 9th and Canal Streets (Ellyson 1856: 54). By 1S60, Atkinson had moved both



his residence and his business. His tobacco firrn was locaed at a new address,
still in the tobacco district, but now at Main Street, between 25th and 27th. His
residence was in a then fashionable patt of the city (Grace Street, between 4th
and Sth).

For unl.crown reasons, Atkinson does not appear in personal property to<
records until 1858. At that time, he paid to<es on only 2 slaves. He was not
even levied for himself, whidr would suggest he was not yet 21 years of age,
which is contrary to genealogical evidence (Richmond City Personal Proberty
Tax 1858: 15). He also paid no levy for himself in 18ff), but he was toced on 30
slaves, as well as $5@0 in investments and $5000 in property value (1851: 8).
He appears in no other personal property tax lists in the city.

Atkinson is also absent from land tax records prior to 1858, and after 1862 ln
185& the Lot ?fr3.2 was evaluated at only $432, none of whidr was for
improvements. The toc list contains the notation nhouse down" (Ridrmond
City Land Tax 1858: 3).In tffi?. the value of Lot znl.zremained the sarne, but
Atkinson was atso drarged with a piece of property whictr induded another
part of Lot 203. This portion of 2031s Z0f.g.1.A-which he had acquired in a suit
involving the Freemans. By this date, Atkinson had given the property back
to the Freemans, but he apparently paid the tax.il

Iohn Wilder Atkinson purchased Lot ?fi3.2 from William |ackson Clarke and
his wife, Mary Ann, in Mardr of 1854, for $1500 (DB 71A:476). Shortly
thereafter,,he bought Lot 20d' and a portion of Lot ?fr33 in an auction
resulting from a suit involving the Freeman heirs (DB 71A:4n). Appatently
he had some ambitious business expansion plans or serious economic
problems, for he also mortgaged hiJ propertils and possessions, including not
only the west Rocketts lots, but his home and household goods at Port Mayo
his factory on tobacco row, and all his tobacco manufactuiing machinery @n
724: ?21). The properties secured a loan for $14,0ffi from the firur of Buckley
and Moore.The trust deed states that Lot 2il3.2had a ubrick tenement" on it at
the time. This buitding (Structure 1) was was udownu - that is, destroyed by
fire - by the time of the 1858 real estate tax assessment.

In 1857, Atkinson and his wife Elizabeth sold Lot 203.3.1 to Robert Freeman,
for $500. The deed describes the building on the lot at that time as a "double
tenement" (DB 792217). This building is that which we have archaeologically
identified as Sbucture 4. That same year he sold Lot 2fr3.3.2 to Susanna
(Freeman) Roland for $150.00 (DB ZiB:4SS'5, which was less than its valuation
by the city. Finally, in 1863, Atkinson sold Lot 203.2to Richard O. Haskins in
trust for Frances and ]ohn F. Schonberger for $1400.

54. This is confusing. It may be that this tax was for an alley easement which encroached on 203,
rather than for 203.3.1. See the discussion under nFreemansn, below.
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According to Beers, Iohn Wilder Atkinson was one of a number of tobacca
manufacturers whose factories and warehouses were taken orrer for use by
the Confederate War Departrrent during the Civil War. The foregoing
infonnation suggests that his business and personal fortunes were never
stablg and the war may have dealt him a financial blow from which he could
not easily recorrer. At any rate, we hear no more of Mr. Atkinsorr in
nichmonA after about 1863. As noted above, he evmtually moved to
Wilmington, nrhere he had relatives, and there is where he died in 1910.

Nothoniet ond Lockey Freemon

In Octobet oI t&4, lohn B. Young, a court-appointed commissioner of
Henrico County, sold lots in Rocketts, legacies of fohn Hague Craddock and
Randolph Craddoch to Nathaniel Freeman. The sale was occasioned by a suit
against lotur Craddock's living heirs by thu guardian of Robert Craddock, an
infant son of one of fohn's children or, more likely, of his nephew Robert.
(DB M:161-163). The nature of the case seens to be that of a Craddock
descendant daiming a birthright based on |ohn Craddock's desire, stated in
his will, that his properties remain within his family. While most of Lot 203
had been sold out of the family many years earlier, Int ?03.3 and lot 212,
containing the 'brick store and dwellingn, had remained in the family until
after fohn Hague Craddock's death. Both of these properties were auctioned,
gnd both were purchased by Freeman for a total of $875, $250 of which was for
Lot 203.3.

Nathaniel Freeman was apparently the son of Isham Freeman, a middling
planter of Henrico County. He had maried Lockey M. Angel, the daughter of
William Angel, in December of 1806 (Pollock 1984). The 1850 census described
him as a farurer, age 65, with real estate valued at $?.790. His household then
included a "Susan L. M.", age 64, and his widowed daughter, Susarurah
Roland, age 40. "Susan L. M." was certainly Lockey M. Freeman. Nathaniel
and Lockey Freeman's "farm" consisted of three acres in Rocketts (nnear the
powder magazine"), just oubide the city line. The farxrhouse wir a large I-
house that stood on Lot 205 along Ehn Street at its corner with Poplar Street
The house is visible in Civil War era photographs, just below the Woodward
house. The Freeman "fartrl" took in part of what became the Fulton gas
works; that is, the low ground betwien west Rocketts' terraces and Gilly's
Creek The property actually straddled the often-disputed city-county line.
While sudr things are difficult to discern from early photographs, the house
appears to be of a Federal style, and may have been built by |ohn Hague
Craddock as his home, sometime before 1830.

The Freemans had six children: |ane, who married Edward Nunnally; Robert
Freeman; Julia, wife (and, later, widow) of Bushrod SeaL Isham H. Freeman;
Ann Marie wife of Gustavus Seal; and Mary B. (Freeman) Tensor, wife of



Charles Tensor.SsIn the 1850 census (p. 241), Bushrod Seal, age 3O and his
wife, |ulia (Freeman) Seal, age 33, were apparently liriog on Lot Z)3 adjacent
to William R. Wasley's family. These Seals appear not to have had any
children, borders, oi senranti in their houselitild. It is worth noting thit truo
Freeman women apparently maried two Seal brothers.

In 1836 Nathaniel Freeman paid personal property tax in Hmrico County for
himself, a horse, and a carryall, valued at $100 (Henrico County Personal
Ptop"tty Tax Books,!831-t844: 6). His tamble personal property was
unchanged in 1838 (p. 5); but by 1840 he had added a slave between 12 and 16
years of age, and a "Barouche" to his property, in addition to a horse and the
carryall. His taxes tor tS4?indicate that the carryall was gone, but a gold watdr
had been added. He still owned a slave younger than 16 )rears of age. In 1&45
(Henrico County Personal Property To< Bools, 1845-1850: 7), his personal
property still included 2 slaves - one under and one over 16 - and a horse; a
t'four-wheel pleasure carriage and harness worth $1,130u (?); and a metallic
clock Five years later (1850, p.7\, his taxable property bore the same
description, except that both slaves were now orrer 16.

In 1841 Nathaniel Freeman was taxed for his Rocketts lots (Z)3.3 and 212). Lot
2033 had improtrements valued at $10fr), and the lot was valued at $2[0. s6

The following year (1845: 29) the assessment was lowered somewhat.
Freeman paid lax on land and improvements valued at$992;, $800 for
buildings, on Lot 2A33. He was listed as a resident of Henrico County, and he
was assessed for $100 in yearly rent on the property. It is worth noting that Lot
Zl?was apparently subdivided this ye{, as thire are two different entries for
the lot, both charged to Freeman. Evaluations were unchanged in 1850 (p. 33).

It was about this time that Nathaniel and Lockey Freeman gave some of their
Rocketts properties to their adult sons Robert and Isham. In 1850, they
subdivided Lot ?fr3.3, giving 203.3.2to their son Ishan H. Freeman (DB
58:396), and Lot 20n.4 to their son Robert Freeman (DB 58: 398). However,
they retained a small subdivident (Lot 203.3.7.2) behind the double tenement.
It is described in the 1858 tax list as "ground and improvements in rear, no
street, $300...' (p. 16). This is apparently where their widowed daughter,
Susanna Roland, was living at the time.

5u.V"ry little could be discovered concerning Charles Tensor.In 1860 a Charles Tensor was
living in Rocketts. He was described as a boilermaker, age 24. His household included a worrun
named Susan, age?8, presumably his second wife; a l-year-old sory Char{es; and a 46-.year-

=old female named Milar (?) M. Thomas.
56. The tax entry is incorrect here.It lists both of Freeman's lots as beirg withinl,otZl?..This is
corrected in subsequent tax lisb to show the one in Lot 272, and the othel as part of Lot Z)3.
However, Freeman was taxed for Rocketts Street frcntage, at $10.(X) per foot, rather than
Poplar Street frontage, at $5.00 per foot. This mistake continued for several yeans as L,ot 203.3
was mishkenly described as fronting 24' on Rocketts Street, which it did not.
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In 1853, Nathaniel Freeman had deeded Lot n?" with ib Srick house and
store" - the sqme buildings constmcted by |ohn Hague and |ohn Craddock
half a century earlier - to Anthony Sedgewich in tmst for his wife Lockey (DB
47 192). This trust deed freed Lockey of any responsibilities for Nathaniel's
debts or his control, and gave her rights over the property "as if she were a
femme sole". What's more, following Nathaniel's death in 1852 the property
was Lockeyrs to use, or dispose of, as she drose. This was not simply a
maintenance or life estate lqaa4, but a grant of property something that was
rather unusual at this time. The brrstee, Sedgewidg was drarged with the
responsibility of transferring the property to whomever Lockey should decide
it be transferred to, and he was forbidden to dispose of the property without
her written consent. In the case that she died without naking a will, or
othenuise expressing her intentions about the property, he was to devise the
property to her heirs. By tS62r Iockey Freeman had died without a wilt her
daughters Susanna Roland and |ane Nunnally had died intestate and
childless. Mary Tensor had died leaving two children. Anthony Sedgewick
divided her property betrveen Isham Freemann Robert Freeman, and |ulia
Seal (widowed) - each receiving 1/4 share - and Ann Marie SeaI and Chartes
Tensor each received 1/8th share (DB 78A: 33&340);

At Nathaniel Freeman's death, his effects were sold at auction by the finn of
Larus and Shine. The proceeds of the sale were recorded in the Henrico
County Will Book (#15: 405), as follows:57

1 Bedstead
1 Lot Market &c.
1 Chair
1 Cooking Stove
1 lot Pot Racks
l Cutbord
1 Lot China
1 Bureau
1 Looking Glass
1 side Board
l Glass
1 Table
I Bed & contents
6chairs ?27/2
l Clock
1 Cow & calf
1 Buggy
1 Grind Stone tsc.
1 Plough &c.
1 negrc Woman nGinnyn

57. Trarscribed by Harbury.



The Richmond ond York River Rallroadss

While the Chesapeake and Ohio was born of the aspirations for a
transcontinental empire, to be discussed in greater detail later, the York River
Rafuoad has a more humble history. Chartered by 

"n 
act of the Assembly in

1851, the railway was built to corupct Ridrmond with a deep water port at
West Point (Medlin 1968 :3). The fult 38 miles of line was opened in 1860, on
the eve of the Civil War. During the war, both Armies made use of the
railway. The eastern end fell into Union hands during McClellan's
Peninsular campaign of l86L Although the retreating Confederate forces
destroyed much of the track, the line was quickly put back into senrice by the
Union A*y. The railroad proved to be critical to supplying McClellan's
forces during the canpaign as repeated heavy spring rains often made road
travel in the area nearly impossible (fohnson 196lz 57).

During the Seven Days Battle, the railroad saw use of the first arurored
railway gun. This weapon, conceived by General Robert E. Lee, consisted of a
32 pound rifled cannon mounted on a flat car, protected by iron plates. It was
used with effective results during the battle ofSavage Station. In the ensuing
years, portions of the railway chinged hands accordlng to whictr arsries
controlled the area. By late t864,, only the first two and one half miles sf line
out of Richmond were in use, supplying the city's defenses (fohnson
1961:130). Following the conflict, the Richmond and York River Railway
remained totally unsenriceable due to the wartime damage caused by overuse
and deferred maintenance (Medlin 1968: 2). Some of the rails had also been
removed in order to maintain other strategically more important Confederate
lines (Ibid.).

The line was rebuilt in 1867 with Northern capital with the intention of '

providing a transportation outlet for Southern-agricultural products (Ibid.).
By 1869 the line was reopened. Daity steamship sailings from West Point to
Baltimore were inaugurated the same year (Richmond Times-Dispatch
]anuary 6,1869, cited in Medlin 1968:62). Despite the passenger business
generated by steamship connections, the company faited to prosper. The line
was one of the few railroads in the state on which passenger revenue
exceeded that of freight. (Medlin 1968:25). Without any outside rail
connection, the Richmond and York River Railway essentially formed a
bridge between two inland ports. This was almost certainly a major factor in
the shordall of freight revenue.

The financial difficulties continued until 1873 when the railway was sold.
Renamed the Richmond, York River and Chesapeake Railroad, the company
found itself partially under control of the Richmond and Danviile Railroad,
which sought to use the line to access to a deep water port. (Ibid.: 70) In 1879, a
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connection was made with the Richmond and Danville on the south side of
the river. The sarne year the constnrction of a freight shed and a coach house
was reported (Ibid.: 80).By 1880, the line was fully controlled by the Richmond
and Danville as the Richmond and West Point Terminal Railway and
Warehouse Company. At this time the railroad operations consolidated with
those of the Richmond and Danville on the Southside (Ibid).

In 1896 the Ridrmond and Danville was absorbed into the Southern Railway
System (De Butts 1955:11). Plans for a maior seaport terrrinal at West Point
however, were never realized. By the turn of the twentieth cenhrry the
Chesapeala and Ohio with its terminal at Newport News and the Norfslk
and Western and its namesake port had come io nonopolize area commerce.
The constnrction of a deep water tenninal for the Southern Railway Sptem
at Pinners Point, now part of Portsurouth, further sapped traffic (Prince
1970:48'1. The railway to West Point continued to operate as a rather obscure
branch line serving local needs. The West Point brandr operates under the
Norfolk Southern Corporation. The line exists today almost exclusively to
serve the huge Westvaco paper plant at West Point. Outbound tonnage from
Richmond consists 9f pulpwood, ctremicals and fuel oil. Paper prcducts
comprise most wesbound loads.

Focilities of the Richmond ond York River Roilrood

In 1853 the Richmond and York River purchased three lots from the City of
Richmond for the constmction of its western tenninal. These consisted of the
"Harry, Pendelton and Wythe lots (sic) between Cary and Water Streets, at the
ship loc}, and running from the 22nd to Zith Streets, fronting on Water
Street inclusive of Cross Street, 9?A feet and back to Cary for and average
depth of 100 feet."(Board of Public Worlcs 185&54: 657, in Medlin t%8:, T).
This area is located approximately one quarter mile west of the project area.
By the opening of the line in 1860 the Railroad had conshmcted a "passenger
shed 200 by 45 feet with three tracks next to the dock "A blacksmiths shop and
scales for weighing cars" are also documented @oard of Public Works 1860: pp
45G57, in Medlin 1968: n).In additioru a water tower and facilities for fueling
and servicing the locomotives would have been necessary for the operation
of the railroad.

Civil War era maps of Richmond show the Richmond and York River tracks
in the same location as today. These maps also show two buildings and a
fenced .uea on a lot bounded to the west and south by Rocketts Road and to
the north by the railroad tracks. Although the 1876 and 1889 atlases show this
lot as railroad property, no structures are indicated. Subsequent maps also
show the lot as empty. It is possible that the structures shown on the Civil
War maps were built to senre as freight houses or warehouses for the
transhipment of goods from Rocketts landing to the railroad. The wartime
date for the maps and the fact that the lot is situated adjacent to the



Confederate Naval Yard supports the case for a military use or affrliatisr of
the stmctures. The lot is a logical location for a freight house as it is the dosest
point that the railroad comes to a wharf where rhipr could be unloaded
without having to clear the canal locks. The absence of buildings on post war
maps suggests that the structures may have bem destroyed during the
Confederate evacuation of Richmond.

In 1879 the Richmond and York River and the Richmond and Danville
Railroads were linked via a trestle across the |ames. The same year a new
coach house and freight shed were constrrcted in Richmond. The 1889 Atlas
of Richmond map shows spur tracks and a freight shed at the Clyde Line
steamship docks at Rocketts. Dnriog the 18&)'s the railway was affiliated with
the Chesapeake and Richmond Steamship Courpany, with Thomas Clyde of
Philadelphia serving as president of both companies. Extensive trackage and
storage facilities designated Richmond and West Point Terrrinal Railway and
Warehouse Company are shown across from'Rocketts on the Mandrester side
of the river.

The York River line acquired its right-of-way through Lot 203 in 1855.
Condemnation proceedings were Erought against Clptain Frederick
Kirloreyer (Lot 203.1) and Robert Freeman (Lot 203.3.4). Kirlsteyer had just
purdrased the property and had moved to Richurond and established himself
on ttre lot earlier the same year. The railroad paid Kirl.cnreyer 2 - l/2 times the
assessed value of the lot.se

Rocketts in the Civil Wor ond Postbellum Eros

War changes everything. No matter where it is fought, the participants in war
are affected in ways both subtle and obvious, but always profound. When war
is fought on home soil, and when "home" is the enemy's prime objective,
then war becomes anything but subtle. And so it was at Rocketts. As the
principal port of Richmond, Rocketts became a principal port of the
Confederacy. Richmond was a nerve center of transportation and
communications in the 1860s; five maior rail lines flowed through this hub
of industry and commerce. Mudr of the Union effort throughout the war -
particularly after 1862 - was aimed at cutting the rest of the south off from
fuchmondis rail lines. It was only when thii was finally accomplished, with
the fall of Petersburg, that the war was finally ended.

But long before the war against Richmond as a rail hub and slmrbol of the
rebellion came the Union war against Richmond as a port. The Peninsula
Campaign effectively secured the Chesapeake Bay as a Union sea. With
Norfolband Yorktown under Union coitrol, Roiketts could no longer supply
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Richmond - and indeed mudt of the upper South - with supplies fum
European, Caribbean, and Iatin American allies. Blockade runnen played an
iurportant role in the supply and morale of the Confederacy, but their
landings were not generally the maFr ports. Rockeus did not fade, however.
Instead, it became a nraior locus of activity for the Confederate Quarternaster
and the Confederate Navy. Across the drannel from Rocketg proper, the
Confederacy established a yard for the consfirction and repair of warships,
and the conversion of civilian vessels. The Haskins and Libby warehouse,
one of the largest buildings in Rocketts at the time, was impressed for use as
the Quarter:naster headquarters store. Ridrard Haskins, operating out of his
"nenr" store next door becane one of the drief chandlers for the Confederate
Navy.

New docks, wharrves and other facilities were cons8trcted by the Navy at
Rocketts, and the schooner Patrick Henry was converted to a training ship.
Rocketts became the home of the |ames River squadron, a river-borne fleet
which primarily shuttled between Rocketts and Drewry's Bluff, carrying
materiel and safeguarding the near approaches to the capital. lust prior to the
end of the war, the Confederate Naval Academy and its training ship the
Patrick Henry, were located at Roclete. On Ctrimborazo Hill, above Rocketts,
the Confederacy cons8ucted what was probably the laryest hospital anyohere
in the world at the time. It consisted of hundreds of tents and dozens of
banacks-like buildiogr.

Needless to say, much of the industry and commerce of Rocketts came to be
focused on thi supply of the anned iorcus. The Richmond and York River
Railroad was effecTvily cut off from its outlets to the Bay, but it still served as
a local supply road. While this activity brought about an economic upturn for
many of the local merchants and artisans, there were also major setbadss.
Many of the larger buildings were impressed for government and military
purposes. In 1851, Union war prisoners captured at Bull Run were housed in
a number of tobacco factories on Main Street and in Rocketts. Officm were
housed in |ohn Wilder Atkinson's factory, then located on Main Street
between 25th and 27th Streets. Rocketts became a major point for the
exchange and housing of prisoners, and many buildings were taken for that

PurPose.

The end of the war marked major changes for Rocketts. The factories which
had begun to proliferate before the war now had to rely on wage labor, rather
than slave labor. There was even more intense competition for unskilled iobs
than there had been previously, and this competition sometimes took on an
ugly, racist complexion. Between 1855 and 187O there were race riob in
Richmond, and several of these were in Rocketts. In one case, men and boyt
from Rocketts climbed Chimborazo Hill and attacked homeless blacks who
were being sheltered in the remnants of the Chimborazo Hospital. But



industry did not falter, rather it soon began to proeper in Rocketts. Small
manufacturing opera became commonplace along the waterfront.

By the end of the 19th century, Rocketts had been almost completely
transforrred into a working-class neighborhood oriented towards these small
factories, as well as to the shipping industry. The switdr from primarily
commercial, to industrial businesses is symbolized by the transfonnation of
Richard Haskins ship drandlery into the Meade and Baker factory where
Carbolic Motrthwash and Saponine Dentifrice were manufacturia. nr"
neighborhood remained ettrnically mixed, but African Americans were
becoming the dominant ethnic troup, as these people becane the working
underclass of the city. First-generation immigrants, and their children owned
and operated many of the retail groceries and other small business of the
community. The middle class moved out to the newly growing and
fashionable suburbs, as well as to the older, more established, Cty residential
areas on Church Hill, and along Grace and Franklin Streets. M*y of the
recent immigrants and older families began, by the end of the century, to
move elsewhere.

The coming of the C&O Railroad was the death l,nell for west Rocketb. Right-
of-way condemnations uroved many of the old families out of their
houreplaces. Speodators from Richmond, New Yorh and elsewhere, bonght
up land in front of the railroad, often making a killing from the poor lots that
families had maintained for generations. Maoy of the new manufacturing
enterprises were literally nipped in the bud. Besides the C&O, the city's trolly
comPany - predecessor to Virginia Power - took over several blocks for their
Power plant and ottrer operations. The gas works, which had been established
at Rocketts before the war, expanded quickly, engulfing much of the
neighborhood east of Maple Street. Wtrite west [ocketts faultered, Rocketts
east of Gilly's Creek continued to expand. Beyond the city limits, new
developments took place in the communig of Fulton. Fulton soon
encomPassed the waterfront areas of east Rocketts, and Lester Street became
the main riverfront of this newly named, slightly relocated, port town.

Biogrophic Summories for the Civil Wor ond Postbellum Periods

John F. Schonb erger, Fronces Schonbe rger ond Carotine M.
Schonbe rger

lohn F. Sctronberger and his second wife, Frances, purchased Lotll3.Zfrom
Iohn wilder Atlkinson in 1863, for $1400. The sale-was made through a
trustee, Richard o. Haskins, the ship chandler and merchant who operated
just a few hundred feet south of Lot 203 on Rocketts Street @B 85A: 337). The
sale provided for the descent of the property. First, it was to be used for the
maintenance and use of Frances and |ohn Schonberger, and any drildren they
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may have together in the future. If there would be no drildren, the property
was to descend to Martlra Arur Sdronberger, a daughter of |ohn by a forrrer
marriage. ff|ohn would survice Frances, which proved to be the case, he was
to acquire the title.

Richard Haskins apparently senred as a sort of parole officer for fohn
Schonberger, who,lfn 1850,-was listed .rs an inmate of the state peniEntiary
under the care of its superintmdant, Charles S. Moqgan. SdronLerger had
apparently been committed to the penitentiary in 1849 (1850 U. S. Census:
339). The census describes him as a 30 year old shoemaker senring a sentence
for murder.ff At present we know nothing of his crime, although additional
research in court and prison records may prove usefuI.

john Schonberger married Frances Wray shortly after his reledse from prison.
|ohn was the son of Philip and R. Schonberger. He had been born in
Winchester, and he was described as being 45 years old on the day of his
marriage, September ?6,Lffit (Bureau of Vital Statistics, Marriages, Richmond
City, 1853-t878,1861,p. 4. His wife was then 24, and the daughter of Andruw
and Ellen Woy. |ohn was described as a harness-maker by trade. They were
married in Rictrmond by Philp Courbrey.

ln 1874, ]ohn Sdronberger took advantage of the Virginia Homestead Act, and
declared his homestea4 consisting of his real property (Lot ?fi3.2),9 cows,
some household furnishings, a clock, a refrigerator, 50 bales of hay and a feed
bin (DB 1048). |otm's estimate of the value of this property was $715.50. Tluee
ye.us later, George M. Wyatt was appointed trustee to replace Richard
Haskins, who had died (DB17lB:?fi7-8). Frances Schonberger had died, and
George Wyatt granted the property to ]ohn. That same yeah Iotrn revised his
homestead daim (DB111C:51%513). He still claimed Lot?fi3.Z and 9 cows, but
his personal property had increased substantially. His house no-ru sported '7
pictures", "4 spitoons", "1 Lot Books" and other amenities. He now had 3 feed
bins, 1 feed cutter, a lot of "Fowl and feed", "miscellaneous articles of tin,
stone, and wooden ware", 2.5 bales of hay, Z)0 bushels of mill freed, a
wheelbarrow, a gun or pistol, etc. His real and personal property whidr met
the requirements for homestead exemption were valued at $1467.ffi, more
than twice as muctr as the value of t874.

Some aspects of |ohn Schonberger's Iife remain confusing. There were a
number of Schonbergers living in Rocketts, or nearby, at this time.
Sometimes the surname is spelled 'lShonbergero or nSchoenbergey''. To
further confuse issues, there was apparently more than one Iohn among
these householders. Likewise, more than one were apparently employed at
some times as "harnessmakers" andlor "teamsters". In addition, the lohn

o. An interesting note: a James Craddoclg age 50, and also a shoemaker, was serving time
concurrently with Schonberger. He was also a convicted murdercr.
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Schonberger who lived on Lot 203 operated a daiqy there. One last confusion
involves ethnicity, as some are sometimes listed as owhiteso and sonetimes
as 'blackn or "colored". Names, ethnicities (or, in actuality, legal racid
classifications), and ocorpations changed, or were shared, among nrore than
one Schonberger. Possible relatives of |ohn Schonberger indude a George P.
Schonberger, a "coloredn teamster (18S0 U.S. Census: 87, # 743) and another
tearnster, Lewis Schonberger, was described by census takers as "white" (p. 36).
Lewis operated his stablei in Rocketts at Orleans Street.

In 1870, the U. S. Census (p. 199) Iisted lohn F. "Shanberger", age 49, living on
the Rocketts lot with his wife, Frances, age ?J|.Iotrn was described as a laborer,
and Frances was keeping house. Both wlre described as "wNte", and their
real estate was valued at $9fi). Boyd's 1870 city directory lists a .Iohn 

I.
Schonberger", as a harness maker living at Lister near-Bloody Run, a
description wNdr could easily apply to Lot 2t)3.2 (Boyd l870z 202). This entry is
Iisted in the ncolored directory". The same directory lists a 'lohn F.
Schoenberger", also a harness maker, at Main Streat near 25th Street The
previous y€il, Boyd had also listed the Sdronberger at Lester Street as nlohn

|."; however, the location is more precisely described as "Lester Street,
between Bloody Run and Poplaro. This tohn, a harness-maker, is dearly
"our" fohn F. Schonbeqger.

The 1880 census (Soundex for Richmond, Vol. 17) lists lohn F. Sctronberger
on Poplar Street in Rocketts. He is described as a black male, age 59. His slcond
wife had died, and he had remarried. His new wife was Caroline M.
Schonberger, age 25. In the household were two of lohn's daughters, Virginia,
age7 (probablyby Frances), and Rosa B, age 9 months. AII werl born in -
Virginia. The actual census enty (1880 U. 5. Census, reel 199, p.1-1., # 106115)
describes all as having parents who were born in Virginia. All meurbers of
the household are described as "black". The Schonbergens' neareet neighbers
were also described as 'black". |ohn's occupation is listed as "dairyuran".

fohn F. Schonberger, dair5nnan" was living at 3000 Rocketts Street (that is, lot
203.2), in directories for lW4l75,1877, t879l80 and 1881 (Sheriff and Chataigne
1,875: 18? Sheritt 1877:181; Chataigne 1880: 22.7; t8812 275). His neighbors
induded |ulius Schwartz, a butcher living at 3408 Lester (Rocketts) 5t. and
Cornelius McNamara, who operated his variety store at 2819 Rocketts St. To
further confuse the issue, Iotn F. Schonberger, dair;rrnan, appears in an 1885
directory as residing or operating in Rocketts at 815 Louisiani Street. He is
described as "white". In 1891, ]ohn was still living at 3ffi0 Rocketts St., but his
occupation was described as "laborer" (Chataigne 1891: 585).

In September of !}gL,|ohn F. Schonberger and his wife, Caroline M.
Schonberger, sold Lot ?.03.2 to George W. Couch, a real estate speculator from
New York city (DB l44C:77-78). The sale price was g6(}0, less than half what
Schonberger had paid |ohn Atkinson for the lot. Two years late& Couch sold
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the lot for right-of-way to the C&O Railroad (through ludge Edmund
Waddill, ]r.) for $Z?n0. Throughout his ?&year long ournership of the
property, Lot?fr3.2 steadily dedined in value. This dedine does not appear
related to any decline in the impr-ovements on the property, but rather to a
general decline in real estate values in Rocketts. Iotun Sdronberger does not
appear in city records after 1891. He was 75 years old when he sold his land.

Like Robert Freeman, discrrssed below, tohn Sctronberger's "ethnicityn is not
clear. He and his pcsible relatives were sometimes explicitly described as
uwhite", sometimes as'black", sometimes as "colored". His ocorpations
included being a shoemaker, a harness-maker, and a teamster, all of which
were frequently drosen occtrpations of African Americans, and, indeed, these
were trades largely dominated by free blad<s prior to emancipation. His later
occupations of dair5man and laborer were not limited to, or preferred by,
persons of *y specific xrace". Schonberger was probably a free mulatto, born
of free mulatto parenb. It is possible that his third wife, Caroline, was
physically dark in complexion, and, perhaps, she viewed herself as a "Negrou.

We can trace fohn's history with some detail. He was born in Winctrester in
the northern Shenandoah Valley. He married a woma& about whom we
l.mow nothing, and fathered a daughter by her. As a young man he apparently
committed murder and senred his sentence in the state penitentiary in
Richmond. Upon his parole, he settled in Rocketts, where other
Schonbergers, possibly related, lived, and he remarried, this time to Frances
Wray. He managed to purchase the lot at Rocketts, possiby with a mortgage
loan from Richard Haskin+ and he worked as a harness-maker. Within a
decade or so, he had established a small dauy, housing his cows and ctrickens
in the fenced lot where the old "lumber house" had once stood. He lived in a
small house that faced north onto the York River cuL and south towards
Poplar Street. The house contained a single storey on its northern facade, but
rose two store5rs over his feed lot in the rear.

His dairy business was successful. He doubled the value of his personal estate
between 1$74 and 1877. After Frances died, he married another young
woman, Caroline, and had two children by her. |ohn may have opened a
commercial store on Louisiana Street, in the commercial heart of east
Rocketts, as an outlet for his duiry products. While his property value
declined over the years, |ohn seems to have maintained a lower middle class
life of urodest comfort Like many of his neighbors,Iol* Schonberger lost his
real estate to one of many slick lawyers-speculators who bought up lands in
the proposed right-of-way of the C&O. The speculator, Geoqge Couch, made a

I"ty ry"qsome projt-. Schonberger's house was dismantled to make way for
the rail viaduct to Fulton Yard.
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Robert Freemsn

In 1855, the Richmond and York River condemned Robert Freeman's legacy
(Lot 203.3.4), leading him to file a suit the following year against his siblingi
for a share of the Freeman estate (Chancery Suit Frlesran vs. FreemarL;otrn
Marshall Courts Building, Box 6,{). Iohn Hiward and }ohn B. Young *"tL
appointed commissioners by the court to settle the sratter (Young had also
senred as court commissioner to settle the earlier Craddock dispute over Lot
203). The proceedings are comple& and it is not necessary to repeat them all
here. Needless to say, the railroad got its right-of-way. Iotur Wilder Atkinson
purchased Lot 203.3.1, but immediaiely soliit back 6 tirc Freeman famity.

!,obe* 99! the double tenement and ie lot (203.3.1.1), as well as a portion of
Lotzl?^ His widowed sister got Lot 2n33.1.2, where she was then living.

The U.S. Census of 18fl) describes Robert Freeman's household at Rocketts.
R9!e{,_age 3$ was a shoemaker with $Z)0 worth of real estate (p. Z0). His
wife, Ivlary, age 37, could neither read nor write. Th"y had threi ctrildren
between the ages of 2 and 8. The Freeman's nearest neighbors were the
members of the Isham Freeman household. In 185a Robert Freeman was
listed in a city directory as "a boot and shoe maker, at Rocketts" (Elliot and
Nye 1852 69). The 1860 census reported Robert Freeuran, shoemaker, now age
47, Iiving in the lst Ward (known today as fackson Ward). He had $360 worth
of real estate and $25 in personal estate. His wife Mary, age M (?), and his
children William and Ellen were in the household. William, ag€ 19, was also
a shoemaker, and Ellen was in school. The Freemans' youngest child,
Samuel, may have died between 1850 and 1860. Also in the household were
Calvin Spurlock, 25, a sailor; and I. M. Smith, 27, wllto senred as a purser on a
steamer. Smith had personal property valued at 91,000. Two young children -
perhaps recent additions to the Freeman family - also lived there.

In 1861, Robert Freeman paid personal property tax on a total of $10 value in
household goods (Richmona City Persdnal-Properry Tax, 18512 t}).In 1863, he
paid personal property tax on a cloclg valued at $5, and on household goods,

Robert and Mary Ann Freeman sold Lot 203.3.1.1 to |ames Stout for $510 in
1868 (DB 87A: ?&?6). The Freemans may have held a mortgage for Stout
because this deed was not recorded as final until 1873 (DB101C:255). The next
records found of anyone by the name Robert Freeman in Richmond comes in
1877, when a householder of that name claimed exemptions under the
Homestead act on his property and household goods iir tst ward. The
materials he protected induded 3 horses, t hack & harness, 2 bedsteads, L store
& utensils, L table & six chairs, 1 bureau, 1 loohng glasses, five pictures, 1
trunh 1 clock" 1 cutting borc, 1 wagon & harness, one lot with house on St.
]ames Street and another lot with house on l.st Street. He evaluated this
property at $1466. This Freeman appears to have been a hacksran (Hustings
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DB 110A: 209). Thirly years later, in18T7, a Robert Freeman was listed as a
hackrnan in lst Ward, at709 St ]ames Street. He was described as ocoloredn

(Hill 18e7).

This is the first, and only, indication in the documents that any of the
Freeman family were considered to be other than owhiten. It is possible, of
course, that this Robert Freeman is another person altogether, but that seems
unlikely. It is worth noting that, in the deed that gave Robert Freeman his
first legacy from Nathaniel and Lockey Freeman, Lockey Freeman neither
signed the deed, nor made her mark In fact her signature was obviously
written by her husband (or whoever prepared the document and signed
Nathaniel's name). Perhaps Robert Freeman was Nathaniel's "illegitimate"
son by an African American woman, and Mrs. Freeman either did not choose
to give him property, or she was not offered the opporhrnity to participaE by
her husband. ff Robert was the son of a black woman, this may further help
explain why it was not he, but his younger brother Isham who inherited the
lion's share of his parents' estate, including the horne on Lot 2ffi. In fact, sf aI
the Rocketts lob owned by Nathaniel and Lockey Fremran, that whidr they
gave to Robert (203.3.4) was the smallest and, with no road frontage, the least
valuable. If this scenario is realistic, then Robert's suit of his siblings
following the condemnation of his lot by the Ridrmond and York River
railroad becomes dI the more interesting, for as a result of &is suit, Robert
won a much larger share of his father'slstate, including the rnost valuable
parcel of Lot 2A3 - that which contained Struc.ture 4 (Lot 203.3.1) and fronted
on Poplar Street - as weII as part of Lockey's lots. Either his siblings granted
him what they felt to be a more equitable portion of the family property, or
the courts accepted him as 'whiten, and gave him, the eldest son. what
custom and law required.

The question of Robert's "etfrnicity" is a fascinating one.61 If he was in fact a
mulalto, this may explain why he spent much of his life in trades which were
accepted as the realm of free blacks in Richmond; namely shoemaking and
hack driving. It is informative to note that no documents describe him as
other than "white" until l897.It is during the time of |im Crow legislation,
and the dawning of the era of the "Racial Purity" (eugenics) movement, that
perhaps the slight tone of Robert's skin, and his affiliations through his trade,
led him to be viewed as "colored". If this interpretation is reasonable - and I
admit there are gaps in our knowledge - it is apparent that Robert was viewed
as "colored" by his family (by his lesser inheritance) and by society at laqge (by
apparent restrictions of occupation), and yet he was, from a legal standpoint,

61. I have not only enclosed ethnic categories, such as nwhiten, nNegroo, and ocoloredn in quotes,
but, at times, the very term nethnicity", itself. The term has so many vari€d rneanings, some of
which apprcach an essentialism I find obiectionablg that it is diffictlt to use the concept
without either a lengthy discussion of relative usage and meaning, or by opting, as I have done,
to show my discomfort with both racial and social scientific categorizings.



no different than his siblings. He was not described as "free negron, and may
not have been subject to some of the limitations placed on thafclass of people
in the Antebellum years. The offspring of white men and blach or mulatto,
women, sometimes were treated with the legal "ethnic" status that their
uwhiteu parents or siblings gave them. Perhaps Robert's suit, and the
acquiescelle of his brothers, sisters and inJaws, was sufficient to perrrit him
to be legally "white", while retaining some culturd restrictions, as a ncolored"

man. With the strictly enforced racism of the turn of the 20th century, it
seems Robert's legal ethnicity was no longer so ftexibly defined.

tshom H. Freemon

Ishasr Freeman manied |ane C. Grinstead, with the consent of her father
fesse Grinstead, 24 March 1&41 (Pollock 19&4: 50).kr the 1850 U. S. Census (p.
240), Isham H. Freeman, age 33, was living on the Rocketts property adjacent
to his brother, Robert. He was described as a carpenter with real estbte valued
at $1000. His household included his wile, |ane Catherine, age ?8; their son,
]esse Alexander, age 5; and their infant daughter, E-ily lane. Also living in
the household was Elizabeth Grinstead, age 90. !Is. Grinstead may have-been
]ane's older sister. Nobody in the household could read or write.

This household was not listed in the 1860 U.S. census. In the 1870 census (p.
199), Isham, age 44, and his three daughters, Emma" age 2l; Sarah, age 18; jmd

$aria,_age 10 were listed as living in the household of ntzhugtr Gardner.
lane (Grinstead) Freeman does not appear, and had probably died.

Isham was described as a ship carpenter. Emma was working in a tobacco
factory.-T\e remainder of the household included Elizabeth-Gunstick (age 60);
Fitzhugh Gardner, a laborer, age 43; Elizabeth Gardner, "keeping house"l age

Tj *A H!"ty Clark, age 35, aiteamboat hand. It is worth noting that, while
all of the Freemans are described as "white", as is Ms. Gunstick, the Gardners
and Mr. Clark were described as 'black". Isham and Emma Freeman were the
only persons in the household who could read or write. 62

Isham's l&year-old son Alexander was not listed as residing in the household

ir!-18701 and may have been serving an apprenticeship, for in 1880 (p.19), he
is listed again as living in Rocketts on Lot 203; That year he, too, was described
as a ship carpenter. At the age of TAhe was the head of a household whidr
induded his wife lyily, age 22 ("keeping house"), drd a daughter Mary I., age
2. In 1850, Nathaniel and Lockey Freeman deeded Isham Lot 203.3.2, far $10 

-

62.Other records indicate that Isham and his fumily were living in Stnrcture 23, which is one of
the two houses on Isham's lots (203.3.2 and 203.3.3), and the Gardners may have been his
tenants.
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(DB 58: 396).63 As a result of the suit brought by Robert Freeman against his
siblings, Ishasr H. Freeman purchased a large portion of his parents' fonner
properties seven ye.us later, including Lot 203.3.3 (DB 7tB: 56d).

In 1850, Isham Freeman had l slave between 12 and 16 years old (Riclmond
Personal Property Tax Lists, 1850, p. 25). By 1854 (p. 11), his wealth included 1

"cattle/sheep/hogs" worth $15. Nine yerus later he also had a dock worth $10.
His total household goods were worth $300.

The Richmond City Land Tax records have the following entries for Isham
Freeman;

1.851 (p. 38): 43.3.3, il'near Rocketts and Poplar, total value $1882, $14fi) for
buildings.

1854: Same as above.

1858: On 203.3,3, 54' near Poplar and RocketB $464, $D0 for buildings. He also
owned three portions of Lot Z)5.

1853 (p. 15): On 2fr3.3.3 (54' near Popl* and Rocketts): $454, $200 for buildings.

1864: ?fi3.3.3identical to 186& following, but Isham owns only 2 other lots.

1868: ?n33.3(54 feet "on no street"), $358, buildings valued at $250. He also
owned five other lots, all in Rocketts.

The following land transactions are recorded in the Rictrmond deed books:

DB 83A: 475,May t86t,I. H. Freeman sold Lots 205 and 206 to the Richmond
Railroad Company (trolley), which later became Richmond Railway and
Electric, then Virginia Electric and Power Company.

DB 1328: 411887.I. H. Freeman and his wife Catherine sold Lot 2A33.3 to their
son-in-law, P. H. Dunnington. "Land and improvements" sold for $350.
According to later transactions, Dunnington also acquired Lot N3.3.4 at this
time, but the original records are not clear on this point.

UB l99Bz 441 1908: Heirs of Isham Freeman - Alex |. Freeman, |ohn
Dunnington, Leroy Dunnington and Sallie Taylor - were condemned, along
with Meade and Baker Carbolic Mouthwash Company, for improvements to
the south side of nlester or Rocketts Street".

63. Although a deed could not be found, it is apparcnt from the Freeman suit papere ard ttle
original partition plat that Isham had been given 203.3.1, as well. This deed, or bequest, was
vacated by the suit and the lot was given to Robert Freeman by the comrnissioners.



The Freeman \ts. Freeman suit was officially dosed by the Circtrit Corrt of
Henrico in February 1895, following the death of Isham H. Freeman in 1893,
the last remaining heir of Nathaniel and Lockey Freeman (Circuit Court of
Henrico, Box 119, File 1). Isham was sunrived by a widow, Iavinia Freeman,
and by his drildren: Alexander FreemarL Emma I. Mccriffin, and H. H.
Herbert. Isham left three granddrildren: Iohn A. Duurington, teroy
Dunnington and Sarah V. Dunnington, all the children of Sarah E" Freeman
and Patrick H. Dururington.

Ann Morqgaret Gobe/eine ond Bridget McMahon

In Octobe r of 1862,the Freeman siblings sold the house (Structure 14) and lot
Q$.3.1.2) that had belonged to their sister, Susanna Roland (now deceased),
to Ann Margaret Gabeleine. Gabeleine had come from Dunstadt, or
Dumstadt, in Bavaria, with a group of Bavarian |ews that included her
Rocketts neighbors, the Klinelor Klein) and Schwartz families. She had
landed at Rocketts in or before 1850 with her husband, Henry. The 1850 U.S.
census (p. 3tn-301, #106&1175) lists their household as Henrf Gabaland (sic),
28, a weaver by trade; Margaret, 31; Catherine, 8; all born in Virginia. Also in
the household was a probable boarder, Flizabeth Heth, age 50, born in
Virginia. By 1860, Henry and Catherine had apparently died, but not until
Margaret had delivered two more drildren, Hlnry, ageT; and Hannah, age 4
(1850 U. S. Census, p.92, #681). At that time, Margaret and her children were

lving in Rocketts, adjacent to George Kline, possibly as a tenant on the

lleer1an properties across Poplar Street frourl"ot 203; that is, on Lats 2ll-212.
The Gabeleines were not well off. They were usually too indigent to appear in
the tax rolls, except for the years 1855 and 185& when Henry Gabeleine was
taxed for a single white "tiihe", but there were no assessments for personal or
real property.

The Freemans sold the widow Gabeleine their sister's house (Stnrcture 14) for
a token payment. She immediately sold it to another Bavarian fewish
immigrant, Mayer schwartz, for $500. ]ust as it is significant that ttre
Freemans sold the lot for less than its current evaluation ($200), it is equally
significant that Mayer Schwartz paid Gabeleine more than double its
assessment. Thus Margaret Gabeleine's neighbors - the Anglo-American
Freemans and fellow Gerrnan few, provided a small estate ior her and her
children.

The same year they sold Structure 14 to Margaret Gabeleine, the Freeman

:?lrygt also sold part of Lot2l2 to a recent kish immigrant, Bridget
McMahon (DB 80A: 113). while McMahon never owned part of Lot 203, the
history of her relatinship with the Freemans is worth noting. The deed that
conveyed the old 'brick store and dwelling house" on Lo;,t 212 (the very same
"brick store and dwelling house" that had most likely been built by foieph
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Simpson prior to 17961was constucted almost identically to the aeea Uy
which Nathaniel Freeman had conveyed this land to his wife, Lockey. That is,
the deed specified that this property would belong to Bridget Mctvfahon,
through the agency of a trustee, "as if she were a femme sole", free from any
claims or debe of Bridget's husband, Mles McMatron. The Freemans sold
McMahon this lot for $11@ Bridget McMahon immediately sold the property
to a Bavarian |ewish immigrant, George Klein (or Kline), for $3200. The
property was assessed for under $1000 at that time.

Bridget McMahon was born in Ireland. She came to Virginia with her
husband, Mles McMahon, who went to work as a miller at Rocketb Mlls.
They had at least four children. In 1870, these were Kate, age 11; Maqgret 8;
Thomas, 5; and Patsey, Z All of the drildren had been born in Virginia, and
no one in the household could read or write (1870 U. S. Census: p. ?,J1, #
1020). The 18Zt-75 directory lists Mles Mclvlahon as a liaborer (Chataigne
1874'). Mles apparently nsver owned real estate on his own, although Bridget
used the proceeds of her sale of part of Lot 203 to finance some real estate
transactions.By 1577 Bridget owned her own house and lot on 8th Street In
1900, Bridget Mctvlahon was living on l{est Cary Steet. In her household
were two sons - Thomas (age 25) and Daniel (age 25) - and a granddaud$"r,
Nellie (age 1t).

We lrrow almost nothing abut Mles McMahon, but the Freemans' deed to
his wife went to considerable lengths to make certain he had no control over
her property. We can only guess at the details, but it seems that the Fremans
may have helped to protict this woman from a husband they perceived,as
unable to provide stability for his wife and family.

George A. Ktein

George Klein (sometimes spelled "Kline") is another person whose life
history sheds light on the Rocketts area, although he did not own any part of
Lot 203. He was a jeryish refugee from Dunnstadt in Bavaria who arrived in
Virginia in the late 1&4&, or early 1850s, with his wife, Eva, and son, Peter. In
1860 George, then working as a butcher, w.ls 4h,Evawas 35, and Peter, a baker,
was 1.7. 64 In t852, he was operating a grocery store on Main Street near 2krd
(Montague 1852). By 186t), the Kleins had had three new children, all born in
Virginia. These were Caroline, T; Charles, 6; and EmmO 3 (18ff) Census:92,
#679). Ten years later, the household induded another daughter, named Eva
(age 8), ald lney son" George (age 5). George Klein was then operating a bar
room on his Rocketts property.

64. The census lists George's wife as oAfa", a fair transliteration of a German pronunciation of
nEvat'.
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By 1874, Klein had converted the old store-cum-bar room to a cigar store
(Sheriff and Chataigne 1874), then a watch repair shop (1878), but for the
remainder of his years, he was described in city directories as a laborer. Klein
died in t89Z leaving a meager estate to pay hii deUts, and to support his
widow, EvA and their daughter, Nellie Klein (Will Book No. 5: 137). He was
buried in the Hebrew Cemetery. George Klein never owned muctr personal
property, and the house and store on Lot Zl?was his only real estate.

Ihe Schw ortz Fomity

lnl862, Mayer Sctrwartz purchased Lot Z)3.3.1.2 from Ann lvlargaret
Gabeleine for $500 (tlustings DB 79A: ZZfuW. Prior to this purchase, Mayer
Schwartz and his faurily were liriog in lst Ward (presently, |aclson Ward).
The 1ffi0 U.S. Census (p.& #58-61) described the family as consisting of Myers
(sic) Schwartz, a baker,-age 38; his wife Carolina Schwartz, also age 38; and
their children Harrnoo 13; Isaio 5; |ulius, 3; and Moses, 1. The latter three
children had been born in Virgini+ while all others were born in Bavari+
thus the Schwartzes had been in Virginia for at least 5 years. Sdrwartz owned
real estate valued at $654 and personat property valued at $'50.

Mayer and Caroline Schwartz also owned at least two small parcels in
Rocketts besides their portion of Lot 203. In 1855, they mortgaged two lots near
Gilly's Creek for $300 (Hustings DB 828: 291,-293). Mayer Schwartz was taxed
for personal property valued at $104 in 1861 (Richmond Personal Property To<
1861: 1). His property induded a horse, a pleasure carriage, a watch, a clock
and household and kitchen furniture valued at $40. Two years later, his
personalty had fallen in value to $55. In 1864 (Richmond Land Tax Books,
1864, #17) Sdrwartz paid tax on portions of Lots 214 and 203. His homelot (Lot
203.3.1.2 was valued at $140 for lots and buildings. The value remained
unchanged at leas through 1884.

Mayer Schwartz died, ?A February 1869 wthout leaving a will (DB133B: 190),
and was buried in Richmond's Hebrew Cemetary. The following year, the
U.S. Census described his widow's household as including Caroline Schwartz,
age 49,a rag dealer; Isaac, age 17,a laborer; |ulius, age 13; aia Moses , age !1.
Isaac and |ulius had apparently had some schooling, but neither their mother,
nor their younger brother could read or write (1870 U. S. census, #84F1065).
In a business directory for 1873174, uIdrs. C. Schwartz" operated a meat market
at 3400 Lester Street, that being one of the two lots near Gilly's Creek
mentioned above. The 1876 Beers Atlas of Richmond shows "C. Sdrwarz"
residing at Lot 203.3.1,.2. The 187475 Sheriff and Chataigne directory and
Sheriffs directory of 1877 list Caroline Schwartz as a grocer operating at 34ffi
Lester St. In 1885, she is described as a boarder at 3408 Lester, next to her store,
which was operated by her son, Moses. Moses was sharing a house at3434
Lester with |oseph Giezz and Miles Crenshaw. Caroline Schwartz apparently
died soon after 1885.
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In 1881, Chataigne's directory lists the whereabouts and occupations of the
Schwartz children. All were living in Rocketts. Isaac was a driver living at 16
Elm gtreeg lulius was a butcher at 3819 Williamsbuqg Ave. and Moses was a
butcher at 3408 Lester. In 188% Isaac Schwartz, and julius Schwartz, with his
wife Canie, deeded Lot Z)3.3.!.2 to their brother Moses Schwartz, for $75 (DB
1408: 190). Moses also acquired Lot2!0, the small triangular pr*" of land
opposite Lot 203 (DB 162A:219). Moses lived on Lot 203 and operated his store
further east on Lestes his brother Isaac also lived elsewhere while working in
the Lester Street store. Moses may have been living on Lot 203 in t89+95
(Chataigne 1894: 562). Achrally, the records are unclear. Moses Sdrwartz lived
at or near the corner of Rocketts and Poplar Streets. This may have been on
Lot 21O directly opposite Lot Z)3. This property was retained by the'lMayer
Schwartz estate" until at least 1884. The lot and buildings were valued at $8fr!,
while the Lot n33.1.21ot and buildings remained valued at only $140. It
seems more likely that the [-at ?fi3 property was a tenement. The 1880 census
lists two single black mm living on or near Lot 203. One or both may have
resided in Moses Sdrwartz'house.In 189i1, Moses Sdrwarz was dessibed as a
grocer operating at the corner of Lester and Poplar. This store may have been
on Lot 2lA, or else SdrwarE may have rented half of the store at Lot 7fr3.3.1.1.

In 1893, Moses and his wife, Bertha, sold the lot to N. B. Bowe, a lawyer
purdrasing property for the C&O right-of-way @B1SSCz2i73-?.75). Mayer and
Caroline Schwartz had purctrased the tiny house we have identified as
Structure 14 shortly after Mayer, a baker and a laborer, had moved to this
counhlr. Both Mayer and Caroline lived out much of their lives in this small
dwelling stuck in the shadows between Poplar Street and the railroad traclcs.
They provided well for their sons, each of whom went on to be modestly
prosperous. Moses Schwartz inherited Sbrrchrre 14, aftet boyrng out his
brothers' shares, but it isn't cefiain whether he ever returned ts live in the
house which had been his mother's widow's house.

Jomes ond Honnoh Sfouf

Robert Freeman and his wife, Mury Ann, sold parcel ?n33.l.l,containing the
structure we have archaeologically identified as Stnrcture 4 (a double
tenement and store) to lames W. Stout in 1858 (DB 878:25-?5'1. The selling
price was $510. The 1870 U. S. census listed |ames Stout, age M, as a retail
grocer. The census estimated the value of his Rocketts property at $fiD. In his
household were his wife Anna (or Harurah\,37; their son |ohn, t7i ar.td
daughters Mary, 11 and Cor& 7. All were born in Virginia. The Stouts sold the
property five years later to Cornelius McNamara.

After selling their Rocketts lot and its store, the Stouts operated a grocery at
the corner of 2nd and Canal Streets, where they also lived. ]ames Stout died
in 1881, leaving all of his property to his wife, Hannah (Will Book 2:1437-
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I1433). Hannah was appiuently not able to maintain the store. In 1891, she was

living alone in Oregon Hill.

The Che.sopeoke ond Ohio Roitwoy Compont's

In 1873, when the tmnk line of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad was
completed a long standing American arrbition to link the waters of the
Iasres and Ohio Rivers was realized. This transportation need had been
foreseen as early as the mid-eighteenth century. George Washington was an
early proponent of a canal to facilitate east-west traffic along the |ames River
(Evans t9592 519). In Mray lWA, with the mergetic support of Washington, the
General Assembly passed legislation creating the Janes River Company. The

:ompany was chartered to facilitate nlvigltiol on_the )ames river in order to
improve commerce with the western Tenitories (Ibid: 520). Washington was
appointed president of the company but did not activety take part in its
manageurent. Efforts centered on building locla to circrrmvent rapids on the
river and by 1801, the |anes was cleared for navigation to a point 220 miles
upstream from Richmond (Dabney 1%0).

In |une of 1835, the project was reorganized and all assets ceded to the newly
formed fanres River and Kanawha Csmpany. The new company was
incorporated to continue construction of the |ames River Canal and to build a
turnplke between the headwaters of the ]ames and navigable waters of the
Ohio river. In later ye.us, mudr of the canal right-of-way, including four
undnished tunnels would be taken over by thi Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
(rbid).

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway was created by the consolidation of the
Virginia Central and the Covington and Ohio companies. The merger was
forged in1858 by Collis P. HuntinSton, a New York industrialist and railroad
baron. The presence of vast coal, iron and timber reserves in western Virginia
and West Virginia was a strong incentive for the westward expansion of the
railway. It was also Huntington's ambition that the C&O should sewe as the

:1*:tl segment of a new transcontinental railway under his control @vans
1954:569).

The Virginia Central began life as the Louisa Railroad Company in 1835. Over
the years the railroad pushed west from Hanover Junction, now known as
Doswell, eventually reaching Charlottesville. Meanwhile, a state-owned
railroad project lcrown as the Blue Ridge Railway was under construction
between Charlottesville and Staunton. This line had cross the Blue Ridge
mountains and required extensive engineering work Upon completion,
trains were operated by the Virginia Central until the takeover by the
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Chesapeake and Ohio (Ibid: 521). The Covington and Ohio Railway was
incorporated in 1853 to build a line from Covington, at the foot of the
Alleghenys to the Ohio River. A considerable amount of surveying and
engineering work was complete before the ou$reak of the Civil War halted
further consbrrction (Ibid: 522)

Under stewardship of Coltins P. Huntington the Allegheny criossing was
completed and the railway continued pushing toward the Ohio. By tW\, 414
miles of rail connected Ridrmond and Huntington, West Virginia. Located
on the Ohio River, the town was founded by and named in honor of the man
who chose its location as the western terrrinus of the railway. Then in 1871,
at the behest of Huntington, the City of Richmond voted a bond issue to
allow for the construction a nearly 4,fi)0 foot long tunnel through Church
Hill (Ibid 516). This extension ran from the C &O depot on Main Street to the
docls at Rocketts. With the completion of the tunnel the navigable parb of
Ohio and lames Rivers were finally linked. Coal and other freight traffic from
the west quickly grew in volume. Much of this cargo was transhipped to
tidewater vessels for points east. In 1877 alone, ggl vessels deared the dodcs at
Rocketts (Ibid), which the Railroad referred to as "Fulton".66

From the very beginning, Collis Huntington planned to extend the railroad to
a deep water port on the Chesapeake. Newport News, with its excellent
natural harbor, was chosen as the tidewater terminal (Ibid. 545). In 1880,
engineers sunreyed a route from Richmond to Newport News. Construction
began the same year and the line was completed by May of 1882 lt'{ith the
railroad tenninal in place, Newport News quickly trew into a majm shrpping
center. Large coal piers were constructed providing both fuel and cargo for
ocean going vessels. Piers for general merchandise and a passenger dock were
also constructed.

At the same time, the Chesapeake and Ohio continued building westward
from Huntington. Also, in 1890 the Ridrmond and Allegheny Railway was
acquired. The Richmond and Allegheny had taken over the largely defunct
|ames River and Kanawha Canal and utilized nructr of the tow path for right
of way. This gave rise to the Chesapeake and Ohio's slogan as being the
"President's Road" (Dabney 19(i0). The new river level route was a
operational advantage as ii offered much easier gradients than the
Charlottesville line. Trains coming through Richmond however, were
required to perfonn time consuming switching maneuvers in order to
continue their joumey. In order to relieve this bottle nech a long viaduct was

66. I have argued elsewhere in this report that the coming of the Chesapeake trestle largely
redefined the settlement of Rocketts and gave rise to ib descendant, the town of Fulton. That
the C&O Railroad officially referred to its terminal as "Fultonn was undoubtedly instrumental
in coaxing a change of name and identity fiom "Rocketbn, a porl town, to nFulton", a railmad
town. - L.D.M.



built along the banks of the faures River from Lee Street at Hollywood
C^emetery to the newly consbucted yards yards at Fulton (Railway A*, April
1e00).

The Jomes River Trestle

The project was completed in 1901 (Turner 1955). Knovrn as the lames River
Trestle or the Fulton Viaduct, the bridge was an engineering manrel. It is
more than 2.8 miles tong holds the distinction as thi lorgesl double track
railway bridge in the world. The trestle is also unique in that at 18th and
Dock Streets it crosses both the bridge carrying the Seaboard nrainline and on
grade level, the Southern line to Wist Point, forming the world's only three-
tiered rail crossing.

The Cheseapeake and Ohio lames River Trestle was the cornerstone of an
ambitous program of improvements undertaken by the C&O in Richmond
during ttre turn of the century. Other proiects at thl time included the the
Main Street pilssenger stationn a connecting trestle along Shockoe Valley and
the construction of the l"tg" and modern rail yard and engine tenninal at
Fulton. The April 1900 issue ol Railwry Age describes these improvements as
some of the most extensive underway in the country at that time.

Prior to the construction of the trestle, trains coming off the ]ames River line
had to be broken into short segments to be hauled up the steep indine on the
east side of Shockoe Valley. This was expensive and time consuming. The
completion of the Penninsular Division to Newport News and the resulting
growth in coal traffic put added pressure on the line. A new elevated roadbed
directly along the fames was seen as the best solution to the problem. The
construction of a viaduct was favored partly to the fact that most of the area in
whidr the line was to be built is subject to severe flooding. In addition, an
elevated road bed would allow for arelatively level gradient to be established.
The problems associated with aquiring right of way though the commercial
heart of Richmond also favored the construction of a viaduct rather than a
ground level route (Railway Age 1900).

Hutry Frazier, chief engineer for the C&O was called upon to design and build
the trestle. The new trestle was to replace the temporary connection to Fulton
yards. Part of this line was describedas an "unsigtidy tiirfer structuren
(Railway Aga April 19ffi). The viaduct presented nutnerous engineering
problems. Approximately 4000 feet of the trestle had to be built directly in the
|ames River bed. The superstructure was comprised primarily of decked
Warren Truss segments supported on masonry piers. ln order to minimize
the effects of flood waters the sets of piers were set parallel to the orientation
of the bridge.
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With the completion of the viaducts, the Church HiIl tunnel became
redundant. Disaster stnrck on Octobet 2, t9?F when the tunnel collapsed
during maintenance. The cave-in trapped a work train, killing the engineer
and two laborers. The conductor also aiea frour iniuries sustained in the
accident (Ridrmond Times Dispatch October ?, t9?,51. The tururel was
eventually sealed with the train still inside. The bodies of the missing men
were never recovered.

Today the Chesapeake and Ohio mainline is a maior east-west rail artery. ln
the early seventies the company merged with the Baltimore and Ohio and
Western Maryland to form the Chessie System. The Chessie has since been
amalgamated into CSX Corporatio& a large transportation, energy and real
estate holding company. Coal from the Appalachian mines forrrs the bulk of
the traffic over the old C&0. Most of this is bound for export from Newport
News. The viaduct to Fulton was completely rebuilt in the late 1950s by the
Lackawanna Steel Company (Plate 36). The original Cheasepeake and Ohio
line to Chadoftewille still exists as the C&O Piedmont Division. This line
however, sees very little traffic and is slated for abandonurent.6T

67. This ends the section authored by Egghart.
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2,3 Visuol Documents
Like most American cities, Richmond has a ridr record of visual
representation that began to accumulate in the late 18th century and whidr
increased in size and diversity throughotrt the 19th century. These materials
include legal documents such as sunrey plats, planning docrrments such as
maps, and "pure" representations in art, including paintings, prints and
photographs. Like all documents, these visual materials can be appraodred as
records of the physical facts of the city, or they can be viewed altesratively as
artifacts: not as embalmed rnemoranda so much as inscribed memorabilia. In
this drapter, I approadr visual documents in both ways. What has been
recorded reflects ufacts' of what existed. Usually, it takes only a modicun of
ctitical aority to detemine whether (x not a painting or photograph has been
thorougNy frctionalized, or simply interpreted. We cannot assume that any
visual document tells it like it was with sonre rurvarnished, uninterpreted
truth value.

All decisions in the creation of a visual document are essmtially
interpretative, from the relatively mechanical ctroice of how to use landscape
features to situate a surrreyor's traverses on a property,plat, to s€lections Of
viewpoint and focal length in the making of a camera shot. It is a truism
among photographers that photographs are maile, not taken, and it is mue so
with the mechanics of a large-fonnat glass plate camera than with a roll-film
brownie. Likewise, mapmaliers choose, or neglect to choose, to represent
natural or man-made features of the landscape. painters make decisions about
style that are at once historical and personal and situational, Content is
induded or excluded, enhanced or muted, embellished or not by conscious or
unconsconcious proceses of selection.

Folio of Historic Views
al. IThe first group of graphic documents to concern us are illustrative

representations of Rocketts. Many of these can be viewed as scenic views,
although there are other sorts of representations as well. These materials are
very useful not only for showing us what stood on the ground in the pasf but
for revealing what representors thought about what stood on the ground. By
noting elements of style and pictorial format, we can seek insights into the
meaning of the landscape for a contemporary obsenrer. We can also compare
illustrations with each other, and with archaeological and written
documentary dat4 and obsenre not only what is there, but what has been
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Muny of the scenic views share a physical vieuryoinf that is, they are views
prepared by various artists, from approximately the same locations. For
example, we have views of Rocketts from Libby HilI that span the period
between Latrobe's late l8th-century watercolor sketdr to a reconstructive print
produced in 1991. We also have our own photographs taken from
approxinately the same position.6s

To assist in evaluating these documents, we have used a photographic
technigue that has beln called "Prince's Magrc Camerao, f6t C"i" frince, staff
photographer and archaeologist at the Lowie Museum, University of
California Berkeley.6e The principal of the texhnique is the justaposition of
the historic and present-daylandscape. This could be done usingl view
camera or medium-format camera with ground glass reflex viewscreen;
however, the method is typically worked out with a Nikon F single-lens
reflex 35 mm. camera (although any model with a removeable prism would
probably work as well). A positive transparency is made of the historic view,
and this is placed on, or under, the ground glass viewscreen. In the case of the
Nikon, the prism is then replaced and a viewer looking through the eyepiece
sees the historic scene transposed on the "real worldo. By using a "zoom"
lens, it is possible to move around the landscape, and vary the-focal length,
until you harre re-established the spot from whidr the historical view was
made, and the lens lmgth used.

The basic requirement to use the technique is one or more prominent
reference points which can be seen clearly in both the historic scene and the
modern day view. With one of the 1865 photos of Rockefts viewed from
Libby Terrace, the key landmark was approximately fifty feet of antebellum
granite curbing at the intersection of Main and Williamsburg Roads.

68. The close reader rnight note a change from first-person singlular to plural here. The owen

referred to here includes myself, Taft Kiser, and Beverly Binns; we spent a gr€at many hours
over the past few years staring at these paintings and photos, kibbitzing with over each ohens'
shoulders about a chimney here, a path there. Sometimes we wet€ joined by other colleagues,
especially Tim Barker. The physical interpretations discussed here are a sort of consensus that
arose from these viewings.
69. Prince developed this technique in the mid-1980s, experimenting with photographs of
Northern California and Nevada. During the excavations at the California coal mining town
of Summersville, he prcved it worked to locate vanished buitdings. First used at Flowerdew
Hundred in 19E6, the technique pinpointed the location of an 1864 pontoon bridge used in
"Grant's Crossing" of the James following the rout at Cold Harbor. At Flowerdew it has sirre
been used in the reconstruction of an 1830s kitchen, where the camera allowed accurate
measunement of doors, windows, and other architectural detaits. ln Southern Africa at the
110th anniversary of the Battle of Isandhlwana, park interpreters let the public look through
the camera and see the carnage of 7879. Most recently, Prince has been experimenting
successfully with an f&lt pencil sketch of Fort Ross s-hortty after it was bought from the
Russians by ]ohn Sutter. For a fuller discussion of the method and applications of the magic
camera technique, see Prince (19EE).
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Combined with a ridge two miles in the distance, the basic nrn of the |ames
River to the east, etc., we were able to re-establish the position from whidt
Brady's photographers made their pictures. In this particular case the actud
photo could not used because the view was so "busy" that overlaying the
images made it impossible to see either dearly. Instead, a tracing was made of
the photq and slides were shot of the tracing.

Among the benefits of using the magic camera technique is that by studpng
the iuxtaposed images, minor landscape changes can be seen, sudt rs tlre
cutting of a hill, the filling of a valley, or the shifting of a road alignment by a
few feet. Furthermore, whm good reference points are available, we can
identify specific archaeological features (e.g. foundations, post holes, etc.)
with specific landscape features (buildings, fences, etc.).

For the most part the historical views of Rocketts were taken from angles that
obscured, at least partially, those portions of Lot 203 where we excavated. This
meant that, once we had used the "rragic camera" to deterrrine the general
setting and location, we often had to study prints of the historic photographs
under magnification, and to use photos from different angles at once, to
"flesh out" details.

It became especially instnrctive to compare nearly contemporary paintings
and photographs, or photos of the same area taken from different angles, in
order to learn what the artist intended to represent. By noting what was
putposefully cut ut of the frame, as well as what was induded, or by noting
the liberties taken by a painter in dealing with angles of perspective, we
gained considerable insight into these representations of Rocketts

What follows is a folio of some the illustrations that surfaced during our
research, accompanied by some pertinent obsenrations and critical comments.
I have arrangedthese in chronol,ogical order.

View l. "View down Jomes River from Mr. Nicholson's house
obove Rocketts. l6 Moy 1796u.

From Latrobe's Viap of America, 1.795-1.82A: Selections from the Watercolors
and Slcctehes. Edward C. Carter tr, Iohn C. Van Hsrne, and Charlee E.
Brownell, ediors. Yale Univesity Press 1985. Plate 14.

Architect Benjamin Henry Latrobe toured Virginia in the !7go-,and his
sketches, and accompanyrng comments, are iurportant documents of the state
during the Early Republic. fuchmond was especially well represented by
Latrobe, who also designed a number of buildings for the city. The only one
that was ever constructed, however, was the state penitentiary. Latrobe's is
the earliest extant pictorial depiction of Rocketts. We have earlier written
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descriptions, such as Elizabeth Ambler's and Thomas Rutherfoord's,
discussed elsewhere. The following comments accompany this sketch:

View to the Eastern from the Portico of Mr. Nictrolson's house.
May 15th 1796.

The houses in the foreground are part of the Village of Rocketts.
So far the river is navigable for Vessels not drawing more than
[blank in ms] feet of water. The tide rises from 4f,.6' to 5' at
Rocketts, according to the Wind as easterly Wind making the
largest tide. About a mile above Rocketb is the lower end of the
Fa[s... There are several ledges of Rm] below the surface of the
water between the Falls and-Rocketts. The last ledge is in the
situation of a small two masted Vessel in the middle of the
River. There is however a good drannel close to the left hand
Shore. The house close to the Water's edge is Mr. Nicholson's
lumber Warehouse. Behind it to the left Is his Rope Walk The
low Grounds on eactr side of the River are extremlly fertile. fire
hills consist of day mixed with pubbly Gravel upon a basis of
Granite Rock

The distant house over the Sloop under Sail is called Powhatan.
It is said to be built upon the site of a hunhg seat of King
Powhatan of the Powhatan Nation...The Slolop is going into the
Mouth of a Creek [Gilly's CreekJ which senres as a Dodc

It is interesting to contrast Latrobe's written comments with his visual
presentation.The latter appears to present a bucolic, even pastoral scene, with
considerable emphasis on empty and wooded rolling hills. The river is the
dominant figure, after the sky which, with its billowy douds, takes over half
the picture space. Remembering that Latrobe is an architect, presumably
interested in, and mindful of architectural details, there are but few buildings
represented here. It appears that the view has been chosen, or manipulated, to
minimize "Man" in the landscape, and to tuck him neatly behind the rolling
hills of Libby Terrace. Human activity is clearly centered on the river, and
there are as many, or more, watercraft represented as buildings. While
buidings are drawn carefully, the entire presentation is clearly Romantic, and
man's place in nature is central, but diminished.

The text, on the other hand, reads like those of many educated men of the
Enlightenment. George Nicholson was probably thgmost wealthy and
powerful man in Rocketts at the time. His Portico, his lumber warehouse,
and his rope walk are all mentioned, as is the Mayo plantation seat,
Powhatan. What's more, the Enlightened Man's interest in the natural world
as exploitable resource comes through in his scientist's (and eonomist's)
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oberserrrations concerning the position of the drarurel, potential obstructions
in the river, the fertility of the ground, etc.

In this sense, the Romanticist view and the Enlightenment text are
comptable: Rocketts is a bucolic setting awaiting erploitation and
development, and George Nictrolson, Latrobe's hosi, is at the head of this
development. We get no sense of the strabby, dirry village described by
Ambler and otrers in the 177As, nor do we see the cosmopolitan urbanism
that comes through the archaeological and documentary ividence. Mssing
from the picture are the slave houses, at one end of the architectural scale,
and the Rocketts torbacco warehouse - certainly the most prominent feature to
be seen from Mr. Nidrolson's privelqged portico. In fact, the omission of the
Rocketts warehouse, whictr is repeated in later viewings, was a purposeful act
The arc of the street in the left foreground represents Warehouse Street - the
road from Nicholson's to the warehouse - but the lie of Main Street (Rocketts
Street), in the foreground right, has been shifted to avoid the higher angle
view of Roclcetts' more commercially dweoped core.

The only obviously commercial buildings in the scene are the two
lunberhouses. Thi connection with tobicco is cut entirely, and slavery is all
but absent Missing also are people. There is nothing here but endless
possibilities waiting for investurent. Latrobels view is one of potential, and
certainly that must have been the ovenuhelming sense for prosperous and
educated white males in Richmond of the Early Republic. The ties to the
long-established planter oligarchy, syurbolized by tobacco, is gone. This is not
an "Old Dominion", but a fertile new grround needing only the application of
commerce, industry, and rationality to yield wealth and power in a ne$t
republic with endless possibilities.

It has proven all but impossible to identify specific structures in the small
cluster of buildings in the lower center of the sketch, which is the heart of
west Rocketts (East Rocketts is hidden behind the lower terrace of Libby hill,
as are the houses along Bloody Run Street. It is possible that the tall building
with four windows facing the viewer gable -on is probaby the "brick stse and
dwelling" built by |oseph Sinpson, and owned by |ohn Craddock and |ohn
Lester, on Lots 2ll,-2A2. The very small house just to the left of that building is
probably on Lot 203, rn the area where another house soon stood (the one
known as "Mrs. Hague's House" in 1830).
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View 2. View of Rocketts from Libby Hill, co. 1810.

Attributed date: lst quarter 19th c., or c. 181O attribution by Ms. Barbara
Batson. Valentine l*iuseum Collection, OM-34.

View 2, Detoil showing Rocketts Villoge.

While the artist and the date of the painting are unlcnown, Barbara Batson, of
the Valentine Museun in Richmond has attributed it to ca. 1810, or, more
generally, to the first quarter of the 19th century, based on its sryle. This
beautiful painting is a view made from a spot quite near to that of Latrobe's
1796 sketch. In fact, the artist apparently stbod bn the very same knoll that
Latrobe had occupied years earlier.In the center right background, there is a
cluster of pine or cedar trees, including one that appears mudr taller than the
others. This may be the same small tree that occupies a prominent foreround
position in Latrobe's sketch. If so, the anonymous artist apparently stood
several yards further north, and included the sparse grove of mature
hardwods in the foreground. These must have been purposefully eliminated
from Latrobe's view - again emphasizing his perspective of taned
countyside. The present view is all the more romantic for the framing
provided by these trees. Rockete emerges as a small, colorful gem at the edge
of the forest.

In the color original, the village is depicted in warm hues of brick-reds and
board greys against the lush green foliage, and the modulated blues of the sky
and the river. This is one of the very few views of Rocketts that is
"populated". Under the large tree af right there languishes a large cow and
her calf, a goat, and some sheep. This simple pictorial device probably is
helpful for interpreting the faunal reniains from Rocketts, and adding some
contextual insights into the "husbandry" practices of the early city. On the
road heading for Rocketts are three groups of figures. In the shadows to the
left are four figures, two of them apparentoy carrying a log. The others appear
to be children. In the highlight in the center of the road are two African
Americans - a woman and a boy - each carrying baskets on their heads. A
small dog runs along behind them. Ahead of them, and mounted, are two
men.

Ahead of the mounted men is Rocketts Streeg the small brick house is
standing on Lot 169, and the gray house to the left is on the north side of
Bloody Run Street, near its juncture with Rocketts. Behind, and to the right
of, the little brick house in the foreground is a long, low, brick building with a
chimney in its northern gable end. This building is fohn Craddock's
Iumberhouse on Lot 203 - our excavated Structuie 1 (second stage).70 The
presence of this structure helps to date the painting, as I believe that the

70. The discussion of structures and features on the lot is in a following chapter.
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combined doormentary and archaeolgical evidence suggests that $uscture 1

was rebuilt in bric& betrueen 1807-1810. Thus the attribution date for the
painting of ca. 1810, or sHghtly later, is not con&overted. Another observation
wtrictr ii useful for dating ttre painting is stand of cedars on the slope east

$eft) of the street with figures on it. This hill is shown covered with short
stubby shrubs - probably yo*g cedars - in the 17!b sketctr. By the time of this
paiting, they have grown to what appears to be heighb of perhaps ft20 feet or
so. For Atlantic white cedars growing on an open slope sudt as this, this may
well represmt iust about fifteen years of growth.

In the village of Rocketts, the artist depicts a grove of tall, thin trees in the
shape of Lombardy Poplars. The Latrobe sketch shows a puff of tree-tops rising
just slightly abwe the roofs of the village. Lombardy Poplars becarte quite
popular in Virginia in the early 19th centurl, after being introduced by
]efferson. They were soon nearly eradicated, however, because it was believed
- quite incorrectly - they calried a worm that caused a tobacco plight.
Lombardy Poplars grow quite quickly, and they have rather short life-spans;
thus a ca. 1810-20 date for this painting seems very reasonable. 

'

fust north of the long brick lumberhouse is a minimally-drawn shed-roofed
house. We see primarily the north-facing slope of the roof - at finrt appearing
as a shed on Stmcture 1, but clearly a separate building. This is an odd little
building which appears to be long and n.urow, with iB "gable" facing the
north-south mn of Rocketts Street. Under magnification, the walls of the
northern facade of the buiding are visible, but details have been obliterated by
some flaws in the canvas. Even so, the landscaping around this struchrre
shows it to be standing on a hill above the lumberhouse. This house re-
appears in later photographr.By comparing this painting, the 1850's Cook
Collection view from Libby Terrace, and the Russell photograph taken from
the south side of the ]ames, it is apparent that this small house stood against
the terace of Rocketts Hill, rising a single storey on its north facade, but two
storeys (or one storey on a raised basement) facing south. This is the house
that was occupied by Hannah Hague at her death in 181.9; it was still referred
to as uMrs. Hague's house" by her descendants, the Craddocks, in 1830. This
building was also lohn Schonberger's house in the late 19th century, until it
was demolished for construction of the C&O trestle. The "magic camera"
technique, using the Cook photograph, clearly indicates that the house was
situated exactly where the CSX trestle now stands. Archaeological testing
indicated that all traces of this buiding were obliterated, ca. 1900-1905. If -y
viewings of the Latrobe painting and this one are correct, then this building
was constnrcted sometime after 1796; and before ca. 1810 or so.

Behind the brick lumberhouse, there is a long low building with two
chimneys placed along the northern facade. Behind this building stands a
two-storey brick house with parapetted gable. I believe these to be the
lumberhouse and the "brick store and dwelling", on Lots Zll-Zl?+ owed by
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|ohn Craddock at the time of this painting, and built by |oseph Simpson in
the 1790s.

In comparing this painting with the Latrobe sketdr, it is obvious that there are
many similarities ana many differences. First, there ile many more buildings
in this later worlg as should be expected. However, some of the buildings
which appear here - sudr as the Lot zll-Zlzlumberhsuse, $rere dearly
standing when Latrobe made his sketch.Th"y were left out on purpose.
However, there are many new stnrctures, and many of these are multi-storey
brick commercial buildings. One new landmark that will remain throughout
the lfth cmtury is the tall building standing alone on the south side of the
|ames, This was a mill. perhaps an eady steam mill - constnrcted by the
)ewish entrepreneur, |oseph lvfaD( Clearly, the developmental efforts of
Nicholsorl Hague, Lester, Craddock and others are visible here. Nonetheless,
while it is a more difficult task in ca. 1810-20 than it was in !796, this artist
also plays down the urban aspects of Roclsetts. The view is still a pictorial and
picturesque one. Trees frane the scene, and the |ames rolls off into an empty
countryside. There is still no sign of the Rocketts warehotrse compe& hidden
beyond the cedar grove at the right of the picture.

While the Latrobe sketch minimized the buildings and people, this work
ensconces them in nature, but gives them a prominance. Buildings are far
more numerous than ships, so the maritime aspects of the Rocketts port seem
played down. The mstic nature of the village is emphasized considerably: the
foreground animals setting that scene quickly. It's is perhaps interesting that
the people who are most central in this scene are the African Americans,
probably slaves, Slaves are notably absent from a great many illustrations of
Antebellum America, and the presence of these figures in so central a role
suggests they were included to enhance the nrral, or rustic, quality of the
scene, or perhap the painter was a foreigner, and the slaves provided an
element that !'set ttre scene" in the American South. Again, however, this
seems a contrast with Latrobe, who strived to depict a universal port village
that might appear anywhere in the "western" world. L v

Both of these valuable early views of Rocketts depict a village; Latrobe even
calls it that. And yet for one who has read the documents pertaining to this
period of Rocketti history, or have glimpsed the phenomenally coiplex and
highly "urban" archaeological sequence in the ground, this appears as a
highly romanticized view of settlement. Rocketts during this epriod was a
veritable hotbed of capitalism. The real estate development business and the
import-export trades were booming. Properties were being bought and sold at
a rapid Pace, and new buildings were being constmcted on nearly every lot
every few years. There is a kind of denial of this urbanity in these
representations, a clinging to the pastoral history of Virginia which one finds
common even today. Richmond was not New York or Boston, but neither
was it a quaint peasant village.
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There is a very real, but unobvious tmth in these depictions, however. ?Wdle
Virginia in the 18th century had been socially and economically dominated by
a gentry over-class, the growth of Richmond following the Revolution was
very mudr an enterprise of the middle classes. The lack of 'big man' houses
and state architectural monuments in these views repraents something tnre
abotrt Rocketts; there were few fabulously wealthy patricians associated with
the development of this port suburb. Even so, the Republican imagery is a bit
extreme. We see no slave horsing and, perhaps more teltin& the physical
stratification of ttre neighborhood - wift the wealthiest merchants living atop
Libby Terrace, middling merdrants along Rocketb and Bloody Run Streets,
and tenants and slaves living in the bottom - this very real perspective is
obliterated by the view perspectives of these pichrres. Certainly views from
Water Street looking back towards Libby Terrace would have emphasized the
very real emerging class structure of Rocketts.

Perhaps it is not going too far to suggest that both of these reprrrsentatiuts
present republicanism as an urban, versus rural, phenomenon. Throughout
the study of Rocketts - and indeed throughout my various studie of Virginia's
culture history I have been stnrck repeatedly by an apparent conpefition
between the merchants who, beginning in the 1749s, immigrated to Virginia
and took up residenry in ib towns, and the established planters - the
countryside gentry. The Rwolution, in some sense, was won by the
merchants and industrialists (Mouet 1987). The 1783 treaty required
Virginia's planters to honor their debts to their London and Bristol factors,
and many of them were ruined. The countr5r "aristocracy" lived on in showy
figures like |ohn Randolph of Roanoke ("I'm an aristocrat...I love liberty; I
hate democracy..."), but the power had shifted to the town$, especially
Richmond, irrd to the middle classes. By presenting a socially levelled view of
Rocketts, our artists announce the victory of repubicanism. By depicting a
locus of this victory in a rural setting, the victors appropriate the dourain of
the gentry and proclaim it a frontier for capital domination

It is unfortunate that we don't know the artist of this important worh or the
impetus for its creation. We can make an educated guess, however. Many of
the prominently displayed buildings in the Rocketts village were, in and
around 1810, owned by lohn Craddock and, in fact, most of these had bem
built by Craddock or his uncle, |ohn Hague. What's more, the viewpoint of
the picture is from |ohn Craddock's front yard - formerly George Nidrolson's
yard - at Lot 181 on Libby Terrace. It is utbrly impossible to find a location on
Libby terrace in which Rocketts Street, after its turn to the south, appears to
trend back towards the west. In other wordg the artist had to take some
license with this view and "rotate" Rocketts Street, and the buildings on
Craddock's lots, towards the west by 70 or 80 degrees. This trick of pirspective
eliminates from view the Rocketts tobacco warehouse, property of Charles
and Susanna Lewis, and malces the buildings on Craddock's lots central. Thus
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in some sense, this painting, made from Craddock's house, celebrates his new
developments at Rocketts. It would not be surprising to learn that the
painting was, in fact, commissioned by Craddoch or made by a friend staying
at his house. Unlike the planter class members who celebrated their status
with portraits of themselves and their farnily members, perhaps the new
entrepreneurs chose instead to commemorate in art their achievements,
rather than their personalities. Certainly this seems consonant wittr the t5pes
of cultural and social change we see at Rocketts after the Revolution; relative
wealth and power accrued to those who built and invested in new businesses,
not to those whose faurily names and lands had canred them a privileged
niche at birth.

Yj".* 3. Albert C. Pleosonts. View of Rocketts ond the City of
Richmond.

Signed Albert Pleasants Anno t7gl,but attributed to t84l-4by Whaley
Batson of MESDA. Valentine # W5.l2a

This is another important early painting, one of two nearly identical views,
signed by Albert Pfeasants. Beiow the a-*ists name is inscribed "Ar,oo !7gf3u,
but the style of the painting, and the presence and absence of key buildings in
Richmond, indicates that the painting was produced in the early 1840s. To
place this view, note the large tree in the right foreground. This is growing on
the east bank of Gilly's Creek The sloop to the left of the tree is in the mouth
of the creek, and the building with the tall roof behind the tree is probably a
mill on the west bank At the far left of the picture stands the three- or four-
s_t9rey mill co_nsbrrcted by foseph Marx, with two ships at the wharves of the
Chesterfield Coal Conpany. |ust above the mast of the sloop in the mouth of
Gilly's Creek is a cluster of buildings representing west Rocketts, or the early
Rocketts Village depicted in the views discussed above. The hill with
prominent houses on it rising above Rockets Village is Libby Tenace. In the
center background, left, is Richmond, its "skylinen dominated by the state
capitol building.

Here we have the perspective denied us by the earlier artists. Rocketts is not
an isolated village, but part of an expansive urban landscape. The stratified
view is not flattened here. Instead, the emerging working class character of
the waterfront is portrayed in the forur of three men or boyr in the
foreground. Clusters of small houses can be seen in the valley below the old
Rocketts village, clustered in the Gilly's Creek bottomlands. The perspective
is still romanticized, still pictorial. The sl<5l dominates the scene, but the arc of
masts and sails along the wharves is positioned as the visually prominent
elemsrt. This painting presents Rockius at the time in which immigration
from Ireland and Germany was giving the port a new demographic and
cultural character. Despite the three foreground figures, people are once again
generally nissing from the scene. Black faces, which must have dominated
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the streetscapes of Rocketts in the 1840s, are comphtely absent here. 5o tm are
any signs of ethnic strife between free blacks, working dass American-born
whites, and the new young immigrants.

The social turrroil and upheaval of the Antebellum city is waslred behind an
ideali"-ed and beautified scene. This is a city, but ifs not the city revealed
through studies of dass and ethnic stmggles so typical of the period. The
successful merchants have assumed their places on the piruracles above the
waterfront, but they are not ensconced in palatial mansions. The capitol riscs
above the city, but stands on a plane with it. The scene is statified, but
minimally so, as mrght befit the Greeh rather than the Roman republican
ideal (or, rather, Antebellum Rictrmond's ingerpretation of both).
Richmonders in the 1&40s took to the Greek Revival with gusto. Most of the
remaining Antebellum buildings in the city reflect that architectural and
ideological movement. Still, there is something unsettling and remarkably
"unreal" about the picture.

A great many of those lioing in Rocketts during this period were engaged in
manufacturing. The two mills are inpofiant framing elements to the scene,
but they hardly appear "industrialu. Their functions cannot be inferred. The
tobacco manufactories with their hundreds of hired slaves and free blacks
have no apparent place in the scene. The one- and two-masters that ride at
the wharves hardly appear suited for the robust international trade in wheat,
flour, tobacco products, and lumber that fueled the growth of the city during
this period. By the 1&10s, Richmond was a town of factories, many ?vere
steam-driven, many were just sweatshops. Perhaps these would have been
understood by a contemporary obseryer, but they are completely invisible
here. This is a clean ci$, a neat city. Even the men in the foreground, dressed
as workers, do not appear to be working; rather they are "hanging outn,
enjoying the scene, relaxing.

We can get little specific infonnation about Rocketts from this painting. Too
much is missing. The slopes of Libby Terrace and Church Hill were thronged
with streets and houses by the time this painting was made. Pleasants shows
us instead a park-like setting of grassy slopes, not unlike today's visage of the
hills over Rocketts. Note that there are still Lombardy Poplars to be found
here and there, induding one rising prominently from the midst of Rocketts -
perhaps the last of that earlier grove. Perhaps there was a sense in the
landscape of the perid that there was mudr open space. The artist certainly
seems convinced of it. While specifics of the landscape are not credible, maybe
this general ufeelingf' should be viewed as an important artist's
interpretation. If so, seeing ttrese open spaces as park-like pastures must have
required winking. Note, for instance, the large open "field" between Rocketts
and Shockoe Bottom. This field occupies the location of the Rocketts
Warehouse compler; which had recently burned, but the walls of which
remained visible until at least the end of the Civil War. This field also
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indudes "tobacco rown, the line of tall tobacco factories along Main and Cary
Streets that preceeded those whidr stand today.

If this painting is dated correctly to the early 1&40s, and the internal evidence
seems strong, this painting must be viewed as a nostalgia piece. Perhaps
Pleasants himself added the "Anno 1798" legend, thinking he was capturing
the scene as he imagined it had been in the halcyon days of the early nation.
Certainly, it's a beautiful painting and a powerfirl docummtn but what it
reveals tells us muctr more about the artist's beliefs and values, than it tells
us about social reality in Richmond.

View 4. Rocketts from Libby Hitl, c. 1855-60, Cook Collection,
Vqlentine

One of the most valuable assemblages of visual documents on early Viqglnia
is the Cook Collection of early phoiographs, now housed at the Valentine
Museun in Richmond. Many of the negatives and plates from this collection
have been published (Kockei and Dearstyne tgilr. The photqraphs are
principally the work of Ridrmond photographers George Cook, and his son
Heustis, and were made betwen 1865 and 19m. Howwer, the Cooks also
collected the worla of other, including earlier, photographers, and this view,
and the following one, appear to'pre-date the operationbf the Cook Studio in
Richmond. The photographer is, therefore, unl,crown.

'rDating this photograph has been an interesting erperience in critical nit-
picking. It is often attributed to the 1870s or even the 1890s, but it dearly pre-
dates the Civil War. None of the construction and landscape changes that
accompanied the war efforts of the Confederate Navy 

"r" 
niribl* hlre. T?re

two prominent brick buildings at the right center of ihe photograph are the
Haskins and Libby warehouse and Richard Haskins' store (the smaller
building). The larger building is the older of the two, and Richard Haskins
advertised his "new" store in an 1855 city directory. Note the large spreading
tree - probably an elm, standing next to the old Marx's Mill building on the
south bank of the james. This tree, whictr reaches to the roof-top of the
building, is virtually absent in the 181.0 painting, it rises to 2/3 the height of
the building in the Pleasants paiirting, and it is about the same height as the
mill in an 1861 painting, to be discussed below. Thus, we can date the photo to
between 1855 and 1860 with some confidence.

Once again we see Rocketts from Libby Terace. Clearly the photographer
hoped to capture much of the beauty of the sinuous meanders of the ]ames
River running south and east out of Richmond, just as did Latrobe and the
anon)tlnous painter disussed above. Here we have the value of a photograph,
rather than i painting or sketch, however. Despite the foreground inclusion
of the rolling empty upper slopes of Libby Terrace, and the broad fields across
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the river, this is dearly an "urban" scene. The core of Rocketts Village can be
seen in the dense cluster of buildings just to the left of Haskins' store. These
buildings lie along the north and south sides of Rocketts Stree| east of Ash
Street. There are some roofs of large buildings standing on Lots 2fr4 and ?fiS
visible just below th. hp of the terrace whidr also obsctres Blsody Run Street.
Lob 203 and 204 are largely obscured by the small houses on Main $treet in
the foreground, although a dense forest of chimne"s can be seen rising from
the lorrer terrace behind these houses. The flat white roof seen below the lip
of the terace to the left is probably the C.F. Watson Store building which is
arctraeologically represented in this study by remains we have identified as
t'Structure 8".

Note that there are no longer any Lombardy Poplars to be seen; the tatl groves
that once stmd in the middle of Rocketts Village, and around th€ Mill on the
south side of the rive& iue now gone. Likewise, the groves of cedars and
hardwoods that had provided the rustic setting for the early 19th century
painter have been replaed. Here we see instead the grassy hills depicted by
Pleasants, but with rub and paths that tell us, at least that people and animals
passed here frequently. This landscaping drange - the removal of trees from
open ground away from buidings, seems to reflect the more forceful hand of
"mantron nature. While the photographer seems to want to direct our eyes to
the countr5rside downriver, there is little hint of man-in-nature here. The
slow shutter speed of the early camera doesn't record people - although their
blurred, ghostly images are apparent under magnification - so the technology
retains the "unpopuated" scene. But the works of people are everywhere to be
seen. Buildings, roads, docks...these are the subject matter of the picture. The
eye is as easily led to the huge commercial edifices at the right as they are to
the empty country beyond view down river. The river is transfonned here
not as i figure of irature, but as the highway to carry the products of a complex
city-based human culture. The small houses, the rising plumes of smoke
from chimneys, ord &e denuded hillside all speak of human actions.

Look to the north river bank in the upper left corner of the picture. Conrpare
this view of east Rockets with the impression given by the Pleasants painting.
In this photo we see the tall tobacco factories, breweries and mills where the
workers who thronged the streets of the now expanded town of Rocketts went
to work This photo is, at most, 20 years more reient than the Pleasants
painting, and yet it tells a very different tale. Some of this is due to real
changes in the landscape of Rocketts, but much of it refers to ctranges in the
landscape of the mind. On the verge of the Civil War, Ridrmond was an
industrial city wittr a huge working class made up largely of blacks and recent
immigrants. While this view shows only a small glimpse of the urban,
cosmopolitan nature of the town, there is nothing here that can be mistaken
for the mstic and rural "south" of popular imagination and literature - both
then and now.
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View 5. Rockett's from neor Orleons Street, c. 1855-60,

View 5o, Detoil

Valentine Museum, Cook Collection negative #4065.

View 6. Richmond 1854.

Valentine 60.3.24.

This wonderftrl image (View 5), another in the Cook Collectioo appears to
have been made at about the same time as the foregoing one. ldany of the
same buildings and landscape features iue visible in these two pictures. This
view, made from just slightly further east than the Pleasants painting, helps
to interpret that earlier work Therhills do not rise quite so high, and the state
capitol - |efferson's great icon of republican democracy, does not soar above
the landsape. Instead it stands, nearly hidden in the mists of distance, on a
visual plane with, and just left of, the large mill on the south bank

In the foreground is a meldnge of boats, including the sleletal ribs of a
decaying rowboat. Hovering above this craft is tlie ghostly image of a man in a
stovepipe hat (see detail). Directly above his hat, on the north bank of the
river, is Richard Haskins store and the Haskins and Libby warehouse. The tall
two-master to the right of Haskins is anchored in the mouth of Gilly's Creek
Immediately to the right of the mast stands a long I-house. This house, on Lot
204 stands at the corner of Poplar Street and Elm Street (now Peebles and
32nd). This may have been the "fann" house of Nathaniel and Lockey
Freeman. fust above it, surrounded by a white picket fence, is the Woodward
House. 71 Once again Lot 203 is obscured by foreground buildings, primarily
the Haskins Store. If you look closely at the northeast edge of the Haskins
Store building, about 2/3 af the way up to the roof and immediately ts the
right, you can see the upper gable of Structure 4, a double tenement and store

Again, the photograph dearly shows the urban nature of Rocketts. By the
time this vibw wis made, Libby Terrace and Churctr Hill were both cronrded

71. These identifications are problematic. The Freemans estate did not seem adequate tCI support
such a laqge house. Freeman punchased lrot?M, where the l-house appears to stind. He diti 

-

purchase the lot from the ettate of ]ohn Craddock's sorl John Hague Craddoch who lived on l"ot
206. The architectural stle of the house is consistent with an early 19th-century construction
date. The suppooed Woodward house is veqy similar to that standing structure, but has some
arthltectural features that the present ownens, John and Mary Ellen Bushey, do not believe to
be represented in the present fabric of the building. What's more, the nmagic camera' technique
could not reconcile the position of these two houses vis-a-vis certain landmark buildings on
Libby Teffice, using the Russell photograph, to be discussed below. Further research is needed
to positively identify these buidings.
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with the large houses of the upper middling merchants and industrialists.
Note the dense clustering of worker housing in the lower levels of Roclcetts,
e.g., below, and right of the Woodward and Freeman houses. Note the almost
complete lack of trees or open ground anlnuhere below the slopes of Ubby
Tenace. Rocketts, by the time this picture was made, had been fuily
developed. I"ots had been subdivided again and again. Here we see dearly the
begiming of late l9th-century social realities: capitalism has been succ*s*fuI
for many of the merchants and industrialists, but an impoverished working
class has ioined the enslaved dass at the base of the broad pyranid. While
urban Ridrmond adrieved a zenith in the yeils just before the Civil War,
perhaps the photographer, wittingly or nof views the seeds of Rocketts'
econonric decline beginaing to sprout.

Nonetheless, the records, and the archaeologlr ir€ ambivalent. The late
Antebellum yeius included both economicalir depressed times, and bmming
growth periods, in Rocketts. The population grew rapidly. Buildings, sudr as
Shrcture 1 on the site, were destroyed and not replaced and the couring of the
York River Railroad displaced m"ny persons. Buf there were new buildings
built. While not prospering, we see the people of Rocketts caring for their
neighbors and relatives. Many of the people whose histories we have traced
could not amass estates of any size to pass on to their children, but they
apparently remained employed. The growth of local, street-level services as
well as industy is apparent. Perhaps the metaphor of the decaying boat suited
the perspective of our photographer, but perhaps also this was simply one
person's view of a neighborhood that had become a communig of mixed
ethnicities, but of a common stmggle. The loss of "public' open space and
vegetation is paralleled in the archaeological record by a rise in the numbert
of flower pots in use on the site. Resistance to the harsh conditions of
proletarian life took many forms.

It is instructive to compare this view from Rocketts bottom with a closely
contemporary print (View 5), showing Richmond from Hollywood. Here we
are west of town, looking across Shockoe Hill and Shockoe Bottom. Behind
the rail bridge expands lower Main Street and Rocketts. This view emphasizes
the successes of commerce and industry. The canal takes precedence orrer the
river, the Gallego and Haxall Mills loom large. The homes and stores of the
laboring classes stretch on into insignificanci in the background. The
foreground figures are early Victorian middle class - perhaps upper middling
- suburbanites. This is the view from the "hills" of Richmond, and I find it
difficult to accomodate this view to the that of the crowded - teeming -
neighborhood of Rocketts.
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View 7. View of Rocketts from Libby Hill, June I6, l86l .

Painting by George Bacon Wood, |r. Valentine W2'gt

George Bacon Wood's view of Rocketts, made in 1851, conveyed in an almost
primitive style, illustrates perhaps best of all the rosy-colored glasses some
could don when looking orrer this port from the heights of Libby Terace hill.
Wood's view of Rodcetts presents, once again, the pastoral village depicted
half-a-cmtury and more eadier. The dense, even squalid bleks of housing,
rows of factories, and denuded landscape we see in contemporary
photographs have been glossed. Like the early l9th-cenhrry painter, Wood
stresses once again the fullness of nature. The village of Rocketts is nestled in
shadow, neatly tucked beneath the bluff. There are people here - in the stage
coach racing down Water Street, and clustered at the stearnship dock
everyone is going somewhetre, or arriving. Nobody is working or living here.
Rocketts is just a contact point between unseen Richmond and the world
down the river. There is no hint that a war is in progress; scarcely a sign of the
burgeoning Confederate shipyard or the supply ships and troop ships that
were permnially docked at Rocketts. One sign of the war can be infened in
the urueal rmdering of the old Marx Mill acrcss the river. The front of the
building appears to have been opened, and a skidway has been erected. Ships
of the Confederate Navy were already under constnrction, probably in this
building. But where are the ancillary buildings, railroaas ana whanres
required to mn a shipyard and build a Navy?

,tsespite the blinded perspective of Wood, his painting reveals some
interesting points. The lower rise of Libby Telrace, and the Bloody Run Street
cut, had taken on the characteristic of a staircase of eroded terraces. This
landscaping (or, perhaps, mass wastage due to denuding the slopes) is visible
in all of the Civil War era views. The small houses along Main Street, which
obscured Lot 203 in the Cook Collection photo, above, have been removed. A
small white shed-roof house, a grove of trees, and a picket fence all depict Lot
203 (between the viewer and the Haskins and Libby Warehouse). The shed-
roof house was a tenement of |ohn W. Atkinson's at the time this painting
was made. It was probably built as a tenement for Hannah Hague, by lohn
Craddock, in or before 1810. In another year and a half, Atkinson would sell it
to |ohn Schonberger and his wife, Frances.

We can only speculate about the reasons that Wood painted this scene the
way he did. Like the romantic trnd exotic patterns on the Staffordshire plates
at the Rocketts #1 Site, here is art as a denial of life. This is the same sort of
Victorian neo-Romanticism that created Indian-head tobacco pipes to
syrrbolically when the war against the heathen, and that selected Persian and
Egyrytian scenes on plates and patterns for buildings, thus synrbolically
appropriating the Holy Land for the "western" world (Said 1979). By casting
Roclcetts into a pastoral mold, perhaps the artist, and his viewers, conquered
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their fears of Ridrmond's tmly urban nature. Perhaps this throw-back to an
earlier view of Rocketts helped forge a myth of the mral south over against
the industrialized north with its proletarian rnasses. But this is ideological
fluff, and certainly it was transparent to anyone familiar with the reality.

View 8. View of Rocketts' ond the Jomes River, April 1865.

Artist Unlnown. Copy at the Hampton Roads Naval Museum.

View 9. Similor to obove.

Museum of the Confederacy # 3130.

View 10. "View of Rocketts' ond the Jomes River, Richmond
Vo, April 1865'

Artist Unlorown. National Archives Brady Collection # 4V74.Copies at:
Library of Congress (#1?Fl22), US Anny tvtHitary History Institute lt Carlisle
Barracls, the Hampton Roads Naval Museum, and the Valettine Museun.

These are three nearly identical views of Rockefts from Libby Tenace made by
Union photographers immediately after the fall of Richmond. Mathew Brady
and other photographers swanned over Richmond in April of 1865
documenting for the home command and the press the Confederate capital in
Union hands. Several views were taken from Libby Terrace, dl within a short
time on the same day. One view (not shown here) was helpful in identifying
the location from these scenes were made, in that the photographer turned
his camera west, and photographed down Main Streeftowards Richmond. In
the foreground, on the gtonitaiio that picture lies a stereo camera. To my
knowledge, none of these stereo views has survived. Two of the views
shown here (8 and 10) appear to have been made at almost exactly the sasre
instant (note the position of the steamer's wheel housing relative to the
parapets of Haskins' Store), but the focal lengths of the lenses were quite
different, as was the shooting position. We can be glad for that, because the
wide angle view (10) reveals numerous details not seen in the tighter shots.7z
View #9 was made only a minute or two later, and with a longer lens.

Across the river from Rocketts lies the Confederate Navy Yard. The lvlam
MiIl had been taken over for use by the Confederate Navy, but the building
appears to be derelict. At the poinf of the bend in the rivir, just downstrea;Al
from the Navy Yard wharves, a ship still under construction can be seen. In
the close foregrounds of Views 8 and 9 is the terracing of Libby Terrace, first
seen in the Wood painting. Bloody Run Street runs ilong the tenace; for
scale, note the human figures in the road in View 8. Lot 203 lies within, and

72. Compare with Plate 1, in the folio of plates, taken firrm approximately the same position.
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on either side of, the dense dump of trees in the right foreground on Views 8
and 9, and in the middle of the picture in View 10. In all cases, the site lies
between the caneras and the old Haskins and Libby warehouse, which had
been commandeered as the Confederate Quarter:naster headquarters during
the war. A sharp eye will note - especially in View 9, the sign over the
Haskins store door whidr reads uR O. Haskins". The sign on the west wall of
the building reads "Ship Chandlery/Groceries and Ship Stores".

At the left of the grove of trees on Lot 203 $ust in front of the Haskins Store
buitding) there is a roof of a 1 storey building facing east-west. This building is
on Lot 204. Immediately to the right of that building is a row of three very
small houses - the southernmost house can only be seen under magnification
on the original prints; these are standing on (from north to south) Lots
203.3.3, n#24 and 203.3.1.X They are the houses of Isham Freeman (two
houses) and Susanna (Freeman) Roland, respectively. Isham was cerainly
living in the small house at ?.A33.2, and the Fitzhugh Gardner household was
renting the other small house five years later.

|ust in front of, and in line with, the northwestern edge of the Confederate
Quartermaster (the very large brick building) in all thiee pictures can be seen
the west gable end of Stmcture 4 on Lot 203.3.1.1. The building is frame, with
a gable roof; it rises 1-112 storeys tall. There is a very small, shed addition,
barely 1. storey tall attached to the end of the house. This addition has a
chimney - it appears to be a coal flue suggesting someone lived in that one
room. This addition left no archaeological evidence in the ground at all; it
urust have rested on light brick piers. The chimney probably vented a stove
whictr also rested on brick or stone. Under nragnilication it is possible to see a
"false ftont" parapet, or storefront, one storey high extending past the end of
Stmchrre 4 and in front of its shed addition. Robert Freeman owned
Structure 4 at this time, and he may have operated his shoe repair business
here, but he was living in lst ("]ackson") Ward. The double house senred as a
store and part of it may have been rented to Cornelius Mclrlamara, andlor to
Mayer Schwartz, both of whom were grocers operating on or near the lot at
this time.

]ust to the right of the Freeman lots is the fenced yard of lrlt203.2,Iotn
Schonberger's home at this time. Schonberger's house can be clearly seen in
View 10. It is the small one-storey white-washed brick building just beyond
the Richmond and York R.R. cut (denoted by the scruffy board fence and loose
dirt piles. The house appears in this view in front of, and slightly to the right
of, the gable of the Quartermaster building. Actually, this view is deceptive;
the house is two storeys facing the yard and Poplar Street (south), but is built
into the side of the terrace. Th"at ttrii is so will6e se"n when I discuss the A. I.
Russell photo, below. In the closer views it is apparent that Schonberger's lot
is entirely fenced. Along the fence at the east side of his yard is a shed, perhaps
for firewood, or for use as a feed bin for his dairy cattle. The fence line, and
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the row of trees that obscure much of the detail in the Freeman lots, appear to
line the narrow alley (nGoose Alley") nrnning between the Freemurs and
Schonberger. What is obviously missing in these views of Lot 203 is Stnrchrre
1. Schonberger's lot is empty below his house where lotrn Craddock's old
"Iumberhouse" otrce stood. This building burned in 1857 or tr858.

It is not difficult to see what the photographers wanted to say with *le6€
views. Like many artists before them, they were sauckby the breattr-taking
Iandscape carved by the meandes of the |ames River. Beyond that, howwer,
is the prize of the Confederate Naval Academy and the shipbuilding yard
and drydocks. Note, especially in Views I and 9, the rows of artillery caissons
lined up on the dock These are the guns from Ridrnrond's defmses that
have been brought to the Rocketts wharf, from which they were shipped
north.

View I I. A. J. Russell: "Port Richmond Whorf, 1865'.

Valentine Museum negative 46.45.35 (National Archirrc Brady Coleetion
Negative 8385).

View I Io, Detoil

Provided by the Virginia State Library and Archives.

This view is from a rail-Ioading derrick constmcted by Union troops on the
south bank of the fames.n The denick is barely visible in View lQ near the
right edge of the print. The large building on tfue north bank is the
Confederate Quarterrraster at Rocketts, and near the right 

"dge 
of this print is

the Haskins Store. Immediately Ieft of the store we see the gable end of a two-
storey l-house. This had been Nathaniel Freeman's house; Isham Freeman
sold ihis structure and all of Lots 205 and ?,06 to the Rictrmond trolly railroad
in 1851. On the hill above this house stands the Woodward house, its back
yard surounded by a white fence.

To the left of the loading derrick is a high, eroded scarp. This is the the cut
(and subsequently eroded) face of the T3 terrace. The cutting was dene to
accomodate the line of the Richmond apd York River R.R, which nrns at i8
base. On the top of the terrace, but visible mainly under magnification, are the
crenelated walls that once surrounded the Rocketts Tobacco Warehouse, and
which Mordecai described as rising from the banks of the lames River olike

an ancient fortress". Again, on a good copy and with a magnifier, several
factory buildings can bi seen, including *hat appear to be Jalt-glaze stureware
kilns. This is probaby David Parr's "Richmond Pottery" which, according to a

73. Compare this view with Plate 2, in the folio of plates, taken from apprcximately the same
position.
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contemporary directory, stood "at the foot of Rocketts Street". Several years
later, Parr (or Paar) moved his operation into east Rocketts. Much of the
stoneware cockery excavated frim Schonberger's lot appears to be "secondso,
defective but usable wares probably acquired cheaply from Parr's pottery.

Centered within the upright trestles of the derrick, and on the opposite bank
of the river, it is possible-to see the rising line of Rockete Sfeet 

-ds 
well as the

fenced yard and the house of |ohn and Frances SdronbergenT4 This fence is
corroborated by a line of late l9th-century posts we excavated along Main
Street. Numerous other posts penetrating the uclay floor" and nrbble of
Struchrre 1. undoubtedllbelong to the virious sheds and barns scattered in
the Schonberger yard, and whidr are barely discernable in this and other
photographs.-Scarcely visible just to the rilht of Schonberger's house is the
west gable end of Stmcture 4.

View I2. Rockets Londing, Richmond, Vo.

Engraving from a sketch by I. n Hasrilton, from Hmpt's WeeHy, S"pt. Zg,

Courtesy of the Virginia State Library and Archives.Ts

This view of Rocketts was sketched five months after the fall of Richmond.
This engraving accompanied an article in Harpers. The text with the picture
reads in part:

We present on this page a view of Rockets Landing, the principal
' wharf at the port of Richmond. If anything were needed as proof

of the vast difference between the state of affairs before and since
the National occupation, it might be seen in the Rocketg of
today and the miserable, deserted, Heaven-forsaken looking spot
which was pointed out to the first comers from the North as the
commercial entrp\f of the rebel capital. Then there was nothing
to be seen on the landing but piles of disabled cannon and rusty
fragments of war materiils, nobody to be met but a tew idle

74.11"n we can easily demonstrate one advantage of this npictorial archaeology".In reviewing
these views of Rocketb, we have seen two houses which stood on the same small plot of grcund:
the tiny house in latrtbe's sl€tch, and nMrs. Hague's house" in the anonymous ca. 1810
painting. Depictions of John Schonbeqger's house in various Civil War era views shows it to be
the same building that had once been 'Mrs. Hague's housen. Neither of these houses left a trace
in the archaeological record due to the extersive landscape modifications attendant on the
construction of the C&O testle. We have many artifacts frorn each of these occupations, but it
took these picturcs, along with some plats and deeds, to flesh out the naturs and histories of
these houses.
75. ttranks to Petie Bogen-Garrett for locating and copying this on a moment's notice.

I
l,
I
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negroes, of all ages and sexes, coming to gape at the wonderfu!
"Yinkees.' Now Sre scene is altogether ctranged. Rockets has
really resumed a portion of its forurer bustling character, and in
a short time will far surpass it We have opposition lines of
splendid steamers running daily to and from Baltimore, Fortress
Monroe and Norfolk...

The uressage is clear. The North, that is, the "we" of the article, has rErrivified
Rocketts whiclu under the decay of the war (and the South) had become
sullen, trashed, and a haven for "negroes, of all ages and sexes.n There are few
unegrou faces among this crowd, except for a porter or two. lvlany of the freed,
but indigent African Americans were interned in the old hoopial banacks
above Rocketts, on Chimbrazo Hill. In fact, a gang of Rocketts toughs
assaulted the encampment and some blacls were killed. But here, on the
wharf in front of Haskins' Store, the air was "civil", and the crowds thronged
a dozen steamers a day. In fact, war had been both invigorating and
desbrrctive to Rocketts. The ship trades and artisans and merchants of the
town had sold their wares and senrices to the Confederacy, and somt had
made out quite well. But war sapped the economy, and, almost immediately
after its conclusion, Rictrmond boorred. The depressed conditions that
followed with Occupation and Reconstruction throughout much of the rural
South were not matched in Ridrmond. l{hile this sketch, revealing baldly ib
sectionalist, racist, and elitist ideology, had its primary value as propaganda, it
reflects a certain tmth: war's end was good for Rocketts.

.|3. 
'A View, Looking from the Bluffs, of the Flood of Rocketts,

Jomes River, Richmond, Vo."

Frank Leslie's lllustrated Neutspaper, October 22, t870. Courtesy of the
Virginia State Library.

This print shows the effects of the devastating lfiLyear floods on Rocketts.
The view is approximately from just west of the Woodward House on Bloody
Run Street. The 1870 flood was, by all accounts, nowhere neiu as high or as
destnrctive as the lWl "Great Freshet", or ttle flooding in the wake of the
"Great Gust", a hurricane af. 1667. West Rocketts is submerged, nearly to the
first floor ceilings of the larger buildings, and to the garrets of smaller houses.
West Rocketts is somewhat higher in elevation than east Rocketts, in the
bottomlands of Gilly's Creek 1to the left in *re picture). The archaeologicat
sequence of the Rocketts #1 Site was punctuated by numerous flood deposits,
and there was good evidence that some buildings had been destroyed by, or
abandoned after, flooding. Note the figures standing on rooftops awaiting
rescue. Note, too, the numerous houses and other buildings that have been
lifted off of their foundations and are floating in the midst of the channel.

14. Rockets, Port of Richmond.
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Cook Collection, Valentine

I5. Untitled view looking up the Jomes of Richmond.

Valentine 46.44.3.s

These two views are roughly contemporary and date to the late 19th century,
or to the early 20th century prior to the constnrction of the C&O trestle, ca.
1903:1905. View 15 is apparently somewhat earlier than 16. There are a
number of industrial smbkest"ikt in the latter picture which do not appear in
the former. The photographers are unlrrrown. 

-

These views illustrate the rapid transformation of Rocketts to an industrial
economic basis at the end of-the 19th century. View 11 while revealing only
minimal details of the Rocketts port, shows it to be substantially similar to
that seen in the Civil War views. View 16 on the other hand reveals not only
new smokestacks at Rocketts, but a large new factory or foundry on the south
side of the river, standing in the location of the ftnsrer t\dan< Mill and
Confederate Navy Yard. tied to the wharf in the earlier picture is a passenger
steamer, again emphasizing the importance of Rocketts ;s a passenfer
tersrinal for the Atlantic steamship routes. View 14 on the other hand,
shows two large ocean-going c.ugo ships at the wharf, although sailing ships
remain the only qryes tied to the south bank whanres.

Both pictures emphasize the water and the maritime character of the scene at
Rocketts. It is notable that one or both of the sailors in the foreground of View
15 appear to be African American. Following the Civil War, many bladss at
Rocketts became hands on the steamers and sdrooners that sailed to and from
the port of Richmond.

16. View of Rocketts, looking up the Jomes.

Valentine #3697.

I6o. Detoil

This early 20th century photograph (photographer unknown) is reminiscent
of the 1850s scene discussed above (View 5). In both cases we view Rocketts
with Richmond in the background. There are striking differences, however,
not only in the nature of the city, but also in the intentions of the
photographers.

The early view was made from the river's edge. The rowboats in the
foreground set the tone of the picture. In the later view, we are elevated. In
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fact the location from which the shot was made is difficult to detersrinq
apparently the photographer stood on the engine of a stationary train
locomotive. In fact, rail lines, rather than the river's edg+ are the dominant
element of the composition. The eye is guided along the rails to Rocketts,
whidr in this scene is traversed, and defined, by the eletrated C&O trectle. The
Iarge plume of coal smoke in the center of the photograph arises from the
stack of a locomotive on the trestle above the outlet of the Great Ship lock at
the base of the fanres River and Kanawha Canal.

The wharves of Rocketts are all but gone. What's motre, the "village" of
Rocketts - the dense clustering of houses so visible behind the wharves in the
early view - has been obliterated by the C&O trestle. Even the smokestadrs of
small industries that had arisen just a few years earlier (View 15) are gone.
Rocketts below Boody Run Street (Williamsburg Ave.) is a desolate wasteland
of modernity, indusS, and the iron tangle of railroad tradcs. One familiar
landmark remains. In the detail of this view we can easily recognize Richard
Haskin's store. No longer a ship chandlery and grocery, the building is the
factory home of MeadL and Baker's Carbolic Morrthwash & Saponine
Dentifrace (see also Figure 17). A few of the older houses and stsres remain
huddted in the shado* of the train trestle. Clearly the photographer m€ent to
tell us that Richmond had become a nmodern' city. Once again rails ran
through this transportation hub, only now they would carry coal and steel
and other product3 of civilization transformed by the 20th century. But
"modernity" brought an end to Rocketts. Soon the very name of the port
would be forgotten. The remaining residences and shops of Rocketts -
primarily east Rocketts - would become incorporated into the new inner-city
neighborhood of Fulton.

I 7. "Richmond By Moonlight, I863' By Williom R. McGroth,
l99r .

William R. Mccrath is a contemporary artist who has produced this recent
historical reconstruction based on reading of various documents and the
Union 1865 photographs presmted abovJ McGrath has extrapolated
backwards to 1863, prior to the fall of Richmond, to provide his interpretation
of Rocketts in the heyday of the Confederate Navy Yard. While I would
quibble with some of the details of his interpretation of the early photos, this
view renders details in the area of Lots Z)3 and 204 that are only discernable
under magnification in the original photOgraphs. The Freeman houses, and
the Schonberger house, are all depicted especially well here.

This view is reproduced from a large lithograph which adds a dimension of
color and clarity to the earlier views. McGrath's aim has been apparently to
render architectural and landscape details very faithfully. His artistic license
permits him to add some specifii vessels of the tames liiver Squadron to his
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scene, and to depict the Navy Yard without the intrtrsions of the occupying
arrry's later structures, or the evasuation fire's destructions. He has also
chosen to picture this by-now-familiar scene at night, by moonlight. Perhaps
this choice was "merely'' aesthetic, but it nonetheless shows the waterfron to
be an active place. While McGrath's reference photographs do not show
people (due, as noted above, to the long erposures required by the glass
plates), the artist has amply peopled this landscape. The Rodtetts wharf is a
living and lively place, even at night.

Perhaps the most telling comment we can make on this print is to note the
enormous amount of research and production time it required. Obviously,
Rocketts - especially, Rocketts in wartime - still commands interest. What is
being sold here, however, is not an historic ideology, but an ideology of
history. The South and its capital city are reborn with a view of their
modernity, and a sense of reclaiming, or outliving, the Lost Cause. Many
Richmonders today tend towards pride in their city's Civil War history.
During the city's bicentennial of its incorporation in 1980, celebrants included
not Revolutionary, but Civil War reinactors. This view counters the purpose
of Brady's original photographs. Richmond is here not a breached bastion, but
a wellspring of potential. In many ways, McGrath's work restates Latrobe's
pu{pose. This is not a eulogy of the South, of slavery, or of state's rights; it is a
celebration of the Jo."t, of history instantiated in the present, of Richmond for
today's Richmonder.

I,can't help but note, however, that today's artist is no more willing or able to
depict Rocketts at ttre street level, to look eye-to-eye with slaves and
immigrant workers, to venture into shops and down narrow and dirty alleys.
Here is a view of Rocketts for which we have little represention, from either
the past or present.

18. Lester Street

Valentine Museum Collection, Artist Unknown.

But there are exceptions, and this one is extraordinary. Floods were frequently
the occasion of recordings. Like the print of Rocketts during the 1870 deluge,
discussed above, this photograph shows the ]ames as it swimps the
warehouses and factories of ealt Rocketts. This photograph has proven
difficult to date with certainty. The styles of clothing andhats suggest a time
perhaps as late as 191&2O and the trolley tracks on Lester Street indicates that
the photo was made after the late 1880s. This view captures people, even
those in motion. The view is along Lester Street, at about the intersection of
Lester and Orleans. The storefronis stand approximately where the William
R. Hill warehouse stands today.
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Virtually all of the people in this picture probably considered themselves to
be "Negto", or "colored". By the end of the L9th century Rocketts had become
almost exclusively a neighLorhood of black working people. With the
exception of clothes styles, trolly tracks, and the complete lack of non-African-
American faces, this scene pr&ably represents reasonably well a day in the life
at Rocketts that would hav! seemed familiar to residents fifty years earlier. It
is worth noting that, while the flooding of the river may have been the
occasion of the photographer's visit to Lester Street, the focrrs is clearly on the
people in the street. The gen0eman eyeing the camera at the right frame edge
grabs the eye, and the composition comprised of converging diagonals of the
rails and river's edge, and the building facades, all foeus the eye towards the
central group of youths and the women on the sidewalk We cannot tell
whether the photographer felt at one with these subjects, or simply found
them curious or quaint. Intentionally or not, he/she captured their humanity
in a way no other recorder of Rocketts had previously done.

Historic Mops

Archaeologists frequently use historic maps as sources of inforcration about
their sites, and the sites' settings. Maps, Iike artworh contain "documentaryu
evidence - that is they contain the inforrration they were directly intended to
contain - but they also are useful sources of "artifactual" or interpretive
inforsration. As with any artworlg what is shown may be important, but so ie
the manner in which it is shown. Likewise, the omissions or glosses of maps
may be infonnative. The following is a selection of historic maps depicting
Rocketts during the period of interest. For the most part, these are details of
much larger city or county maps. In some cases, I have also reproduced details
of the detail+ focusing on the site area more specifically. There are only two
maps in this series whictr actually show buildings, other than maior public
edifices, and these maps prove especially useful.

Mop l: Skirmish of Richmond Jon: sth. 178.|. Lt. Col. J.G.
Simcoe, 1787,

Virginia Historical Society.

This very minimal map shows little in the way of details, but illustrates tlte
encampment of British troops at Rocketb (seethe troop positions labetled
"F", to the right of center. West Rocketts - that is the settlement at Rocketts
Landing - is depicted by two syrrbols representing buildings, just west of the
middle creek (GiIIy's Creek). One or both of these is in the approximate
position of the site, and could represent the location of buildings on Lots 203,
2!0,211, and 212. Structures were probably standing on this lot when this map
was made.
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Mop 2: A Plon of the City of Richmond in Henrico County
Stote of Virginio, R. B. Jomes, Sept. 23, 1804,

This is perhaps the earliest map showing the city lots laid out in west
Rodcetts. Note that lots do not extend beyond Gilly's Creek Doctrmentary
evidence suggests considerable development east of Gilly's Creek by this date;
however, the Creek served as the disputed corporate line between Ridrmond
and Henrico County. |ust below the interstection of the "Counfr Road" and
the road leading to Bloody Run are the principal early Rocketts lots, induding
#s 196 - 215. Poplar, Ash, Elm and Maple Streeg while not named on this
map, had already been laid out by the time the map was made. It is apparent
that Poplar Street had been added after the inidal lots had been laid out

This and other early maps of Richmond are monuments to town planning as
only men of the Enlightenment could produce. On the larger map as a whole,
the city grid is laid off in almost perfect squares, all of the sane size and
orientation, with little concern for topography or, for that matter, with the
existence of already-existing roads, paths, houses and yards. This is the ci!y-as-
blank-slate mode of mapping. What is notable here, however, is that the
Rocketb lots are considerably more irregular in shape and size than are the
"older" Richmond city lots, seen in the upper left corner of this detail. While
the Rocketts lots were laid out as lots 40 or 50 years later than these Richmond
Iots, their more "organiC' fornr shows some necessi$r on the part of planners
and surveyos, to follow property lines, and existing landscape features, that
predate their rationalization on paper. Even so, one would never lnow,
looking at this view of Rocketts, that Bloody Run Street lay three nahrral
terraces higher than Water Street, or that E Street was on another terrace,
higher yet than the three lower ones combined.

What's more, these lots, lain over the Rocketts cultural and physical
landscape like a fishing net, never gained much reality othefthan as tax and
real estate bookeeping devices. In 1804 when this map was made, most
properties were larger than any individual lot, and subsumed two, three, or
more separate lots, and often pieces of adjoining lots. Within three or four
years, many of the lots had already been subdivided. Lot 203 was actually three
parcels by ca. 1810, for instance. We can speak of these city lots as guides to

P"p--co:rdinates, or indices to follow through-the records of the city, but they
had little more reality in 18O4 than they do today.
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Mop 3: The City of Richmond, Richord Young, circo 1809-
1810

Mop 3o: Detoil

Richard Young was the 
"ity's 

surveyor for many years in the early l*tt
century. The city was ludry to have sudr a fine cartographer, and we are
forhrnate to have his products whidr, besides numerous plats, inlude a map
of Henrico and the two city maps presented here. Young was a resident of
Rocketts living on Bloody Run Street, and his familiarity with the
community, and some of its leaders, shows in this map. Note the names and
initial found on the wharves, and on on many of the newly established lots of
east Rocketts. Here we see why the names of George Nicholson,Iotut H.g.te,
Iotur Lester, and |ohn Craddock dominate so many of the early records
concerning Rocketts. In the upper left quadrant of the detail is the old ciry
corporate line, labelled by Young as "trdarrin's line"; which runs along the old
boundary between the lands of William Bynd and Gilly Gromanin. The
']o"ry" .ityl*p_orate_b_oundary includes west Rocletts and the waterfront as

far east as the Rope Wdk

Mop 4: City of Richmond ond it's Jurisdiction incluQing
Mqnchester. Richord Young, 1817.

Richard Young updated his city map in 78t7.This shows additional ownets'
names in and around Rocketts. Note "S Craddock" - that is, Sally Cradda* -
shown as owner of the ]ohn Craddock homeplace on Libby Terrace. Craddods,
just before his death (whidr was in the same year the map was made), had
also sold off other adjacent parcels to Thomas Rutherfoord. This entire estate
was once the home oi George Nicholson. Note the Rocketts Mills, just east of
"S Craddock", at the foot of LiUUy Terrace. The mills were powered by a
headrace made by channelizing Bloody Run.

The main lots of east Rocketss are labelled as the propetry of Nicholson,
Simpson, Hague and Lester, but most of these men had died some years
earlier. Port Mayo is shown taking up east Rocketts east of the Rope Walk
This property was canred out of dre western fringe of the Mayo plantation,
Powhatan. The two main streets of Port Mayo - Louisiana and Orleans - sPeak
to the importance of the early 19th century trade between Richmond and
New Orleans. Anorther smaller street to the east is named Ohio Street, again
a reference to the New Orleans trade. Goods from Pittsburgh and the Ohio
country were transhipped from New Orleans. Rocketts merchants traded to
and from the Qhio drainage via New Orleans which, in turn, was reactred via
trading trips plying the Cirribean and the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of both
North and South America.
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Mop 5: Plqn of the City of Richmond. Micojoh Botes, 1835.

The Bates Map shows the lots at Rocketts even more heavily "rationalized"
into the city plan, although a few of the older lot lines remain evident. The
Rocketts Warehouse remains the prominent feature of west Rocketts, while
Powhatan Warehouse is a major item in east Rocketts. Note the Chesterfield
Rail Road on the south side side of the river. This was the first rail line in
Richmond, a colliery tram that ran from Mdtothian and Black Heath to
detver coal to Rocketts. The oMarine Railway Co." has a port on the Rocketts
side of the river. Mudr of the coal was barged across the river for
transhipment. lvlayo's Sawmill is shown at the right of the map between
Bloody Run and Polar Streets. The Mayos ran a new headrace from upstream
on Gilly's Creek to power this mill.

Vop 6: Plon of Richmond (Henrico County), Monchester &
Springhill, Virginio. Chorles S. Morgon, 1848.

The Morgan lvlap leaves out the lot divisions at Rocketb, for reasons
unl.rrown. At the notation uD 6u on the map is the site of the Rocketb
Warehouse. The corresponding legend, not reproduced here, notes that the
warehouse had recently burned ana naa not deen rebuilt.

lr4qp 7: Mop of Cimboro (sic) Hospitol os it oppeqred July 6,
1862, Sovoge Smith.

Thompson-McCaw Librarl', VCU-MCV.

This map of Chimb orazo Hoispital provides a slightly different perspective
on Rocketts. This clearly shows the gas works in place on the site of the old
Mayo Saw Mill, just east of Maple Street. Rockets Street is mis-labelled
"Warehouse Street", a street which is omitted from the map. The map also
shows the run of the Richmond and York River Railrad through the west
Rocketts lots.

Vop 9: lVop of_Richmond, Vo. ond Surrounding Counties,
showing Rebel Fortificotions. D. von Nostrond, New York,
1 864.

Valentine Museum.
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This Civil War era map presents an ovenriew of Richmond and its defmses
for the northern reading public. Note the fort and associated earthworks ocr

Fulton Hill orrer Rockefs. The map is also useful for showing the relative
importance of the position of Rocketts in relation to the rest of the city. While
Richmond is centrally located, straddling the Fall Line, to be a hub of roads
and rail lines, there is only maryinal navigability in the |anes above Rocl€tts,
siltation at the Citlr Docks an4 before that at Shockoe Landing, \Atas s
perpetual problem. Thus, Rockete emerged as the major port for the city-

Mop 9: Mop of o port of the City of Richmond showing the
burnt Districts. Williom lro Smith, circo 1865.

Virginia State Library and Ardrives.

This view of Rictrmond and Rocketts at the end of the Civil war shows those
areas most effected by the evaclration fire. Note the Navy Yard on both sides
of the River at Rocketg. Other than scuttled ships, there was miraculously
little danage done to Rocketts by the gleat fire, which gufted many of the
older districts in the main part of town.

Mop l0: Richmond Virginio. Copt. Peter S. Michie ond Mqior
Nothoniel Michler, I 862-1 867.

Mop I0o: detoil of Richmond Virginio. Copt. Peter S. Michie
ond Mojor Nqthoniel Michler, 

.|862-1867,

National Archives.

This beautiful Union military map illustrates well not only the advances in
map-maping graphics of the mid.l9th century, but also the relative
importance of topography in a military map. Here for the fiist time we have
careful renderings of the major strearn valleys and terraces, patterns of
vegetation, and other natural features. This is also the earliest map of the city
which shows considerable detail in the improvemenb to lots. Some of *rese
renderings of individual lots, with their fences, yards and buildings of
considerable variety are rendered very accurately, while others are quite
simply glossed. Items of strategic and tactical importance are particularly well
represented. Note, for instance the Quartersraster building and Haskins Store,
and the fidelity with which the York River Railroad line and its deep gash
through west Rocketts are depicted.

On the other hand, Lot 203 and its neighboring lots are completely
inadequately shown. Lot 203 is shown having a single large buildinp facing
east-west, with a fenced lot behind it (to the north). Perhaps this is meant to
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lepresent_Structure 4 the double tenement and store whidr faced Poplar
Street on lot 2A3.3.1. The fence probably is intended to show lohn
Sdtonberger's fenced lot (Lot N3.2). There were no fewer than five - possibly
six - buildings on Lot 203 at the time this map was made. Also missing are
numerous houses on the south and north sides of Bloody Run Street.
Considering the conditions under which the map *as mide, using pre-war
and intelligmce infornration sources, it is, nonefheless, a miracle 6f
cartography.

Mop I 1: lllustroted Atlos of the City of Richmond. F.W. Beers,
187 6,

Mqp 'l lo: Detoil

The Beers Atlas is certainly one of the most important documents available
for the study of late l9th-century Rictrmond. It is equally useful for geographic
history as for micro-history at the neighborhood, or even the block levil. -

There is no parallel to the Beers map sheets for detail concerning lot
improvements other than digging up individual property plat sheets. Owners
are listed on many of the lots and, in some instances, tenants are shown.
Because a great 6any owners' names are listed this map proves to be a usefuI
adjunct to, or starting point for, title seardring earlier owners of city lots.

The Beers Atlas is the only extant document that confirurs archaeological
e-vidence for a second, post-Civil War, stucture on Lot n\.Z for e><anple.
Thisluilding appears only as a series of ardraeological postholes, with little
regular struchrre, on the Rocketts #1 Site. Note the tr,vo ltructures indicated
here. The northernmost is the small white house of lohn Schonberger. To the
ttghl of Schonberger, on lot 203.3.'1, Stmcture 4 is deplcted in an obtrise-angle
configuration. Further excavation might indicate that an addition or another
small house had been added to the lot, but no such addition or extra building
aPPears on the numerous plats for the property. At any rate the lot is labelled
"C. McN.", for grocer Cornelius McNamaia. Behind (north) of McNam.rra, on
Lot 203.3.3, is "C.S.u, for Caroline Schwartz. The two lots north of Schwartz
are labelled uI.H.F.n for Isham H. Freeman. one of the houses is that of
Freeman's tenants, the Fitzhugh Gardner family.

Note that Bloody Run Street is here labelled for the first time as
"Williamsburg Avenue", the name it retains today.
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.l_Vlop lZi ntlqsof the City of Richmond Virginio ond Vicinity.
Wm. Boist, 1889.

Valentine Museum.

The 1889 Baist AOas of Rictrmond is also quite detailed, and this offers the
advantages of showing street addresses, whidr become useful when
researdring late l9th-century city directories. Note the very intensive
subdivion of lots in west Rocketts shown here. This is Rocketts, at its peak of
population, as a working class industrial neighborhood. The layout of sublots
presented here has been used in this report as a template for tracing the
ownership and subdivision changes of Lot ?J)3.

Mop '13: Mop of the City of Richmond-Vq. Clyde W,
Sounders, Jon. 15, 19O7,

Although this map adds little new detail to our }nowledge of the Ro{ketb
area, it is worthwhile for noting some ctranges in street names and ottrer
place names. The name "Rocke-tts Street" ha1 been abandoned, and the name
nl.rt"t Street", which "officiallyn only referred to the street in east Rocketb,
has been extended wesl Records indicate that, throughout the 19th century,
the terms Rocketts, Lester and Main Streets were often interdrangable. The
word "Rocketts" is absent entirely from the map. Alnost immediately after
the constnrction of the C&O viaduct, Rocketts dranged character. A forarerly
heterogenous neighborhood, it became a poor, almost entirely African
American community. With this change, the name uRocketts" passed into
history, except among some local residents, who continued to use the name
up to the 1970s. New constmction to the east and nor&east proclaimed the
communig to be the town of Fulton. The name "Fulton" was derived from
the C&O's Fulton Ternrinal rail yard, and that is the name that Rrxketts
carried into the present.

Mop 14: Guide to Richmond ond Suburbs. Loburnum
Corporotion, Reol Estote Dept., I920.

Mop l4o: Detoil of Guide to Richmond ond Suburbs.
Loburnum Corporqtion, Reol Estote Dept., 1920,

Virginia Historical Society.

This 1920 map shows neighborhood names. Rocketts continues to exist here,
but is restricted to west Rocketts, and the area south of the C&O viaduct. The
small, faint letters in "Rocketts" can be compared with the larger, boldface
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"Fulton". Still, however, history, of a sort, is preserved here in names. We see
inscribed along the abandoned lowgrounds between the railroad tracls and
the river the notation of "Powhatan's Grave". To the north are "Marion HiII"
and "Gilly's Creek", monuments to Gilly Gromarin and his descendants.
]ohn and Hannah Hague and john and Sarah Lester .ue commemorated in
street names, but the Craddodcs have long since disappeared.

Plots

Plats are part of the legal description of a property. As such, their intent is to
provide a graphic representation of a property which will perrrit the owner to
defend his or her boundaries. Surveyors utilize both natural and crrltural
features of the landscape to assist in their platting and description of property
boundaries. Sometimes these landscape features remain prominent over long
periods and can be conoborated in other sources, sudr as maps, photographs,
etc. Property boundaries tend to remain fairly stable, partly blcuse they have
been fonnalized with the help of deed descriptions ana plats. Property
boundary markers are souretimes placed in the ground by sunreyore, and
these can sometimes be relocated, as was the case with one such marker at Lot
203. The inclusion of landscape features in a plat or deed description tend to
signal that these features were prominent feahrres easily recognized or
understood by those who night need to challenge or defend property lines.
Even when a boundary is marked by a traverse nrnning between " a beedr by
the creek" and "an oken, we can assume that these were trees that wsuld be 

-

easily relocated by processioners or others who needed to confirur property
limits.

Of course, it is generally only those landscape features that are instrumental
in defining a property which make it onto plats. For that reason, plats reveal a
skewed, but nonetheless valueable, depiction of the cultural landscape. At
Rocketts, as in most urban areas, prop'erties became increasingly smiiler
through time as land was subdivided for sale, or to make bequests to several
heirs. Therefore, as we assess the extant ptats which are pertinent to our study
of Lot ?.03, we move chronologically through a world in which personally
owned and defined spaces became increasingly more restricted. The following
discussion is keyed to a folio of plats presented in Volume 3 of this report.

Plot l: Williom Byrd's lond "below Shoccoe Creeku

The earliest suryiving plat of the Rocketts property comes from a manuscript
collection at the Virginia Historical Society known as the "B)rrd Title Book".
The plat dltes to 1687 and accompanied William Byrd's patent of the lands
that would later become Richmond and west Rocketts. The dominant natural
features in the plat are the |ames River, "Shaccoe" (Shockoe) Creek and
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"Gillie's Runo. The eastern boundary of Byrd's patent, defined in the patent
as "...the division line bet this & Gylty Groomamarin...n follows a trail
labelled "Pickinocky Road", which iai north to Gromarrin's quarter tracb
along the Ctrickahominy River. This trail or road was almost certainly an
Indian path between Pickanocky and Powhatan. It may have continued nsrth
to Orapax and, eventually, to the Pamunkey River. In 1702, Gilly Gromasin
purdrased an additional 100 acre tract from Byrd, part of the Byrd tract
depicted in this plat. This 1,00 aqe parcel extended Gromarrin's lands to the
west, and it was this parcel which later becane west Rocketts.

Plot 2: Newly developed lots of John Hogue, John Lester,
ond Joseph Simpson

BY t7W, when this plat was recorded, Rocketts west of Gilly's Creek had been
extensively developed and settled. The principle developers induded lohn
Hague, Iohn Lester and |oseph Simpson, along with George Nicholson
Shortly after Nicholson's death, Hague, Lester and Simpson expanded their
development across Gilly's Creek onto land fonnerly purclrased by Hague.
They laid off new lob and built houses and other stnrctures on many of these.
This plat shows the new lots in what was known for a shsrt time as Tfague's
Addition", or "Hague's Lotso. This plat probably pre-dates 1797 and was
apparently drawn to show the new addition Iots with the prices for whidr
they were offered for sale. Flowever, the plat accompanies atTW deed in
which Hague's heirs transfered their rights in Hague's addition to Iohn
Lester. While this plat does not show the area of Lot ?.A3, it is an important
document concerning the people who developed Rocketts.

The plat indicates the drawbridge acoss Gilly's Creekbuilt by Hague and
Lester. It also shows laid-off streets including those which were later lurown
as Lester, Hague and Nicholson Streets. Someone, perhaps a clerk of court in
1797, has pencilled in "Hague Street" on the central road. (We can only
wonder why foseph Simpson never had a street named after him). What is
most apparent in this plat, as with many early town divisions, is the near lack
of natural features. This is a wholly cultural landscape defined by artificial
benchmarks laid at ttre corners of lots. This is a clearly a map designed for the
l8th-century equivalent of a real estate brochure: all potential and no
limitations imposed by the earth.

Plot 3: The Croddock portition of 1830

This is the first plat depicting Lot 203 that has survived in the records. It was
drawn on behalf of the heirs of |ohn Craddock to demarcate the partitioning
of-Lot 203, which had been devised to Randolph Craddock Randolphrs
surviving brother, lohn Hague Craddock, and sisters, Matilda Calvin and
Sarah (Mrs. Bailor) Walker. The plat shows the original l8th-century lot lines
laid off by Charles and Susanna Lewis prior to the construction of Poplar
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(Peebles) Streel Note the extension of lot lines across Poplar Street, and the
previous devision of Lot 21O the small triangular lot south of Poplar Street
Small portions of Lot 210 and 204 remained in the Lewis estate ownership
even as late as 1830. Thomas Rutherfoord is depicted as owning Lot 201 ;nd
most of Lot 2O4 and 19 belong to George Pickett.

The division of Lot 203 into three parcels clearly antedates this plat, as even
during the early tmure of ]ohn Criaaocb the tix lisg show thai the Lot was
assessed as three separate parcels. On Lot ?n3l there stands a building labelled
"old mansion housen, a 20 foot square structure with a shed on the iorthern
side, built into the hillside that seiarated Lots 196 and !97 trom ?fi3 and 2M"
This house was almost ce*ainlylohn Hague's house. The tenn nmansion"

indicated the dwelling of an owner, rather than a tenant. It is possible that
!9hn Cra{dock had also lived in this small house for a while iollowing
Hague's death, although Craddock's home throughout his later yeare f,as
been identified as standing on Lot 181 on Libby Terrace. Craddock used this
houseprinryly as a tenement. A walkruay oi alley easement is show leading
from the "old [tansion" to Rocketts Street. This house was all, or mostly,
destroyed by constmction of the Richmond and York River Railroad in igSS.

Also on r'ot ?nSJthere stands an even smaller house, up against - and
intruding into the right-of-way of - Rocketts Street. This 22] * 14' house is
labelled uMrs. Hague's house'i This structutre was probably built early in the
19th century,for Hague's widow, Hannah. The arctraeological remains of this
house were destroyed when the c&o viaduct was consbrrcted.

6n Lot 203.2stands a building labelled "lumberhouse", and shown as being
2[!' x 5O'. This is Stnrcture 1 oi our excavation. At 14' 6" from the NE cornei of
Rocketre and Poplar Streets, the plat depicts the letter "8", indicating the
boundary between Lots 203.2 and 203.3. A granite marker can be found in this
location today, indicating clearly that the edges of Rocketts (Main) Street and
Poplar Street have remained unchanged since at least 1830.

Strrr-cture 4 is indicated along Poplar Street on Lot 203.3. The plat desctiption
Partly matches the archaeological remains of a 20' x 40' double tenement
house, which was later also uied as a store. The western cell has a feature
shown on the plat which might represent the bulkead entrance we uncovered
here. A similar feature is shown in an analogous location on the eastern cell,
although this symbol appears to represent a ihimney. This wall was not
uncovered during the archaeological projects, because it is just beyond the
ipP_act a1ea. However, we did uncover a hearth base at grade in the middle of
the building.

l

r
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Plot 4: The Freemon subdivision

When Nathaniel and Lockey Freeman divided Lot 203.3, they provided
houses and lots for their two sons, Robert and hhasr. These are shown here
as Lots 203.3.2 and 203.3.4. Nathaniel Freeman retained the other two
divisions of the lot. Note that Robert's lot it by far the smallest, and the
furtlrcst from the street frontage. His lot (nn.q and part of the adloining lot,
were taken for the Richmond and York River right-of-way in 1855. The fact
that the lot was divided into four parcels at this-time suggesb that Freeman,
or previous owners, had already constmcted four houses on the lot.

Plot 5: Lot 203.1 in I 851

This plat was included as part of the documentation of the sale of a tnrst deed
on Lot ?83.7 from Capt. Samuel Skinner to Capt. Frederick Kirlcneyer. Only
the house previously described as the "old nransion house" remains on the
lot. Some new details are revealed about the house that had o1rce belonged to
Iohn Hague. A porch, measuring 2Al' x9'is indicated on the southern facade.
Likewise, the old shed appears to have been expanded, or replaced by a larger
shed. This shed - and it is so labelled here - is considerably larger than the
house itself.

At this time, and for many years previous, the house was occupied by George
Merriam, who operated as a retail merchant and ship chandler both from his
house and from his store a few hundred feet away on the waterfront.
Presumably, the shed housed stored merchandise. Note the stone wall that
defined the southern and eastern boundary of the lot. This wall ran along the
terrace scarp and then turned north along an alley that separated tots 203 and
204. Note the "curb line" along Rocketts Street. This granite curb is still in
place. It's indication in this plat suggests that Rocketts Street was, by this time,
paved in cobblestones. In fact, propedy tax lists of the period indiste that both
Poplar and Rocketts Streets were paved.

Plot 6: Plqt of Picketts holdings in 1854 on Lots 197 dnd 204

George Pickett, fr., later to be a famed Confederate general, intrerited Lot?fr4
from his namesake father. A lawsuit to settle the senior Pickett's legacy was
the occasion of this plat. This plat is useful for showing that the east-west
alley separating the lots on Bloody Run Street from those facing Rocketts and
Poplar continued west to Ash Street. This alley was first shown on the
Craddock partition plat. The southwestern corner of Lot 204 runs to the edge
of Structure 4, labelled the nFreeman house" in this plat.

Plot 1857 portition of Lot 203,3.1
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By this time, William Christian, another merchant, had purchased Lot 204
from the Picketts. This plat was made to show lohn Wilder Atkinson's
partition and resale of Nathaniel Freeman's holdings on Lot 209.9.1.
Atkinson legally deeded the "widow's house", descibed here as a 15'x 18'
building, to its occupant,'susanna (Freeman) Roland. Robert Freeman
redaimed his house and store, Structure 4. The plat shows a 3' wide alley
separating lots 203.3 and Z)3.2 tater plats describe this as "Goose Alley''.

Plots 8 qnd l0: I870 Plot of Lot 204

These are re-drawings of Plat 6. They continue to show George Pickett as
owner of Lot 2o4, although the properfy had long since been sold out of
Pickett hands. Plat 10 identifieithe Freeman holdings on Lot ?fi1.3, even
thougi ?fr3.3.1had been sold to |ames Stout These exarnples show the
f4libility of plats whidr are frequently copied from previously-recorded plats.
Their Purqo-se is to identify boundaries, not necessarity owners, which is the
purpose of deeds.

Plot 9: 1868 Plot of Lot 203.3.1

This plat was made for |anes Stout when he purchased Sbrrcture 4 and Lot
203.3.1|t' from Robert Freeman. Note the 3' *iae alley, and the identification
of Susan Roland as owner of ?fi3.3.1.2

Plot I l: Lot 203.3 in 1901.

This plat shows the condemnation of the last Freeman heir at Lot 203, ?. H.
Dunnington, and Moses Schwartz, by the C&O Railroad. Thomas
Mclaughlin, who ran a foundry and blacksmithing operation, is indicated on
Lot ?fr4.

Plot l2: Copitol City lron Works

Jhis plat was made for capital city Iron works in 1936 when the company
had acquired its maximum extent of property at Rocketts. The main foundry
building^is shown between the C&O viaaucf and the Southern Railway trac,ia
on Lots 203 and 20a. Th9 company purchased all of the property above the
viaduct, ft9* Rocketts Street to Elm Street. This is, essintially, the modern
configuration of the property.

Plqt 13: The Roone property todoy

Tllt tr t plat was drawn to record the sale of the property, including Lots
203, 2fi4,205, and 204 from the Richmond Redevetopm"nt and Houiing
Authority to the present owner, Mr. Ronald Roane. ihis plat was usedis a
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base map for the ardraelogical excavations and historical research of the
Rocketts #1 $ite.
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2,4 Site Structure ond Chronology

Methods of Excovotion

The site was laid off in 
" 

gnd of ten-foot squares. These squares had the
primary function of providing provenience unib for the original de-sodding
or surface removal, as well as serving as excavation units when removing
some large sheet refuse or fill featureJ. Of course, the grid also senred the-
PurPose of providing the framework for mapping the site and preparing tlre
single-Iayer plans of individual features. Test units excavated in the phase 2
study were constructed frour these arbitrary grid units in 5'x 5'. 5' x 10', and
L0' x 10' dimensions. Beyond the phase 2 wolk and initial surface removal for
th-e phase_3 excavations, however, very litfle excavation was conducted in
arbitrary horizontal units.

The site proved to be complexly stratified, which is tlryicat in urban sites of all
tlpes and periods. The mistakes of interpretation which can easily follow
from the tactic of digging small square holes in large, very irregul"tly shaped
site deposits are best avoided through wide-area open exiavation. The de6ate
over small-unit excavations versus large-area excavations has raged for as
long as archaeology has been in existence, and probably will continue to do so.
There are certainly times and places where systematic or randomly-placed
small squares or trenches are optimal, but this was not deemed to be one of
them. Small dispersed units are suitable for seeking distributions across spacr,
and trenches for seeking gross stratigraphic sequences. Both approaches ,ue
best suited for site testing or sampling. In the case of an excavation of a site for
the purpose of recovering site data that will be destroyed by future
construction, and for which governmental mandates or agreements prescribe
preservation of data by recovery, there is little excuse for any approach beyond
area excavation, and total excavation of the deposits to be destroyed.

For the most part, the profile or section drawings reproduced in this report
are from a bacl.droe trench and square excavations undertaken in order to test
the site. Sections of features wersalso made, where appropriate, and are
included in the permanent site records. In general, h-o*ever, the methods of
stratigraphic recording used throughout the excavation were adapted from
Harris (7y79). Here there is very little emphasis on section drawing. As Harris
makes painfully obviorrs, sections or profiles record sequences very locally,
and cannot be used to infer stratigraphic relationships beyond the width of
the trench cut. Archaeological reports frequently are illustrated with elaborate
s.ectiol drawings-which aie of only limited value in recording the sequence of
deposits on the site.
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Stratigraphic order was recorded using the straightforward and simple logic of
the Harris method and matrix Single-layer plans, with datum-depth
elevations, were produced for eadr and every deposit. The feature forurs used
to record each layer or deposit include inforrration about the direct
relationships thai exist beiween the deposit and any others it overlies,
underlies, or intrudes. These observations were used to construct the so-
called Harris Matrix (see Figure ?fr, a foldout inserted in volume 3 of this
report), which sentes to illustrate the ardraeologically definable relationships
between all site deposits.

All stra{graphic units were carefully defined by trowel excavation. Once they
were defined they were drawn in plan. Stratigraphic units whidr were
interpreted as urban fills, major destnrction liayers, or thick refuse sheets were
removed by hand. Deposits were sorted by hand to recover all diagnostics,
tools, and other artifactual materials. Samples of fill gravels, industrial
wastes, and arctritectural materials (brick fragments, plaster, mortar, concrete,
etc.) were retained, but the bulk was discarded. Primary deposits, such as fills
in drains and postholes were carefully excavated by trowel. A sample (at least
50%) of all sudr fills was returned to the laboratory for floatation and fine
screening. No screening was done on the site. It w-as, and is, the opinion of
both the project director and the field director that screening of fills would
have been extremely wasteful of crew time, and would have simply resulted
in the recovery and-subsequent handling of tons of gravels, rlagt, ind other
waste fill materials. The careful excavation and hand-sorting of deposits,
combined with laboratory floatation and fine-screening of primaryfills, was
much more efficient for recovering important small finds, while perrritting
the large-area excavations needed ti prbperly study the site. r

Site strotigrophy ond formotion processes

Each individual deposit which could be so discerned was assigned an
individual feature number. That is, all postholes, poshrolds, lenses, strata, fill
layers, etc., were treated as individual stratigraphic units, and all sudr units
were tenned features. This can be confusing-to-archaeologists who treat
discrete structures, such as cisterns, for exalmple, as featuies, and individual
fill lenses within such structures as strata. Thi term-strata is used here simply
as a descriptive tenn for features which had the form of horizontal fiII taydrs,
whether laid down by human effort, or erosion, or other natural agenry. For
convenience during excavation, strata were given distinctive numbers
(Stratum '!., 2, 3, etc.) as they were encountered. For analytical purposes,
however, each stratum has a feature number. Each minimal unif of
excavation was assigned an excaaation unit (EtI) number. Some features were
remorred in multiplJ excavation units, as in th.-."t" in which a fill layer was
subdivided into arbitrary squares for maintenance of horizontal integrity
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within the feature. $ome excavatiqn units, such as initid test units, strata
cuts, cleanings, or nblow-outs" (removal of multiple late fill strata together)
contain materials frcm more than one feature. Such unis nrene used on a
Iimited basis an4 of course, the materials from such mixed contexts were
utilized neittrer in calculating TPQ dates nor in interpreting assemblages.

In general, the site stnrcture consisted of intact foundations with attmdant
builders' trenches, robbers' trenches, intact floors, sub-surface and surficial
features such as "cisterns" and udrains", piers, postholes and molds, etc.76
These were imbedded in a matrix of stratified fins, desbrrction layers, flood
deposits, and - though rarely discernible as sudr - yard deposib or middens.
These stratified deposits reached depths of five feet or more in the northern
section of the excavation (Plate 20), but were relatively shallow in the
southern portion of the site. Historic cutting had removed the natural soil
surface from most of the site, although a remnant surface existed intact in the
northeastern quadrant of the excavation. Here prehistoric and Colonial
deposits were locate4 but the majority of the site consists of tmncated natural
soils overlain by deposits dating from the late 18th century to the present.

There may be some confusion in the designations of postmolds and holes.
Where molds were dearly discernible, they were so named. Postlnles, on the
other hand, refers both to holes accompanying molds, as well as to features in
which hole and mold deposits could not be distinguished. Again, given the
nature of most of the site fills, this was a more cornmon situation than is
typical of rural sites or simple urban houselots. In cases in which postholes
and molds could not be distinguishe4 the TPQ dates are interpreted as
representing post-destruction filling.

Strotigrophic integrity ondlermini post quem dotes of site
f eqtu res

TPQ dates were deterrrined for each feature on the site, when possible. This
was done by first determining the TPQ on individual Excavation Unib from
the artifact inventories. In cases in which a feature deposit was excavated
using more than one EU, the latest TPQ date was assigned to the entire
feature deposit. A final adjustment was made by referring to the Harris lvlatrix
(see below). When a feature was found to overlie or intmde another deposit
with a later EU, the later EU was also assigned to the higher deposit.

76. The terms ncisternn and ndrainn are imprecisely used throughout this report, as these
features were so designated in the field, and in the official featurc records made in the field.
The terms refer specifically to specialized water purification and delivery features that will
be discussed in considerable detail below. In actuality, most of the ocisterns' appear to be silt
traps, for water purification, and the ndrainsn are both actual drains for removing water runoff
and conduits, or npipes" of brick built to deliver drinking water to the site.
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IIn some cases, surprisingly late dates wene indicated by one or a few rare late
artifacts in an otherwise earlier assemblage. The logic-of arctraeology requires
that the later dates be assigned unless the presence of the later artifilts cin Ue
presumed to have resulted from intnrsions that were not detected in the
field. There is ample evidence for sudr stratigraphic "turbulence" on the site,
and at least some pofiion of the site fonnation processes can be credited to
nrassive disturbances by roots and burrowing rodents. At least one modern
l3€e roden! brqow showed evidence of having penetrated through, and
destroyed, thick sections of a brick foundation.

Ttuoughout much of the 20th century, portions of the site were abandoned
and overgrown. So-called "weed trees" of the genera Ailanthus and Pawlonia
invade most abandoned lots in Ridrmond, ds in cities the world over. These
trees grow on large runner roob which can tunnel hundreds of feet. The
faunal materials from the site include ample evidence of rodents and other
burrowing animals. Even today, rab the size of cats can be found along the
southern Railroad tracks, and it is likely that opossums, groundhogs and
other animals have lived on the site fr6m dme to time. Excavations
frequently revealed the presence of root and animal bulrows, but many of the

tll layers - especially those largely comprised of stone, cinder, or brick
fragments - could have been intrudeded with little visible evidence.
Therefore, when stratigraphic placement and the majority of artifacts called
for an earlier dating of a feature than that of the latest artifact, it was
sometimes necessary to used reasoned judgement, assume that the later
materials were intrusive, and assign a more reasonable TPQ to the fill.

Despite these occasional intrusions, and considerable site formation
complexity, the stratigraphic integrity of the site was excellent. By continually
recording stratigraphic relationships while excavating broad areas, rather than
trenches or soundings, it was possible to follow the complex stratification of
the site using the method developed by Flanis.

This is a good place to note a discrepenry between some of the TPQ dates that
are used here and the subsequent interpretations of chronology. There are a
number of features which have been assigned TPQs of 1814. F6r the most part,
these features are associated with a one Jt t*o construction phases of
Structure 1 and associated brick drains whidr ran under thehoor of that
structure. These dates were assigned based on the presence of pearlware
dishes with underglaze enamelled brown line dec-oration on the marley. The
date comes from Miller (personal communication and 1991), who indiiates
that 1814 is the earliest date for which brown line dishes appear on British
ceramics price-fixing lists. Mller also notes, however, that fearlware with
underglaze enamel brown lines occur with some frequency on British War of
1812 sites in Canada
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In reviewing the contextual and documentary data to reconsbnrct the
sequence of construction events associated widr Structure 1, it was noted that
these events seemed earlier than 1814. In fact, associated contexts bore TPQ
dates of t795 or 18fi). Doormentary evidence suggests that the constuction of
this buiding took place between 1800 and 1804, based on a substantial drange
in the tax assessment. The shrrcture was then thoroughly rebuilt in brick in
1809-1810. A quick review of the contexts dated 1814 indicated that, if the
brown-Iined pearlwares lvere not considered, most of these contexts would
date to the turn of the 19th century. In further discussions, George Miller (of
Winterthur) stated that a hrrn-of-the-19th century date for these wares did not
seem unreasonable. Oveqglaze brown enammel lines had been used on
creamware as early as 1774 (ours are overglaze enamels). Robert Hunter
(personal communication), of Colonial WilIiamsburg, stated that, in the
absence of firnr evidence one way or the other, he beliwes the underglaze
brown-Iined pearlwares appear about 1805. We believe that our evidence
suggests they date to before 180% and in some cases, possibly before 18O4. The
reader is cautioned to k"up this in mind when reviewing feature descriptions,
TPQ dates in the catalogues, ird on the Harris ldatrix

Hqrris Motrix

Harris' method, which we have modified slightly, recognizes a limited
number of possible relationships between strata or features. These
relationships may be symbolically depicted in a diagram that is generally
known as a Harris Matrix. The Harris Matrix for the excavations at the
Rocketts #1 Site are presented as Figure 20.

Archaeological deposits may have no stratigraphic relationship with each
other. That is, they may not touch each other, nor be related by each touching
intervening deposits. Such deposits and the sequences fonned by deposits
touching them are unrelated (or, perhaps better, anrelatable). These can be
illustated as follows:

This slmbolism reads: "Deposits A and B are unrelated.n

When one deposit intrudes or overlies another, we map apply the principal
of superposition. Overlying or intruding deposits can be synbolically depicted
by joining them with a vertical line:

A
I

B

I
I

This reads: A overlies (or intrudes) B.
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IWhen a once-continuous deposit has been obviously deaved by one or more
subsequent intnrsive featuret such as a ditch or builder's trenih, the two
_nontouching deposits that had once been continuous may be interpreted as
being correlated.

A=B

This reads: nFeature A is correlated with Feature B".

Features which ate associated with each other, meaning that they are parts of
a larger stmcture, such as indivudal fence posts in a fmce line, can be
represented by a horizontal line:

A--B

"Feature A is associated with Feature Bn

In our usage, association inrplies contemporaneity, although it possible that
some portions of a stmchrre remained in use longer than others. Associations
depicted-on the Harris Matrix are those interpreted in the field. Subsequent
analysis has sometimes dranged our opinions about some associations and
has pointed out likely associations not leen in the field. Care needs to be
excercised when interpreting association.

If properly excavated and interpreted, the Harris Matrix reveals the

ltratigraphic relationships of all fills and feature intnfaces on a site. A feature
interface is a feature, or unit of stratification, whidr ii fomred in the interface
between two other features. Feature interfaces have no fills, and thus no
associated finds, and no TPQ date, other than that whidr can be extrapolated
from intruded or overlain deposits. The recognition of feature interfaces
forces us to remember, for example, that posiholes and their fills represent
t-wo separate,events: digging the posthole and filling it. While the period of
elapsed- time- between these two events is usually insignificant, the same
cannot be said of a brick foundation, for instance. Wtrite the buildere' trench
may have leen immediately backfilled, the wall may have remained in place
long enough for later strata to accumulate on one ofboth sides of it.

To ease interpretation of Figure 20 somewhat, we have represented hoizontal
features (fill lenses, strata, floors, etc.) by placing the featuie nunber in a
rectangle. Other features (e.g., postholes, buildei's trenctres, drains, etc.) are

lepresertted by ovals. T*minus post quem dates are noted where they could
be confidently determined. While the Harris Matrix is not as straigh*orward
to interpret aq a section drawing, the diagram reveals the site structure across
the entire excavated area rather than in a single strata cut.
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Feoture Descriptions

Eadr depositional or stratigraphic unit on the site was designated a Feahrre.
Features were recorded in the field on detailed feature forrrs which indude
extensive descriptions of the feature, single-layer plan drawings, section
drawings when appropriate, and inforsration on associated, conelate{
underlying and overlying features, and the indusion of the feature within a
larger structure, where appropriate. The inforsration on these forurs was
summarized in a courputerized data base. This data base was used to generate
the final Harris Matrirc, as well as the summary feature descriptions whidr
follow. I have added some inforcration to Tim Barker's original descriptions,
and have altered some of the descriptions in light of later analyses. I have also
added TPQ dates, corrected to the Harris Matri& where these could be
reasonably detenni ned.n

In fully interpreting features, it is necessary to reference other listings of
pertinent infonnation, including the Harris Matrix, the two main site plans
(Figures Vl and,25) or phase 2 sections (Figures 69), the artifact and floatation
inventories (Appendices 6 and 11), and, because these latter are listed by EU
number, the EU catalogue indexed by feature (Appendix 2). This EU cahlogue
(Appendix 1) also provides site coordinates useful for locating features on the
plans. M"ny features do not appear on the plans. For the most part, the only
features omitted from plan drawings are those horizontal frlls, lenses, or
strata which could not be easily depicted.

Each feature description begins with the feature number and qrye. The tlpe
includes common feature t5ryes, such as strata, postmolds, walls, builders'
trenches, etc. A variety of features are tryed "othern, meaning that these are
unique or uncommon feature $pes. It has been noted elsewhere, but bears
repeating here, that some feature tlpes used throughout the descriptions need
qualification. "Drain" refers to a variety of features, including drainage
ditches but, more tlryically, conduits constmcted of bridc Many of the
"drains" on the site appear to have been designed to carry watir to the site,
rather than simply as conduits for removing runoff. A number of features
have been dassified as "cisterns", but none of these are cisterns in the
traditional sense. These are aII small, underground features associated with
the complex system of "drains" on ttle site. They seem to have functioned
primarily as silt traps or sumps whictr served to purify water delivered from a
nearby spring. It has also been noted above that some "postholes" are actually
features whidr contained posts or piers, but for which no separate postnrolds
could be discerned. In eactr such case, the TPQ dates associatld with the
feature indicates the date of destruction, or removal, of the post or pier. The
term "discarded" appears in descriptions of features which were interpreted

v.Please keep in mind that featurcs with TPQ dates of 1814 more likely date to the period
1800-1E04 or 1E09-10, as discussed, above.
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tnot to be ardraeological features, or whidr were subsuned under another

feahrre number.

Some will undoubtedly criticize the summary feahrre descrip$ons presented
here. Of couse, we could have paid a phalanx of qryists and artists to produce
finalized duplicates of every plan and profile, and of each of the complete
feature records, but this would have doubled the expense of the project, and
tripled the thickness this report, purely for the benefit of a handful of
archaeolopsts. I cannot condone that. Some will feel that more inforsration
on the sizes and depths of posts would have been helpfuI, but in late 18th
century through 20th century constnrction, the consistenry we are familiar
with from earlier building techniques is not there, so these data are only of
minimal value. In fact, the depth of post bottours below an arbitrary datum
would be meaningless, since original surfaces have generally been tnrncated.

Feoture # 100

Feahrre tlpe: Stratum

Sod removal across the site. Correlated with Featute 27, modern surface.

Feoture # l0l

Feature t1rye: Cobble Concentration

Cobble Concentration. Presence of several paving bricks during excavation of
101 suggests that the cobbles were placed here during conshrrction of Feafirre
112 sidewalk

Eestgle-t-I0z
-

Feature t1rye Drain

20th Century brick drain. Appears to have been used to drain Main 5t.

Feolure # 103

Feature t1rye Builders' Trench

Labeled Stratum 1, this was a 20th century builders' trench for the
construction of a masonry pier for the permanent CSX Rail trestle (Stnrcture
19). Consisted of orange-brown coase sand mottled with gray clay and gravel.
At the time of the construction of the present trestle it appears that holis were
dig around the earlier wooden piers in order to saw them down. Afterwards,
these holes were filled with Feahrre 103 fill.
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Feoture # l&l

Feature $pe Discarded

Feoture # 105

Feature tyrye: Discarded

Feoture # 106

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Feature 105 was comprised of light brown sand with brown sand mortar and
30% plaster fragmenfs. Ttris wal originally thought to be a destmction level
associated with Stmchrre 1, but Feafirre 105 sat too high in the following fill
episodes to be associated with Sb:uchrre 1 and was a fill level probably laid
dbwn in the Zlth century. This latter interpretation is borne out by the TPQ
dates on various associated excavation units, all of which fall in the present
century.

Feoture # I07

Feafirre t1rye: Discarded

Fgoture # 108

Feature tlpe: Other

Feature 108 is a pile of brick rubble in a modern stratum of green clay fill
(Feature 120).

Feoture # 109

Feature type: Other

Phase 1 backhoe Trench 1. A TPQ of ca. 1990 is easily deterrnined from stray
artifacts which entered the excavation while it remained open for nearly two
years. These artifacts should prove useful in helpiong future specialists shed
Iight on the vocation-specific behaviors of archaeologists and site visitors. '

Feoture # I l0

Feature t1rye Discarded

Feature t1rye: Strahrm

Feoture#lll
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IrD Feoture#ll8:

A Feature t1rye: Stratum
I
I Feature 11& Stratum 6. Localized fiIl deposit comprised of black sand, coal

dust Probably 20th century.
I- Feoture # I 19

I Feature t5pe: Stratum
I

Feature 11% Stratum 7. Localized, shallow feature comprised of orange-

f brown sand mottled with gray clay, pebbles. Also mottled with some of
t -Feature 111 fill.
I r--r..-^I Feoture # 120t

Feature t5rpe: Stratum
rI
I Localized late fill episode consisting of grem clay with mo*ar and brick

crumbs.

Ir Feoture # I2l
f

I Feature t1pe: Post Mold

' 
Post mold filled with dark brown sand, brick fragments, small pieces of

t packed clay floor. This feature, and associated niolds, are probiUly ttre

I remains of a fence that paralled ldain St. The post was pulled in the Zfth
century.

I Feoture # 122I

t Feature t5rye: Post Mold
I 

Post mold filled with dark brown sand, brick fragments, mortar, fragments of
,1 clay floor from Structure 1. This feature, and assbciated post molds are

U probably the remains of a fence that paralleled Main St. The post was pulled- in the 20th century.
-I

Feoturq # 123I

f Feature t1rye Post Mold
I

Post mold with a portion of the deteriorating post in situ at bottom of feature.

f Filled with dark brown sand. This feature, and associated post molds, are

t prolably the remains of a fence that paralleled Main St. The post was pulled

t
I



Feoture # 124

Feature t5rye: Stratum

Stratum & Laqge late fill episode consisting of brown silt loam with brick
fragments and cobbles. Laid down to buildgrade for Feahrre tlL a ZXh
century sidewalk

Fegture # 125

Feattrre tSpe Builders Trench

Stratum 9. Sand filling excavated hole used for construction of cpnctete C&O
trestle pier.

Feoture # 126Jj<_

Feature gpe: Other
JL

Twentieth century pipe trench with gas pipe still iz sifa. Featrre !?6cuts
across the entire site from northwest to southeast. Constmction smear
originally caused this to be labeled as Stratum 10.

Feoture # 127

Feature t5pe: Stratum

Stratum 1.1. Extensive 20th century fill deposit covering Feature 159, salvage
debris from Structure 1. Comprisei of aart brown sand with black coal duit
and cinders, pebbles, brick fragments, oyster shell, mortar, and fragments of
the clay floor.

Feoture # 128

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Stratum 12. Extensive 20th century fill located to the east of Feafi;rle 177,
Stratunr 11., and covering the eastern hatf of the site. Fill comprised of yellow

t-t tav

Feoture # 12?

Feature tlpe: Discarded
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Feature t1rye: Dscarded

Feoture # 130
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1) The outline of the original firebox can be seen in the varying brick work on
the interior of the hearth base. Its bricls are mortared with yellow sand.

2) The original firebox was partially bricked in. Its sides were made smaller
and the firebox floor was raised. Very hard light brown sand was used to bond
these bricks. Inside the second, smaller firebox the bricks on its floor are
burned blad$ the mortar is burned pink Black silt loan and ash fills the gap
between the original firebox and the raised floor of the second firebsr The
original firebox was made smaller possibly to accomodate soure sort of inserL
Llong on the clay floor in front of the hearth was a large corroded iron plate
with charcoal and burned wood adhering to it. Also lyrog on the floor was a
second iron object consisting of a similar plate with a hemispherical top plate.
These appear to be componenb of a fireplace insert stove or oven.

3) Finally the firebox no longer served a purpose and its front was bricked in.
See Figures 2l and 22.

Feoture # 144

Feature tyrye: Pier

Wooden pier from the turn-of-the-century trestle (Structure 20). Driven
through Feature 164, north wall of Structure 1.

Feoture # 
.|45

Feature tlpe: Pier

Wooden pier from the turn-of-the-century trestle (Stnrcture 20). Driven
through Feature 143 hearth 

Feoture # 146

Feature tlpe: Pier

Wooden pier from turn-of-the-century trestle (Stmcture 2,0). Driven through
sterile sand.

Feoture # 147

Feature type Pier

Wooden pier from turn-of-the-cenhrry trestle (Structure 20). Driven through
sterile sand.

Feoture # .|48
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tlight brown sand mortar, drarcoal, and cobbles. Feature 159 overlay the clay
floor, except at the southern end of Stnrcture 1. Here, Feature !27 fill overlay
the floor. The primary destnrction debris began in the southern half of
Sfircture L as a very thin layer which became deeper towards the northern
end of the stmcture (ca. 2.5'+ against the north wall). Ir?:/$N/Z7AE (Ff.J#?FtZ)
a concentration of half bricks was noted lyr.g on the day floor. Only one
whole brick came from this EU. This may be evidence of brick salvaging. The
bricks may have been brought onto Feature 200 clay floor, cleaned of mortar
and the half bricks discarded. The depth of debris at the northern end of the
stmcture suggests that this satvaging may have taken place after the southern
end of the floor had been removed and that portion of the.site put to other
use. The northern waII and ctrimney may have remained partiilly standing
for some time after Structure 1 was destroyed. Artifacts associated witl
Feature 159 (EUs A3,2n,291,293,300,301 3A6,3A7,308 and 309) dearly
indicate a ca. 1850 for this salvaging episode.

Feoture # 160

Feature tlpe: Pier

Wooden pier for turn-of-the-century tres0e (Stmcture 20).

Feoture # 16l

Feature type: Pier

Wooden pier for turn-of-the-century trestle (Stnrcture 20).

Feofure # ]62

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Fill consisting of mixed yellow, orange, brown, and gray clay filled with
cobbles. This fill may have been laid to create a level grade for Feature ll2, a
20th century sidewalk Feature Vl!O, a cobble concentration in Feature '1,62, may
have been laid in fill to allow drainage or to stabilize fill.

Feotlre # .|63

Feature tyrye Robbers' Trench

Robbers' trench of the late building phase of the west wall of Structure 1..

Feature 261 the brick wall of the Jarler construction phase of Structure 1,,

par_allels, abuts, and underlies the interior of Feature iOg. peaturcs 300, ?.?5
and ZiO are fiIls for this robbers'trench.
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Feature tlpe: Foundation

Brick north wall of Structure 1. Sonre plaster still remained fixed to the bricks
on the interior of the wall. Additional associated walls for Structure I are
Features 184 and 163.

Feoture # 165

Feature type: Post Hole

Large oval post hole filled with black greasy coarse sand, cinders, coal dust,
pockets of mortar, bricks, and coal. Possibly associated with a stnrcture post-
dating Structure 1. Feature 155 inhrded Feature 159, salvage debris from
Stmchrre 1, but did not penetrate Feature 20O the day floor. The post was
therefore set after ca. 1860. Artifacts in fill indicate the post was pulled in the
20th century.

Feoture # 166

Feature type: Discarded

Feoiure # 167

Large late post hole filled with loose black coarse sand, cinders, brick and
mortar. Excavated to a depth of ca. 4'below point of origin without finding
the bottom of the feature. Feature 167 was probably a pile-driven utility pole
set and pulled in the Zlth century.

Feoture # '|68

Feature tlpe: Post Mold

Post mold filled with brown sand mottled with orange and gray day, Feature
200 clay floor fragmenb, bricks, granite, and gravel. A portion of the decaying
post remained iz sifa. Feature 168 penetrated the underlying clay floor.
Feature 168 is probably associated with a structure that post dates Structure 1.
The post was pulled in the 20th century.

Feoture # '169

Feature tlpe: Stratum

This is a small, highly localized coal and cinder lense in 3ffiN / VIOE.
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Feoture # 170



Feature t5rye: cistern

A small cistern with two courses of brick lining the top. Some brown plasta
lining, similar to the floor of Structure 1, was iahering to the interiorbricks.
The feature was located adjacent to the exterior of Stnrchrre 1's east wall. A
brick drain, Feature 342 leads into Featute 170 through a gap in the east wall
of Structure 1. Feahrre 175 brick drain is attached to the ciitern through a gap
opposite the wall and carried the overflow northeast into a series of
additional cisterns or silt traps, and finally into Feature 73, alarge drainage pit
seen in profile of bacl.ihoe Trendr 1.

Feature 177 is another, perhaps earlier, brick drain that is not directly attactred
to Feature 17O but may have been connected to an earlier cistern at the same
spot, or connected to Flature 170 before the brick lining was placed. Feature
170 had several layers of fiIl. Eactr one was bisected and removed separately.
From top to bottom they were; Feature ?n8, gtay clay cap; Feature 192 cinder
fiII; Featurc ?fiZ, brown sand loam; Feature 2O4, brown loam. Artifacts from all
fills indicate they were laid in two episodes: ca. 1S40 ( ?.02 and 2{X) and 1860 (
lW and?fi8).

Natural clay subsoil was encountered at the bottom. On the floor of the
cistern, in Feature 2fi4 fill, heavily deteriorated flat metal fragments were
found. They are probably the remains of a metal container that lined the
cistern. The imprint of this container could be seen in the day subsoil around
the edge of the cistern floor. Features 189 and M9 are associated cisterns
connected to Feature 770by Feature 175, abrick box drain.

Feoture # l7t

Feature tlpe: Post Hole

Large post hole or mold with a portion of the decaying post in sifu with
organic material around it. Filled with mottled dark brown loam and yellow
sand with coal and brick fragments. Found after backfill removal in Trench 1
on Feature 200, clay floor. Feature 171 intruded into the clay floor, but the
point of origin is not known, as it was disturbed by excavation of the trendt.
Feature t71 may represent part of a structure which post dates Structure 1, or
an internal structural post related to Structure 1. Artifacts in the feature fill
and stratigraPhy both indicate that the feature was filled after ca. 1860.

Feoture # 172

Feature type: Stratum

Feature 172 Stratum 13. Extensive late 18th or early 19th century fill. First
seen in southeast corner of Structure L where Feature ?fr}, clay floor, was
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missing. Stratum 13 continued under the day floor and was concentrated in
the southeast quadrant of Structure 1. Feature t72 comprised of yellow-brown
sand fiIled wittr brick fragments. There atre a large nuurber of domestic
artifacts associated with this fill, and they yield aTPQ date for deposition of ca.

1820. The stratum contains vessel fragments that cmss-mend with vessels
from Features 174, dated, ca. 1814 and 321, dated ca. 1830. The stratum is
glppea by fe1lUes dated ca. 183O and may l.- * earlier midden accumulation.
The matrix of fine sand suggests also a flood deposit.

Feoture # 173

Feature t1rye: Robbers' Trench

Rolbers' trench overlyrng remains of Feature 1&t, east wall of Structure 1. It
appeas that the east wall of Smrcture 1 was only partially robbed; the bottom
courses of bricks were left in place. The robbers' trench was filled with light
brown sand mortar, brick fragments, charcoal, cinder dust, and artifacts @Us
254, ?:/?q and 318) yielding a date of post-1830 for wall robbing.

Feoture # 174

Feature t1rye: Builders' Trench

Builders' trenctr for east wall of Structure 1 (Feature 1&4). Located parallel to
exterior of east watl. Filled with dark brown sand, yellow-brown sand mortar,
brick fragments, drarcoal, and pebbles. Artifacts (EUs 319 and 527) in the
trench iridicate cons8uction of modification of the wall after ca. 1814.

Feoture # .|75

Feature t)?e: Drain

Brick drain, draining Feature !70, acistern. The drain flows into two other
cisterns, Features 189 and 449. Feature 13& another draio then carried the
flow of water into Featute 73, alarge pit seen in the profile of Trench 1. On
one portion of Feature 175 ctrt granite stone caps remained iz sffa. This
suggests that the drain was once completely capped with these stones. AIso
associated with Feahrrc 175 are Features 176 and 216, both representing
primary Sll inside the drain. Feature 175 bisected was bisected by a 20th
century pipe trench, Feature t?6. A number of sherds of domestic cer:amie
found witfrin the drain indicate possible construction after ca.1795; however,
these sherds may have washed into the drain after construction. Fill (Feature
179) Iying under the drain also suggests a late 18th century or early 19th
century construction date.

Feoture # I76



Feature $pe: Other

FiIl inside Feature 175 drain (see above). Comprised of dark brown sand loam,
charcoal and a small amount of brick fragments. Floatation samples were
taken of drain fill.

Feoture # 177

Feature t1rye: Drain

Fragmentary brick drain. V"ry similar to Feature 175 brick drain, but not
clearly connected to Feature 170 cistern Although not all the bricks for this
drain remain in course, their outlines could clearly be seen in the underlying
stratum. The interior of the drain was filled wittr i very shallow deposit 

- -
labeled Feature 178. Feature t77 may have been corurected to Featurl 17O
cistern, before its brick lining *as added, or perhaps it drained an earlier
cistern located in the same spot (although there is no evidence for this).
Perhaps Feature 177 wasjust an auxillery drain to carry off excess water.
Feature 177 was bisected by 2{hh cmtury pipe trench, Feature 126. The only
diagnostic artifacts (Ev vl6) found in tlie'fii of the drain were three
creamware sherds, suggesting possible consbrrction after n.l775.It is possible,
however, that these shirds entered the drain after construction. The
relationship of the drain to underlying fiU, Feature 179, indicates a late 18th
century or early L9th century consbrrction date.

EaFegture # I Z8

Feature t5pe: Other

V*ry shallow fill inside Feature tn bnckdrain (see above). Consisted of dark
brown sand loam, brick fragments, charcoal. Fill was taken for a floatation
sample.

Feoture # 179

Feature type: Other

Fill lying beneath and between Featu rcs 175,177 bnckdrains. Consisted of
du* b*o1 sand loam, charcoal, pebbles, brick fragments. Surface urottled
with day fill and white very fine sand mortar. Bisected by 20th cmtury pipe
trench, Feature 12i. Artifacts (EU 6M) in this fitl provide a construction-dlte
near the turn of the 19th century for the drains.
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Feature t1rye: Post Hole

Feoture # 
.|80



I 242

-]fI Rectangular post hole filled with dark brown sand loan, cobbles, brick
r. cmmbs, and charcoal and located beside Feature 170, a cistern. The feahrre
t was shallow, with almost vertical sides. The western2/3 of the hole wasF deeper than the eastern 1/3 and was stepped in profile. No separate mold was

r discerned. While there was only a single diagnostic artifact in both bisections
t! (EUs 250 and 251), this, along with stratigraphic placement, indicates that the

post was remorred shortly after ca. 1780.

-I Feoture # l8l
't-
! Feahrre t1rye: Discarded

IF Feoture # 182

I Feature t5rye: OtherI

) Two ctrt granite stone caps ia sifa over Feature 175 brick drain.
-I Feoture # 183

I Feature t1rye: Post HoIer
Post hole, located in square 2S0N/2708, filled with dark brown sandy loam,

f charcoal, brick fragments, white sand mortar, and pebbles. No separite post
I mold was identified. Artifacts in the fill suggest the post was pulled after ca.

1795.I
Feoture # 

.|84
-

I Feature t1rye: FoundationI
East brick foundation wall of Stnicture 1. The foundation is'/..- llZbrick

I lengths in width. Feature 342 brick drain runs parallel to the interior of the
I east wall. Feature 16 also runs parallel to the interior of the east wall between

the southeast corner of Structrlre 1, and Feature 17O cistern. Feahrre 16 was at

I first thought to be a part of Feature 1.84, but it is now interpreted as the
, remnants of the foundation of an earlier phase of construction of $tructure 1.

' Feoiure # 185
I

Feature tlpe: Other
r-.I
-l Fill in Feature 482, post hole seen in Trench 1., on Feature 200, clay floor. The

point of origin is unknown as it was cut by backhoe trench. Feature 482 had

I several fill levels induding Feature 185, the latest, and Feahrres 291,29?, 293
t underlying it. Feature 185 fill comprised of cobbles in mottled sand and clay

- 
deposited in the 20th century.
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Feoture # 186

Feature t1rye: Post Hole

Post hole fiIIed with coarse black cinder dust and granite, probably associated
with a stnrcture that post dates Stnrcture 1. FiU in the hole dates to the 20th
century. No separate hold was discerned.

Feoture # 187

Feature t1rye: Other

Localized homogeneous fiIl deposit, in square 290N / ?/108, consisting of brown
sand, brick fragments and charcoal. This is probably a nrodern dishrrbance.

Festse-tl3gL:<

Feature tlpe: Pier

Wsoden pier from a turn-of-the-century trestle (Structure 20). Some portions
of the decaying wood cribbing was still attadred by bolts to the pier.

Feoture # 189

Feature t1rye: Cistern

Round cistern with vertical sides and flat bottom. Filled with dark brown
loam and brick crumbs. Feature 175, abrick drain, leads out of Feature 170,
another cistern, into Feature 189 and continues on to Feature 449, a third
cistern. Feature 190 appears to be the filled hole for construction of Feature
189. Both 189 and 190 are bisected by Feature 1?6, amodern pipe trenctr. Fill
was saved as a floatation sample. The cistern was constructed after ca.1795
and filled in the first half of the 19th century.

Feoture # 
.|90

Feature $pe: Other

Filled construction hole for Feature 189 cistern (see above). Fill consisted of
medium to dark brown sand loam with brick fragnrents, mortar, pebbles,
charcoal. Fill was saved as a floatation sample.
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Feature t1rye Post Mold

Feofure # l9l
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Post mold in ?fAN /n0E filled with mottled yellow and brown clay with a
hdf bridg associated with Featurct92, its hole. Artifacts in the mold (EUs F49
and 551) are of about the same date as artifacts in the hole @Us 550 and 552),
although there are no cross-mends between them. The post penetrates
Feature 432, filled, after ca. 1814. Overlying features date to the Zlth cenhrry.
Artufacts in filt indicate th"! F" post was set after ca,.l8?.0, but we cannot
detersrine how long it stood in place.

Feoture # 192

Feattrre t1rye: Post Hole

Post hole for Feature 191 post mold (see above). Filled with dark brown sand
loam, charcoal, brick crumbs.

-L- 
--- f, t^iPW

Feature type: Foundation

Brick south wall of Structure 1.; much of it has been salvaged. Some courses
remain intact under Features 194 and VIl9, robbers' trenctr-fill. Feature 211 is a
possible stoop extending south at a right angle fronr the exterior of Feature
193. Two piers (Feature 2Zl) probably supported a beam for a central load
bearing wall for Stmcture 1 which extended north at a right angle from the
interior of Feature 193. The foundation was partially salvaged sometime after
ca. 1850.

Feoture # 194

bbers'TrenchFeature type: Ro

Robbers' trench fill for Feature 193, south wall of Stnrcftrre 1. Some bricla in
course remain in situ beneath Feature 29, robbers' trench fill and Featurel9l
fill. Robbers' trench filled with mottled gray and yellow clay, brick and a high
percentage of charcoal. This robbing episode contains artifacts (EUs ?ffi,279,
and 281) that date the salvaging of a portion of the foundation to the 1,860s, or
slightly later. This is apparently a second robbing episode, following one
represented by Featurc ?119, which dates archaeol,ogically to ca. 1840 (but
documents suggest a date in the 1850s. This robbing episode may be
contemporaneous with the large salvage deposit represented by Feature 159.

Feoture # 
.|95

Feature type: Post Hole

Post hole filled with black sand, coal dust, coal, charcoal, briclc, cobbles and
fragnents of Feature 20O the clay floor. This post hole intruded into several



fill strata and the clay floor, but did not penetrate the stone footings for the
day floor. This eVidence, plus the presence of clay floor fragmenb in the fill,
points to the fact that Feature 195 is associated with a stmchrre postdating
Stmchre 1. No associated mold was discerned. Fill in the hole indicates that
the pos6t was pulled in the 20th century.

Feoture # 196

Feature tlpe: Rodent disttrrtance?

Fitl overlying Feature 20L, east wdt Structure 1. robbers' trench fill. Located in
an area wtreie Feature 342, abrick drain, ran through a gap in Feature 184 the
east wall, and entered Feature 170, a cistern. This feature may be related to a
large rodent disturbance adjacent to it. Feature 1% fill consisted of brown sand
loam, gray sand mortar, brick fragments. This material was deposited in the
20th century

Feoture # 197

Feature tlpe Other

Black cinders and coarse cinder dust filling gap leading into Feature 170
cistern ttrough Feature 1&1, east wall of Su:ucture 1, and makes up one level
of fill inside the cistern. Feature 199 also partiatly filling this gap. This is
probably fill that infiltrated the drain system after the destruction of Stmchrre
1.

Feoture # 
.|98

Feature type: Stratum

A modern fill stratum consisting of green, white and yellow clay. The fill
contains 20th century materials.

Feoture # 199

Feature tlpe: Other

Fill inside gap of brick lining of Feature 170, a cistern, consisting of light
brown sand mortar, gray sand mortar, brick fragments, charcoal. See
discussion of Feature !97, abwe.

Feoture # 200

Feature t1rye: Floor

Clay floor for Structure 1. overlying Feature 131 granite and cobble footings.
Throughout this report, this feature is referred to as the "clay" floor. In
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actuality, the nature of the material is unlanown. It appears to be a tan-colored
cement or plaster possibly consisting of a mixtute of ci"y with lime (the
material ftzzes vigorously in warm dilute acid solution) and/or g)?sum
("plaster of Paris"). All constituents were apparently very finely ground and
sieved. This composition may be quite similar to some base plasters, or
"brown plasters", used on walls during the period between the late l8ttr snd
late 19th centuries. Similar material was used in places to line and mortar
some of the brick drains on the site. The floor appears to have been
constnrcted by first liquifying the "cliay" to a soupy consistenry. Then, the day
was poured onto the stone footings, smoothed with a trowel, and and allowed
to dry. The clay plaster slurry seeped down into the cracks of the stone footing
and bonded the stones to the floor. While excavating the clay floor it was
noted that the clay was much thicker in the northerir half oi Sfircture 1.

A large portion of the clay floor and its stone footing was missing from the
southeast quadrant of the interior of Stnrcture 1. This was apparently broken
up and removed during a salvaging and landscaping episode about 1860. The
clay floor was laid shordy after ca. 1830. In some areas where walls remained
intact above the footing, the flooring material had been trowed up the walls
several indres. This clay floor material was also fotrnd to overlie iourses of
bricla associated with both the east and west walls of the Strrcture 1

foundation, giving a clear indication that walls were not standing at the time
the floor was laid and extra brick courses were added to the foundation.

Feoture # 201

Feature tlpe: Robbers' Trench

Robbers' Trench over Featurc 184, east wall of Structure 1.. Feature Zl1 was
filled with dark brown sand, charcoal, brick fragments. Artifacts from this
feature (EUs 185, ?n3, ?60, and 280) provide a T"O date of ca. 1&4O but
documents suggest a slightly later date in the 1850s.

Feoture # 2A2

Feature type: Other

Secondary fill level inside Feature 17O cistern. Consisted of medium brown
sand loam, brick fragments, sand mortar, some cinder dust. Artifacts @Us 191
and 198) indicate a fill date of ca. 1840. This feature has cross-mends with
Feature 221, which has a similar TPQ date.

Feature tlpe: Discarded

Feoture # 203



Redeposited fill overlain and underlain by Feature 128; subsequently
incorporated into Feature 128. Contained a high number of late Colonial
artifacts, including delftware and Colono-lndian ware. This appears to be a
lens of material taken from an originat Colonial surface on the site and
incorporated into a later fill. The materials and soil comprising this feature
are very similar to the intact early surface soils and midden a few feet east of
the main excavation block

Feoture # 204

Feature t1rye: Other

Primary fill inside Feature 1,70, cistern (see above). Gray clay fill overlying
sterile brrncated subsoil. At the bottom of Feature ?frL, on the floor of cisiern,
were fragments of highly corroded flat metal that were the remains of a
container placed into the cistern. Molded into the clay subsoil arorurd the
edge of the cistern floor could be seen the fornr of the bottom of this
container. Feature 204 consisted of brown loam with whole bricla. A
floatation sample was taken. The cistern was filled shortly after ca. 1840.

Feoturp # 20J

Feature t1rye Post Hole

Post hole for Feature 157 post mold. Fill contained large amount of bricks,
some cobbles, and day floor fragments. The post was set in the late 19th
century and pulled in the 20th century.

Feoturq # 206

Feature ty?e: Cistern.

Small, round cistern with vertical sides and flat bottom. This cistern is not
clearly connected to any drain, but is in line with Feature !77, a fragmentary
brick drain. Upper portion of Feahrre ?,05 were filled with dark gray organic
loam becoming mixed with light brown sand day and brick fragments
towards the bottom. Around the edge of the cistern floor the fonn of the
bottom of the cistern's container can be seen molded into the gray clay
subsoil. No metal or other artifacts related to a container were recovered from
this depth, except for some nails that might suggest a barel. This feature was
filled shortly after ca. 1795.

Feofure # 207
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Feature tpe: Discarded

Feoture # 208
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Feature tlpe: Other

Gray day cap sealing the lower levels of fill inside Feature 17O cistern (see

above).

Feoture # 209

Feature ty?e: Discarded

Same as Feature 159, primary destruction debris of Stnrcture 1 overlying
Feature 200 clay floor. Feature 209 first appeared in the southern half of
Structure 1 and did not directly connect to Feature 159 in northern half due to
intervening overlying fitl between them. When this fiII was removed
Features Ng and iSg-clearty were the same and therefore Featurc ?ffi
designation was discarded.

Feoture # 210

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Twentieth-century fiIl stratum located on the exterior of the south and east
walls of Structtrre 1 and the exterior of the west wall of Strrcture 4.
Comprised of dark yellow-brown clay mottled with yellow-brown sand and
gray day nodules.

^-1- --- rr Al tboture # 2l I

Feature tlpe: Other

Possible brick stoop extending south at a right angle from Feature 193, the
south wall of Stnrcture 1. The feature is %1./Zbrick lengths wide and 2 courses
deep. Feature 211 could denote the presence of an entrance way on the south
side of Stmcture L.

Feoture # 212

Feature type: Builders' Trench

Builders' trench for Featur e"!,02, a 2(hh century brick drain.

Feoture # 2.|3

Feature tlpe: Discarded

Feature tlpe: Builders' Trench

Feoture # 214
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Feature t1rye: Stratum

Fill consisting of mottled or mixed orangeSrown, ffay, dark gray and light
brown sandy clay. This fill covered portions of five 10' x 10' squares. Artifacts
(EUs ?,57,2,5i9, 26t,263, and 264). The vast majority of artifacts indicate an early
19th century date for this filling; however, the stratigraphic position of the fill
indicates it was laid down after ca. 18@, as it overlies Feature 159.

Feature # 222

Feahrre t1rye: Post Hole

Large 20th cmtury post hole filled with black cinder dust and coal. The
bottom was nevei ieached, excavation ended when the pile-driven post
continued into clay subsoil. This feature has similar draracteristics to Feature
167 and was probibly a utility pole. Feature ?22 intrudes through Feahue 2Zi
and Feature 163, the west wall of Structure 1, and Feature ?fi1, a wall regtnant
of an early phase of Surrcture 1, originally designated Strrcture 15. Profiles of
the bricls in course of the west wall can be seen in the walls of the'post hole.
Profile shows the brid<s were lain in day subsoil.

Feoture # 223

Feature tlpe: Piers

Two identical brick piers, set in an unlined drain or a robbers' trench for a
brick drain (Feature 356), were both identified by the same feature number.
Each pier has an associated builders' trench, and these were also combined as
a single feature (Feature 382) This was originally thought to be remnants of a
partly robbed north-south running brick wall in the center of Structure 1

under Feature 200, the clay floor. Instead, these appear to be piers supporting
either cross beams or, more likely, a summer beam which, in turn, may have
supported an internal partition wall. The piers are only 1. stretcher wide 1

course deep, and bonded with light brown sand mortar. One pier is adjacent
to Feature 193, the south waII of Structure 1, while the other is approximately
10-12 feet north. The builders' trenches yielded a date of construction for the
piers after ca. t82,5, and they probably date to slightly after 183O the period of
construction for the "clay" floor of Stmcture 1. Materials in the robbers'
trench in which the pieri were placed dates drain robbing at ca. 1810, and this
was probably robbed at the same time as associated drains. TPQs associated
with drain robbing are about 1814, but, as discussed above, I believe this date,
which is based on brown-lined pearlware, is too late. Other archaeological
evidence and documgnlary evidence indicate that the structure was rebuilt in
brick between 1809-1810

Feature # 224



Feature tyrye: Stratum

FiIl stratnm concentrated in southwest quadrant of Structure 1 below Feature
2(X), the day floor and Feature 131., stone footing for the day floor. The fill
consisted of brown sand loam mixed with orange-brown and yellow-brown
clay, brick fragments and drarcoal. This fill was possibly laid down to level
grade for the floor; there were numerous artifacts (EUs 380 and 384) in the
fiIl, and these suggest a liPQ of ca. 1830, which corresponds very well with
other fills under the floor. The vast majority of the artifacts are from the
perioyd ca. 1780 - 1820, however, and this mly represent removal of earlier
midden material for fiIl.

Fpoture # 225

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Fill episode overlying exposed Feature 131, stone footing fo the clay floor, at
the southern end of Stmcture 1 where the day floor was missing. Fill
consisted of white sand mortar, dark brown fine sand and brick fragments.
This layer was probably deposited ca. 1860, or slightly later.

Feature # 226

Feature t1rye: Robbers' Trench

Fill for Feature 163, the robbers' trench of the west wall of Stnrcture 1. Fill
consisted of dark brown to black sand loam with charcoal. Artifacts from the
excavation'units associated with this trench (ElJs ?84,3C4.,3?.5, and 329)
provide a mid-to-late 19th century date for the fill.

Feature # 227

Feature gpe: Pier

Brick pier adjacent to Feature L63, the robbed west wall of Structure 1. The
pier is three courses deep. This pier was not associated with Structure 1,,

however, as it sat high ibove Felture 20Q the clay floor, and overlay two late
fill strata (Feahrres 1,62,,243). The pier was apparehUy related to a laie 19th
century, or, more likely, a Z)th century structure.

Feqture # 228

Feature tlpe: Post Hole

Twentieth century post hole with a portion of the rotting post still in situ.
Post appeared to Le of possibly 

"t**tud pine. The post ivis set in wittr granite
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-I cobbles and the hole was filled with loose cinders. Feature 228 and associated
' features are possibly the remains of a fence paralleling Main St.
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Feoture # 229

Feature $pe: Stratum

Fill episode in 280 N/ %0E, consisting of brown sand clay mottled with
orange sand clay, small cobbles, briclc, coal, plaster and a lalge quantity of
gravel. Artifacts from ttre fill (EU ?l9) and stratigraphic placement suggest the
fill was deposited in the mid-l9th centtrry.

Feoture # 230

Feature tlpe Post Hole

Post hole filled with black cinders. The hole cuts slightly into Feature 2(X), the
clay floor, but does not penetrate it. Feahrre 230 and associated features are
ftop a strtrcture 

-whigh 
post dates Stmchrre 1. This post was pulled in the late

19th century or the 20th century.

reglgel*&U-

Feature type: Post HoIe

Post hole filled with brown sand loam, clay floor fragments, brick fragments,
cobbles. The 0.3'x0.4' rectangular post mold was found in the bisection in the
bottom 0.4' of the feature. Feature 231 and associated features are possibly
associated with a structure post-dating Stmcture 1. This post was pulled-in the
20th century.

Feoture # 232 :

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Fill episode consisting of black cinders and cinder dust. This fill was p,robably
deposited after ca. 1ffi0 (W ?:74r.

Feoture # 233

Feature type: Other

Small wash lense inside Feature 175, abrick drain, located where Feature 189,
a cistern opened into the drain. Feature 233 consisted of dark brown loam and
charcoal. brick fragments, pebbles and a small amount of gray clay. Saved as a
floatation sample. See Featurc 175 description, above.

Feoture # 234



Feature t'?e: Other

Smalt wash lense inside Feature 175 brick drain. Located where Feature 189
cistern opened into drain. Consisted of brown sand loam, brick crunbs,
charcoal, and light brown sand mortar. Saved as a floatation sample. See
Feature 175 descriptio& above.

Feoture # 235

Feature t1rye: Other

Small wash lense inside Feature 175 brick drain. Located where Feahrre 189
oPens into drain. Feahrre 235 consisted of light brown sand loam with brick
cmmbs and charcoal flecking. Saved as a floatation sample. See Feature 175
description, above.

t-

Feoture # 236

Feature t5pe: Other

Alluvial wash deposited inside Feature 175 brick drain. Directly overlying the
brick bottom of drain. Feature 236 consisted of light brown sand, small pebbles
and charcoal flec.king. Saved as a floatation sample. See Feature L75
description, above.

Feoture # 237

Feature type: Other

Small wash lense filling the space of a missing brick in Feature 175 brick
drain. Located where Feature 189 opens into ihe drain. Feature 237 consisted
of brown sand loam, brick cmmbs, yellow sand mortar, plaster, gray clay,
charcoal flecking, and small pebbles. Saved as a floatation sample. See Feature
175 description, above.

Feoture # 238

Feature $pe: Stratum

A truentieth century fill episode consisting of hard packed dark and light
brown sandy clay, black cinders, brick fragments, small cobbles and shell. A
portion of Feature 238lies directly on Feature 200, the clay floor of Structure 1,
and other-portions overlie Feature 159, salvage debris, and Featurc 232,
another fill layer.
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Feature tlpe: Discarded :

fesl$ei-ZtQ

Feature grye Cobble Concentration

Layer of river cobbles laid in Feature 152clay and cmrered with it. The cobble
layer was 3.5' wide and 0.5' deep and ran directly under Feature tl2, a?Jth
cehtury sidewalk Feature 2{O's function may have been to stabalize filI qnder
sidewalk or to allow for better drainage.

I

A localized fill located adjacmt to Main St. in 2S0N/2S08, which consisted of
orange-brown mottled gtay clay with small cobbles. This material was
deposited after ca. 18110.

Fqture # 24?

Feature type: Stratum

Small, localized fill located near Main St. which consisted of yellow-brown
sand, charcoal, deteriorating briclc white sand mortar, and small cobbles. No
artifacts were recovered; hJwever, this deposit is near, and similar to, F-2/L:7,

and may be part of the same episode.

Feoture # 243

Feature type: Stratum

Localized fill Iocated adiacent to Main St. Consisted of light brown sand
mottled with orangeSrown sand. No artifacts were recovered; however, this
deposit is near, and similar to, F-Vll, iurd may be part of the same episode.

Feoture # 244

Feature type: Post Mold

Post mold associated with Featute Vl1, its post hole. Filled with dark brown
sand loam, pebbles and brick fragments. Feature ?A4may be part of a fence
that paralleled Main Street. No diagnostic artifacts were recovered

Feature t1rye: Post Hole

Feoture # 245



Post hole for Feature 7A4 post mold. Filled with brown sand loam, pebbles and
brick fragments. No diagnostic artifacts were recovered

Feoture # 246

Feature type Post Mold

Post mold with a portion of the decaying post iz sifa. Featu rc ?A6may be part
of a fence that paralelled Main St. The post was pulled in the Zllth century.

Feotue # ?47

Feature $pe: Stratum

Localized fill located adjacent to ldain St. Consisted of yellow-brown fine sand
with brick fragments. Feature zl appeared to crrt into Feahrre 2{7. No
artifacts were recovered; however, this deposit is near, and similar to, F-?dl,,
and may be part of the same episode.

Feoture # 248

Feature tlpe: Other

Large rodent burrow intruding into Stmcture 1, the east wall robbers' trench
(Feature 201) and over Feature 1&1, east wall. Late Zfth century wine bottles
were found in this context.

Feoture # 249

Feature type: Robbers' Trench

ld*uty robbers' trench fill directly overlying Feature 193, the south wall of
Structure 1. Fill consisted of yellow-brown sind with yellow sand mortar and
brick fragments. Artifacts in ihis fill @Us 273,292,, uod aoZl indicate that the
wall was robbed after ca. 1840. Documentary evidence suggests that the
building was destroyed in the early 18S0s.

Feoture # 250

Feature type: Post Hole

Post hole filled with dark brown sand loan, cobbles and brick fragments.
Feature 250 and associated features may represent the presence ofa stnrcture
post-dating Structure 1. No separate mold was discerned. Artifacts (EV A32
and.283) in the hole suggests that the post was pulled after the mid-l9th
century.
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Feoture # 251

Feature t1rye Other

At first thought to be a post hole. Upon excavation it was detenrrined to be a
tree rool

Feqture # 252

Feature $rye: Stratum

Modern fill episode adjacent to Main St. and possibly associated with the
consbrrction of a modern sswer or drain seen in the curb opposite the feature.
Consisted of gray day.

Feoture # 253:

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Late fill episode adjacent to lvlain Sr and possibly associated with the
construction of a modern sewer/drain conduit seen in the crrrb opposite the
feature. Fill consisted of mottled orange-brown and gray day.

Feoture # 254

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Late fiIl episode adjacent to Main St. and possibly associated with the
constmction of the modern sewer/drain seen in the curb opposite the feature.
Fill consisted of orange-brown and gray mottled river clay with sorne
redeposited dark brown sand loam and brick fragments.

Feoture # 255

Feature type: Other

Shallow wash lense above Feature ?25, the robbers' trench for the west wall of
Structure 1. Consisted of brown fine sand with brick fragments.

Feoture # 256

Feature t,?e: Post Hole

Post hole for Feature ?/.l3, postmold and partial intact post. Filled with dark
brown sand loam and brick fragments. Artifacts in the fill (EUs 298 and 299--)

indicate the post was set in the 20th century.

Feoture # 257



Feahrre type: Post Hole

Post hole for Feahrre ?t62, postmold, located in 250N / ?S}E,above the clay
floor of Stnrcture 1. Filled with darkbrown fine sand loam. No artifacts were
pres-ent in the fill, but stratigraphy and associations suggest that this was a
modern post.

Feoture # 258

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Localized fill in 2S0N / zs}Econsisting of yellow-brown sandy clay mottled
with red-brown and gray clay, large mortar fragments, and brick There were
very few artifacts in the fiU (EU 312), but these suggest a deposition date after
the turn of the 19th century.

Feoture # 259

Feature tlpe: Other

Shaltow pit in 2S0N/2S0E filled with yellow-brorarn sandy clay and lined wittr
asbestos shingles or tiles. A decaying post, Feature 295, was found in Feature
259 during bisection. This is a 20th century feature of unl.crown function.

Feoture # 260

Feature t5pe: Robbers' Trench

One of three distinct fills in a robbers' trench (Feature 153) for the late phase
of Structure 1., directly overlying remaining bricks in course from the early
phase of the west wall Structure 1. Fill consisted of yellow-brown sand with a
large amount of brick mortar and plaster. Robbing issociated with this fill
apPears to have taken place after ca. 1850 (EU 294 and,311), which is congment
with documentary evidence.

Feoture # 26.|

Feature t5pe: Other

Brick concentration_overlying Featurc 449, a cistern. This appears to be a piOle
of brick salvaging debris from an unl.mown source. The bri-cks were placed
here after ca. 1820.
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Feature tyrye: Post Mold

Feotlre # 262
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Post mold,located in Zi0N /?.ffiB, above (penetrating) the day floor of
Stmcture 1", wift a portion of the decaying post in sifa. Associated wi& pst
hole, Feature 257. Small arnounts of deteriorating copper were found against
the decaying_losf F-eature 252may be associated with a stmcture post-dating
Stmcture 1. No artifacts were present.

Feoture # 263

Feattrre t1rye Post Mold

Post mold fo,r Feature 2ffi post hole. A portion of the decaying post in situ.
Filled with dark brown sand loaur. Feature ?53 may be associated with a
structure post-dating Structure 1. Artifacb in Feature 255 suggest the post was
set in the present century.

Feoture # 264

Feature t)?e: Other

Concentration of asbestos tiles or shingles under Feature 259 and partially
covered by Feature 128 fill. Probably th" boftom of Feature 259, a 20tlr century
shallow pit lined with asbestos tiles.

Feoture # 265

.--.:^d^-Feature t1rye: Foundation

Brick west wall of an early phase of Structure 1 (originally designated
Structure 16). In some places the intact clay floor (Feature 200) overlay the
brick wall. Feature ?.26, a robbers' trench, is the remains of the later phase of
that structure built over the original foundation, which may have been pdrtly
robbed before this later phase of construction. At one point a large cut granite
block is built into the brick wall. This stone appears to be pluggng a hole in
the foundatio& perhaps where a drain had penetrated the foundation. This
drain probably foUowea the course of the ditch labelled Features 400 and 402
and exited the early building in approximately the same position that drains
exited the later building phase through foundation gaps in the east wall, and
ran into the cistern system.

Feoture # 266

Feature tlpe Dscarded

Feature tJpe: Drain

Feoture # 267



url
tFill capping Feature ?68, a possible drainage ditdr. Bisected by Trench l. Filted

with darkbrown sand loam and pebbles. firis fill layer was deposited after ca.
1830.

Feoture # 268

Feature gpe: Drain

Possibly a ditch that served as overflow for Feature 449 cistern, or an earlier
drainage system. This ditdl was overlain by another ditch, Featnre 259. There
was no indication that the ditch had been brick-lined, as were other drains on
the site. The ditdr was ctt by Trench 1. Feature 268 was filled with medium
brown san4 bricta and brick fragments, cobbles. This ditch was recorded onty
in the profile of Trench 1, and is not on the plan map. This feature was filled
after ca. 1830.

Feoture # 269

Feature t1rye: Drain

Another possible small drainage ditch for Feature 4{9, cistern, that is also
associated with Feahrre 268, the small ditch described above. No bricks were
found in situ to indicate it was lined. Filled with medium brown sand loam,
brid< fragments, cobbles.

Feoture # 27O

Feature type: Other

Hard packed ash deposit in original fire box in Feature 143 hearth of Structure
1. Saved as a floatation sample. See Feature 143 description.

Feoture # 271

Feature type: Builders' Trench

Builders' trench for Feature 793, the south wall of Structure 1. Filled with
mottled dark yellow and orange sandy clay, brick fragments and cobbles. No
diagnostic artifacts were present.

Feolure # 272

Feature tlpe: Foundation

A brick wall in 280N/230E was originally labeled Structure 1.7. Subsequent
analysis indicated that this is the dotingof a stoop for Stmcture 30.
Constructed of deep red bricks 1,-7 /}briik lengths wide bonded with yellow
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sand mortar. Located adjacent to Main St. and mnning parallel to it The wall
was apparently constmcted after ca.tW1, as indicated by the TPQ of the
builders' trendr for this wall, Feature 341.

Feolure # 273

Feature t1rye: Builders' Trench

Builders' trendr from construction of the extant rafuoad trestle (Structure 19)
or possibly the turn-of-the-century trestle (Struchrre 20). Fill consisted of dark
b_rown glay loam mottled with orange and white day, brick fragnenb,
charcoal, coal.

Fqture # 274

Feature t1rye: Post Hole

P_ossible post hole in %0N/250E. Filled with sand loam and brick fragments.
Not excavated.

Feoture # 2?5

Feature gpe: Other

Brick concentration against Feature 272, thebrick stoop footing for Stnrcture
30. This feature is identified as wall fall from Feature nZ.nnclrs were filled by
a mottled, medium brown and yellow-brown sandy clay with and ctrarcoal.
Artifacts incorporated in the wall fall (EUs 395 and 400) indicate destruction
shortly after ca. 1795.

Feofure # 276

Feature t1rye: Stratum

V"ry small localized deposit located on the exterior of the northeast corner of
Structure 1 and cut by Feature 273, a concrete trestle pier builders' trench. Fill
consisted of dark brown sandy clay heavily flecked with brick fragments,
charcoal, coal, and plaster. This appears to be related to the construction of
Structnre 1. Artilacb (EU 32S) provided a TPQ of,1795.

Feoture # 277

Feature tyrye: Drain

Brick drain located on the exterior of the northeast corner of Structure L,
running parallel to the east wall (Feature 184). Cut by Feature 273, a conctete
trestle pier builders' trench. This drain underlies Feature 276, above, and is
probably a late 18th century feature.
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Feoture # 278

Feature tlpe: Post Hole

Post hole in 280N/ U}Epenetrating Feature 2(X), the clay floor. Found after
the removal of Feature !59, salvage or destnrction debris. Filled with dark
brown loam mixed with dark yellow-brown day and yellow sandy clay, coal
and brick fragments. A spearate mold could not be diicerned. Artifacb (EUs
339,344 and 372) in the hole suggest that the post was pulled after ca. 1&40.
This may have been a support post within Struchrre 1. That this is likely is
supported not only by the dates on artifacts in the feature, but by the
obsenration that day floor fragments were not found in the feature, nor was
the featuredetected until removal of the building's destlrrction layers.

Feoture # 279

Feature t5pe Post Hole

Post hole, in 280N / ?A08, uncovered after removal of Feature 159 primary
destnrction debris. Feature 279 was mapped, but was not excavated. This 

-

feature may have been standing withil Stnrcture 1, or it may post-date that
structure.

Feoture # 280

Feahrre tyrye: Post Hole and Mold

Post hole found in Feature 200 clay floor after the removal of Feature 159,
primary destruction debris. The piesence of 40+ clay floor fragments and late
artifacts from the excavation of this post hole seem to date it is later than
Stru_cture 1. Fill consisted of loose black coarse sand mottled with gray and
red-brown clay, brick fragments, cobbles and pebbles. After the reiroval of
Feature 200, the clay floor, it was found that after a rock (previously thought
to be the bottom of Feature 280) was removed, Feature 28b fil continued ind
was again re-excavated. Later in the excavation, when Feature 4T|,bla&.
smith's forge, was identified in 2s0N/250E, a post hole and mold were also
identified located partially within the boundries of the forge remains and
labeled Feature &1 (post mold) and Feature M2 (post hole). Upon excavation
of Features 44'1, and 442,late 19th century artifacts were recovered. The
dilemma of having such a late post hole and mold so far below the clay floor
and earlier strata was perplexing, until it was detennined that Feature 442was
located in the exact same place as Feature 280 and was actually yet a further
continuation of Feature 280. Featurc ?J;A/Ml was the associated post mold in
Feature 442, not identified previously. Fragments of modern bottle glass in
$e hole till (EUs 332 and 333) sugge-st ZOttr century construction, although
this feature had been considerably dishrrbed; other artifacts suggest a possible
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I constmction date after 1830. It is likely that the post had been set as a supportrr within the later phase of Stnrcture 1.

I
I

Feoture # 281

Feature tlpe Post Hole

Post hole found penetrating Feature 200, the clay floor, after remosal of
Feature 159, destruction deEris for S8ucture 1. Fill consisted of black cinders
and brick fragments. No separate mold could be discerned. The presence of
clay floor fragments and granite from Feature 131, the stone footing and
artifacts (EUs 334 and 335) in fill date the removal of this post hole to ca. 1850.

It is possible this post was an internal support within Stnxcbre 1.

Feoture # 282

Feature tlpe: Drain

Brick drain lloog in a semi-circrrlar arc. Appears to predate Feature 325,
another brick drain, Iocated adiacent to it. The eastern end of Feature 282
possibly connected to Feature gg?* ar, early drainage ditd.Ib western end
appears disturbed and ends at Feature 283, a cobble concmtration.

Feoture # 283

Feature tlpe: Cobble Concentration

Cobble and pebble concentration. Possibly associated with the disturbance of
Feature 282 brick drain (see above).

Feoture # 284

Feature t1rye: Other

Six large boulders lyrng in a depression within Feature 285, arobbers' treflch
for Stnrcture 18. It is not possible to determine whether the stones remain in
place as the unrobbed po*iott of a stone foundation or boundary wall, or if
they were placed in the dirch as fill.

Feoture # 285

Feature t5pe: Robbers' Trench

Robbers' trench for Structure 1& a colonial building predating Structures 1

and 4. Feature 285 was an eroded trench running east-west on the exterior of
the south wall of Structure 1. The eastern end of the trench is bisected by
Feature 7A1., the west wall of Structure 4 and its builders' trendr, Feature 303.
A large amount of decaying brick debris characterized the robbers' trench. Fill
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consisted of dark yellow-brown sand loarn and drarcoal. Because Feature 284
boulders, were located in the trench it is possible that Feature 285 uray be
associated with a stone foundation. The lirge quantity of brick debris-suggests
a possible brick 

"?U 9l l stone footing. Similr cons-truction was not
uncommon near the fall line and in the Piedmont during the late Colonial
Period. Materids in the robbers' trendr (EU 404 indicates filling of the trench
after ca. 1780).

Feoture # 2Q6

Feature tlpe Robbers' Trench

This is a small section of brick salvaging on the north foundation wall of
Structure 4. Filled with compact dark brown coiuse sand, brick fragments,
charcoal, small cobbles. The feature was not excavated. However, cellar fitling
in Structure 4 has provided ample data for determining the building's
destruction date.

Feoture # 287

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Fill level, in 280N l[il[E,north of a 20th century pipe trench. Fill consisted of
yellow.-.bto1T sand mixed brown sandy ctay, itrdLbrick fragments, charcoal,
and pebbles. Not excavated.

Feoture # 288

Feature t,?e: Other

Shallow fill adjacent and parallel to Feature 175, a large brick drain. This was
probably a wash deposit over or in the builders' trench; it consisted of mottled
gtuy-Tg yellow sandy clay. Artifacts (EUs 585 and 586) indicate the deposit
was laid down after ca. 1795.

Feolurq # 289

Feature type: Discarded

Feoture # 290

Feature tSpe Other

Stone cap covering Featur e 775,brick drain.
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Feature t1rye: Other

Feoture # 291
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I Fi[ level in Feature 482, apost hole (see below). This post hole had 4 fill
r levels in it Features 181 Zgt, ZgZr 29i. Featurc 297 *"j.o prised of black

I coarse cinder dust with coal. and brick fraements.

Feoture # 292

t Feahrre gpe other 

-
I Fill level in Feature 482 post hole (see below). This post hole had 4 fill levels
r in i9 Features 185, 291,292,293. FeatureZg2comprised of mixed yellow and

brown loose sand.

I Feoture # 293

I Feature tyrye: Other

Fill level inside Feature 482 post hole (see below). Feature 482 had 4 fill lEvels:

I Fe.atures 185,29!,292q 293. Fiature 293 consisted of dark brown coarse sand
I with brick fragments.

I Feoture # 294

Feattrre tlpe: Discarded
-II Feoture # 295

I 
Feature t1rye: Post Mold

Post mold with decaying post in situ. Found during excavation of Feature 159.

I The post mold is located in the center of Feature 159 and may be associated
f with Structure 1. No artifacts were recovered from the mold, but stratigtaphic

placement suggests the mold represents either a post that stood within
I Structure 1, and which remained standing when Feature 159 was deposited
I (ca. 1860), or it was a driven post placed following the deposition of Feature

'1,59.

I Feoture # 2e6

I 
Feature tvpe: Other

Fill used as bedding for the last fire box built into Featur e 743, Structure 1

I hearth. Below this is the brick floor of the original hearth. Feature 296
t consisted of darkbrown loam with charcoal and ash. ArtifaAs (EUs 352 and

355) indicate this deposit was placed here in the very early 1fth century. A

| 
floatation sample (EU 355) was taken from this feature.

Feoture # 297

I
I



Feahrre grye Other

Linear brick concentration extending east from the western edge of the
excavation, roughly at a right angle to Feature 2i?2, abrick watt lStructure 30).
Appears to be wall fall, or robbing debris, from Feature n2-BrllcJ<s were lyrng
in sand that resembled decaying sand mortar. Some cobbles were also present.
The relationship between this feature and other destruction-related features
of Structure 30 could not be deterurined with certainty. The linear orientation
suggested that this could be foundation robbing debris, rather than wall fall
debris. Artifacts (EU 404 indicate deposition shortly after ca. 1780.

Feoture # 298

Feature tlpe: Drain

Small portion of a brick drain extending out of the west wall of the excavation
limits. This drain was cut by the west wall of the Stnrcture 1 and Features 319
Ntd 3?,S,Iater brick drains. Feature 298 is the sane drain as Feature 3l5located
opposite the disturbances. Feature 298 rests on a cobble footing.

Feoture # 299

Feature tyrye: Stratum

Stratum consisting of medium brown sand mixed with very light brown
loose sand, located under the floor of Structure 1. This appears to be a wash or
flood deposit. Artifacts and stratigraphy place its deposition after ca.1795.

Feoture # 3ffi

Feature tlpe: Robbers' Trench

Robbers' trench fill for the northern end of Feature 163, the robbed west wall
of Structure 1. The trench was filled with gray clay with brick fragments
comprising more than half the fill, and was distinct from other fills in
Feature 163. Feature 300 ended abruptly at Feature 282, abrick drairU and the
relationship between the two is unclear. It seems likely that Feature 300
represents an earlier salvaging episode from other fills in the robbers' trench
(Features ?.25 and 250), and that salvors in this earlier episode, stCIpped work
at the drain. Materials in this fill (EU 358) indicate salviging took place after
ca. 1840. Documents suggest a date in the 1850s for ttre destruction of this
building.
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Feature tlpe: Other

Feoture # 297
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Linear brick concentration extending east from the western edge of the
excavation, nrughly at a right angle to Feature WZu abrick wall (Stmcture 30).
Appears to be wall fall, or robbing debris, from Feature nLBn,cl<s wet€ lfng
in sand that resembled decaying sand mortar. Some cobbles were also present
The relationship between this feature and other destmction-related features
of Structure 30 could not be determined with certainty. The linear orientation
suggested that this could be foundation robbing debris, rather than wall fall
debris. Artifacts (EU 407) indicate deposition shortly after s. 17ffi.

Feqttre # 298

Feature t5rye: Drain

Small portion of a brick drain extending out of west wall of excavation limib.
This drain was cut by the west wall of the Sbrrcture 1 and Features 319 and
3?.S,latet brick drains. Feature 298 is the same drain as Feature 3l5located
opposite the disturbances. Feature 298 rests on a cobble footing.

Feoture # 299

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Stratum consisting of medium brown sand mixed with very light brown
loose sand, located under the floor of Structure 1. This appears to be a wash or
flood deposit. Artifacts and stratigraphy place its deposiU6n after ca.1795.

Fegture # 300

Feature t5pe: Robbers' Trench

Robbers' trench fill for the northern end of Feature 163, the robbed west wall
of Structure 1. The trench was filled with gray day with brick fragments
comprising more than half the fill, and was distinct from other fills in
Feature 153. Feature 300 ended abruptly at Feature ?fi2, abrick drain, and the
relationship between the two is unclear. It seems likely that Feature 3(X)
represents-an earlier salvaging episode from other filli in the robbers' trench
(Features ?25 and 260), and that salvors in this earlier episode, stopped work
at the drain. Materials in this fill (EU 358) indicate salvaging took place
shortly after ca. 1&10.

Feoturq # 301

Feature tlpe Other

Decaying wood beam associated with Feat ures 275 and 297,the brick watl fall
from Stmcture 30. Artifacts in fill adhering to the beam (EU 357) indicate a



date for the wall fall of ca.1775, whidr is dose to dates on other related
featnres for the destnrction of Stnrcture 3O which place that event at ca. t7ffi.

Feoture # 302

Feature qry3, Other

Shallow amoqphous black stain adjacent to Feature t94 a builders' trench for
the south wall of Structure 1.

Feoture # 303

Feature t1rye: Builders' Trench

Builders' trench for Feature 742, the west wall of Structure 4. Filled with
brown sand day, brick fragments, cinders, and coal. A ca. 6' portion of the
builders' trench was excavated. The bottom could not be reaihed and probably
extends as deep as the cellar on the interior. Very few artifacts were
encountered. Although the inventory GU 351) iontains a single cut nail, this
may be intrusive. Thi only other diignostics were a large nuib.r of sherds,
apparently from a single wine bottle whidr is similar to bottles dated ca. 1780.
Further excavation of this feature in the future could more provide greater
certainty concerning the date of construction of Sbrrcture 4.

Feoture # 304

Feature type: Post Mold

originally thought to be a post hole but, upon further excavation, the

leca4nglemains of a post was uncovered. Feature 304 in squrue 250N /}WE
is probably th: r-emains of a fence. Fill artifacts (EUs 412 and-413) include 2tlth
century materials.

trA
r vvtvtv r wvFeoture # 305

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Fill located between Feature 285. the robbers trench of Stmcture 1& and
Peebles (PoplT) Sr fhe stratum consisted of dense gray clay. The few artifacts
present (EUs 408 and 445) indicate filling after ca. tnS.

Feoture # 306

Feahrre type: Discarded
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Feature t1rye: Other

Feqture # 307
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Fill underlyrng the original hearth floor of Feature 143, the Structure I
hearth. Material consisted of coarse sand mixed with yellow clay with pebbles,
charcoal, and brick fragments. The northern half of the hearth interior still
had the brick hearth floor in sifz overlying Featurc 3A7. A floatation sanple
(EU 364) was taken. Artifacts from the fitl-(EU 365) indicate constmction 6f *e
firebox after ca. 1780.

Feoturq # 308

Feature t5rye: Discarded

Feoture-# 309
l

Feature tlpe: Post or Block Pier Mold

Post mold located within Feahrre 356, a ditch or robbed drain. Feature 309 is
possibly a central support post o'r block pier for the early building phase of
Stnrcture 1, although it may an earlier feature. The post does not seem to
have been deeply buried as the profile in bisection was very shallow. Fill
consisted of dark gray loam and decaying wood. The few artifacb in the
feature (EUs 374 and,377) provrde a TPQ of ca. t795 or later fsr removal of the
post

Feoture # 310

Feature tyrye: Post Mold

Post mold located in the area where Feature Z)Q the clay floor and Feature
L3L, stone footing, had been removed (historically). A large portion of the
decaying post remained in sifu. Feature 310 has similar draracteristics to a
number of other post features, and these may be the remains of a fence that
paralleled Main and Peebles (Poplar) Streets. There were few artifacts within
the fill (EUs 533 and 534). Of these a single carbon rod appears to be from a
modern battery.

Feoture # 3l l

Feahrre t1rye: Discarded

Feoture # 312

Feature $pe: Post Hole

Post hole originating below Feature 200 the clay floor. Filled with yellow and
gray sand, brick fragments, and charcoal flecking and capped by two gnnite
stones from Feature 131, the stone footing for Feature ?.00. The post hole abuts
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F.eature ?!?, .brick drain, and overlies its builders' trench, Feature 320. Only a I
single artifact, a 19th century wine bottle sher4 was included in the fill. u

Feoture # 313

Feature t1rye Discarded

Feslure-fff4t--Y

Feature tSipe Drain

Brick drain abufting and paralleling Ore interior of Feature 164, the north wall
of Strrcture L, and Feature 143, hearth. The brick drain is constructed of
stretchers laid on their sides to forur the walls and capped by headers. The
interior of the brick drain is not lined and the floor of the drain is sand. A
plaster material similar to the ".I"y" of the clay floor (see Feature 2fi)) bonds
and covers the bricks. Feature 314 is probably directly connected to Feature
342, a brick drain on the intedor of Stnrcture l's east wall. The use of the
same, or similar material as that found in the clay floor suggests construction
at about the same time, or ca. 1830; howwer, thibuilders'iimch for this
drain" Feature 373, provided a TPQ of ca. 1780. This latter date may achrally
apply to the original fill of a trench in which numerous drains and wall
fragments appear to lie. It is likely that this was a structure wall robbed shortly
after ca. 1780 (see Feature 483 and 4&l descriptions). Several other drains
which used a similar clay cement also hqve apparent construction TPQ dates
of !780, so it is possible that the clay cement material was in use at the site as
much as fifty yenrs prior to construttion of the clay floor, Feature ZX).

Feoture # 3.|5

Feature tlpe: Drain

Brick drain predating Feature 325, brick drain, and its connecting system.
Feahrre 315 is cut by the junction of drain Features 325 and 319 and is not
connected with them. Feature 298, another brick drain, lies opposite this
junction and is a continuation of 315. Feature 315 is construci'eh of stretchers
laid on their sides to fonn the walls and are capped by headers. The top and
sides of the drain are lined with a cement that is similar or identical to that
used on the Feature 314 drain and the clay floor, feature 200 . The floor of the
drain is sand. The east end of Feahrre 315 makes a Y junction with Feature
312 which is probably a robbed out drain. Running parallel to the south side
of Feahrre 315, and separated by a discernable gap, is a row of brick stretchere
laid flat (Feature 483). They do not resemble, or seem to be a part of, this drain.
This row of bricks actually appears to be the remains o an earlier foundation
wall. Feature 315 intruded Feature 33O a foundation wall.
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Feature tlpe Other

Fill overlying Feature 315 brick drain. Possibly laid over the drain to correr it
prior to reconstruction of Structure 1. FilI consisted of loose mixed yellow-
Lrown and gray sandy cla)rs with brick fragmmts, charcoal and sand mortar.
Artifacts in this deposit (EU 394) suggest deposition in the lst quarter of the
l9th century.

Feoture # 317

Feature tlpe Drain

Robbed out drain beginning at a Y junction with Feature 31$ a brick drain,
and continuing under a portion of Feature 200, the day floor that was not
removed during excavation. Fill consisted of dark gray sand loam with
charcoal, brick fragments, shale coal and small cobbles. Artifacts in the fiII
(EtJs 391 and 494) indicate destmction of the drain after ca. 1795.

Feoture # 318

Feature type Post Hole

Post hole, in 280N / ?fiE, originating under Feature 200, the clay floor, and
Feature 1.31, stone footing. Filled with loose dark brown sand loam, brick
fragments, charcoal. No separate mold was discerned, and no diagnostic
artifacts were recovered. The post was pulled or rotted sometime before the
construction of the {loor, sometime shortly after ca. 1830.

rooture # 3.|9
-

Feature t5rye: Drain

Brick drain running east-west under Features 200 and 131, the clay floor and
stone footing of Structure 1. The drain begins on the western end with the
junction of Feature 325. Its eastern end connects with Feature 342 another
brick drain whic.h leads into Feature !70, a cistern. Feature 3!9, abrick drain, is
constructed of stretchers lyrng on their sides and capped with headers. The
interior of the drain is unlined and the drain floor il sand. The caps are
covered and bonded to the walls with clay cement similar to that used in
Feature 2ffi and some of the other drains. Features correlated and associated
with 319 make up an interconnected drain system, and are all constructed of
this same method. The builders' trench (Feature 325) for this drain indicates
construction after ca. 1814.

Feature qpe: Discarded

Feqture # 320



Feature # 321

Feature tyrye: Stratum

Early bulk fill strahrm covering roughly the northern half of the interior of
Stucture 1 under Features 200 and igf, the clay floor and stone footing. The
stratum was comprised of a mixed gray and yellow-brown coatse sand loam
with sand mortai brick fragments, iharcoat ina peUUles. The purpose of the
stratum appe.us to be fill to level grade in preparation for the construction of
the 2nd stage or period of Structure 1. and its aisociated floor, Feature 200.
Artifacts associated with this fill (EUs 391, 388, 389,3X), 392,393,398, 4A5, 418,
4n,4At, 435,436,438,441,505, and 513) indicate deposition shortly after ca.
1.830.

Feoture # 322

Feature tyrye: Stratum

Stratum located in the northern half of the interior of Stnrcture 1 under
Feature 321 fill. Conslsted of a mottled white gr:ay, Fay,brown sand clay with
some charcoal and brick fragments. This layeiappeired to be alluvially-
deposited sand from an historic flood. Artifacts in the fill (EUs 434, 4q4, ur6
504) suggest deposition shortly after ca. t795.

-
Feature $pe: Drain

This is a brick drain that branches off of Feature 319, brick drain and runs
towards the south. It ends abruptly ca.7'from its origin at Feature 319. The
end of this drain is bricked and covered with clay cement. Feature 323 is
constructed of brick stretchers laid on their sides and capped with headers.
The interior of the drain is unlined and the floor is sand. The exterior of the
drain is covered and the bricks are bonded by clay cement. Additional
associated features are its builders' trenches, Fe"trr"s 335 and 339, located on
either side of the drain. Feature 335 provided a construction date post 1789
however, associated features indicate construction after ca. 1814. 

-

Feoture # 324

Feature tlpe: Discarded
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Feature type: Drain

Feoture # 325
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Brick drain extending southeast out of the western edge of excavation
adjacent to Main Streel This appears to have been the drain or conduit that
brought water to the site fronr its possible source at a spring near at the base of
Libby Flill. Featurc 319, and probably Feature 3L4 branch off of Feature 325 to
eventually drain into Featute 170, a cistern. The southern end of Feature 325
is bricked off and sealed with the day cement This drain is constructed of
brick stretchers laid on their sides ani capped by headers. The &ain was then
sealed and bonded by clay cement. The interior of the drain is unsealed and
the floor is sand.

Feoture # 926

Feature tlpe: Post Hole

Early post hole in 300 N / ZOE with fiU that consisted of gray clay, cobbles, and
brick fragments. The hole was quite shallow and appears to have been
truncated. No separate mold was discerned. Artifacts in the fill (EUs 4ll2 and
423) indicate tha[ the post was pulled after ca. t795.

Feoture # 327

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Stratum of natural ancient alluvial deposits similar to those seen in test units
to the north of Structure 1. Featute 3?l/ was located in the northeast corner of
the interior of Structure 1. Consisted of gray sand mottled with orange-brown
sand clay, no cultural material was present.

Feoture # 328

Feature tyrye: Foundation

Small portion of al-1/Zbrick thick foundation wall, or a pier, from an 18th
century structure (Structure 17). This remnant wall is only one co-urse deep.

Feoture # 329

Feature type: Foundation

Remains of the bottom course of a 1. -'|,/Zbrick thick English bond foundation
from a probable colonial stnrcture (Structure 30). The *iU r.*truot is only
one course deep and is set in sterile sand. The shallow remains of its builders'
trench, Feature 375, puallel its west side. The truncated remains of the
possible cellar floor or midden abuts the wall's east side. Feature 3!5, abrick
drain bisects the wall and the disturbed remains of Feature 329 continue a
short distance to the north of the drairy tlris section is labeled Feature 330.



ffil
! southern end of I.1*:,329. Feature 115. a Imodern utility pole, is driven through a portion of the wall.

Feoture # 330

Feature t5rye: Foundation

Distnrbed portion of Feature 329, awall of Stnrcture 30 bisected by Feature 315,
a brick drain. The northern end of Feature 330 is cut by Feature 314 another
brick drain, and the north wall of Structure 1.

Feoture # 331

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Shallow deposit oJ black cinders and shale coal covered with a thin layer of
river clay. Possibly associated with Feature 42i7, wlrdrch is thought to be the
remnanb of a blacksmith's forge. A single Roccoco-edged pearlware sherd
was recovered (EU 565), indicating deposition after ca. 1784.

reture-#-il32
-

Feature t1rye: Drainage ditch

Early unlined drainage ditch connected to, and running east from, Feature
282, abrick drain. The ditdr was fiIled with yellow-brown sand loam, brick
fragments (some glazed), charcoal flecking, and pebbles. The ditch itself
continues to the east wall of Structure 1., but the fiIl is replaced by Feahre 359
fill ca. 1.0' east of Feature 282. The eastern end of the ditch is cut by Feature
184, east wall of Structure 1 and it continues on its other side. This ditch
predates Struchrre 1. Feature 332/359 may have been used to drain the land
after massive earth moviqg in the late 18th century, but prior to the
construction of StructureJl and 4. Artifacts (EUs 421 and M7) in the ditdr fills
and stratigraphic placement indicate filling 

"it"t 
.". 1780. The associated

Feature 359 contained mainly early artifacts as well, but there were some
sherds of ceramic that suggest that filling may not have occured until after ca.
1809. That this is likely to have been intrusive is indicated by the observation
that Feature 359 is cut by two other drainage ditdres, features 355 and 367, each
of which appear to have been filled about 1814.

regrurc-t3!!3.
-

Feature tlpe: Other

Colluvial wash located at the foot of Feature 272, thebrick wall of Stmcture
30. Consisted of mixed yellow and brown fine sand loam. Artifacts (EUs 397
and 401) yield a TPQ of ca. 1780, consistent with other dates for the destmction
of Structure 30.
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Feoture # 334

Feature t1rye: Other

Shallow wash lense against the west side of Feature 329, the brick foundation
wall designated Stmcture 30. This was was bisected by Feature 35{, the
builders' trendr for Feature 314 a brick drain. FiIl consisted of light yellow-
brown sand day with brick and mortar flecking.

Feoture # 335

Feature tyrye Builders' Trenctr

Builders'trench for Feature 319, brick drain; it is located on the south side of
the drain. The trenctr was filled with loose mixed gray and brown sand with
brick fragments, charcoal, and cobbles. lvlaterials alsoCated with the feahrre
(EU 506) indicate that Feature 319 was conshucted after ca. 1814.

Feoture # 936

Feature tlpe Buildem' Trench

Builders' trench for Feature 323 brick drain. Located on the east side of the
drain. Filled with loose mottled gray and brown sand with brick fragments,
shale coal and pebbles. Fill ardfacts jfU 5O7) indicate construction after ca.
1780; howevet, associated features t'eld TPQ dates of ca. 1814 for constnrction
of this system.

Feoture # 337

Feature tlpe: Builders' Trench

Builders' trench for Featur e 3?.5,a brick drain. Located on the east side of
drain south of its iunction with Featurc 3!9, drain. Fill consisted of loose
mottled gray and brown sand. No datable artifacts were recovered but this
trench iJasiociated with Feature 319 and its builders' trench, feature 331
which suggests construction after ca. 1814.

Feoture # 338

Feature t1rye: Stratum

This is a possible rridden on the west side of Feature 329, afoundation wall
for Structure 30. It has probably been severely truncated. The feahrre consisted
of dark gray fine sand loam, a large amount of oyster shell, and cobbles. The
soil was moisture-retaining with organic textural characteristics. The midden
was bisected on its southern end by Feature 3t9, abridc drain. Artifacts in this
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jggo;it indicate that the midden ceased to accumulate shortly after ca. 1814. tThis feature is correlated with Feature 431.

Feoturg # 339

Feature tlpe: Builders' Trench

Builders' trendr for Feature 323, a brick drairV located on the west side of
drain. Fill consisted of mixed gray and brown sand with shale coal, charcoal,
and pebbles. NO datable artifactswere found in the fill.

Festue.#'-{HQ.:--Jt4ll=-E-$H,

^^-)^)Feahrre $rye: Discarded

Feoture # 341

Feature tlpe Builders' Trench

Builders' trench for Feature 772brick wall of Stmcture 30. Fill consisted of
dark gray sand loam with cobbles and brick fragments. Artifacts (zu 503)
indicate that Structure 30 was built after ca. 1n5.

Foslsre-ff!42

Feature grye: Drain

Brick drain nrnning parallel to the interior of Feature 184, the east wall of
Structure 1. It directly connects with Feature 319, another brick drain, and
probably connects with Feature 314, a brick drain, at the northeast corner of
Structure L under the portion of the day floor that was left intact during
excavation. Feature 342 runs south to a gap in the east wall which leads to
Feature l7O, a cistern. Other drains associated with Featurc 342in this system
are Features 323 and 325. Feature 342is cons8ucted of brick stretchers lying on
their sides and capped by headers. The drain is covered and bonded wiih a"
clay cement or plaiter. The interior of Feature 342is unlined and the bottom
is sand.

Feoture # 343

Feature tlpe: Robbers' Trench

Possible robbers' trench of Feature 348, remains of an early brick drain. Fill
consisted of loose yellow-brown sand with a large amount of bricks and brick
fragments. Robbing took place in or after 1795, as deterrrined by artifacts in
the fill (EUs 405 and 399).
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Fgoture # 344

Feature t1rye: Discarded

Feoture # 345

Feature t1rye: Robbers' Trench

Robbers' trench of Feature 329, abrick wall foundation wall for Strrrctrlre 30.
Fill consisted of dark gray fine sand clay with some cobbles. Salvaging of
foundation bricla took place sometime after ca. 1780, as detennined by
materials (EUs 429 and 440)in the fill of this feature.

Feoture # 346

Feature tlpe Discarded

Feoture # 347

Feature t1rye Builders' Trench

Builders' trenctr for Featqre 342, abrick drain. Located on the west side of the
drain, north of its connection with Feature 319, another brick drain. Fill
consisted of yellow-brown sandy clay with mortar and brick fragments.
Constrnction of this drain post-dates ca.l8!4, as detennined by its
stratigraphic position.

Feoture # 348

Feature t1rye: Drain

Possibly the earliest brick drain found on the site. It runs parallel to the north
side of Feature 315 and almost 1' deeper than that drain. It was apparently laid
in the robbers' trench of an earlier structure (Structure 17, Feature 484). The
drain is constructed of unbonded half brick headers, eadr with a small gap
between them. No brick capping remains and the drain was partially salvaged
after ca. 1795, as indicated by Feature 343, a robbers' trench overlyng it. The
drain is set into sterile ancient alluvial sand at the bottom of what is probably
the robbers' trench of Structurc 17. Feature 348 may have been associated with
Stmchrre 30. The construction date cannot be deteitrined accurately,
al&ough the feature is partly overlain by a stratum (Feature 386) with a TPQ
of ca. 1780.

Feature $pe: Other

Feoture # 349



This was a small, extremely thin rectangular stain in 290N / 230E.It was
located at a right angle to the sou0r side of Feafirre 483. Filled wittr light
brown sand. No artifacts were found in the stain, but its stratigraphic position
suggests that this was an eady feature, perhaps related to the Stnrchlre 17.

Feoture # 350

Feature ttpe: Other

Shallow wash lense consisting of brown sand loasr with brick fragments and
pebbles. Bisected by Feature 319, a brick drain. This feahrre is undate4 and its
function is unlmown.

Feoture # 351

Feature t1rye: Post Mold

Early post mold, in 280N / kilD}that has been tmncated. It was filled with
black coarse sand with brick flecking and sand morhr. The bottom of the post
was set io gray clay subsoil. This mold was associated with Feature 352n its post
hole. Neither the setting, nor pulling of the post can be dated. Stratigrapically,
these are early features on this site, and the dearth of artifacts within both the
hole and moli further indicates indicates the early date of these features.

Feoture # 352

Feature tlpe: Post Hole

Early post hole for Feature 351, post mold (see above). Probably truncated.
Filled with dark brown coarse sand, a small amount of mortar, brick
fragments and charcoal.

Feoture # 353

Feature type: Other

This is the highly disturbed remant of brick paving, probably a step or stoop
within the entrance to Structure 30. This "step" is found directly inside the
robber trench of the Structure 30 west wall, opposite a probable portico or
outside stoop. Other features indicate destruition of this struclure in the late
18th century.
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Feature tlpe: Builders' Trench

Feoture # 354
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Builders' trench on the south side of a row of brick stretdrers (Feature 483).
Feature 354 was filled wittr light brown sand, clay chunls and brick
fragnents.There were no datable artifacts. This feattrre may be correlated with
Feahrre 420, which has a TPQ date of ca. t780, but this is not certain. It is more
likely that Feature 483 is a remnant of an earlier wall, and that Feahrre 420 is
both the robbers' trench of this earlier foundation, and the builders' trench
for Feature 315. If that is the case, then Feature 354 may be somewhat earlier
than ca. 17ffi, and is probably associated with Sbr,rcture 17.

Feoturq # 355

Feature tlpe: Drain

Early unlined drainage ditctr running east-west whictr predates $truchrre l.
This feature has draracteristics similar to Feature 332/359, except that Feature
355 is more shallow and nanow. Feature 355 is connected to Features 1ffi,367
and 432, whictr are also robbed brick drains or unlined drainage ditdres.
Feature 355/432 is bisected by Feature 1&4, the east wall of Sbucture 1. Feahrre
432 extends beyond the wall. The fill was medium brown loam with brick
flecking and ctrarcoal. Artifacts (EU 453) indicate that this ditch was filled after
ca. 1814.

Feoture # 356

Feature tyrye: Drain

This is another unlined drainage ditch or the robbers' trench for a brick drain
associated with Feature 355 and related features. The trench was filled with
medium brown loam with brick fragments and charcoal. Artifacts (EU 449)
s_uggest-robbing after 1810. AssociatJd drain robber trenctres or ditches yietied
dates of ca. 1809 and 1814.

Feoture #,357

Feature t1rye: Pier or Post Footing

Possible brick pier in 280N / 2ffi8. Three bricks that appeared to be in situ
llong in a square dark stain resembling a pier hole (Feature 358). One course
deep with shallow pier hole, both probably truncated. These may also
represent bricls placed in the bottom of a posthole to support a post. These
underlay fiII dating to ca. 1830, and therefore probably were supporb within
an early (pre-1814) phase of Stnrcture 1, or a sbrrcture which pre-dates
Structure 1. Datable artifacts were not associated with the pier or its hole.

Feoture # 358

Feature t1rye: Pier Hole or Post Hole
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IPossible pier hole for Feature 357 brick pier (see above). Square dark stain

underlying the remains of a possible brick pier. Very shallow and appears to
be truncated. Filled with dark brown sand loam with charcod flecking.

Feoture # 359

rinFeature tlpe Drain

Early unlined drainage trench. Feature 359 is the same trenctr as Feature 332
(see above), except the fill in this haU of the trench is different. Fill consisted
of gray sand loam with brick fragments, charcoal and cobbles. The eastern end
of Feature 359 is cut by Feature 184 east wall of Structure 1. This would make
Feature 332/ 359 drainage trench earlier than Sb:ucture 1. Except for a few
probably intrusive artifacts, the recovered diagnostic materials @U 550) and
stratigraphic placement indicate fiIling shortly after ca. 17W.

Fegtwe # 360

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Thin l,ayer of brown sand loam with a "greasy' quality due to high oXganic
content. This localized layer was found in 270N/ 2A0E, east of Feature 468, a
brick foundation. This may represent an occupation level or shallow
midden. Artifacts (EU 623) suggest deposition after ca. 1795.

Feoture # 36]

Feature type: Post Hole

This very shallow feature may be a truncated post hole intruding Featurc 332,
a drainage ditch. Filled with dark gray silt loam, charcoal flecking and iron
stains.

Feoture # 362

Feature type: Stratum

Thin stratum of cinders and slag located on the exterior of the south wall of
Structnre I and the west wall of"Structure 4. Bisected by Feahrre ?f!5, anearly
robbers' trench. The stratum continued on the north side of Feature 285 and
was there labeled as Feature 38O a correlate. Feature 362/sffi probably dates to
the late Colonial period.
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Feature type: Stratum

Feoture # 363
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Thin stratum of red brick dust overlying gray fine sand. Located adjacent to
the exterior of the southwest corner of Stmcture 4 and possibly associated
with its construction.

Feoture # 364

Feature t5rye: Builders' Trench

Builders' trench for Featur e 3tL2,a brick drain. Located parallel to the west side
of the drarn, south of its connection with Feature 319. Filled with brown sand
loam with brick fragments, charcoal and small cobbles. Artifacts in filI (Eu
495) yielded a date of consbrrction after ca. 1820.

Feoture # 365

Feature t1rye: Post Mold

Post mold originating under the clay floor but intruding Featurc 364 builders'
trendr for Feature 342 brick drain. Filled with blac.k cinder dust and yellow-
brown sandy day with a granite stone from Feahrre 131 stone footing with
clay fr fragments adhering to it Associated with feature K5, its post hole.
This map have been a short post or block pier supporting a beam or joist
under the floor of Struchrre 1. Alternatively, it may be the remains of a
scaffold for constructing the walls of a late phase of Structure 1. Presence of
granite stones with t'clay" floor plaster adhering were also found in the post
hole, and therefore suggest this interpretation. No datable artifacts were
found in either the hole or mold. The feature appears to be tightly bracketed,
however, by penetrating Feature 364 (fPQ 1820) and being capped by Features
131 and 200 (ca. 1830). Clearly this post or block is related to the same
constuction event as the late stage drains and the the clay floor.

Feoture t 366

Feature type: Post Hole

Post hole for Featur e 365 mold. Intlrrdes Feature 347, thebuilders' trench for
Feature 342 brick drain. Filled with yellow-brown sandy clay with some cinder
dust, brick fragments, small cobbles and a granite stone from Feature 131
stone footing with clay floor,fragments adhering to it. See feature 355, above.

Feoture # 367

Feature type: Drain

Early unlined drainage ditch which connects to Feature 355 drainage trench at
a Y junction. The eastern end of Feature 367 is cut by Feature 364, the builders'
trenctr for Feature 342, a brick drain paralleling the east wall of Stmcture 1.



Filled with dark brown sand loam with light gray sand mortar, brick
fragments, white plaster and charcoal. Filiard'fa*r fEU 458) indicate
completion of filling after ca. 1790. Related ditdres provided fill TPQ dates of
ca. 1810 or 1814 (although see earlier notes concerning 1814 TPQ dates).

Feoture # 368

Feature tlpe: Robbers' Trench

Possible continuation of Feature 343, robbers! trench for Feature 348, an early
brick drain. Intruded by Feature 330, a Iate 18th century brick foundation wall.
No bricks were found in situ found after excavation. Fill consisted of gr;ay
loam mixed with brown day. Only a few brick fragments were found in the
fill. This appears to be a Colonial feature.

Feoture # 369

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Localized fill stratum located adjacent to the west side of Feature 345, a
robbers' trench for Feature 329 and partially covering this foundation wall.
Fill consisted of dark gray sandy clay with mortar and coal. This stratum was
deposited after ca. 7795 (EtJ M3).

Feoture # 370

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Localized fill episode. Consisted of yellow sand with a layer of dark gray sand
loam between it and Feature SZl.Deposited after ca. 1820 (EUs 431 and 439).

Feoture # 371

Feature grye: Other

A 10'xL0' excavation unit was placed underneath the train trestle adjacent to
Main Street in order to deterrnine the presence of any buried feahrres in this
area. Earlier testing had,shown that this area had been highly truncated with
the construction of the C&o trestle in the early 20th century, but the
possibility of remaining cellars, footings, or other deep features needed
exploring. Feature 371. was identified as a portion of a Z)th century brick
sidewalk It consisted of bricks set in concrete. No earlier features were
encountered.
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Feature t1rye: Post Mold

Feoture # 372
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An apparently modern decaying post in situ in 250N / n0E. Measured one
foot in diameter.

Feoture # 373

Builders' trench for Feature 314, abrick drain. The fill was mixed sand loaur
and day with brick &agments, cobbles, shale coal, and ctrarcoal. Artifacb (E[J
448) indicated constrrction after ca. 1780.

Feoture # 374

Feature $rye: Stratum

Possible burn layer, in 290N / n[Eand 300N / ?S[E,containing darkgray
sand loan with much drarcoal This was cut by Feattrre 373, abuilders' trendr
for Feature 321, and Feature 343, a robbers'trendr for Feature 348. Artifacb
(EUs 451 and 452) in the stiatum suggest deposition after ca. t82n. This date
uray too late, given the stratigraphic position of the stratum. The feature was
located in an area of considerable complexity and likely rodent activitp there
may have been some undetected intrusion. It is much more likely that this
stratum dates to the late 3rd quarter or early 4th quarter of the 18th century.
Possibly assciated with another burn layer stratum (Feature 388), whidr has a
TPQ of ca. 1780.

Feoture # 375

Feature tlpe: Builders' Trench

A very shallow remnant of the builders' trench for Feature 329, a foundation
wall for Structtrre 30. Located on the west side of the wall. The fill was mixed
light brown and gray sand loam with brick fragments, charcoal and small
cobbles. This trench had been dug into sterile clay. No diagnostic artifacts were
recovered from the fill, but stratigraphy indicateed construction in the third
quarter of the 18th century or .Jli.i.

Feoture # 376

Feature type: Stratum

This was a modern fill stratum located between the exterior of Feature 193,
the south wall of Structure 1, and Feature ?35, a robbers' trenctr. Fill consisted
of dark brown sand loam mixed with dark yellow-brown fine sand with
cinders, brick fragments and small cobbles.

Feoture # 377



Featrre t1rye Foundation? Pier?

Small portion of an 18th century wall remaining in situ. This remnant
consisted of of one course of hard red, undersized bricks abutting a
concentration of cobbles (Feature 378), and thin fill stratunr (Feature 380).
None of these related features could be reliably dated. Similar bricls, while
rare, .ue $ryically found in mid-l8th century contexts, according to No€l
Hume (1970). The senior author has excavated similar bridss in associatcd
with a rubblestone store foundation, dated to after ca.178A, at Bermuda
Hundred. It is possible that these features relate to a porch, shed, or stoop,
attached to the back of Structure 1& the robbers' trench to which (Feature 285)
was filled after ca t780.

Feoture # 378

Feature t1rye: Foundation or pier?

The cobblestone portion portion of of the feature (Feature 32) discussed
above.

Feoture # 379

Feature rype: Stratum

Thin layer of small cobbles packed in brown sand with brick fragments and
coal. Located on the exterior of Feature 193, the south wall of Structure 1. No
datable artifacts were recovered.

Feoture # 380

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Stratum consisting of dark gray fine sand packed with cinders, charcoal, and
coal. Feature 380 was bisected by Feature ?35, an early robbers' trench
(Stnrcture 18). Featurc 377 /378 overlies this stratum ind may be associated
with it. This could be an occupation or midden layer associited with Strueture
18. No datable artifacts were recovered

Fegture # 3gl

Feature type: Post or Pier Hole

Shallow, truncated, square hole intruding Featurc 355, a drainage ditch. No
separate mold could be discerned. The fill was dark brown sand, bric&
fragments and cobbles. No datable artifacts were recovered. This feature might
represent a block, post, or brick pier underpinning a beam or joist in Structure
1.
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Feoture # 382

Feature t5pe: Builders' Trenches

Builders' trenches for Featur e 223,two piers that may have supported a
north-south sumner beam and/or central wall in a late phase of $tructtne 1.

Located on the east side of the bricks in course. Fi[ed with da* brown loam.
Fill in this feature (EU 45f indicates setting of the pier after ca. 1825. This is
consistent with other dates of ca. 1830 for the construction of the late phase of
Structure 1..

Feoture # 383

Feature t1rye: Post or Block Mold

Shallow, brrncated, square post mold, block mold or pier hole in 280N / 2/i0F.,
probably truncated. Filled with darkbrown sand loan and yellow day with
cinder dust, charcoal, o5rster shell and pebbles.

Feoture # 384

Feature type: Discarded

Feolure # 385

Feature tlpe: Other

Fill washed or placed into Feature 387n a builders' trench for Feature ?.?3, a
pier supporting a north-south central wall of Structure 1. This fill lense is
very shallow and flat and it may have been laid as a bedding for the the bridc
from Feature ?,?3. The fill consisted of dark brown very fine sand. Saved as a
floatation sample. No diagnostics were recovered. Feature 382 dates post-1825.

Feoture # 386

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Fill stratum overlying a portion of the northern side of Feature 34& an early
brick drain. Intruded by Feature 343 (T?Q 1795r, the robbers' trench for this 

-

drain. Feature 315 overlies feature 386 as seen in the robbers' trench south
profile. The fill consisted of dark gray sand loam with iron oxide stains, brick
fragments, charcoal, ird small cobbles. Artifacts in the fill (EU 469) indicate
deposition after ca. 1780). This may date the construction of Feature 348, or it
may be slightly later than that event.

Feoture # 387
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tFeature tlpe: Discarded

This proved to be an ancient nahrral sediment layer.

Feoture # 388

Feature tlpe: Stratum

This appears to be a burn layer consisting of dark tray course sand with a
heavy concentration of drarcoal. Intruded (?) or overlay Feature 385. Artifacts
(W472\ and placement suggest deposition after ca. 1780. Probably associated
with featurc 374 (see above).

Feoture # 389

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Fill consisting of hard-packed light brown fine sand, cinders, brick fragments
and small cobbles. I"ocated on the exterior of Feature 193, the south wall of
Stnrcture 1. This stratum may be contemporansous with Featurc 377 /37& and
may be an occupafion level related to Structure 18. See also feature 380. This
feature did not contain datable artifacts.

Feotute # 390

Feature t1rye: Post Hole

Post hole filled with brown fine sand loam and included a brick fragment. No
separate *ol9 was discerned. Fill materials were sparser but indicate that the
post was pulled in the late 19th century

Feoture # 391

Feature type: Post Mold

Post mold adjacent to Feature 377 /37l.Assoicated with feature 392, its post
hole. Feature 391 may be associated with Structure 1& or another surrcture
represented by this wall or pier, or it may be later. Feature 392, the post hole,
intruded into an 18th century stratum, Feature 399. Mold fill consisted of
brown fine sand loam with some yellow clay nodules, decaying wood, brick
fragments and coal. No datable artifacts were recovered from either the hole
or mold.
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Feature type: Post Hole

Feoture # 392
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Post hole for Feature 391 post mold (see above). FilI consisted of mottled
orange-brown, yellow fine sand and gray day with brick fragmmts. Post hole
intnrded into an 18th century stratum, Feature 399.

Feoture # 393

Feature t1rye Rodent burrow

This feahrre was originally identified as a possible section of builders' trench
parallel to the interior of Feature 193, the south wall of Structure 1. The
feature does not mn the fulI length of the wall, however, and it was
discovered on excavation to be very shallow. The fill appeared to be wash
consisting of a mixture of browq and gray fine sand loasr with brick
fragments, mortar and charcoal. Artifacts date the feature after 1ffi7.

Feoture # 394

Feahrre tlpe Ottrer

Small, shallow wash lense, in 250N lZTAEand 270N lnOF* consisting of
brown sand loam with some orange-brown sandy clay, brick fragmenb and
charcoal. No datable artifacts were recovered.

Feature t1rye: Post Hole

Large post hole in, 250N / ?/l}F,, filled with black cinders, course san4 Feature
200 clay floor fragnents, and cut street cobbles. Intudes into Feature 38L a
builders' trench for a pier associated with Structure 1. Datable artifacts were
found in the till (474 ana efS\, suggest that the post rotted, or was pulled in
the late 19th century.

Feoture # 396

Feature type: Post Hole

Post hole, in 290N / Vl)E,filled with dark gray sandy clay,brick fragments,
coal and cobbles. Originates below Feature 338, a deposit dated after ca. 1814.
The post appears to have been truncated, irod no asiociated separate mold was
found. Artifacts (EUs 479 and 480) in the feature indicate that the pst was
pulled after ca. 1800. This post or block probably supported a joist or beam
under the floor of an early stage of construction of Structure 1,.

Feature gpe: Other

Feoture # 397
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Layer of cobbles packed in a mottled light gray and orange-brown sandy clay,
located on the east side of Feature 329, the brick foundation for Strrfirre 30.
The feature covels portions of squares 29{)N /?SOE,290N / }A|OE, and 3ffiN /
240E. This may represent the remains of a cobble floor or metalled yard
deposit associated with Structure 30. A shallow trenclu Feature 39& cuts across
the cobble layer from the wall to the easl Featurc 3W is bisected to the south
by Feature 319, abrick drain, and to the east by Feature 342, another brick
drain. The north end of Feature 397 overlies sterile ancient alluvial sand.
Beneath the feahrre is trrncated subsoil. The artifacts (EUs 493 and 512) found
among the cobbles indicate deposition after ca. 7795, due to the presence of a
single sherd of transfer-print pearlware. Given the nature of the diposit,
however, it is always possible that a later sherd may have filtered down
between the cobbles. Other artifacts incolporated in the fill suggest that the
cobbles were laid down in the late Colonial Period.

Feoture # 398

Feature tlpe: Drain

Possible shallow unlined drain associated with Structure 30. This is the
shallow remnant of a ditch which cuts the cobble yard feature described
above, and whictr may have carried runoff water i*ay from Snrrcture 30. It
begins at Feafure 329 and, runs east. The feahrre has been bisected by Feature
342, a later brick drain. Feature 398 is filled with light brown coarse sand. No
artifacts were found in this shallow deposit.

Feoture # 399

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Stratum consisting of very dense light brown day with cobbles, located at the
base of Feature 377 / 378, the cobble and undereized brick feature (stoop?, shed
pier?) apparently associated with strufirre 18. This may be a fill or f6od
deposit under the pier or other structure represented by Feature 377 /378.
Artifacts in the deposit (EUs 489 and 490) suggest deposition after ca. 1780,
which is consistent with the apparent date for the destruction of gtructure 18.

Feoture # 400

Feature grye: Drainage ditch

Early unlined drainage ditch running east from Feature 163, the robbers'
trench for the west wall of Struchrre 1. Bisected on the east end by Feature 356,
a robbers' trench or drainage ditch. This is the same feature as Feature 407, its
correlate drainage trench extending east on the opposite side of Feature 356.
Feature 4W/ 407 ditdr appears to be cut by the east and west walls of Stmcture
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1 and probably predates Structure 1. This drainage trendr has characteristics
similar to Feature 332/359 and and may be contimporaneous with thenr.
Artifac8 in Feature 407 (EU 523) provide a T?Q for filling of this feature, after
ca.1795.

Feoture # 401

Feature $rye: Discarded

Feoture # 402

Feature tlpe Other

Ditch-like feature seen in the south profile of Feature 343, a robbere' trench of
Feature 34& an early brick drain, as well as under Feature 315 brick drain. The
ditdt had a bowl-shaped profile with no brick lining. It was located at a right
angle to Feature 348 and was thought to be a part of this drain. No evidence of
Feature 402 was found during excavation south of Feature 315. Feature 402
appeared to be dug into mottled orange-brown and gray sand with green clay
nodules, an ancient natural alluvial deposit. No artifacts were found in the
deposit, which is clearly one of the earlier features on the site.

Feoture # 403

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Stratum underlying Feature 39 {., apossible destnrction level associated with
Structure 18. This thin, localized stratum consisted of light brown fine sand
with few brick fragments. This may also be a flood or wash deposit. No
artifacts were associated with ttre deposit, but the overlying stratum had a
TPQ date of ca, 1780.

Fqoture # 404

Feature $rye: Cobble Concentration

Circular concentration of small cobbles, in 2tt0N / ZTlf.,possibly filling a
truncated post or block hole. The function and dating of this feature are not
certain. Stratigraphy suggesb that a post or block pier in this location would
have been pulled after shortly ca. 1780.

Feoture # 405

Feature t5rye: Stratum

Small localized deposit consisting of gray fine sand with small cobbles, a
possible wash or flood deposit. A poitei of Feature 403 overlies this statum
between it and Feature 377 /375 micro brick and cobble wall. App"urs to be an
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18th century stratum bisected by the south wall of Stnrcture 1. The majority of
the artifacts in the deposit (EUs 510 and 511) suggest deposition in the early
third quarter of the 18th century. A single pearlware (transfer-print) sherd was
found here as well. It may be intrusive, however.

Feoture # 406

Feature tlpe: Discarded

Feoture # 407

Feature grye: Drainage ditch

Continuation of Feature 4ffi, an early unlined drainage trench. Feature 4fi) is
bisected by Feature 356 an unlined drain or robbers' trenctr for a brick drain.
Feature 407 extends east from this bisection to be cut by Feature 1.84 east waII
of Structure 1. Feahrte tWI is fiIled with a mottled brown sand loam, light
brown fine sand and dark gray clay with briclc fragments, cobbles, cinders and
charcoal. Dark brown silt deposited at the bottosr of the trench lends evidence
to the feature's use as a drain. The ditdr was completely frlled after ca. 1795.

Feoture # 408

Feature grye: Post Hole

Shallow post or block pier hole, in 270N l?ffiB, originating below Feature
131, a stone footing for the clay floor of Stnrchrre 1. It appears to have been
truncated, and no separate mold was discerned. Filled with dark brown sand
loam, cinders, charcoal, and brick fragments. The feature intrudes the Feahrre
407, a filled drainage ditch. Artifacts in &e filI (EUs 521 and 522) indicate the
post or block was pulled ca. 1830. This may have been a joist or bean support
underpinning an early construction phase of Structure 1.

Feoture # 409

Feature type: Post Hole

This is another shallow post hole intruding into Feature 4A7 drainage ditch. It
appears to have been truncated. Feature 409 was filled with dark brown loam
mixed with green clay and orange-brown clay with cinders and fragmenb of
Feature 20O the day floor. Artifacts in the fill (EUs 518 and 519) indicate
removal of the post after ca.1795, although the presence of the clay floor
fragments it is probable that this is a later post associated with the later
building phase of Structure 1., or even posi-dating Structure 1.
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Feature type: Post Mold

Feoture # 410
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This is a shallonr, tmncate4 post mold, in 270N I ?ffiF- filled with brown
Ioam mixed with sosre gray day and brick flecking. The feature is associaed
with a post hole, Feahrre 411. Appears to have been truncated. There w€re no
artifacts in the fill of either ttre mbta or hole. This suggests that these are the
remnants of an early feature, perhaps associated with an early phase of
Strrcture 1., or one of the Colonial Period buildings on the site.

Feoture # 4l I

Feafirre tlpe: Post Hole

Shallow post hole for Feature 41O its post mold (see above). Appears to have
been truncated. Feature 411 was filled with gray clay loam with brick flecking.

Feoture # 412

Feature tlpe: Hearth

Portion of an internal brick hearth remaining in situ from Stmcture 30. Only
the bottom course remained intact, the rest appears to have been salvaged.
The lower course of brid<s widdn the hearthlLef were glazed on their upper
surfaces. This feature is associated with Feature 433, a black stain outlining the
robbed portion of the hearth. Feature 412 was overlain by the filled ditch,
Feature 4W/4A7, which was filled after ca. 1795,. Feature 412 was probably
destroyed in the fourth quarter of the 18th century.

Feolute # 4.l3

Feature ty?e: Other

Shallow linear depression paralleling the east side of Feahrre 329. Probably a
wash lense. Filled with fine brown sand. No cultural material was recovered.

Feoture # 414

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Stratum located on the exterior of Feature 1.84, the east wall of Sbmcture L,
and bisected by bacl.:hoe Trench 1 and Feature t?6, a 20th century pipe trench.
It was also intruded by Feature 125, the builders' trendr for an extant concrete
trestle pier. The fill consisted of gray sand with a high amount of charcoal and
brick flecking. Several prehistoric artifacts were recovered from this stratum.
Feature 414 apears to be redeposited fill, possibly originating from the eastern
area of the site. Feature 4'1,4 may have been laid down in order to fill a low
area at the base of the historic slope that was removed and to create an even
grade across the site for the construction of Structure 1. After complete
excavation in this area an old buried soil surface (Feature 443) could be seen
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Iin the backtroe trendr profile sloping down to the east. This depsit orrerlay
Feature 445, an early post hllg,f,rtifacts fron feature 414 (EtJs 563 and 574)
indicate deposition after ca. 1814.

Feoture # 415

Feature t1rye: Other

A small localized fill inside Feature 317, adrainage ditch, consisting of a
pocket of loose gray sand at the bottom of feature: probably a root disturbance.
Deposited after ca. 1780 (EU 52i). The drain ibelf was destroyed after ca.1795.

Feqture # 416

Feature t1rye: Other

Alluvial soil deposited on the interior of Feature 348 brick drain. Taken as a
floatation sample.

Feoture # 417

Feature $rye: Post Mold

Small, truncated mold from a driven stake located in 280N l?/J}E.Filled with
brown sand loam, cinder dust, small brick fragments, charcoal, and pebbles.
No associated separate mold was discerned. The hole intruded feature 364
(filled after ca. t8?.0), and was overlain by 2tlth century deposits. Its date is
uncertain.

Feoture # 418

Feature t1rye: Post Hole

Post hole, located in 250N / 2fi0F-, filled with dark brown sand loam, clay floor
fragments, white sand mortar, brick fragments, coal, and charcoal. Shallow,
probably tmncated. The presence of Feature 200 clay floor fragments in the fill
means that Feature 418 was filled sometime after the floor was laid. No
separate mold was discerned, and no datable artifacts were found in the fill.

Feoture # 4.|9

Feature t1rye: Other

Floatation sample taken of alluvial deposit on the interior of Feature 315,
brick drain.
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Feoture # 426

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Fill strahrm inside the southeast quadrant of $uucture 1. Overlies Feature
477, the possible remnant of a blacksmith's forge. FiIl consisted of orange-
brown gray sandy clay and light brown sand with brick fragments, cobbles,
cindere and charcoal.Fill artifacts (EU 617) indicate deposition in the late 18th
or early 19th century. The artifacts induded two pieces of bar stock which may
have been lnng near the earlier forge. Numerous other pieces of bar stock
and nail stock were found in surface deposits apparently related to this forge.

Fwture # 427

Feattrre t1rye: Other

Blacksmith's forge remains. Consisted of a 5'x 8' shallow basin-like
depression filled with dark brown loam, a high amount of good guality shale
coal, cinders, many la"g* cobbles and some brick fragmenb. Two
concentrations of cnrmbly low-fired clay were recovered from the bisection
profile and one fragment of high-fired hard clay was also recovered. Several
lengths of bar stock were found in this feature and in the fill above and
surounding it. From the bar stock and the large amount of coal recovered,
Feature 427 has been interpreted as being the remains of a blacksmith's forge.
The many large cobbles concentrated in Feature 427 ptobably made up the
forge foundation construction. Surrounding the forge remains are several
concentrations of black shale coal and cinders (Features 4?8,331,429). Feature
427 appears to have been contemporaneous with the features associated with
Structure 30. The remains of the forge are shallow and tnrncated. Feature 452,
a square post hole identified on the interior of the northern end of Feature
427, maylbo be associated with the forge. Artifacts in the fill (EUs 581 and
582) indicate robbing of the forge base after ca. 1780.

Feoture # 428

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Thin concentration of black cinders associated with Feature 42!7, a
blacksmith's forge in Stmcture 30.

Feoture # 429

Feature type: Stratum

Thin layer of black cinders associated with Featurc 427, a blacksmith's forge in
Structure 30..
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Feoture # 430

Feature grye Other

Possible pit feature, in 290N /2fl0F,, measuring 1.5' in dialneter and only 0.3'
deep. This is too large and shallow for a post hole and the function is
unlcrown. Filled with compact brown sand mixed with light brown fine sand,
brick fragments, cinders, and cobbles. Artifacts indicate filling after ca. 1795.

Feoture # 431

'atum

Continuation of Feahrre 338, possible in place midden deposit on south side
of Feature 3t9, abrick drain. The fill consisted of dark gray sand loan with
glazed and other brick fragments, oyster shell, charcoal.. Artifacb from this
feature and its correlate, feature 338, indicate that the midden ceased to
accumulate about 1814.

Feoture # 432
-

Feature t1rye: Drain

Continuation of Feature 355, a drainage ditch or robbed brick drain extending
beyond (southeast of) Feature 1&1, the east wall of Stmcture 1. This drainage
trenctr is bisected by the wall and predates Structure 1. Filled with medium
brown sand loam mixed with grayclay and with brick fragmenb and charcoal.
No artifacts were found in this part of ttre ditch, but fiIls in Feature 355 and
related ditches gave a TPQ of cu. tgt+.

Feoture # 433

Feature $pe: Hearth

Thin layer of black cinders, black sand, brick fragments and small cobbles that
aPPears to be a shallow remnant of a robbers' trench for an internal hearth
associated with Structure 30. Associated with Feature 112, bricks still in course
from the hearth. All fill (EU 619 was saved for floatation analysis.

Feoture # 434

Feature ty?e Discarded

Feature t1rye Other

Feoture # 435



White ash lense from the interior of Featurc 412/ 433 Stmcture 3O internal
robbed hearth.The deposit was saved as a floatation sanple. Also induded in
Feature 435 was high quality shale coal (similar to that recovered from
Feature 477, the UtictcsiriA's forge) and brick fragments.

Feoture # 436

Feature ty?e: Cobble Concentration

Small cobble concentration located adjacent to the interior of Feahrre 193, the
south wall of Structure 1. Lyrng just on the surface of Feature 426, a late 18th c.

or early 19th c. fill. The p.trpoJe'of the cobbles is unlmown.

Feoture # 437

Feature tlpe: Stratunr

Localized fill, in 290N / ZffiE, consisting of mottled orange and yellow sand,
brick fragments, charcoal. Stratigraphy suggests that this deposit was laid
down in or after 1814.

Feoture # 43g

Feature t1rye: Other

-:- Floatation sample taken of the alluvial deposit from the interior of Feaftrre
3l-.4, abrick drain.

Feoture # 439

Feature t1rye: Other

A small concentration of decayed mortar situated around Feature 11? bricls
in course from Structure 30 internal hearth. Saved as a floatation sample.The
material proved to be a high-lime mortar prepared from calcined oyster
shells.

Feoture # 440

Feature ty?e: Post HoIe

Post hole, in 280N / ?A)E, intruding Feature 359, adrainage ditch. Filled with
co.use black cinders, brick fragments and Feature 200 day floor fragments. The
presence of the clay floor fragments dates this post hole to after construction
of the floor, ca 1830. This may have been an internal support post, or an
underpinning for a beam, related to the late phase of constmition of
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Fegturq # 441

Feature type: Post Mold

Post mold, associated witfr Feature MZn pxthole, not identified until after
removal of Feature rtZi. Filled with gray brown loan with artifacts dating to
the second half of the 19th century and fragments material from Feature 20Q
the clay floor of Structure 1 (see the description for Feature 280).

Feoture # 442

Feature tlpe Post Hole

Late post hole associated with Feahrre 441. Filled with coarse black cinders and
artifacts dating to the turn of the 20th century. See the descriptions for
Feattrres 2]0 and 441.

Feoture # 443

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Original buried surface soil horizon remaining in situ after late 18th aentury
land development. Consisted of gray to light brown very fine sand loam.
Appeared to be an undisturbed stratum overlain by seviral strata of fill. This
stratum is the only original topsoil revealed in the main excavation area on
the site. E th" profile of Trench L, Feature 443 could be seen sloping down to
the east. This stratum may be a part of the original slope of the hil that was
cut down to the west. In that case Ore area where Feature 443 is located would
have been filled, rather than cut, to create a level grade over the entire site.
Feature 443 also contained perhaps the earliest post mold found on the site,
Feature 448. The size and shape of this post mold strongly suggests a
prehistoric origin. Several prehistoric artifacts were recovered from Feature
443 (EU 603). Prehistoric artifacts were extremely rare throughout the
remainder of the excavation.

Feofure # 444

Feature tlpe: Post Mold

Ro_und ,post mold set in Feature M5, asquare post hole. Filled with gray
yellow-brown day mixed with light gray sand. Artifacts (EUs 593 and 595) in
the mold indicate that the post was removed, or rotted, after ca. L780. The date
of setting of the post could not be detennined.

Feotufe # 445



Feature tlpe: Post Hole

Square post hole for Feature 444, post mold (see above). Filled -ith goy
mottled orange-brown clay.

F,eoture, # 446

Feature gpe: Other

Excavated hole for Feature 2.M, a cistern. Feature M6 was first dug out, then a
container of unknown tyrye was placed in the hole and the hole was
backfilled. FiIl consisted of brown silt and day, brick and mortar fragments,
and charcoal. Artifacts (EUs 613 and 615) indicate constmction of the cistern
shortly after ca. 7780.

Feoture # 447

Feature type: Post Hole

Post hole for Feature 452. Intrudes Features Zffi, 446. Filled with mottled
brown sand loam and yellow clay with brick fragments, charcoal, small
pebbles. Artifacts (EUs 601 and 602) in the fill, and stratigraphic position,
indicate that the post was set after ca.7795.It cannot be determined when the
post rotted, or was removed.

Feoture # 448

Feattrre type: Post MoId

Possibly the earliest post mold found on the site. Originates in Feature 4t13, a
buried soil surface, in 290N / ?.70F,. Feahrre 448 is probably a prehistoric post
mold. Filled with dark gray sand loam.

Feoture # 449

Feature tlpe: Cistern

Mold of a square cistern container inside a larger hole (Feature 455) and
associated with Featurc 175 brick drain. When originally uncovered, Feature
449 was a large oval stain. During bisection the sloping iides of the oval hole
became the vertical sides of the square mold, probably for another "cistern",
or silt trap. The cistern was filled with soft dark brown sand with brictrs,
colbles and granite blocks. Bricks fill Feature 455, the hole into which featrre
449 is set, and are flush with the vertical sides. It appears that a large hole was
excavated and a square container was set in the hole and the hole jarnmed
with bricks. Feature M9 is a cistern it is in line with Feature t75 and thus a
part of that drain/cistern system. Artifacts (EUs 572,,575, and 6@) in the
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I feature indicate filling sometime shortly after the turn of the 19th century.E The hole in whidr the container was placed was filled after ca. t795.

Feoture # 450

Feature $rye Drain

Small portion of a disturbed brick drain in. The bricks remaining in course
are highly disturbed. Perhaps an earlier drain intmded by Feature 175 brick
drain or contemporaneous with Feature 175 and cormected to its
drain/ cistern s5rstem. Not datable.

Feolure # 451

Feature tlpe: Post Hole

Rectangular post hole, in 290N / ?fl}E, set in an early fill stratum (Feature
454). It iwas shallow and appears to have been truncated. Two strata were
identified filling the post hole. Gray and orange-brown river clay were either
capping the hole or was filling the pct mold, whidr could not be adequately
discerned for separate excavation. Underlnng th" clay was dark brown sand
loam with brick and charcoal flecking and cobbles. Artifacts in the fill (Eus 597
and 598) indicate pulling or rotting of the post after ca.1795.

Feoture # 452

Feature t)?s Post Hole (Anvil Base?)

Large rectangular post or pier hole originating in Feature 427, ablacksmith's
forge in Structure 30. May be associated with the forge structure. Very shallow
and appeared to be tmncated. Filled with brown loaur, brick fragments,
cobbles, coal flecking and high quality shale coal. No datable artifacb were
fund in the fill, but the materials were essentially the same as those filling
feature 4n.Thb feature may represent a post or block used to support an
anvil at the side of the forge. The destruction date is presumed to 6e the same
as Feature 42i7, or ca. 1780.

Feoture # 453

Feature tyrye: Discarded

leoture # 454

Feature tyrye: Stratum

Small, localized fill stratum consisting of light gray clay and orange-brown
sandy clay with cobbles. Located on the exterior of the east wall of Structure 1
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and crrt by both the pipe and bacl*roe trenches. No artifact were recorrered
from this level, and piecise dating is uncertain.

Feoture # 455

Feahrre tlpe: Other

Hole for Featur e M9,a cistern or silt trap. Feature 455 was first excavated then
a square cistern container or large square post was placed in the hole and the
hole filled. During the bisection of Feature 455, two cut granite slabs were
found at the iunchrre of Feature 175, abrick drain and Featurc 449. These
stones appear to link Feature 449 to the remainder of that drain/cistern
system. Feature 455 is filled with light gray sand and brict<s. Artifacts (EUs 589
and 590) in the fill date the construction to after ca.1795.

Feoture # 456

Feature tlpe Stratum

Fill concentrated inside the southeast corner of Structure 1, in 270N / zffiF-
and 270N I ZIAE. The material consisted of light yellow sand with plaster,
brick fragments, and cinders. Possibly related to the destruction of Stnrcturre
30. Some Feature 456 fill overlaid the eastern tip of Feature 458, burn debris.
Artifacts in this fill (EU 525) confirur deposition shortly after ca. 1780.

Feofure # 457

Feature t1rye: Robbers' Trench

Robbers' trench for west and south walls of Structure 30. Feature 457
represents the remains of a colonial structure. The south and west walls of
Structure L overlie the robbers' trench. Feature 457 was filled with gray clay,
soft orange brick fragments, glazed brick fragments, plaster, mortar and
cobbles. Broken wine bottle fragments in the fiII (ELJs 606 and 515) indicate
wall salvaging after ca.1770.

Feoture # 458

Feature tlpe: Stratum

Large, thin burn layer forming a "shadow" on the interior of Feature 457, the
south wall of Structure 30. This feature suggests the destnrction of Structure
30 by fire. The northern end of Feature aS8-Jnds abruptly ca.2'west of the
west side of Feature 433 hearth and may show where the rear addition joined
the earlier south wall of Structure 30. An additional associated feature is
Feature 412.
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Feahrre t1rye: Foundatiqr

Bricks in course representing the unrobbed portion of the south wall of
Structtrre 30. In line with Feature 457, the robbers' trench. Bisected by Feature
223, the support for a north-south central beam or wall of Structure 1.

Feoture # 460

Feahrre tlpe: Discarded

Feoture # 44'|

Feature t5rye: Stratum

A thin, very localized early stratum on the interior of the Structure 30
foundation features. Consisted of light brown sand mixed with very light
brown sand mortar. No artifacts were recovered.

Feotute # 462

Feahrre tSpe Post MoId

S,quare post mold with wedge shaped bottom in Feature 447, its poat hole (see
above). Intruding Features 206 and 446 m 290N / 2308. The mold was filled
with dark brown and gray sand loam with cinders and brick fragments. The
post was set after ca. t795, but the date of removal, or rotting, cannot be
determined.

Feoture # 463

Feature tlpe: Other

Fill overlying Featur e 464,the brick frame at the base of the hearth (Feature
143) for Structure 1.. Consisted of mottled yellow-brown and gray sand clay
with brick fragments, cobbles, pebbles and charcoal and Urick flecting. Onty a
single artifact was found in the fill (EU 610): a sherd of deep-colored, uRoyalu

shape creamware. This provides a TPQ of ca. 17ffi. Howevei related features
tend to indicate consbrrction after ca. 1814. It is feasible, if course, that the base
of the hearth was retained from an earlier struchre. There are other features,
particularly associated with the hearth and northern wall of Structure 1, that
give indications of a late 1.8th century construction phase, however.

Feature t1rye: Other

Feotur,e # 464



One course of brick headers framing the front of the base of ttre Structure I
hearth. Bonded with fine sand and shell mortar. Constructed shortly after ca.
1814.

Feofure # 465

Feature grye Other

Shallow pit feature seen in south profile of Feature 359 ditdt. Filled with gray
sand, brick fragments, charcoal, shell urortar and cobbles.

Feoture # 466

Feattrre type Other

Shallow pit feahrre cut by Feature 359 drainage trench (fiIled after ca. 77n\.
Filled with-Eay sand, brick fragments, shell mortat, charcoal, cobbles.
Probably of Colonial date.

Fegture t 467

Feature $rye: Other

Unlcnown pit-like feature truncated by Feahrre 457, Stmcture 30 robbers'
trench. Overlay truncated subsoil. Feature 467 fill consisted of light brown
sandy clay mixed wi*r orange clay, g)azed brick fragurents, ind cobbles. No
artifacts were recovered. This may be another small remnant of a Colonial
Period feature, possibly associated with Structure 17 or Structure 18.

Feoture # 468

Feature t5pe: Foundation

Brick foundation remnant of the the west wall of Structure 17, and a chimney
base associated with Feature 480, a hearth. Feature 468 was not observed in
profile on the baulks at the ?ffi-?7AN, or 230-240E lines, so it may have been a
local feature, perhaps somewhat deeper than the remainder of the Structure
17 foundation. The shape and depth suggest the footing courses for a hearth
base, and the wall fragment does incorporate a hearth. The wall fragment is
considerably longer than the hearth itself, howwer, and may indicate that an
oven was built into the chimney as well, probably south of Feahrre 480, the
hearth. No datable materials were discovered in either of the associated
builders' trenches (Features 470 and 472),but other features thought to be
associated indicate building destruction in the late 3rd quarter of the L8th
cenfury.
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Feature type: Robbers' Trench

Robbers' trench overlying partially robbed portion of Feature 468, abrick wall.
FilI consisted of medium brown sand mottled with day, brick fragments,
cobbles. A single artifact a cut nail, was found in the fill (EU 6Z/1, indtcating
salvaging additional over the hearth base in the early 19th century. This
salvaging may have taken place during initid constrrrction of Structure 1.

Feoture # 470

Feature tlpe: Builders' Trench

Builders' trench for Feature 468, the west wall of Struchrrc 17. l.ocated on the
west, exterior side of the wall. Filled with orange mottled gray clay, brick
fragments. No artifacts were recovered, suggeJting that this is anrong the
earliest features on the site.

Feoture # 471

Feature tlpe: Post Hole

Small rectangular post hole originating below cultural fills, intruding sterile
clay subsoil. Contained charcoal flecking. This is probably a scaffold post for
constructing a chimney For Structure 17, represented by Features 46& 470, 472
and 480.

Featwe # 472

Feature t)?e: Builders' Trench

Builders' trench located on the east side of Feature 45& brick foundation for
Structure 17. Filled with light brown sand with bricks and brick fragments and
decaying wood. Very few artifacts were recovered and atl of these could be
associated with building construction, thus suggesting that this is among the
earliest features on the site.

Feoture # 473

Feature tyrye: Post Hole

Largg rectangulT p*! hole in 270N / ?A}E.Shallow, probably truncated. Fill
consisted of medium brown sand loam, brick and chircoal flecking. No
artifacts were recovered from the fill., but the post cuts a stratum (Feature 475)

lhat appears to date to the late 18th century or early 19th century. This may
have been a scaffolding post for the construction of Structure 1.

Feotwe # 474



Feoture # 475

Feature t1rye: Stratum

Possible early fiIl episode on the interior sf Feature 458 west wall of Stnrcture
17. Consisted of brown sand loam mottled with light gray clay and with bdck
fragments and cobbles. Deposited after ca.1795.

-1..-^ 
il t1tFegture # 476

Feature type: Stratum

Possible occupation or wash level associated with the period in whictr
Sfucture 17 as standing. Located on the interior (east side) of Feature 468.
Same characteristics as Feature 461. Consisted of light gray sand mottled
orange-brown sandy clay with brick fragmenb andcoUUles. No artifacts w€re
recovered.

Feoture # 477

Feature t1rye: Foundation

Brick south wall of Structure 4. Feature 726 pipe trenctr cuts thtough and
disturbs an apparent entrance in the south *all. This entrance appears to be
associated with a narrow excavation in the adjacent cellar (see Feature 481,
below). It is possible that the "entrance" was a dry well, ice chute, coal chutg
or similar feature, with access from Poplar Street.

Feoture # 478

Feature t5rye: Stratum

Secondary fill in the cellar of Structure 4. Excavated out of a 1.0'x1.0' unit
located in the southwest corner of Structure 4. Consisted of dark red-brown
sandy clay with orange-brown clay nodules, sand mortar, brick fragments,
charcoal and cobbles. This fill was placed here in the late 19th century, or early
20th century.

Feoture # 479

Feature type: Post Hole

Post hole, in 280N / ?60E, bisected by Feature 364, the builders' trench for a
brick drain (filled after ca. 1820). It overlay Feature 359, a drainage ditch (filled
after ca. l7W). Filled with medium brown sand loam, plaster, brick fragments,
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charcoal flecking and cobbles, No separate mold was discerned. The tight
temporal bracket and placement suggest that this was a beam support under
the floor of the early stage of Stmcture 1.

Feoture # 480

Feature t1rye: Hearth

Hearth in Feature 45$ west foundation wall of Structure 17. Bricks outlining
the firebox are fire blackened and extend out from the wall several inctres.
The maiority of the hearth floor has been robbed out but some heat-glazed
bricks remained in situ in the hearth interior. Fill from the feature cbnsisted
of yellow-brown sand.

Feoture # 48.|

atumFeature tlpe: St -__-

Primary fill in the cellar of Stmcture 4. Identified in a 10'x10' excavation rurit
located in the southwest corner of Stnrcture 4. Feature 481 appeils as a ca. 5'
wide trenctr, 1.' deeper than the bottom of the cellar to the east and west and
located at the base of a possible bulk head entrance into Structure 4 cellar. It
seems that the bulk head steps led down to a 5' wide earth ramp with 1' high
terraces to either side. The "ramp" then appears to flare out to the fuII cellar.
Feature 481 fill consisted of black coarse sand with cinders. The narrow trench
was filled after ca. 1.867 (EU 639).

Feoture # 482

Feature t;rye: Post Hole

Post hole filled with four successive levels of fill (Features 185, Zgl,29A and
293), all of which indicate the post was removed in the early 20th century.

Feoture # 483

Feature t1rye: Foundation

Feature 438 is a single line of brick stretchers which runs parallel to the brick
drain, Feature 315, asoss the northern end of Structure t. Ttris row of brick
may be the sole remaining course of brick from an earlier foundation wall,
Structure 17. Adiacent fills (associated robbers' trenches) provide early dates
(ca. 1780) for salvaging a wall, but these appear to be remnants of a wall for a
slightly later building, the north wall of which ran in approximately the same
location. These wall features have been discerned as mudr by the angles of
their runs as by stratigraphy, which is highty disturbed in this area.
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Feature t1rye Robbers' trench

Feature 484 is thought to be a robbers' trenctr for the north wall of Stnrcture
17. There were no associated fills, as the feature was defined only by an
outline of a trench, into which a brick drain (Feature 348) had bien laid, and
then subsequently robbed. The feature is defined by thew interface between
feature 348 and the underlying sterile deposits. This is the oldest in a series of
trenches and drains in the northern edge of the excavation blod<. In actudity,
this feature has been defined as much 5y inference as evidence. The brick
drain aprtears to be associated by date with Structure 3O but it was laid in a
ditch ttrat is much larger than was necessary. The north wall of Stmctue 30
was appiuently laid beside the drain, and a single course of brick work from
the earlier Structure !7 wall was left intact (Feature 483).
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Cross-mending onolysis

Cross-mending is a useful technique for determining the possible
contemporaneity of stratigraphically defined events on an ardraeological site.
The logic of ctoss-mending analysis is that individual sherds of a single
broken vessel will be deposited at the same time. If different portions of the
same vessel are found in two or more different archaeological deposits, then
those deposits each most be contemporary wittr, or later than, the primary
deposition of the broken vessel. The idea is to eliminate deposits whidr are
later than the prinary deposition, and to identify one or more deposits whidr
are contemporaneous with it. Thus, if four deposits contain fragments of the
same vessel, and tfuee of those deposits share a TPQ of ca. tgm, while the
third has a TPQ of 1860, it is likely that the vessel was discarded and the three
ca. 1820 deposits filled at about the same time. By examining the nature and
stratigraphic relationships of these deposits, it may be possible to plausibly
infer that all three were "open" to filling at about the iame time and are
associated with the same occupation or period.

Method

For this project, soss-mending analyis was conducted using cerarnic vessels
only, although similar analyses could be carried out for glass vessels or other
fragmentary objects. The Rocketts #1 Site collection contains a minimum of
556 ceramic vessels or fragments destributed among 482 separately
distinguished deposits, or features. Following completion of the minimum
vessel analysis, to be described in the chapter on artifacts, below, all possible
mends between sherds were made. By mending vessels to the extent possible,
it is easier to identify form and function characteristics. For the present
PuqPoses, however, the importance of mending is that it becomes possible to
identify cross-mends between archaeological deposits.

For each separate vessel containing sherds from more than one excavation
unit, a cross-mending forrr was completed. This forur records vessel number
andaseriesofentrieswhichread,inessence,uEIJeontributed
sherds to this vessel". The data from these sheets *uffiltr coded into f
spreadsheet program, feature nunbers lvere substituted for EU nunrbers, and
duplicationslfrom different EUs of the same feature) were concatenated.
These compete cross-mending data are presented in Appendix 10.

There are various ways of analyzing cross-mends. Perhaps the most common
methods are graphical. These generally entail making a feature map of the
excavation and ioining features with lines whose numbers or thiclmesses
vary with the number of sherds or vessels shared between features. The
depositional complexity of the Rocketts #1 Site did not permit a graphical
analysis. Instead, the data were manipulated within a spreadsheet forsrat.
This was done by creating a square matrix containing on both axes all features
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which contained cross-mends, and marking the intersection of ctoss-mend ,

associated features with an "x". This system ignored the numbers of mends
between features, whictr would have made identification of prinary
depositions perhaps a bit easier. However, there were so urariy features and
ctoss-mends, that the obsenration of cross-mend presence alone was
attempted.

After the matrix was constnrcted, the description of each feature contributing
cross-mends was shrdied. Late fills, and sorie large bulk fills from earlie:
periods were removed from analysis. Other than confirming the level of past
activity on the site, it senred little purpose to note that 20th century site
levelling events, for example, contained artifacts in common with a 1780s
robber trench. The reducei matrix was then carefuIly studied once again,
looking at each cross-mending pair. AII cross-mends across temporally
disparate events were removed, retaining for the most part cross-mends
between events which appear to date no more than ten or fifteen years apart,
based on TPQ deteruriniions and/or site stratigraphy. FinaIIy, cross-me;as
were ignored if they dearly resulted from the reryditg of sherds, such as
between a poshrold and its hole, or among two fill deposits within a larger
feature. The greatly-reduced cross-mending matrix is reproduced in Appendix
4.

Dry*'!"s
I have left two Iarge fill deposits in this matrix These, Features 131 and 321,
are both ca. 1830 deposits. Feature 321 is a fill deposited within Stmcture 1

prior to re-constnrcting the building. It appears to be comprised primarily of
yard deposits and destruction debris from an early phase of the Strufirre.
Feature 131 is the granite footing for the "clay'' flooi Feature ZX), which was
constructed ca. 1830 as part of the rebuilding of Stmcture 1. It is obvious by
studying the cross-mends between these two fills and other features that
sheris io* a great many pre-1830 contexts were mixed in these fill episodes.
What is helpful here, is the strength added to the analysis of the site's
chronology and formation processes in general. While these observations
(and similar ones made concerning a great many other bulk fiIl layers deleted
from the matrix) were useful in interpretating the site, they are not helpfuI
for the traditional purposes of cross-mending analysis; namely, the
identification of contemporaneous primary deposib. The remainder of this
dis-cussion will generally ignore aoss-mends in bult fills, and features whose
only cross-mends are with bulk fills.

What follows is a discussion of each of the remaining significant cross-mend
pairs. Please keep in mind that this analysis does not consider the numbers of
vessels, let alone the numbers of individual sherds, shared between features.
Further analysis of the data in Appendix 10 would undoubtedly prove very
useful for identifyirg primary deposits for many of the ceramic vessels
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recovered in this excavation and, in selected instances, later interpretations
have made use of these data.

Feoture 26

This is the only feature included in the final reduced matrix from the phase 2
testing. The feature represents probable primary fill in a possible cella&
described earlier as Stmcture 5, and was identified in the phase 2 study as
stratum 9 in square 315N 305E. The has a 3rd quarter 19th century daie,
although the vast maiority of the materials date somewhat eadier. Three
features (321,338 (and ib correlate, 431), and 4?.6), eadr with earlier 19th
century dates, share crossmends with F-Zi. This suggests that some later bottle
glass may be intrusive, or that some finer stratigraphic distinction was not
noted in this test square. If so, Structure 5 would appear to have a destnrction
date of ca. 1815. Further, this appears to show some link between the cellar fill
in Structure 6 and an early midden represented by 338 and 441. Featare 426,
moreover, is probably a reworking of that earlier midden for fill. Feature 321
is a ca. 1830 bulk fill.

Feqture 159

This feature (TPQ ca. 1860) represents brick-robbing debris associated with the
destruction of Strrrcture 1. It shares crossmends with 3 other features (nzr 221
and ?32), alt of whidr have TPQ dates ca. 1840. Two of these features are strata,
but one of these (n4 is secondary fill, including brick and plaster dust, in a
cistern associated with Structure 1. Given the vast deposit of F159 overlying
the intact floor of Structure 1, I had assumed a ca. 1860 destructisn date for the
building. This date was bolstered by similar dates from the robbing of the east
wall of the structure. On the other hand, the only significant crosi-mends
were with features dating 20 years earlier. Closer examination indicated that
other walls of Stmcture 1 were also robbed sometinre during the period 1840 -
1860. In this case, the cross-mending analysis has allowed me to sbtiaify my
estimate of the deskuction of this building, and to relate that destmction wittl
the filling of a cistern at the same time. At first it appeared that Strrrcture 1
burned in the 1.840s, but some of the foundation bricks, and the southern
section of the "clay" floor were not salvaged until 20 years later. The cross-
mending is more consistent with the historical data: all these related events,
despite some rather early TPQ dates, probably date to after ca. 1855-52 which is
the period in which Stlrrcture 1 burned, or possible to ca. 1861, when ]ohn
Schonberger purchased the property and, perhaps, robbed out some of the
remaining foundations.

Feofure'172

This is a stratum of fill in the southeastern corner of S8ucture 1, laid down
ca. 1820, or probably a few years earlier. Cross-mends were found with with



Feature 174 (IPQ tlt4,based on brown-lined pearlware, but probably
somewhat earlier), a builders' trench for the east wall of Stnrcture 1, and with
another fill layer inside of Sbmcture 1, Featurc 321Cff'a 1830). These cross-
mends, and others like them, indicate that these fills within the walls of
Structure L were locally derived from middens. In some case these appear to
have been reworked by human actions, suctr as preparing the floor and new
walls of Stmcture 1, ca. 1830, while in others they appear to be the resulb of
flooding.

Feqture 174

This is the builders' trench described above. In addition to ctoss-mends with
Featnres 172 and 32L, there were mends with vessels from Features 357, art
early (ca. 1800) unlined drainage trench, and with a similarly-dated middm
under Structure 1. Again, these cross-mends point primarily to local
reworking of deposits, rather than the importing of deposits from outside, or
elsewhere on the site.

Feoture 204

Feature ?$4was an apparent prinary deposit of silt loam washed around
whole bricks in the bottom of a cistern (Feature 170). The o'nly feature with
cross-mends to F-?o4 was the bulk fill, F-321, under the "day'' floor of
Stnrchrre 1. We cannot determine with certainty whether the fill in F-32!, a
bulk stratum, is primary or secondary. The latter seems most likely, so the ties
between these features, at least based on cross-mends, is tenuous. It should be
noted, however, that sherds in F-204 could have flowed there from within
the building, through the drain system. On the other hand, it seems likely
that the sherds in F-321 were moved there in fill from a local midden around
the building.

Feoture 317

This feature is a "robbed", or salvaged brick drain: one of a series of drainage
or conduit features on the site. The drain was salvaged and replaced about
1795. The feature shares cross-mends with a probable midden deposit (F-338)
associated with Stnrcture 3O one of the earlilst Structures foundon the site.
The midden has a TPQ date corresponding with the destruction of that
building and preparation of the site for consFuction of Structure 1. The cross-
mends allow us to correlate Structure 30 with the earlier brick conduit or
drain system.

Feqture 338

This is the late 18th - early 19th century midden deposit described above. As
noted earlier, it is related by cross-mends with Feature ?5, and thus with the
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destmction of Stmcture 5; with the robbing of the drain, Feature 312 noted
above, and with a fill stratum f-a25) overlying a probable blacksmith's forge
whidt may be related to Structure 30. The series of cross-mends represented
by this, and some of the forzrer enties, clearly indicate that the property was
highty altered, and that earlier occupation levels were covered and features
filled when Stnrcture 1 was built (ca. t79*ttlfr)), and especially, when it was
rebuilt just a few years later in brick This perurits us to more dosely associate
artifacts and features of this earlier site period with eadr other.

SgmmglyI

While cross-mending was only of limited success in tying features tqgether
across the site, it did point to important conclusions concerning site
formation processes. It underscores other obvsenrations, including direct
stratigraphic ones, which perurit us to assume that artifacts are, in general,
lying in primary deposits, or.ue reworked into later deposits immediately
near their points of deposition. This observation was repeatedly underscored
in observing the cross-mends from several bulk fills on the site. For exaurple,
fills in the cellar of Structtrre 4 whidr are late 19th century in date, contained
numerous cross-mends with earlier midden deposits and ottrer features
directly around the Sbrrcture.

While the constmction of the "clay" floor in Structure 1 presented a highty
visible event horizon of ca. 1830, it is also apparent that a variety of deposits
represent cleaning and preparing the site for conshuction, ca. 180&1805.
Likewise, a ca. 1860 horizonal episode of desbruction, brick salvaging and
filling is evident.
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2,5 Constructed Lives ond "Built" Environments ct
Rocketts

In the creation of identities and lives humans constrrct buildings, roads,
landscapes, plantations, and cities. In a coqrmunity setting these constructions
vie with other, creating individualites, family spaces, gtoup configurations,
matrices of constant flux or surprising endurance. Within the larger spaces,
smaller spaces forsr. Between regular streets, alleys Brow, and within dense
blocks of tenements, yards are criated. On the grlat plantations that arose
along the Tidewater rivers during the 18th century, the mark of a single
individual often dominated, or attempted to dominate, the physical realities
of life, sanctioned by a geneaolgy of ancestors buried nearby. Within this
man's space, slaves, women, tenants, nlesser sorts" and children sought out
and found spaces for resistance, but imbalances in power were extreme, and
that was always an obvious fact of life.

In the city, on the other hand, such dominations have t5ryically been
attributed to classes of peoplc rather than clans and webs of kinship. In the
Marxist view, the rise of the working class is as much, or more, a creation of
capitalists and their ideological masking devices as it is a volitional consbrrct
of working people. A positivist view seeks to dassify all the groups and to
find, perhaps to rcity, their "places" among constructions of briclcs and boards.
Science creates ethnicities and social classes; it compares overlords and
underdogs. In accepting the immutable nature of people and their groups, it
often enshrines the works of the powerful in a history of their made
environments.

Archaeolo gy otthe consbr.rcted spaces and features of the landscape at Lot 203,
or elsewhere in Rocketts, decenters constructing subjects and focuses instead
on their constructions. In the following section, I have named builders - or
rather the authors of buildings, for the builders themselves remain
anon)mous. When I am able to, I name occupants, tenants, relatives, anyone
whose lives I l,crow to have been partly forrred by, and to have fonned, the
buildings and landscapes at Lot 203 in Rocketts. But having named them, we
don't lcrow them any better. Each building, eadr yard, each alley is
represented only in fragments, and as fragments, we can only reconstitute
them as buildings, yards or alleys through interpretion. It is always tempting
to view constructions as power manifestations. Poor people build buildings, if
at all, that are overshadowed by the buildings rich people build. Roads and
railroads are constructed by those wi& authority for central planning, or with
money and power enough to blast rights-of-way through the consfirrctions of
others.
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But archaeology puts us into the scene in a way that purely docunentary
history cannoL By uncovering alleys and feeling their cranped spaces, their
manifestly public nahrre and the possibilities for privacy they hide, w€ can
not only sense the oppression but feel the possibilities for liberation. People
came to the city seeking things. Th"y apparently fomd things they soughf,
because they kept coming. Owner-occupants subdivided their already tiny lots
and built tinier houses to accommodate their new spaoes.

John Hague, |oseph Simpson, Iotm Craddock and |ohn Lester built most of
the early-buildinfs in th; neighborhood around Lot 203. When they did so,
they were underdogs in a world dominated by great planters. Th"y tookbold
steps. They were entrepreneurs in the almost mythical sense, and their
gambit paid off. As they rose in wealth and prominence, a second generation
of smaller merchants and immigrants canred away at their edifices and
created a neighborhood that relied even less on slavery or class distinctions.
With emancipation, the ex-slaves themselves, and their children took hold of
Rocketts and hetped transform it into a neighborhood free of the daily
supendsion of overlords. Of course, there were somewhere rationalists who
believed their flights to the suburbs freed them of having to deal with the
gmbby realities of city life, who undoubtedly felt ttrat cliass
compartmentalization into neighborhoods made manipulation and control
more feasible.

But overwhelming power didn't assert itself on the Rocketts environment
until the C&O came through. The |ames and York River Railroad presaged,
but also pre-dated, the real power of rail companies and their "barons". The
C&O, and its dealings with people who found their homes and lives to be in
its path were something else again. Rocketts, however, just shifted its
position a bit. The heart of the town moved acrcss GiIIy's Creek to Lester
Street in east Rocketts - or Fulton. Not even the railroad could compare with
the absolute landscaping tyranny of the bulldozer anny mobilized by slum-
clearing well-wishers and bureaucrats of the 1970s. The "landscape'i - the
prettified vast emptiness - of Rocketts today is depressing. Rocketts and
Fulton .ue gone, despite the clever appropriation of the name by the cit5l's
housing authority to apply to suburban-sryle housing that slowly continues to
spring up in the ashes of a once vital community.

In this chapter, I have described structures and landscape features using both
archaeological and documentary evidence. Deterrrining some of the earlier
stnrctures was not a simple task. Land cutting undertaken prior to the
construction of Structure t had obliterated the living surfaces, and most of the
features associated with previous occupations. As a result, a number of
foundation wall fragments, heavily robbed and/or built over by later
buildings, provided considerable confusion. The structures originally
designate d 17, 2'1., ?8, and 30 proved especially challenging. The dilemma of
deciding which features belonged together was solved with the help of the
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completion of the conpooite site plan, the Harris Matrix, the TPQ dates, a
straight edge and a protractor. By mling wall lines on a col4f of the site plao
possible correspondences between features were noted. These were checked by
carefully measuring the angles of walls, robbers' trenches, etc. The groupings
of features were then checked on the Harris matrix to ascertain that they did,
indee4 occupy similar stratigraphic horizons on the site. Finally, dates for
each feature were compared. In this wa.f r several small fragments of buildings
came tog^ether to provide more complete pictures of these early sfirrctures (see

Figure 23).

Structures

The term "structures" includes buildings, fences, sheds, and similar
constructions. The emphasis here is on low-level interpretation only. While I
again emphasize that I don't believe it possible to separate the buildings from
their meanings, the data from their interpretations, I have attempted here, as
with the feature descriptions above, to present the relatively'objective factsn
about these constmcts as demanded by the sustoms and guidelines that
regulate archaeology. The listing of struchres appears in a numerical order
that reflects the recognition of these structures in the field, or in post-
excavation analysis, rather than a chronological or otherwise predetermined
order. For reference to the individual features discussed here, please see the
two main site plans, Figures VL andZl.

Structure I

Stnrcture I was the last substantial building constructed on Lot 2fr3"2.n \\e
structure measured 50' north-south by 2l'east-west. There are three phases of
construction apparent in the archaeological and documentary data. John 

'

Hague and |ohn Craddock jointly owned Lot 203 until Hague's death ill.l?%.
At that time Craddock became the full owner of the site. After Hague's death,
Craddock constructed a lumberhouse on the lot. This is designated the Eatly
Phase, of Structure 1. Construction-related features have TPQ dates of. !795,
although some probably related feahrres have been assigned T"$ of 1800,
based on the presence of Canton porcelain (which may have been in
Richmond a few years earlier). There was a substantial increase in the tax
value of the lot between 1800 and 1804 (an increase from 20 to 45 pounds
value), whidr may relate to the construction of this building. The value
remained about the same ($3001 through 1809. In 1810, the value jumpd
substantially to $4000, and, in 1811 to $5500. I believe that the increased value
in 1810 represents the Second Phase of consbrrction of Structure 1. At that
time, the building was rebuilt in brick Property values fell substantially on
Lot ?.03, and elsewhere in Rocketts, during the depressed economy of the

78. Other, lighter, structur€s were built here in the late 19th century - mainly sheds of various
kinds. These were constructed with post-inground and/or brick pier footings.
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1830s. LotZAS was subdivided into three legally separate parcels by 1830, and
each parcel was valued at approximately V3 the value of tre forsrer corrplete
lot. This indicates that all three parcels contained substantial improvements.

The next increase in property value on Lot 203.2 (the lot containing Struchrre
1) ocorred during the ownership of Robert C. Wasley. In 1833, Wasley had
purchased Lot?fr3.2 from the Calvins for $S)O whidr was close to its assessed

value. In 183% the value jumped to nearly $1400. This more'or'less
corresponds with ardraeological dates (pst-1830) for the constmction of the
"clay fl@r", and the rebuilding of the hearth's firebor in Stnrchrre 1. This
*ui don" either under RoberiWasley's direction, or that of his son, William,
who inherited the property the following year. This building was referred to
as a "brick tenement" in the early 1850s, so it is likety that Wasley had
converted a "lumberhouse" to an apartment building. Within a few years, the
firebox of the hearth was bricked in completely. It is apparent that occupants
of the Structure had converted to coal- or wood-burning storres by mid-
century. The large quantities of Richmond Basin coal shale suggest the
fonner.D Fills in the associated cistern and drain system suggest that it ceased
to function about the time the building was converted.

The value of the property remained constant until 185& At ttrat time the
owner was |ohn Wilder Atkinson a tobacco manufachrrer. The tax value
dropped that year to just over $400, and the tax list contains a note - "house
down" - indicating that the building had been destroyed. Archaeological
evidence confirms that the building burned about this time. Destmction and
salvaging debris lyr.g over the floJr, robber trenches along the main walls,
and poshold fills for internal support posts have fill dates of ca. 1850.

First, or Eorly, Phose

Craddock's late l8th-cenhrry lumberhouse was a frame structure built on a
light brick underpinning only 1 brick-length wide. This foundation sat on a
single '1.-1,/?brick wide footing course. The building had a fireplace and
internal chimney centered on the north gable wall. It is not certain whether
there was a floor in the building. There .ue some block pier molds with fill

79. Throughout the excavations, fiom contexts of the 1780s to the mid-l9th century, we
recovered substantial amounts of had lump coal which we originally identified as anthracite.
In traditional histories of the coal industry, anthracite was not available until the third
quarter of the lgth century. These remains of hard lump coal stand in stark contrast to the sofL
poor-quality shale coal usually associated with the Richmond Basin coal deposits, and with
local archaeological sites after ca. 1840. However, this coal must have come fiom the very
high-quality seams that werc mined out of Deep Run and Midlothian in the 18th and early
19th centuries. The early coal mining in Richmond was largely in the hands of Henry Heth and
Samual DuVal, whose coal yards were directly opposite Rocketts on the south bank of the
River. These coal specimens, then, offer new insight into the early coal industry in Richmond.
Given their apparent quality, it is no wonder that Richmond Basin coal was in high demand.
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dates dating,to the Second Phase of constmction, ca. 1810. These nray have
supported bearts, or posts which rose straight to the plates or roof tnrsses.
There is insufficient evidence to reconstmct door or window locations. It
appears that Craddock provided running water in the building. A
sophisticated water "drain" or conduit system, which was an updating of
earlier systems, may have included an indoor pump.There is a gap in the
foundation wall where one of the brid< conduits nrns into a cistern,
immediately outsie the wall. there is another, adjacent gap in the brickworh
which could have accommodated a pipe for a pump. What's more, there
appeius to have been a brick platfomr just inside the wall, perhaps a base for a
pump. The earliest "cisterns" and "drains" on the site predate Stnrcture I by
perhaps 20 years or more, but this building is the first which apparmtly had
an indoor pump connected to the system.

It is clear from the artifacts associated with this building at this period that ttre
structure was lived in. The hearth probably senred an apartment in the north
end of the building, although tlre water pump and cistern are located
somewhat closer to the south end of the building. Presumably the building
also functioned as a warehouse, and possibly as i place of fabrication, fm
lumber and wooden conshrction for shipbuilding. There is evidence of
substantial flood deposits, dating around the turn-of the 19th cmturyr these
are enclosed by the early foundation walls of Structure 1. We did not recover
evidence of any substantial fire on the site at this time. It is feasible that a
flood destroyed the Early Phase of Structure 1 or, at the least, convinced
Craddock to rebuild his building more substantially.

Second Phose

Between 1.8(D and 1810, Craddock constructed much heavier foundations
outside of, and incorporating, the lighter earlier footing. The new
underpinning was two brick-lengths thick on a two-and-a-hdf brick footing
course. Extending from the southern end of the buiding is a brick plaforrr.
This may have served as the base of a stoop for a door just west of the
centerline of the building. Alternately, this may have provided the base for a
derrick for hoisting materials into the main part of the building or a loft.

An anonymous painting of ca. 1810 (Historic View 2) depicts this building
after it was reconstructed in brick The chimney in the northern gable is
evident in this painting. The building rose 1, oi f - 1/2 storeys. Neither the
painting nor the archaeology provide much information concerning
fenestratio& although a great deal of window glass is associated with the
debris from the structure. A few chunks of dressed granite and slate blodcs
found in the excavations may represent stone lintels for the windows, but we
cannot be very certain of this. The only ornamentation we have some
confidence in can be inferred from a wrought iron shutter latch (see Artifact
Plate # 2) recovered from a robber trench for this building.
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While a moderately large number of glazed bricks and fragmenb were found
on the site, it is likely that these are remains from the earlier $tmcture 18.

The vast majority of-bricks associated with $tructure 1 erhibit no glazing,
rubbing, or other decorative treaturent. Many of the excavation units
associated with Structure 1 contained fragments of roofing slate. While there
were very few whole slates, or even large pieces, it seems likely the building
had a slate roof. Undoubtedly, the slates, lilce the bricks from the walls, were
recyded after the building burned.

Third, or Lc,te, Phose

Between 1830 and 1840 - probably during the ownership of the Wasley family
- Stmchrre 1 underwent some substantial changes (Third Phase). Fills were
placed within the foundation to raise the floor. Quite likely, earlier joists and
floorboards had rotted from flooding. A new floor - referred to frequently
throughout this report as a "clay" floor - was laid. Much of this floor
reurained intact at the time of our excilvation. Aborre the fills, a nfooting" of
coarse granite gravels and river cobbles was laid. The floor material actually
appears to be plaster cement comprised of a very fine-grained urixture of day
and g1rysum (plaster of Paris), with a little lime. This material was apparently
prepared as a thick slurry and poured or spread over the stone footing. AJter
this cement had nearly set, it was troweled smooth. The flooring covered the
inner courses of bricks in the building foundations. These were the lightly
built footings for the First Phase of Struchrre 1, and they had probably
supported sills for hanging floor joists during the Second Phase. With the
removal of the joists and sills, these footings no longer served any PurPose
and were covered over with the new floor.

The northern wall of Stnrcture 1 remained standing a few feet above what
had been grade level in the early and mid-l9th century. Here it was obvious
that the floor material had been carried up the wall approximately 1 foot from
the floor. The remainder of the wall exhibited no evidence of plastering.
Nonetheless, there were numerous fragments of this material found which
had evidence of whitewash, and in a couple examples, there was evidence of
a lime-rich finish-coat of plaster, plus whitewash. Therefore, at least some of
the room walls within Stnrcture t had been plastered at some time.

It seems likely that the hearth firebox was reduced in size at the same time the
floor was laid. This can be inferred by the correspondence between the new
bottom of the hearth, and the top of the plaster coat on the bottom of the
north wall. The shrinking of the firebox probably signals the conversion from
a wood-burning hearth to a coal grate heater. Before a decade had passe4 the
hearth was completely bricked closed, probably to accomodate a stove. Lyrog
on the floor in front of the north wall, and to one side of the hearth bo& we
uncovered what appears to be the top to a manufactured cast-iron oven
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designed to be placed within the wall. There was also a large flat plate of ca.
3/8' thick iron lying on the floor near the northeast corner of the huilding.
Both of these pieces are encrusted with wood and carbon, indicatirrg thqt they
were in the building when it burned. These appear to be parts to a bake oven
(?) that had been built into the waII to the right of the hearth. That section of
the wall was salvaged after the building bumed, and the oven parF were
apparently laid on the floor, then covered over with broken brick fragments
and mortar from salvaging activities.

Internal room divisions in Structure 1 are very difficult to infer from the
archaeological evidence. Under the "clay" floor, there were two piers which
had been conshrcted in the robbed out nrn of an older drain. These, and the
Iocation of the old draio corresponded with a linear slump or settling, of the
floor in the southern half of the building. Thus we can infer the likely
presence of a north-south central wall in the southern half of Structure 1.
There were a number of post holes and/or molds that had their bottoms on
the floor, or whidr penetrated the floor. Some of these have fill dates that
appear to correspona wi& destmction of the building, ard were prohably
internal posts; most, however, are later feahrres. The posts that curespond
with the destmction of the building do not make patterns that suggest
unambiguous internal wall configurations. Likewise, there were no huces of
plaster, brick or other stains on the floor to indicate walls. Because the
depression and piers whictr suggest a north-south central partition are
confined to the southern half of the sbrrcture, we may also infer a east-west
central cross wall, but these are the only internal divisions we can be
confident of.

Associated features: 16, 131, 143, 148, t59, 163, 164, 171,172, 173, 174, lW,193,
t94, ?n/0, 2fr'1,, ?n9, ?;ll, n3, ?2a, 226, ?Alg,260,7ll5, nA, ?:7L n6, 278, Z/9,?ffi,28t,
295,296,299,3W,3A7,3A9,32'1,,3?.2,357,365,391,,392,396,396, 4W, 410, MA, Ml,
442,463,4U,473, and 479. 

:

Structure 2

This structure was identified as a filled cellar encountered in a backhoe test
trench excavated during the phase 1 study on the site. At the very western
end of Trench 1 the bench excavation was stopped when we encountered an
intact foundation wall fragment. It was possibte to define a portion of intact
wall and overly:ng robbers' trench, as well as a section of intact buildere'
trench. Fill in the basement inluded some of the earliest artifacb recovered
on the site (mid-l8th century), although artifacts in tlre builders' trenctr
indicated construction in the late 18th century or very early 19th century. The
building apparently did not stand very long, as the cellar was apparently filled
by the mid-19th century. Feature 73, a drainage pit (?) intruded the cellar, and
this feature contained mid-l9th century materials. Further, this pit was
intnrded by Feature 151 (see Structure 14 description, below), a robber trenclt
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for a house that was standing in the 1850s, and which was demolished at the
turn of the 2fth century. e Fagnent of collapsed brick wall was found in the
fill. This was coated with plaster and green paint. There are a great many
domestic artifacts in this area, as indiclted by testing, so this was almost
certainly a house. Ttre house stood on what would become Lot 203.3.2 by the
Freeman subdivision. No furttrer work was done on this sbrrcture during the
Phase 3 study.

Stlucture 3

The feature originally identified as Structure 3 during the Phase 2 study was
Iater recognized a part of Sbrrcture 1.

Structures 4 ond 5

Stmtures 4 and 5 were identified during Phase 2 testing, and were thought to
be two ends of a single building, possibly a double houie. Doriog the phase 3
study, we determined that these were, in fact, a single structure. Therefore,
the designation "Structure 5" has been abandoned.

We l.now very little, ardraeologically, about this building. The western end,
and northeastern corner of the strucfure were uncovered in test units during
the Phase 2 study. Sod was removed from over rnost of the structure during-
the Phase 3 excavations, but the foundation walls, for the most part, remained
covered with late fill materials that were never removed. After desodding, a
portion of a central hearth was revealed and added to the plan of the
structure, however. The base of this hearth is at present grade; it is
presumably standing on cheeks which extend to the cellar floor. We did
conduct additional excavations in the very western end of the building,
completing excavation of the bulkhead entrance and removing cellar fill to
the floor. We also excavated a 10' x 10' unit near the southwestern wall,
revealing that the cellar was not as deep in this quadrant of the building,
although the foundation and cellar floor were cut by a bulkhead and chute,
probably for storing ice.

Artifacts from the surface of a n€urow builders' trenctr of the bulkhead
suggested construction ca. 1790-1800. Further excavation of the builders'
trench did not provide additional materials for refining this date; bottle glass
from the third quarter of the 18th century was encountered, but these wele
found in the interception of a robbers' trench for Structtrre 18 by the Stnrcture
4 builders' trench. The building may date as early as ca. 1800. Documents
suggest that fohn Craddock undertook major construction on Lot 203 during
the periods 18@-1804, 1809-1810, and 1814-1815. I believe that this building
may date to the later period, but we have done too little excavation to lrmow
for certain.

T/
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This building probably senred, throughout its life, as a double store-and-
tenement, with stores at street level, and apartnrents in the rear and/or the
upstairs. The front of the building faced Poplar Street. Photographs shors the
building to be of frame construction rising t t-Z storeys high. Civit War era
photographs indicate the presence of a shed addition with stove flue sn the
western end of the house, but no archaeological trace of this room remained.
Likewise, there tvas a "false-front" parapet or storefrpnt &at extended across
the main part of Structure 4, as well as its shed addition. We kno*r little about
the occupants of the building until we get to the late 19th century. Iotrn
Craddock almost certainly built Stmcture 4 and his eldest son, Iohn Hague
Craddock inherited this lot and its buildings.

The Craddock descendants held onto Lot ?fi33longer the other Rocketts
properties, but it was sold to Nathaniel and LocJcey Freeman in 1&44. The
Freemans apparently gave the building to their son, Isham, altho,rgh other
evidence indicates that Isham lived in a small house elsewhere on the lot.
The suit of Robert Freeman against his siblings led to his being awarded this
building, as we have reason to believe he operated his cobbler's shop here.
Following the Civil War, Robert Freeman sold the building to )anes and
Anna Stout, who operated a grocery store here. Three ye.rrs after lames
Stout's death, Anna Stout sold the ltore to another probable grocer, Cornelius
McNamara, an Irish immigrant, who retained the property until it was
condemned by the C&O Railroad.

Associated features: 3,11,34,36,37,38, 39, 4A, 41, 43, M, M, ffi,142, t49,Lffi,
152, "1,53,236, 477, 478, and 48'1,.

Structures 6 ond 7

Below approximately 2,5'-3'of fill layers and features of the late 19th or early
20th century in square 315N 305E, we encountered a "floor" consisting of
compacted sand and clay and a broken brick pavement, possfuly representing
a shallow cellar or grade level floor of a house. Oyster shell and early 19th
century artifacts characterized the deposit just above the "flootr".

A very similar "floor" or surface was identified in square 335N, 3058. Herre, at
about the same depth as that described above, was a dark shell-filled lens
overlying a compact sand or sand-and-clay surface. Again, this was associated
with a variety of early 19th century artifacts (e.g., creamware and hand-
painted pearlware), numerous oyiter shell andbone fragments, etc. The
"floors" of structures 6 and 7 may actually be a buried surface with yard
features of various kinds. No further work was done in the areas of
Structures 6 and 7 during the Phase 3 excavations. These structures - if indeed
that's what they are - stand in approximately the same locations as two small
houses (Stmctures 22 and 23) on Lots 203.3.2 and 203.3.3.
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The stratigpaphy and features uncovered in the two 5' squares during Ptrase 2
testing allow us to say very little about the nature of the houses that stood
here in the late 18th century and early 19th century. In fact, the "floors" we
uncovered could be compact yard middms. The overlying layers of fills may
well contain materials reJated to the later Freeman occupation. We have
some photographic docrrmentation of these Freeman houses: they were very
small (ca. 15 x 18'), l-storey frame buildings.

Associated feahrres, Stnrcture 6z 9,10, ?fi, and 2i.

Associated features, Sbnrcture 7; 30,31, and 32.

Structures 8 ond 9

Two apparently unrelated strrrctures were revealed in a square at 340N 3408.
One two-brick thick foundation wall (Structure 8) bonded with lime mortar
was revealed at grade, below a thin gravel layer. ]ust north of this wall were
two additional brick walls fornring a right-angle corner, but not nrnning
parallel or pe{pendicular to the wall of Struchrre 8. This brickwork was
tentatively deslgnated Stmchrre 9. The walls of Stmcture 9 are probably at the
top of a raised foundation which includes an "English" basement. A shovel
test a few feet south of these walls indicated that the 18th century and early
19th century ground level is buried by at least 4 feet of subsequent middens
and fills in this location. The lowest level attained in the test pit did not reach
subsoil, but encountered a thick midden-like loam layer containing bone and
late 18th - early 19th century artifacts.

These structures are on Lot 204. As the proposed construction project will
have no effect on this lot, we have conducted only minimat bickground
research. Structure 9 is the earlier building and appears to be an early store or
tenement associated with the ownership of George C. Pickett, who died before
1830, and his same-named son, the Confederate general. This building may
have been constructed by |ohn Craddock or his son lohn Hague Craddoch
owners of the lot in the late 18th and early 19th century period. Structure 8 is
probably the footing for a large (2 or 3 storey) brick store which appears in
documents and photographs before the Civil War. This store was operated by
G. F. Watson in the 1860s, and by Watson and Ludlow during the 1870s.

Associated features, Structure 8: 14, 17

Associated feature, Structure 9: 15

Designations discarded.

Structures 10. I l. ond l2
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Structure 13

A brick pier was uncovered in the 10 x 10' square, 280N 315E, during phase 2
work This pier penetrates the fill in the bull,chead entrance to $tnrcture 4 and
therefore wis constructed following desbrrction of Stmctue 4 (ca. 19fi)). Two
probable robbed piers were uncovered in Trench 1 during the Phase 1 study.
These may aII relate to a single stnrcture, although this is by no mean$
certain. Structure 13 is almost certainly the remairs of an office, or simitar
senrice buitding, for the Capitol City hon Works, a large foundry which
operated here throughout the first half of the 20th century.

Associated feahrre: 12

Structure l4

Structure 14 is represented archaeologically by a single feature, Feahue 151,
which was bisected by the Phase 1 test trendr. This feahrre appears to be a
robbers' trmdr for a stnrcture foundation wall that stood just north of
Stucture 4. The robbers' trench penetrated the top of Feature 73, a drainage
pit filled in the mid-19th century. This, in turn, overlay a builders' treneh,
intact wall fragment, and robbers' trench for Structure 2. The feature was not
excavated, but fills apparent in the profile of Trench 1 indicated that the wall
was robbed near the turn of the 20th century. Thus, on minimal
archaeological evidence, we can posit a building stood here between the mid-
19th century and the early 20th century.

Documentary evidence confirms these observations. A very small house (15'
x 18') was constructed on Lot 203.3.1.2by the Freemans, possibly at first to
house their widowed mother, Lockey M. Freeman, but by at least 1857, it was
occupied by a widowed sister, Susanna Roland. |ohn Wilder Atkinson, the
tobacco manufacturer, had acquired the property as a result of the Freeman
vs. Freeman suit, but he returned the house to Susanna Roland for a token
payurent of $160. Following Susanna's dea&, the house was sold - again for
an amount that was less than its assessed value - to another widoru, Ann
Margaret Gabeleine. Gabeleine's husband, Henry, had been a weaver by trade,
but, in 1860, she was a widow and a grocer, possibly operating a stsre in
Structure 4. Gabeleine was a German Jew who had immigrated from Bavaria
with her husband, as well as with the Kleins and Schwartzes, in the early
1850s. She inmediately sold the house to Mayer and Caroline Schwarz, and it
remained in the Sctrwartz family until 1893. Caroline Schwartz lived out
much of her lengthy widowhood in this lit0e house. Aftenuard she, and her
son Moses, apparently retained the house as a tenement.

That the house was indeed a little house can be seen in various plats of the
period, but especially in photographs. The house is one of three nearly
identical small houses on the Freeman lots visible, for instance, in Views 8
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and 9, in the "folio of historic viewsn appended to this report. It is unlikely
these contained more than one or two rooms and a garet. The Nstory of this
little house is interesting for what it tells us about acb of charity and the
treaturent of widows by some of the Rocketts people in the 19th centuy.
Because the house was primarily owned or occupied by widows, the
archaeology of its middens and refuse deposits might be expecially
instructive; however, at the present time, the site does not appear to be
threatened, so no furttrer archaeological work has been done.

Associated feature: 151

Strucfure l5

There were two robbed piers encountered in the Phase 1 Trench 1. Both of
these are app.rently related to one or more structures of the 20th-cenhrry
Capitol City hon Works.

Struqture 16

This number was originally used to designate the earliest building phase of
Stnrcture 1. The designation has since been abandoned.

Structure I7

This structure designation was originally given to a deeply buried fragment of
a wall in the SW corner of 280N / 2308. This feature, and associated wall-fall
and robbing features, were later deterrrined to be remnanb of a door stoop or
portico entrance to Stmcture 30. The robbing features seemed to include a
shallow fragment of an older wall which, upon careful map study, proved to
align with Feature 468, an earlier wall to the south. Feature 468 had originally
been thought to be part of Stnrctdre 30, or a large porch on Structure 1. Once
excavated, this was seen to be yet another, earlier, structure, and this earlier
structure is designated Structurc L7.

Structures 17 and 18 (see below) are the earliest sbrrctures for which we have
recovered any physical evidence on the site. Builders' trenches for Stnrcture
17 contained only construction debris, none of which was diagnostic. This in
itself suggests an early occupation. The building is probably associated with
artifacts found in an intact buried soil and midden just to the east of the
highly disturbed zone around Structure 1. This soil was first encountered in
the Phase 1 test trench, and was later uncovered and partially excavated at the
eastern edge of the Phase 3 excavation block A portion of this soil and
midden had been redeposited as a single fill alongside Structure 1. In both the
in situ deposit, and the redeposited materials, we found Colono-Indian ware,
delftware, slipwares, white sllt-glazed stoneware and other remains tlryical of
the third quarter of the 18th century. With the exception of a very few
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prehistoric artifacb, also found in this intact soil, these are the earliest artifacts
bn the site and date the beginning of historic occupation to ca. 17ffi, or
perhaps slightly earlier. Structure 17 was destroyed before the Revolution,
and quite possibly by the oGreat Freshet" of 1771, as suggested by flood
deposited sand layere on the site. The remnants of walls and robbere' benctres
are overlain by construction features related to Structure 3O which was built
sometime shortly after 1775.

We uncovered no complete walls of Stnrcture !7, so we &ln only guess at the
building's dimensions. We can infer that the length of the west wall, which
ran parallel and adjacent to Rocketts Street, was at least 25' in length. From
the center of the hearth (Feature 480), to the northern edge of the robbers'
trench of the north wall (Feature 484\, it is approxiurately 18'. If the hearth
was centered in the wall, thm the wall was aileast 36'in length. The
northern wall of this structure is barely discernable by the outline of a robbed
wall (Feature 4&[), and a single line of briclc from this foundation (Feattrre
483). From these we can infer that the wall was at least 24' Iong.

A brick pier (Feature 328) shares precisely the same atignment as the north
and west wall fragments. Furthermore, the center of this pier is alurost exaetly
10' from the north edge of the norther wall robbers' trench, and the wesbrn
edge of the line of the-western wall. This pier probably supported a beam. The
pier location suggests that the house may have been divided into 10'bays - a
typical configuration for a "Georgian" house. The two-brick thick foundation
suggests thaithe building was sulstantially constructed, in comparison with
later buildings on the lot, as well as in comparison with the lightly built
buildings desribed by Ambler and others.

Unfortunately we cannot adequately reconstruct the size or shape of Stnrctrne
17. Except for the presence of domestic artifacts of the period, we have no
evidence for the function of the building either. During the period in which
this building stood (ca. 1750 - 1775), the lot was owned by the descendanb of
Gilty Marrin. Lot 203 is near Marrin's, estate. I believe this to be the manor for
the "tenement plantation" leased by Mary Burton and Wiltshire Marrin to
Samuel DuVal, but it may have been that "Certain piece of Level lfiid on the
Top of a Hitl now in the bccupation of one Thomat Cardwell Containg about
Twenty Acres" mentioned in DuVal's 1764lease. This latter parcel sounds
more likely to have been that portion of the Marrin land that was on Libby
Hill. It is also possible that Charles and Susanna Lewis lived in Stnrcture 17
after Susanna gained her inheritance in 1769, and before the Revolution.
After the war; ihey apparently lived on the west side of Rocketts Street near
their tobacco warehouse.

Associated features: 3?8,349,3il, 468, 470,47'!,,472, 476, 480,483, and 484.
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Structure l8

Structure 18 is another Colonial Period building. This building is lnown
solely from a robbers' trench for a wall, 

" 
potribie footing for iporch or door

stoop and some assciated fills and destruction debris. The building was
apparently oriented at a slightly different angle than Structure !7, with whidr
if iray have been contempo-rary. The buildin! probably faced south and
extended into the area now occupied by Poplar Street, whidr was not laid out
until late in the 18th century.

Evidence points to destruction, or at least very likely damage, of Strtrcture 18
by flood. The wall and stoop footings were nostly robbed sometime attet 17ffi,
quite likely about the time Poplar Street was constmcted. The foundation for
this structirre was apparently iarge undressed cobbles. The walls may have
been pertly constructed of undersized bricla, although there was considerable
debris from statute bricks within the robbers'trench. These bricks incuded
examples with glazed headers, suggesting a Flemish Bond "checkerboard"
pattern.

Associated features : ?34, 285, 305, 377 , 378,380, 389, 391, 39?n 399, and 403.

Structure 19

The present C&O viaduct and its Main Street ove{pass have been designated
Stnrcture 19. The present structure comprises a thorough rebuilding of the ca.
l90lviaduct. Plans for the early viaduct were not accessable as of this writing,
but historic photographs shodthe original stnrcture to be very similar to thi
present one (see, for instance, Historical Views 16 and 16a). ao The structure is
now comprised of a steel plate girder superstructure mounted on piers
constmcted of l-beams cross-braced with plates and riveted. The steel piers
rest on truncated pyramids of reinforced concrete. Local inforrrants told us
that the entire struiture had been rebuilt in the 1.950s, including the concrete
piers. There is no way of telling, at this time, how faithfully the existing
stnrcture reproduces the historic fabric. Throughout the length of the trestle,
there are manufacturer's plates indicating a construction date of 1955 (see
Plate 36).

The viaduct is a unique engineering achievement, and of considerable
historical value. However, present ptans will not affect the nature of the
viaduct in any substantive way. Construction plans call for removal of one set

80. Tne C&O Railroad records were handed over in their entirety to the C&O Railroad History
Association. The death of a recent president, and the unsettled state of his estate, has caused
the rccords to be locked in his aftack. Presumably, these records will eventually become
available for research, but repeated attempts during the production of tt is teport proved
futile.
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of piers, and the strengthening of the resulting increased span over Main
Striet by adding additionat heavier plate girdirs to the superstructure.

Structure 20

This structure was a C&O wooden trestle whidr preceded Structure 19. Along
with the viaduct that was constructed through the heart of Ridrmond, and
across the tames, the C&O decided to rephc- this ounsightly timber struchtre"
that had been built as a temporary measure to corurect the main line rrrith thp
new Fulton Yards across Rocketts (Railway Age Apnllq)0). Rmrnants of this
timber structure were encountered beneath the extant trestle at the site.In
addition, the sawn-off remnants of piles for the earlier trestle can still be seen

in various places under the extant trestle east of the site as far at least as

Nicholson'stteef When the steel viaduct was constmcted, the remnant
timber pilings to the earlier wooden stmchrre were simpy sawn off iust aborye
ground level, and many of these renrain intact below ground.

Several excavation squares uncovered below-ground remains of the cribwork
footings for the trestle. These induded driven pilings braced laterally and
diagonally with heavy timbers and angle-iron brackets. The timbers were
spiked to the pilings while the iron braces were bolted on. In at least one case,
we were able to follow the cribwork to a depth of at least six feet below present
grade. Additional pilings were uncovered orter, and penetrating, the no'rthern
wall and hearth of Stmcture 1. These pilings had been steam-driven cleanly
through the intact brick work Numerbus ilon weights'were found
throughout the late fills on the site, and these apparently come from the prle-
drivers that were used to build this trestle

The exact construction date of this wooden structure could not be deternrined,
although the C&O acquired its right-of-way across the site during 1893 and
1894. The trestle was probably in place, or under constructio& by 1895. It was
replaced by the steel viaduct by 1901, or very shortly thereafter. No existing
photographs or plans could be located for this structure, so it is difficult, if not
impossible, to determine its above-ground nature. The cribwork piers were
apparently paired, and the piles were driven into the ground at angles off the
verticle. The individual piles apparently converged, giving each pier the
shape of a kuncated pyramid. The pairs of piers rl'ere probably diagonally
braced together. Presumably the superstructure involved wooden tru$ work
of some h-d: especially if the crossing of streets or streams required long
spans, but this is speculation.

Structure 2l

This designation was originally used to apply to Feature 329, and associated
builders' and robbers' trenches. Feature 329 is a remnant of a foundation wall
that has subsequently been interpreted as the east wall of Struchrre 30.
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Structures 22 ond,23

These structures were owned by Ishaur Freeman from the mid-to-late 19th
century. He and his family lived in one house and rented out the other.
Eventually these small lots and hqrses passed to Freeman's son-in-law,
Patric-k Dunnington. These small houses, which stood on Lots 203.3.2 and
203.3.3, are known only from plats and from photographs. These structures
appear to have been very similar to Structure 14 and were probably built by
the Freemans at the same time as that house. The Fitzhugh Gardner fanily
probably occupied Stmcture 23 in 1970.

No archaeological study was undertaken on these loE following the phase 2
testing. Mddens and destnrction layers encountered in truo of the phase 2 test
squares are apparently related to these houses whidr were occtrpied up to the
end of the 19th century. The houses were apparently demolished to constnrct
the C&O trestle.

Structure 24

This structure number refers to Robert Freeman's house on Lot 203.3.4. This
house is only inferred through historic doctrments. The improvements on
this lot were valued similarly to those of Robert's brother, Ishan, although
the lot itself was less valuablb due to its lack of frontage on any street. The
house apparently was similar, if not identical, to Shtctures 1.4, 22 and 23, and,
was probably built at the same time. It was destroyed ca. 1855 for construction
of the Richmond and York River Railroad.

Structure 25

Structure 25 was apparently built by ]ohn Craddock for Hannah Hague, on Lot
203.2, before 1810, the first year she was listed as his tenant. The house
remained standing to the end of the 19th century, at whidr time it was owned
by |ohn Schonberger. This house is known only through documentary
sources. Despite considerable testing, no archaeological remains were
encountered due to their destruction during the building of the C&O viaduct.
The house appears in the ca. 1810-15 painting depicted here as View 2. It was
in that year that Hannah Hague apparently moved back to Lot 203. She had
previously lived in the "old mansion" but, for some time after her husband's
death, she resided nearby as a tenant of Susanna Lewis. The house is described
in some detail in the plat of the Craddock partition which was drawn in 1830
(see Plat 3).

This house appeius to have replaced Stnrcture Zi, a small house shown in the
18th-century Latrobe sketch. The shed roof and orientation of the house
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apparent in View 2 appear identical to those of a house shown in this
p-osition in Civil War era photographs, and whictr was ocanPied by Iohn
Schonberger and his family betwein 1S3 and the condemnatiom of the
propefrylor the C&O viaduct. Sctronberger's house and Hannah Hague's
house are probably the same building, although the later photographs suggest
that the original fireplace and drimney had been replaced by a stove and flue,
and Mrs. Hague's shed - whidr had extended into the right-of-way of Rocketts
Street - had been removed by the late 19th century.

The house appears to have been consflrrcted of brick in a simple two-room
plan. From the north, the house appear to have risen only a single storey,
without so much as a loft or attic. Howevet the Russell photograph taken
from the south side of the river reveals that the house was constructed into
the terrace and rose two storeys aborre its rear yard. Like many l9th-century
Richmond houses, this building also had a full basement which probably
incorporated a kitchen, and possibly one or more sleeping drambers.

Stqucture 26

The only record of Sbructure 26 is the Latr$e sketch of Rocketts (View 1). The
structure number refers to the small house that is depicted in that sketdr as

standing (probably) on Lot 2A3.2, in approximately the same position ocmpied
by Structure ?5, after ca. 1810. At the time the Latrobe sketch was made, this
lot was owned by lohn Hague. The perspective of the View obscures Hague's
house (the "old mansion"); this small house may have been a tenement or
slave house. The building was apparenty destroyed before 1810. No
archaeological remains of the buiding were discovered; any such remains
would have been obliterated by construction of Stmcture 25 and, much later,
by the C&O viaduct.

Structure 27

This designation has been assigned to yet another building lrrown only
through documentary sources: the lohn Hague house, or "old mansionn, as it
was called on the 1830 Craddock partition deed (see PIat 3). TNs house stood
on Lot 2A3J. After inheriting the property following Hague's death, Iotut
Craddock apparently used this house as a tenement. One of his tenants - a .

Captain Middleton - probably occupied this house in 1810. The house was
occupied by George Meriam, and probably senred as both a dwelling and a
store, until it was purchased and destroyed by the Ridrmond and York River
Railroad in 1855. Meriasr had constructed a large shed whidr partly intruded
onto Lot 196, as depicted in Plat 5. It is not l.oown when the house was
constmcted, although it was probably built between ca. 1760 and 1785.
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No archaeological remains of the house could be identified with certainty,
and it is quite likely that all such remains were destroyed when the
Richmond and York River Railroad was first constructed, or when the track
was erpanded and improved later in the 20th century.

Structure 28

Designation abandoned.

Structure 29

Designation abandoned.

Structure 30

Stnrcture 30 is another of the early buildings on the site. This stmchrre was
built on Lot ?fi3.2 following the destmction of Structurc 17. Structure 30 is
reconstructed primarily from evidence for the robbed west and north walls, a
portion of thelobber trench for the south wall, a robbed nll-shape hearttU an
intact section of the east wall, and the robbed out remains of a blacksmith's
forge which had been centered in the east wall (see Figure n). Remains of the
southeast quartgr of the building have been completely obliterated by
subsequent cutting.

Structure 30 measured approximately 45'N-S x 22'E-W. These
measurements are approximate because we have mostly robber trenches
rather than intact walls. The only substantial fragment of wall remaining
intact is the footing course for thl east wall foundation (Feature 329), and this
is 1 - 7/Zbrtcklengths in thicl.cness. This rather light wall suggests that the
building itself was constructed of wood. There is a remnant of a large,
internal, "tl"-shaped chimney which stood between $'5 feet inside the south
gable wall of the building. No evidence for an internal partition wall was
fotrnd; thus, it is possible that this large hearth was free-standing.

A series of features which have been interpreted as the stone footing or flmr
of a blacksmith's forge have been indentified as having been confinld to the
inside of the building at the east wall. Between this forge and the hearth was a
floor surface which iontained numerous pieces of bar slock, lots of slag and
ash fragments, and other materials indicative of a smith's operation. The
large hearth may have served as the furnace or annealing oven. Presumably
the space between the hearth and the south wall served as some sort of
storage area. We cannot deter:nine with complete certainty whether the
building was lived in, although there were many domestic items of the
ProPer period associated with occupation levels and destruction levels for this
building.
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We have insufficient evidence to discuss the architefims of the building,
other than to note its size, shape, and general materials of construction. It was
built after the destnrction of $tructure 1Z and some evidence frosr remnant
builders' trenches indicate constnrction in or after 1n5. The building ura
apparently destroyed after 778A.It appears to have perished by frre, and while
it is possible that this was merely an accidental fire - a notable risk in a
wooden structure containing an ironworker's operation - it is msre likely
that the building was burned during one of the British ocorpations of 1781.
Both Arnold and Cornwallis burned numerous buildings in Richmond that
yea\ and Arnold's swath of destrrction is known to have included buildings
along Rocketts Street.

Structure 30 was was probably built by |ohn Hague, who was apparently living
on the lot at this time as a tenant of the Lewises. This may even be one of the
buildings Hague leased to the goverrment during the Revolutionary War.
|ohn Craddock may have lived in this building while senring an
apprenticeship with Hague iust prior to, and perhaps during, the Revolutiffi,
except, of course, for those periods in which Craddock wns away in senrice in
the Continental Navy or Marines.

Associated features I Z|?n ?I5, 2W,30'].,,329, 330,333, 334, 338, 341, 345,3/18,353,
375,397,398, 412, 4n, 47f., 429, 433, 435, 439, 452, 456, 457, 4ffi, 459, 46t, tWil, and,
480.

A concrete pad was uncovered in one of the 5' x 5' excavation squares during
the phase 2 study. This is a remnant of the foundation/floor for the Capital
City Iron Works main building, constructed in the early 20th century. Capitol
City remained in business on this site until the late 1950s, at whidr time they
moved to their current location in south Richmond. Capital City
manufactured steel plate goods (R Cervarich, personal-communication, snd
Hill (1e1e: 141).

M*y postholes which could not be confidently assigned to specific stnrctures
were located above, or penetrating, the floor of Stnrcture 1. Some of these
appear to have forrred the fence line, feed bi+ and woodshed which is
apparent in l9th-century photographs around ]ohn Sdronberger's Lot Wl.L
Others appear to have been footings for telephone or electric poles, and some
of these may have held stmchrral members of a 1O0S gallon steel pla& water
tank constructed by the Capital City Iron Works. Two posts are represented by
Features M41445 and 451. Both of these are possible structural posts for one or
more earthfast buildings, rrld both have destruction dates in the late 18th
century. These posts are found in a part of the site in which some portions of
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intact Colonial period midden remains. A line drawn between these posts
would run closily parallel to the compass bearing of the east wall of Smrcture
3O and these posts may belong to a building or fence related to that Stnrcture.
Further excavation north and east of these features might reveal further
remains of log or timber houses of the late Colonial period.

Londscope Design, Modificotion ond Use

The archaeological reconstruction of historic landscapes has gained
considerable popularity in recent years, and with good reason. The shaping of
space is an important cultural artifact, and one which speaks particularly well
to relations of power, aesthetics, and to stmctural or epistemic paradigms. The
landscapes we have "recovered" through archaeology and documentary shrdy
of Rocketts ,ue quite distinct from those of oGeorgian" plantations as well as
from forrnally designed urban spaces such as those of Annapolis. fefferson's
design plans for Richmond have already been noted, but Rocketts' landscapes
evade categorization as "folrral". At first sight, there may seem to be very
little planning involved. Nonetheless, there was collsiderable thought given
to the use and construction of space at Rocketts, rurd I would like to touctr
here on just some of the more salient features, looking both at the broad,
community-wide, structure, and more closely at details of Lot 203.

Perhaps the most obvious feature of Rocketts landscapes is urbanismr p€r s€.

lots in the terraced sections of west Rocketts were laid out in a functional and
,regular rhythm, taking major topographic features into consideration. The
initial layout of lots on the lowgrounds of Gilly's Creek, by Hague, Simpson,
Nicholson, and Lester follows a grid system. Waterfront lots were often left
larger, and valued more highly, in order to encourage commercial
development here. The original planning lob were each approximately 1/2
acre, but, as I have noted above, these planning lots - later legal tracts - had
limited meaning. In fact many holdings spilled over lot lines, and many
individual lots were further subdivided very early in the history of the
community.

From at least the 1790s to the mid-l9th century, there was a "stratification" of
the physical landscape in Rockefts which mirrored, more or less, the social
stratification of the community. The most expensive properties, generally
occupied by some of the majoi landowners and merclianG, were itop Libby
HiIl. Prior to this time, the wealthier landowners - the Lewises, the Mayos,
|ohn Hague, etc. - had lived on lower or middle terraces. This early p"tt"*
reflected the Tidewater plantation pattern in which uplands were generally
occupied by yeoman fanners, while the lowe& more fertile, terraces along the
rivers were sites of major plantations. With the establishment of a more
urban milieu in Richmond during the Revolution, and immediately
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following, the wealthier landowners took up hilltop residences. 81 George
Nicholson acquired Libby HiIl from the Lewises. His lob errentually passed to

Iohn Craddoc.k Merchants and sea captains were clustered on the lower
slopes of Libby Hill and along the middle terrace on Bloody Run Skeet, wltilg
the lower terraces along Rocketts, Poplar, and the cross-streets, were occupied
by tenants, artisans, laborers, slaves, and small business owners.

Masonry walls served in some cases to demarcate the "levelsn of Rocketts.
hrhile many of these also senred as functional retaining walls, there was,
undoubtedin a well-understood synbolic separation between the terraces,
continually visually reinforced by walls and fences. Fences around individual
homelots were mulh more rare. Fhts and property descriptions only rarely
mention or illustrate them in the late 18th and early 19th cenftrry period. A
few fences - "Craddock's paling" and "Roper's Fencer' - wcl€ important
landmarks. Nathaniel Freeman's ufarmu homelot on Lot 205 was completely
fenced, according to numerous photographs, but this fence apPears consistent
with the generally ururalu appearance of the house and outbuildings complex.
Fences continued to be rare in the Rocketts landscape, even to the end of the
19th century. The first appeared around Ipt 203 after 1863 whm lohn
Schonberger purchased his portion of that lot. Schonberger kept d3!y cows,
however, and his fence appears to have served mainly to enclose his feedlol
Below, in the section interpreting artifacb at the site, I suggest that buildings
remained largely unsecured. It seems that houselots also retained an
openness in Rocketts. Certainly family spaces $rere encomplssed by luildings
into interior "court5/ardsn, but there seems to have been little formal,
slmbolic, separation between yards wittrin a given block

Cutting and filling are the processes of shaping the land to conforn with both
functional and symbolically maningful patterns. Much of RocketF -
particularly west Rocketts - was built on hilly ground, and the reshaping of
that ground was important to the constnrction of a community. At Lot 203,

the middle terrace between Bloody Run Street and Rocketts Street had been a
moderate, but gentle slope. The land rose in the northern end of the lot, but it
also rose towards the wCst. Buried land surfaces confirm this trend. At the
turn of the 19th century, |ohn Craddock cut the western portion of the lct
down by about 2 feet.In so doing, he removed all natural topsoil and'
incidentally, archaeological middens of the 18th century and earlier.IIe
probably cut into the northern section of the property and faced the hill with
the stone wall which appears in later plats, thus constructing an effective
terrace system with more useful level ground, and, at the same time,
reinforcing the visual perspective of "vertical stratification". The material
removed from the northern and western portions of the lot were partially
redistributed to the southern and eastern parts of the lot. In essence, a slope

81. In a few cases, this pattern predates the Revolution, as in the itutance of William Byrd III's
mansion at Belvidere, and Daniel Hylton's Windsor.
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was levelled into two distinctive terraces. A secondary effect of this lot
levelling was to destroy the natural drainage of the land. As nrnoff from rains
and, especially, the perennial drainage from a series of springs on Libby Hill,
would then have flowed into Lot 203 and remained there, Craddock had to
deal with the drainage problem. His solution was to enhance a water drainage
and delivery system that had probably been instigated by his unde,Iotrn
Hague, prior to the Revolution. These water sSrstems will be disorssed, below,
under "Public works".

If the lots we have studied intensively form a representative sample, it
appears that, by the second quarter of the 19th century, most lots were
occupied by owners, some of whom had tenements adjacent to their own
houses. Mortgage holders, many of whom were merchants in Rocketts,
tended to live on the hills - principalty Churdr HilI and Libby HiU - and a few
lived in other residential areas of Richmond. The "vertical stratificationn of
the earlier period remained, though it was less important than the internal
differentiation of property values based on street frontage. There were often
extrene differences in the values of lots facing the paved streets, compared
with interior lots on alleys canred out of the old half-acre lots. This
stratification is apparent not only in property values, which tend to reflect
differences in the commercial quality of the lots, but also in the personal
estates of the owner-occupants of these lots.

Just prior to, and following, the Civil War, Rocketts had forsred itself into a
series-;of neighborhoods. The main street fronts remained primarily
commercial corridors, with owners' aparhents and tenements upstairs, and
behind, the stores. However, certain more-or-less residential clusters can be
discerned. A section of smaller lots, and less substantial houses, fonned at the
foot of Libby Terrace between Bloody Run brandr and Gilly's Creek Despite
some internal differentiation, Rocketts was primarily a working class
neighborhood at this time, and remained so throughout the remainder of the
1fth century and most of the present century.

There were obvious changes in the landscape as it reflects some sense of
urbanization through time. These changes are seen in the use of vegetation
in Rocketts. I havetiscussed this topic"somewhat in my reviews of iistorical
views, but it bears summarizing here. In the tTgSLattibe sketch, Rocketts
aPPears to be land recently reclaimed from plantation use. Trees - very young
trees - had begun to invade the slopes of Libby Hill, and some clusters of
shade and ornamental trees can be seen within the center of the village. By
the time of the painting shown here as View ?n vegetafion has become an
important element of the landscape. By the mid-l9th century, however, there
is little evidence of ornamental vegetation, and practically no groves of shade
trees. A few trees and hedge shrubs characterize the area around Lotw 203 and
204,-but 9"y *" atypical. The loss of vegetation marked the passing of
Rocketts from its perceived stahrs as a village-in-nature to a modern one as
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an urban place. It was not simply that the more intensive use of space
precluded the lunrry of greenery, because even empty areas were denuded of
trees and shrubs. This seems to have been a conceptual transition whidr must
have been widely shared by those who lived in Rocketts. At the sasre time
that "public" green space diminished to nearly zero, the numbers of
flowerpob in use on Lot 203 rose enorrnously. Between the view of ca. 1810 in
which humans are seen nestled in nahrre, frimed by the forest and the views
of the period iust prior to the Civil War, in which the landscape is denuded
and vegetation is confined to day pots or window boxes, thete urust have
been a considerable change in the Rocketts denizens' views of themselves
and their placs.az

Alleys became the principal social divides in the landscape. The increasing
importance of alleys throughout the 19th century is demonstrated through
the increasing frequency with which they are illustrated in plats. For e:emple,
the 3' wide alley between Lots 203.2 and 203.3 does not appear in early ptab.
By the mid-l9th century, however, it often is illustrated, either by suwey
markers, or by label. By the fourth quarter of the 19th century, the alley talc€s
on a name in official records. It is then lgrown as nGoose Alleyo, perhaps
because it rose up through the lots and then turned across the top of the
middle terrace and exited onto Rocketts Street. In other words, the shape of
the alley somewhat resembled a "goose neck". (On the other hand, perhaps
there were simply geese wandering the alley.) The point is that atrleys clearly
existed throughout the period of study. They became perceived as more
important items in the cultural landscape as time went on. That a 3' wide
space between buildings would assume a name worthy of recording on plats
and deeds, ilIustrates something of spatial conceptualization in the crowded
lots of Rocketts.

At ground level space was mostly defined by buildings. Architecture at
Rocketts, like the landscape, rarely reflected formal styles. The glazed-brick
Flemish bond walls of Structure 1& one of the earliest buildings we
uncovered, echoed the prevailing Georgian surface decoration for masonry
structures with some public visibility. Later buildings, from Stntcture 30
onward, reflect a more utilitarian sensibility. Photographs indicate that
Rocketts shared with the rest of Richmond-a partictrlar interest in stores and
houses built in the local interpretation of the Greek Revival, beginning in the
second quarter of the 19th century. Broad, squarish buildings with simple and
blocky adornment arose in the heart of Rocketts during the second quarter of
the 19th century. Brick buildings often sported stone lintels over windows,

82. Some colleagues, driven to materialist explanations for any phenomenon of culture, may
o$ect that flowerpots may not have been available during earlier periods. Three irnported
flowerpots were recovered from late lEth andlor early l9th century contexts, however. Tlnse
appear to have come fiom lberia or Iatin America. A minimum of ten flowerpots were recovercd
from late Victorian strata at the site.
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and sometimes the parapetted gables often associated with urban ardritecture
(and equally often mandated by fire-control codes). On Lot?fi3, however,
there are virtually no post-Colonial buildings whictr can be comfortably
classified with major schools of public or domestic ardritecture, although
some trim typical of Neoclassical influence has been recorrered. firese ii a
spartan - some may say Calvinist - simplicity and straightforwardness about
the ardritecture in Lot ?fil, at least to the mid-l9th century. Here, as
throughout most of Rocketts, local and personal interpretations of the
vernacular were the rule.

|ust prior to the Civil War, a number of flat-roofed, side-passage, stnrctures
with Italianate trin arose throughout Richmond. A good example was the
Watson Store, on Lot 2&1. Over time these grew into, or were replaced by,
more developed Italianate row buildings, multiple houses, etc. Even so,
Richmonders, and especially those living in Rocketts, eschewed some of the
excesses of Italianate and other Victorian styles. Cupolas, belvideres, and
towers, so common in Petersburg, for instance, are not seen here. Residences
away frour the main street frontages tended to remain in the vernacular
Virginia styles. These were predominately small, hall-parlor or central-
Passage frame structures with exterior end chimneln. The only Rocketts
interior that has partially survived is that of the Woodward house, an early
example of Richmond's nearly ubiquitous side-passage style. The wood trim
of the Woodward house seems consistent with this picture of Rocketts:
money and efforts were not expended on over-elabdrate architectural details.
Workmanlike, individualized, architecture, stressing simplicity and
competence, seems to have been t1ryical. Showy overurantels and elaborate
crown moldings were not the neighborhood's sgle. It is doubtful that the
workers and merchants of Rocketis ever compleiely lost sight of the more
elaborate houses which arose throughout the century on Libby Hill. From
their massive two-storey gallery poiches those who controled much of the
profit from the enterprisei at noirctts could suryey the riverfront
community below. It is also doubtfuI, however, that this visage ever intlrrded
completely on the view from the streets and alleys of Rocketts, where rather
different, and equally valid, views of life undoubtedly arose.

Pubtic Works

The most "public" stuctures at Rocketts were the dock facilities, warehouses,
and factories that crowded the urain streets along the river. There were
virtually no governmental buildings, except during the tenure of the
Confederacy. There were no grand houses of governors, mayors, or other
Prominent politicians prominently arrayed in the l4ndscape of Rocketts.
Certainly, until its demise in the early 1840s, the Rocketts tobacco warehouse,
with its massive crenellated walls, was the dominant monument of the area.
Other major "public" structures irrcluded the mills along Gilly's Creek and
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Bloody Run, the gas works, llaskin's store, and the streetcar powct plant. The
railroads, and especially the C&O, were exceptionally potent eleurents in the
economic, social, and spatial landscape of the village. For the most part,
however, public works - even when the product$ of private development -
took the more mundane fonns of lot improvements, roads, and a unique
water s5retem.

The Woter Sysfem

Thomas Rutherfoord (1860) complained about the near impossibility of
sursrounting "Rocketts Hill- after a rainy spell in the early 19th century.
Rodsetts Street, prior to being paved, was a broad mirey spillway not only for
rain runoff, but for the constant flows of a series of springs whidt empted -
and still erupt - on Libby and Chimborazo Hills. Samuel Mordecai reported
that wooden "pipes" had been laid along Main Street in the mid-l9th century
in order to direct water flow from these springs back into Richmond. Our
excavations show that the Libby Hill spring had been tapped as a source of
public water for Rmketts mudr earlier.

It was perhaps one of the biggest surprises of our excavation on Lot 203 to
discover that a sophisticated water delivery s1retem had been in place before
the Revolution, and that it had been regularly maintained and repaired and
e:rpanded, at least until the mid-l9th century. Details of the drain-and-cistern
system have been presented in Feature descriptions, above. It might be useful
to provide an overview of the system here, however.

Water from the Libby HilI springs was apparently channeled along the east
side of Rocketts Road in a ditch and, probably, in one or several brick
conduits. Branch conduits entered Lot X)3 near *re northwestern corner of
Lat ?fi}.Z.In the earliest system, apparently constructed at the same time as
Struchrre 30 (ca. 1775), a main con-duit continued diagonally across Lat?fll.?.,
under Structure 30, to a "cistern" which stood just beyond the eastern wall of
Structure 30. Another branch ran along the northern wall of Stnrcture 30,
taking water towards buildings on the western part of the lot, and emptying
the runoff into a natural small stream easement which ran at the base of the
terrace.

This original system was replaced when the Early Phase of Structure 1 was
built. New brick drains were constructed along the northenr wall of Strtrcture
1, as well as under its original wooden floor. A new, more comple>c, ncisternn

system was created in approximately the same location as the older one. A
new drairu which ran along the inside of the western wall of Structure 1,
carried water from the noithern drain down to the cistern. Thus the cistern,
and a pump just inside the building which was fed by the cister& were fed by
two separate branches of the systeur. One of these ran under the hearth" while
the other ran diagonally under the buiding.
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The brick drains and the main cistern (Feature 170) were lined with plaster.
This second system was again rebuilt and erpanded when the day plaster
floor of Sbrrcture 1 was installed. The conduit along the north waII was
abandoned at this time or, perhaps, it remained simply as a drain for roof
runoff, rather than a conduit of jpring water. One riliterious feature of this
last system is the presence of two small drain arms brandring off of the
principal diagonal drain, just inside the northwest corner of Structure 1.
These short anns were capped at their ends. Th"y apparently went nowhere,
nor was there any evidence that they once had gone somewhere. It is possible
that they fed waier under gravity piessure to pumps or sinks inside the
building, but there is no evidence of how the waste water would have been
drained away.

Another puzzling thing is that water was directed both around the buildings
walls and under its floors - especially during the earlier phases of
construction. During the middle phase, one conduit passed under the hearth
bricks while anothe: was directed diagonally across the buildin& and yet these
two water conduits had the same origin - a-single conduit emeiging 6our
under Rocketts Street - and the same destination - the cistern labelled here as
Feature 170. We can speculate about the rationale for this complexity.
Perhaps, during warm weather, a sluice gate directed water across the building

*n. under the wooden floor. If the spring water was quite cool, this may have had
;;1 a cooling effect inside the building. During winter weather, the water was
S redirected around the walls and under the hearth. While it is unikely that the
S hearth bricks would have war:ned the water appreciably, heat from the

fireplace may have helped prevent the brick "pipes" from freezing. But this is
all speculation. We uncovered no equivalent of a sluice gate for directing the
water to one or the other of these pipelines.

Of special interest is the series of "cisterns" that were important parts of the
s5rstem. These took two basic forms. The more elaborate ones were shallow
bricklined wells. The insides of these were plastered to further waterproof
them. In additio& we uncovered evidence from three of the cisterns ihat they
had had container inserts. Impressions of a tub, basket, or similar container
could be seen in the walls and floors of these features. In the case of Feature
1.70, the floor of this "container" partially remained intact in the form of
highly corroded ferrous sheet metal. In bne of the cisterns, there were several
very large lumps of charcoal. It seems that these features probably served as
silt traps and as crude water purifiers.

|ohn Hague almost certainly constructed the first stage of this water system,
which serviced Stmcture 30 and, apparently, one or more structures further
east, in the une:<vcavated portion of Lot Z)3. There is considerable evidence
for constant repair and re6uilding of the system, more or less concomitant
with at least the first two phases of construction of Stmcture 1. |ohn Craddock
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was undoubtedly responsible for the maintenance and enlaryement of the
system. Craddock also may have instdled a pump on the inside of the eastern
wall of Stnrcture 1 at the point which two drains converged, croesed through
the foundation wall, and entered the large cistern, Feature 170. There was a
small brick plaform on ttre inside edge of the wall at this point, with a void
where a pump feed pipe uray have entered the slntem. The pumP would,
have been fed by this cistern Additional drains on the exterior of the walls of
Structure 1 apparently augmented the flow of spring water with rain water
runoff from the building's roof.

No evidence was found of any drains or cisterns near Struchrre 4 which is
surprising. It is possible, of course, that such features mlght be found with
further eicavation around that building. Structure 2, on the other hand, was
almost certainly serviced by the system, and it is possible - but not
demonstrated - that Structure 9, on Lot ?fi$ was on the system as well.
Following the destruction of Structurc 2, a large pit was excavated over the
filled cellar of that house, and a new drain was run down into that pit The
function of this feature is unloown.

The use of rainwater cisterns, and the use of springs, to provide potable water
at a house site were both ancient practices. Nonetheless, the elaborate s'lstem
uncovered at the Rocketts #1 Site suggesb the extent of development on the
site during the late 18th century and the early 19th century. One can ony
wonder if |ohn Hague, and his fellow developers, Doy have installed
similarly sophisticated systems elsewhere in Rocketts. The use of charcoal and
removable silt traps seem to be especially modern touches. Charcoal fiItration
has been documented in Alexandria in the 2nd quarter of the llth century,
and there is certainly evidence of the use of drarcoal, inforurdly, to "sweeten"
water, which stretches back into the distant past. Still, the engineering effort
required to conceive, construct, and maintain this system points again to the
the planned nature of early development in Rocketts, and the unique
amenities of life that made urban living attractive for many people.83

Sfreefs ond Roods

From the third quarter of the 18th century o& at least, Rocketts was criss-
crossed by a well-developed system of roads. In the neighborhood around Lot
203, these included three principal north-south running streets - Ash, Elm,
and Maple - and the maior street, Rocketts. Running east-west wers Rocketts
(alias Lester) Street, after descending the middle terraces; Poplar, and Bloody

83. There arei of course, many examples of sophisticated water drainage systems found on
plantation sites in Viqginia dating well back into the lEth century and Shirley Plentation
even enjoyed a unigue system of hot-and-cold mnning water in the late 18th century. However,
such sophistication seems to have been a perquisite of the extremely wealthy in the
countryside. What is so impressive about the Rocketts'system is its application in the mundane
commercial and tenement buildings of the emerging middle class.
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Run Streets. Of the north-south streets, only Rocketts - now Main - Street
remains in use. It is somewhat daunting to stand on the grounds around Lots
203 and 2(X and imagine how Ash and Elm Streets descended the steep slopes
between Bloody Runand Rocketts Streets. Today, the terrace is a sharp
vertical dropping 20-30 feet to the Southern (forrrerly, the Richmond and
York River) Railroad tradcs. It is impossible for me to imagine the drop of
these two cross-streets prior to the consbrrction of the York River line in 1855.

And yet, they appear on maps from a very early pedod.

At first, I assumed that, while the terrace had dearly been cut bach and made
considerable more vertical, to accomodate the rail crrt, the lower terrace (on
which Poplar Street runs, must also have been lowered considerably.
However, archaeological testing does not bear this out. In fact, the opposite
appears to be true, there are sweral feet of fill at the foot of the terrace,
overlying 18th century deposits on Lot 7-04 and the eastern portion of Lot 203.
Another hlryothesis was that these streets did not exist, but were merely
drawn on city maps as easements, in the hope that they mlght be constrrcted
someday. However, remnants of both Elm Street and Ash $treet can be found
on each of the teraces. Certainln the slope was cut back somewhat when the
railroad was built, but arctraeological evidence indicates it was never a gentle
slope. Two alternate conclusions are possible. Either the "streets" were little
more than wallauays - certainly horses could not have negotiated the steep
slopes - or the straight lines on maps are merely graphic representations of
what were actually ureandering, swith-bac.ked roadways. Either conclusions is
feasible. Straight lines also represent the roads descending Libby Terrace - E
Street and Warehouse Street, and remnants of these indicate that neither
followed the straight bed indicated on historic maps. Likewise, these side
streets may have 6een staircased sidewalks. After 

-al, 
most of Rocketb'

denizens moved about typically on two, not four, feet.

Following the construction of the Richmond and York River Railroad, the
streets were carried over the tracks on massive stone, or stone-and-brick
abuhents. The Rocketts Street abutments still carry Main Street over the
tracks, and steel stringers remain intact on the Elm Street (later, 32nd Street)
crossing. These steel I'beams probably replaced tisrber stringers sometime in
the early 20th century. Plates 37-46 illustrate the abuhents which carried the
cross streets. While Ash Street ran between two simple granite-block
abutments, the supports for the crossings of Rocketts and Elm Streets were
rather elaborate, consisting of rough granite bases, dressed granite lintels, and
brick fitling laid in five-course American bond.

Roilroods

4t y" have seen, there were no more significant "public works" or acts of
landscape modification in Rocketts than-the construction of the two major
rail lines through the heart of the communig. The Richmond and York
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River line, built in 1851 was set into an excavated bed hugging the foot of th€
middle terrace. Its intrusion into the landscape was so minimal that 19ttr-
century photographs fail to rweal the presence of the line, unless the
observer looks very dosely. Except for those few households whose homes sat
directly within tfrjrigtrt-oi-*"y --such as those of Robert Freeman and
Frederick Kirkmeyer - lives were probably not seriously disrupted by the
coming of the York River road. In fact, Robert Freeman's subsequent suit
earned him a considerably greater claim on his parents' estate than his family
legacy had allowed. Frederick Kirkmeyer's settlement with the railroad was
certainly generous, and wehile his having to move his household for a
second time in a single year was undoubtedly a nuisance, he was well

There were probably very few negative indirect effects of the Ricfrmond and
York River [ine. In geneial the line did not supplant, but enhanced the active
waterfront shipping businesses. The presence of the line undoubtedly senred
as a stimulus to further commercial and industrial development in Rocketts,
providing a more direct outlet to the Mddle Peninsula and Chesapeake Bay.

On the other hand, the coming of the C&O line at the turn of the Zhh cenhrry
was, at best, a nrixed blessing. Rather than settling into the social and physical
landscape of Rocketts, the new viaduct slashed its way across the community,
severing the local neighborhoods from the waterfront. What's more, the
railroad drained much business frour the port, and, for that reason, forever
changed the nature of the community. The construction of Fulton Yard
undoubtedly brought many new jobs to the Rocketts area, but the seamen,
stevedores, rope makers, chandlers, commision merchants, ship brokers and
others who had given Rockefts its aggregate character, soon had to find new
vocations. Hundreds of people were displaced from homes and businesses
between the viaduct and the river. The brash, unrestrained power of the rail
barons, in combination with the sharpster attorneys and speculators who
bought up the right-of-way, forever altered Rocketts. The dramatic extent of
the changes wrought on the community were reflected in the decline of its
very name. Where Rocketts had stood for a century-and-a-half, the new
railroad town of Fulton came to be.
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2,6 Artifoct Anolysis
More than 3O fiD individual artifact specimens were recovered from the
excavations of the Rocketts #1 Site. Several tons of other cultural materials -
fill materials, brick fr-agments, plaster and mortar, slag, train car parts fallen
from the overhead viaduct, etc] - were discarded. Of iours", t"prtr"ntative
samples ofthese materials were saved. It is largely due to ti'r" ioo*o,r,
amounts of cultural materials recovered from Lxiavations that archaeologists
have generally taken to discussing artifacts using totals, ratios, and other -
summary statistics. As a result, archaeolqgy has tended to esclrew the
interpretive lreahent of individual artifiits or small related groups of
artifacts, and to embrace the scientistic manipulation of numders iepresenting
patterns in assemblages, That such pauerning can itself be a powetf,fu t*t foi
hermeneutic treatnrent has been demonstrated by a number of ardraeologrsts,
notably Ryder (l99t), in her study of cerasrics from the Charles Gilliam SIte.

What follows is a series of discussions of single artifacts, or small groups of
artifacts. In some cases these itens have been viewed against the iontex of
the_ alsemblage as a whole, while in other cases the iteds have been assessed
in light of historic and crrltural context alone. The purpose of this chapter is
not to provide a comprehensive discussion of the fi"air ftom the site, but to
frame the discussion of material remains in such a way that interpretive
dimensions may be- elicited through an exegesis of meaning. This approach
may_seem counter-infuitive to many archaeolqgists, for we have all been

$"ght-to deal pri-narily with assemblages ar 
"nutytical 

units. If, however, we
Iiken the site (and its related documents, artifacts, itc.l to a text to be read and

' interpret:| by..m:.*:l T-rtqsf then we may follow the analogy by suggesting
F"t "readingsn of individual artifacts are liice passages or quJtatiins irtered"
in a book review._The_y illustrate and ground ihe in'terpretition that has been
gained from "reading" the site from tni first shovel ctri in the sod to the final
boxing of the collection

Ceromics s4

No archaeological report, save those dealing exclusive with stone age sites,
can afford not to treat ceramic remains at s6me length. The reasonifor this
are well l,qrown and widely accepted by professional archaeologsts. Others
may susPect - sometim_es quite rightly - that archaeologists are overendowed
with a fascination fsr life's inconsequential minutiae.-Nonetheless, ceramics
are forrned of a plastic, and, therefoie, elpressive medium. They are relatively

84. This section was co-authore!-bI Mouer ard Binns, as were the following sections dealing
with glass and miscellaneous oblects.



cheap and abundant items which were oflten made in a wide varief of forrrs
and decorative styles. They break easily, are replaced frequently, and last
nearly forever in the ground. Cerarnics are uniquely suited to a wide variety
of analyses, and while it is very easy to over-emphasize their importance to
their users, their sigfficance to ardraeologists is enonnous.

Minimum Vessel Anolysis

A minimum vessel count was conducted on the ceranic material recovered
from 44t[e67t and is presented in Appendix 3. There were portins of at least
555 ceramic vessels recovered from Ore excavation. This figure was arrived at
by the following analytica method. Ceramics were sorted by gross $T)e, egv
pearlware, creamw.rre, stoneware, etc. Rim, body and base sherds were
examined for mends, crossmends, and similarity. Sherds smaller than one
hdf indr were not used, unless of a $pe not represented by *y other sherd.
In order to distinguish individual vessels, rim sherds were examined with
respect to ware t5rye, decoration, glaz.e, paste, and forrn. Matching bases and o1
body sherds were included with rims in the vessel count In certain instances,
a single sherd or troup of body or base sherds were distinct and not
attributable to any of the rims. These were counted as separate vessels.

Numerous body, base, rim and handle sherds could not be included in the
minimum vessel count due to lack of distinguishing characteristics. This was
especially true of plain pearlware, creamwatre, and whiteware plate bases that
may have gone with a number of different plain or decorated rims. Due to
mais prodiction and lack of decoration, it was also difficult to identify
individual vessels from whiteware and ironstone rim sherds. The terrr
Ironstone was used to describe a stone china body indicative of the tlpe
patented in 181.3 by Charles lames Mason. Graniteware, or "Hotelware" as it is
sometimes called, refers to a hard, vitreous body similar to porcelain.

The description of vessel forms relied mainly on rim sherds, unless handle or
body sherds yielded more information. Whlre determination was difficult,
such as cup and bowl rims, the vessel was listed as either/or. The terrn dish
was used to describe a deep plate or shallow bowl, as opposed to a flat dinner
plate. In certain instances, body, base and handle sherdl-that could not be
attributed to one specific vessel still contained infonnation important to the
analysis of the ceramic assemblage. For example, there were three creamwiue
teacup bases and six possible teacup rims. Any of the bases eould have gone fo
any one of the rims, although each rim was dearly a separate vessel.
However, one of the teacup bases has an overglaze black transfer print
decoration. Therefore, at least one of the creamware teacups was decorated,
which is not apparent by just examining the list of minimum vessels.

Other decorated creamware examples which illustrate this problem include
body sherds from a bowl with remnants of transfer print and a body sherd
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from a holloware vesser with a o**I printed poem about a nRoyal oak,,(possibly a British y"fhtpJ. None of these sheris mended with a Gd;vesset, however it is cteaffrom the body ;h;; th"; il;;;;#"i i*** *odifferent holloware fonns with tt*i-i;;i;ffiffi;T vvsrs al rsasr rvvo

There are several body-sherds representing at least two identical creamwuueplates with black overgraze transie-r pdil.-"ril ;;; ; il;;t*;ild;f "
lampo-on.- No documented exampld ;atilpilJ-"n foun4 rherefore, thebase sherds r:qres-entug B" trn'o plates 

"o,tra'u" 
or;"t"d;fl, ;;; rlr"-*creamware plate-rims in the minimum vessel count, and cannot be *,rot*aas seperate vessels. -r rvE'r'LB

In some of the yT" tyryes_there were handles and tops or rids that courdbelong to any of lhe vessels listed. rrr .."-pi",fh"r we1,e three differentcreamware chamber pot handle sherds, oor,.'of 
'*hi"r, *"iaJ;rh; il"-.in.vessel. There *1 

:"i,t prain p"*ry:i:- ;""d;-dr;;-;;;il*i*h*,ar"that could have-gon" *ittr several different chamber pots in the minimumvessel count. Numerous plain cneamwirre, porcelain, 
-*a 

*rfrit ** ;;;handles that did not mend with a specific vessel, lyere not included. Handleswould have been incruded ur o.rr"l, if the "".u*irr;ili;, ;ilumueredthe possible rims they could have beto"g"a t* E;; ;";;;'tL-;;;ff;the ware tlpes examined in this stuar- "-- 
--' -"'e vvss 'rvt r'r's Lirtrr

It is also interesting to note, that lids 
-an$ 

tops may not necessarily be of the
:ame ware as the blse to which they belongea. ri"rriors research hasindicated that vess.ers shipped direciry gdih; f";iil;;il;;';'ila *abottom from two differeoiware typ""r, b"i;;.ilig decoration and forur(Hunter 1990). A broken lid or b& ;"tt"r"r-a i. *" ',mhrriage,, of the top orbase of one t5rye of ware to another.

Moker's Morks

There were two pearrw_are prates with identifiabre maker,s marks.
I*.|'11:'j " pFi" pearlware base on *hi;hl;t;6;;il#;Eoops",
however no reference could be fou-nd to the origin and maker. The second isa blue transfer pltl pattern with the Tqk "vi;a,, mad-e by Frances Morley& co. shelton, iranley, stanoiasirire, 1g4$1g5g. There is # iroortoo. *pvessel #412, with this same transfer ptior This may;il;-il;;J.orco
pieces were {e-pl11l over a period o? ti-" ;; il"1'Aie owners were notconcerned with, or even aware o0 the aiffereniware t1ryes: u poi"i;;"frequently by George Mller, among ,tr,"ir. 

--' -r E--' - re"* gr

on whiteware and ironstone there were eleven partial maker,s marks thatwere unidentifiable.although sweral of these hid distinguisru"i -characteristics. An ironsto!" pf"t*, stanped Meahn & Co., could have beenmade by one of four Meakins'o,perating irttd;; th" i*i il?;fi;l;;;"
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century. Another ironstone plate has a lion in a circle marked nWarranted"

(in use during the 1890s) and nCopy Rgt.' (used from1858 to the present). One
whiteware plate is marked uT. S .R Verona China ldade in U.S.A." The
words "Made in..." do not appear until 1887 and after.

Other sherds with identifiable marls induded an ironstone tureen by
Thomas Furnival & Sons, Cobridge, Staffordshire, England 187l-1964+
(factory); a whiteware plate, Sampson Bridgewood & SorS Longton,
Staffordshire, England 1885+ (mark), ca. lS0Fpresent (factory); a whiteware
cup by Petms Regout & Co., Maastrict, Holland t929-1937+ (mark); a
whiteware saucer, Cartwright Bros. Co., East Liverpool, Ohio U.S.A. lffiUl92:7
(factory); a whiteware saucer by ]ohn Goodwin, East Liverpool, Ohio U.S.A
est. 1844. These marked sherds could belong with a number of different rims.

Exomples

The artifacts discussed here are all illustrated in a folio of Artifact Plates,
located in Volume 3. Contexhral information is found in the captions
accompanyingrthe illustration. These examples .ue presented in-roughly
chronological order.

Artifoct Plote l7: Block Tronsfer-P.rjnted Creomwore Plotes ond Hollow
wore

While many archaeologists prefer simply to manipulate the data derived
from their minimum vessel analyses in order to draw inferences about past
lifeways, such quantified studies may sometimes obscure, rather than
illuminate. Certainly printed or ottrerwise decorated ceramics beg for
hermeneutic interpieiation. In a setting like Rocketts, where a *ide variety of
products were reidily available from ihe numerous competing maritime 

-

merchants, purchasers had far more than cost to consider in choosing their
ceramics. Then, like now, pattern or design must have played an important
role, and it is through selections of designs that we might best hope to
interpret the meanings of ceramics.

We would like to illustrate opportunities for interpretation that would have
been lost had we confined oui inalyses to probing iharts and tables generated
from the minimum vessel count. Specifically, we want to discuss three
creamware vessels comprising a totll of eight body sherds, none of which
contributed to the minimum vessel count, and, therefore, they do not appear
in the enumerated list of vessels for the site.

Seven of the eight body sherds represent at least two identical creamw.ue
plates with black overglaze transfer print. The scene is a popular political
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lampoon taken frool a trTg engraving, 3 rs/r6, x 6 3/ 4, (westminsterMagazine; London" Febnrary fiia, p..Ei"J pi","l]r",
Snydor describes the scene as follows (see Figure l9):

"A Pich'esgug.vjew of the state of q" Nation for Febm ary t7,g,depicts the Butish economy * 
" 
;;;i";;;il;; l;;ffii .,,

nations, -hi! the British 
-Iion, 

rynrbot of"fr"i governmentalpower, ,"r TI:t being bpngr]ed'fr 1ari.--rrft*at ..it
:H"'ffi ,T;fiF,8'*H'il".'fJ.,T*l?ft ffi'{d'="'
fappe_ngd in *re Battre rr erJrdffri;; f;ililoo** earrier.Seated sleening p"f..* a citl_in the backgrou"dap;;;ih;^'
brothers Hi-."] in $arte ,i i*a and Naval forces atPhiladelphia besodaen"with wine. The ciry r, i"i"i"i *Philadelphia,' (Snydor tEZi?f,i{l@:"' "t 

rr 'BvbrLs G

Features which contributed sherds to-these two vessels were: Feature 174, thebuilders' trench to Structur" i, ,"*il;l;; Gpd 1s14); Feature 172, Stratum
11 !" mid{en, p*riUtyr.-*La ul-{*airy wit}r a Tpe for the end ofaccumulation of.q1 tbTiy; Feature ?A9, arofi"orC"och for the west wall ofStructure I (Tpe-fea$ but destruction**dlyil. fgse), and Featu re t?g,stratum 12, a ?-'th century fiu ilp"rit. None 6r *," rre dates hetp us pracethe time of depositior, 

"r"Ji-a"pirit, :*:"p! stratum r.3 are rewoiked, andStratum 13 is, at f""ri,'airrrtdla irr"f.ia", 
"rria"oce 

of long duration. It isnoteworthy, however, that ail sherJs ;;;;i;;;i*ir, .ror" proximiry to eachother, and that beinq ir * *""lntu*ivery occupied from the midcire of the18th century or,*"td. It is also important io note'that cross-mending sherdswere found both inside and outside til f;"1;;;;ifi"-*r"-i,?**constructed ca- 179s."Ld t?uired or rebuilt ut t.uri t 
"ice 

before the mid-r*hcentury This suggests that ihut" tr,."tqr t1J;il"ily in deposits disturbedby the extensive construction that took_ place ooir," site at the end of the lgthcentury. From these stratigraphic consiierations ;J;;;;"; ii,Jp'"*r, fromthe internal evidence of tie sl"ras themset""*-- .1n presume that thevessels were made,during, or imig"t"ff 
."ft_r'ii" n..iolution. fhuy wereprobabry purdrased durdt tris sane;;;.fu:'"r 

r*r -!vvvrsa'r,*. rrlel

AIso found in stratum 13 was a bodl rlgd from a creamw.ue horow vesserwith a transfer pri'.ted pgem 
"u"ut 

ih;;Ii;fi"6;,i rtr, is a smalr fragmentwith a part of the text which reaJ, 
", follows:

85' our thant* to Rob Hunter of the coroniarHr"yg:rg Foundation-who found us a copy ofthe print in question in the t.rr*ur*'"ilhe Dewitt wufiu"" ilcorative Arts Gallery, ard toBeverly Binns for having *," p*r"i."1i-ina b seek out Rob,s herp.
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... nourished

... the Yoke. 
-

:*ff:::l"f.
::: ;d"d;s!-'rs
...ves.

The text could not be identified. Howwer, the name "Ro5nl Oak" has been
associated with British war ships since at least the time of the English Civil
War. For example, on Aptil t2lth,l78L Admiral Rodney defeated the Frendr
in a decisive battle with his flagship of 74 guns bearing that name. Litce the
"Philadelphian plates, above, this "Royal Oak'vessel seems to have bcnne a
maritime theme.

Richmond, and particularly Rocketts, was socialty and economically
dominated by that group of individuals krown at the time as "merchants of
Great Britainu. On the verge of the Revolution, and throughout its course,
British merchants were ob[ged to swear their loyalty to th-e American cause,
or be deported and have their belongrngs and lands escheated. Lot 203 was
then in the ownership of Charles and Susanna Lewis, but was almost
certainly rented to fohn Hague, or, perhaps, the partnership of lohn Hague
and |ohn Lester. Hague apparently had bought the property by 1788. It appears
that Hague built the first "Iumberhouse" (Structure 30) on ttre lot just after
the beginning of the Revolution. Both Hague and Lester were "merchants of
Great Britain", and both had much to lose if they could not convince their
fellow citizens where they stood on the issue of American independence.
Lester was never a resident on the lot, but all indications are thit Hague lived
there, perhaps first in the quarters of the lumberhouse itself, but eventually
in the small house that was later known as nthe old mansion". Ffague was

lPParently living on the site until his death in 1795, and his widow Hannah
died in a tenement there in 1819.

I/ th" ceramics were Hague's, then perhaps the political lampoon makes
some sense in consideration of his position as a potentially hostile citizen
with an estate to protect. Perhaps a public display of English plates that
contain a motif that at least ambiguously questions the competence of the
British N*y, economy and government, may have helped Hague convince
his fellow Richmonders that he was, after all, on the right side.

Another candidate for ownership of these dishes is |ohn Craddock Craddock-:- '.

was Hague's nephew or, more likely, his wife's nephew, the Hague-Craddock
family connection having been formed long before the Revolution. While
Craddock was not a British merchant, but rather a descendant of Viryinia he
was connected with maritime mercantilism and, following the Revolution,
he was an active partner in many enterprises with |ohn dgn* including
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9"",:ThiP o{ Ft 203. Craddock inherited the buildings on this, and adjacent
lots. We don't know where Craddock lived before Hague's death - aftei w$ch
!1e he conshrcted a house on Libby Hitl - but he lrru! h"*'" resided at Lot
l!3,-nahaps in the lumberhouse. He was, after all, a yooog single man, quite
likely an apprentice of his uncle in the shipping business. -

Craddock served in the Continental Navy, and was even a captive of the
British for a short_ tinre. He may have purchased the nPhiladeiphia" plates as a
commemorative during a sojurn in that city. we have a record that-Ensign
9:9{q.k received a disbursement from OL fniUaetphia prrblic stores iri
1779.I{ ft" plates were available there, we might wen suppose that Craddock
light have purchased them as a gift for his benefactors irid relations, the
Hagues.

We cannot plove that either Hague or Craddock purchased the ceramics in
question; tryt it the nature of urban archaeology. nague probably had other
t-engts on tl-re PrgPerty; in f3ct, $ere is some iviaenie thlt one building on
the_lot may have been rmted to the militia during the war. Even so, we can
Iook to the maritime motifs of all three vessels, tf,e uOan anb cosmopolitan
nature of the scene on the Philadelphia plates, and their satirical contint. All
of thes-e aspg$ suggest_that the puichasirs held a view of life that differed
from that of the rural planters who had held most of the power in Virginia
f.t",* the.beginni"g: Tfi: Revolution brorrght about not o'nly Americari
independence, it galvanized a social and Jconomic revoluti6n as well.
Merchants, shippers, and urban artisans and entrepreneurs grasped much of
the economic and political_ poryer that had resided in the cointryside. During
the Revolution, the capital had moved from williamsburg - a town v

dominated by the nrral elite L to Richmond, the haven of-urban capitalism. '

Con/exfs

Philadelphia

EU
1,54

173
174
302

Feature Provenience
109 290N 230E back fill in Phase I backhoe trench
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536 172

319 174

Royal Oak
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bisection builders trench E. waII struct I (tPQ:1814)

280N zffiEstratum 13 (TPQ1820)
280N ?60E, builder's trench overburden /fill (TPQl8ZO)

280N 2608 fill stratum 13 (TPQ1SZ0)
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This plate is tyryical of early 19th century transfer-printed wares depicting
romanticized views taken from popular engravings. This one has an
Oriental or Persian scene with a man on horsebadc No comparable vessel
was found. "lAlestern" civilization became fascinated with a particular,
somewhat fantastic, view of "the Orientn shortly following Napoleon's
sojourn to the region. The view of the Near East was of an exotic, extravagant
region where the aesthetic and moral strictures of Europe and American *ere
unlnown. Edward Said (1979) has analyzed the western creation of "the
Orient" as a concept, and has related orientalism to European efforts to
appropriate nations and peoples of the Near East, to bring nthe Orient" under
both political and cultural hegemony of nthe West", a concomitant concept.
"Oriental", or "exotic" motifs were qnong the first to appear on printed
English ceramics as replacements for the chinoiserie and Neoclassical designs
that had mjoyed sustained popularity throughout the later 18th centtrry.

It is difficult to imagine the significance of this scene for a dweller at Lot #N3
in Rocketts during the late lst quarter of the 19th century. We are hampered
by having a very-incomplete understanding of the who ihe site's occufants
were during this period. Presumeably, there had been little change in the
nature of the neighborhood since the time when Captain Mddleton and
Hannah Hague had been ]ohn Craddock's tenants here. The area was then the
home and iorkplace of people primarily associated with maritime trades.
Perhaps a sea captain or sailor would have been intrigued by notions of "the
exotic", or, perhaps, a middling merchant simply wanted to appear
fashionable.

Artifoct Plote 7: Brown Tronsfer Print Plote

Even though brown transfer'printing occurs as early as 1810 the design on
this plate suggests that it is from the period tenned "The Vintage Years" by
Coph and Henrywood ca. 1815-1835 (198210). In their work they describe a
social phenomenon occuring in the early 19th century called the "crrlt of the
picturesque". Potters began producing transfer-printed patterns depicting
English and foreign landscapes. Many of these were based on the engravings
of the finest contemporary artists. "The patterns were almost invariably
framed in borders which decorated the rims of plates and dishes and thi edges
of tureens, mugs, jrgt, etc. They were mainly floral, often with subsidiary
designs within medallions" (Coysh and Henrywood 198210). Patterns such as
these were popular until they were replaced by the romantic views beginning
in the 1830s.
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This plate (o-r plates) with their "olyurpiann pattern depict a transition
!etwe!& or blendin8 of, Neoclassical *a no-"ntic aeithetics. rr,. aJ" ordeposition is similar to the oriental scene a"r"rilJ ;;;;;""d;;fi;";'
been in use at about the same time.

polvchrome peorlwores

The Rocketts #1 Site seems 
lo^ 

presene a pattern among its ceramics for theeartl]r$-century period yhich we have'noticed in otfier urban contexts;
sPecifica{y in our excavations at Shockoe SIip and Bernruda Hundred, and in
::::ngTgout the historic core of Richrirond. There i, tiqg" percentnge
or Polychrome w.ues of great,variety mochas, hand-painted florjs, banded orannular wares, finger-painted, and lngine-turo"J d""ortions 

"b;;d" n i, 
--

stands in stark contrast dt 
" 

great mlny assemblages in the VCU colectionsfrom rural sites of various clasis and kinds, includint *" g*"aptantation at
lurles, 

'he upper middling Monroe Farur, the free African American Gilliamrarm, anc numerous others. While polychrome exists in these various ruralsites, it is muchlTf:q"*l ftg Uiuelana_white p"i"i"a *;rhd;il,;or simply glaln banded or edged w.ues. we cannoi "..orroil;td;;;#.of these colorftrl w.ues simply-by looking to t 
"it f.ice tags. we urcictred thisobservation with Robert Huntei, ceramics crrrator for colonial

williamsburg's Dewitt wailace Gailery R b ;;6"ri"a-*,"i ,r,"r. may beparallel patterns amont other interioi "finishes;'in urban situations.'firat is,carpets, upholstery wall papers, paint surface treatnrents, "t";;; Jr t 
""" 

-'

l:i,:l!l:lv *."t" ucol6rfrrl" iri urban contexts "i.r,"1"i"al ttth# ,ii, i,simply a suggestion that o3rlt"u_more research, *, prrli*inary
investigations suggest that Rob's h"1$ is a good onel There is in inkling ofthis in the probaie inventories from Rocketti.

Theprofusion of polychromepearlware in urban contexts may also reflect aparticular trend in foodwary: Y"y felv of thgse_ fi."", were frit* *a, ; -
suspect, that those plates which do edst,.probabiy were ,rr"d fo, food serving.The majority of polychrome pearrware pieces ur" fo, food seJ." - ur"t ,dishes, bowls, criamers, etc. ' or they are mugs for chocor"i" o,, .Ln".. iir"yptgb"b_ly adorned tables set with plites or ca'nton porcelain and,/ or,plain orprinted btue-and-*rylu pearrware. In her t8z coircb;;i n"l;r-gt;;" "'
Housewife, Richmond's iost celebrated cook of the period, Mary Randolph,ca'tioned-against the then-prevalent practice of seniing ur, orr"ri"bundanceof dishes. Instead she enco*aged the use of a few well-made food items.Nonetheless, the ceramics invEntory :"gg"rt th;i,lr;;il;:J"], p"""pr" 

"rRocketts had occasions to want u pior"J*"ry diverse, and colorfll, t"ui".Likewise, the discoveries of table ?orks *.,d ;;;;il ;i;;dffi; in late
l8t\-century or vey e.arly l9th-century context, ;r; sugiest th;, ;;il;;Rocketts adopted dlstincrtv::.uyr or ippro".rri"g ; af#r. porena-warn,
personal communication l,gg}).'



Artlfoct Plote 'l'l: Flnger-Painted Pearlwore Bowl

Finger-painted wares were popular fronr ca. 179tls to 1830s. Th"y were the
cheapest t1rye of decorated ware available for purchase at the time.

Artifoct Ptote'12: Annulor, Mocha. and Finger Pointed Polychrome
Peorlwqre

Artifqct Plste'13: Hsnd Patnted Polychrome Peortwqre Plate clnd Bowl

The plate (vessel # 347) has the combined elements of hand painting and
sponge decoration. The design on this plate is painted with the soft colors
associated with earlier hand painted wares of the 1820s. The use of birds,
painted in polychrome enamels, was a pereruriel favorite in the English
ceramics industry, appearing early on delftware plates. These, in turn, were
copied from similar Chinese and Perisan or Arabic motifs.

The bowl (vessel # 345) is ctraracteristic of the hand painted w.ues dating from
ca.1795 to the 1820s. Muted shades of mustard yellow, olive green and brown
painted in floral motifs are most cornmon on teawares.

Artifoet Ptote't4: Hond Pointed Potychrome Peorlwore Dish

Artifoct Ptote 'l5: Hond Pointed Potychrome Peqrtwqre Bowt

Artifoct Ptote'16: Hond Pointed Potychrome Peorlwore

Arlifoct Plote.l0: Sponge Decoroted Whitewore

Simple patterns made with a cut sponge became popular on teawares in the
late 1&10s. Later on the designs were used on table and toiletryr wares.
According to Miller (1991: 6), sponged wares were the cheapeit available
decorated ware for their period.

Beginning in the 2nd quarter of the 19th century, and particularly following
the mid-century marlg there is a noteable decline in more expensive ceramics
from the site. Porcelains remained in use, primarily in tea ani coffee serice,
but these were increasingly the cheaper t5ryes of porcelain. Plain whiteware
and Ironstone abound in the mid-century deposits, but these are not very
y9fuI as ustatus indicators", in orat they were both inerpensive, but also
fashionable. The continued presence of ncolorful" wares, such as these
sponge-decorated pieces, suggests again a particularly urban pattern.
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Artifoct Plotq 8: ,'Exchonoe Hotel'olote

The Exdrange Hotel was built in 1841 at the corner ofl4th and Franklin
streets. Virginius Dabney (190:111) describes it as "prestigiousn and "one of
the city's best". Located iust one block from the city's slave trading center on
Fifteenth and Franklin, five slave traders had their offices located there. Prior
to 1859 the hotel housed the post office for a time . The hotel was dosed in
1896 and demolished some ylars later. An example of a menu from the hotel
for August2, t8{.1, (Figure lb) provides a interesftng view of the orlinary fare
senred to those who could afford to dine out in mid-l9th century Richmond.
The letters in the Exchange Hotel logo printed at the top of the menu are the
same style as ttrose painted on the plate. How the plate ended up fifteen
blocks away is a matter of speculation. Perhaps it was a souvenir from the
destmction of the building in the late 19th century or taken from the hotel
during the height of its popularity.

Artifoct Plote l8: Shoving pots

These two shaving soap pots are both made on a vefy similar whiteware
body, with equally similar transfer print in a mulberry or plum colored
enamel. Although the imprinted legends are not identical, the text on each
may have been the same. One reads 'No. 182 Chestnut...", while the other
reads 'STREET PGI)...". These may represent the snme address on Chestnut
Street, in Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia. We have not been able to further
identify the source of the pots, but they may be from an apothecary, barber, or
soapmaker in Philly. We l.rrow of no specific connection between any of the
Lot #203 occupants of the late 19th century and the city of Philadelphia and
these were probably purchased from a Iocal merchant. These were probably
the property of ]ohn Schonberger who may have owned the decorated
porcelain spitoon (vessel 169) and some whiskey flasks we recovered. The
artifacts we can associate with Schonberger, including those in his two
homesteading inventories, prove especiilly valueablE for interpreting a male
gender identity of the late 19th century.

Artifocl Plote l9: Porceloin Vose

U shaving pots, spitoons, revolvers, and whiskey speak to the nature of ]ohn
Schonberger, then this vase may represent something of the identity
associated with his third wife, Caroline. The cherub supports a vase in blanc
de chine, a particularly ornate example of Late Victorian decorative art. The
existence of vases in Virginia archaeological assemblages is something
generally confined to the wealthy up to the mid-l9th century. Afterward they
became commonplace ornaments in even poorer households. Like
flowerpots, vaseJ exemplify some attempt to control or create a nnatural"



environment indoors. While care is waranted in equating the domestic
sphere with the feminine, we suspect this was probably the case here.

Gloss

A minimum vessel count was completed on the glass excavated from the
Rocketts # 1 Site. A minimum of ?ffi different glass vessels wetre identified in
the assemblage. The first 74 vessels listed in the count .ue a variety of 20th
century liquor, beer, and soda bottles. The majorig of these were excavated
from the sod layer covering the site and most likely represent refuse
deposited on the site after its last domestic occupation. The remaining 212
vessels were sorted by color and type. Neclrs, bases, and body sherds were all
examined and counted. If one sherd or a gtoup of sherds could have gone to
more than one vessel they were listed at the end of the color grwp, with the
coresponding vessel numbers. The glass minimum vessel list is presented
in Appendix 5.

The largest quantity of bottles excavated were representative of bottles made
ca. 1860 to ca. 1880. Bottles from this period were blown into a mold. The
bottle neck was finished by hand or with a lipping tool. Exasrples found at
Rocketts include patent nredicine and/or extract bottles, whiskey flasks, beer
bottles, condiment, and toiletry bottles. The bases from 19 different free-
blown wine bottles and 1 case bottle comprise the earliest glass vessels at
Rocketts. The date range for the wine bottles is ca. 1760 to 1830.

Glass tablewares excavated from the site include fragments from; 5 clear glass
mugs, 19 clear tumblers (including several early examples), 5 goblets or
stemmed wine glasses,,and a leaded glass stopper for a decanter.

Artifoct Plote 28: Gloss Tumbler Ri,mS

A total of.25 glass drinking vessels were recovered from the excavations and
this seems to be a remarkable number. Most of the tumblers were hand-
blown examples, ird several were clearly deposited in early- or mid-l9th
century contexts. Two sherds of an engraved tumbler were recovered from
late 18th century deposits. Tumblers were uncommon at this early period,
and errgraved glass was certainly something of a novelt5r. This piece has a
Neoclassical/geometric design reminiscent of some of the erly pearlware
dishes from the site. The design has been executed with a diamond graver.

In comparing this glass assemblage with those from rural sites of the same
period, it appears obvious that there is a reversal of patterns. Tumblers are
rare on rural sites, even in the later 19th century, while wine glasses are
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somewhat more c3T'rmon, particularry on elite plantation sites. In thecountry, mugs and jugs made of cerairic more ,ipt.Jt;;; rh" ir,qp*" or
:*l"j*qtn, thi issemblag. t""*r1o u"-*ril"g us of a distinctive set ofurban patterns and identities. in this;;, w;,;;p"ct that means there wasan even greater use of beer and cider, rerative io ,iio", ili;il;:

Beer Bottfes

Artifoct prate 20: M. Mccormock pqter Botfle: Front

Artifoct ptote 21: M, Mccormock porter Botfte: Bock

P*.t {tlFng was a EuroPean trltition that can be traced to the NeolithicPeriod. Throughout the coroniar period, il.;JlJ;;;" *"t"-ry madeon the farur or plantaticr, stored in casla, 
"t 

Jl.*ua from the cellar. Bottledbeers were a r eth-century iooo,,"ul;. t.to;til"il*;;;ffi #:ookbooksand manuscripts continued to instruct trre nrrJrrous.wii" in theivays of beermaking well into the 20th d;;. In the cit5r, however, tavern_brewed andcommercial bottred beers were the popurar flrms ir, #uii*s'fr""rou orJohn Barleycorn r I

Distinctive beers, like tobacco habits,-seem to be assciated with specificethnicities' Porter, and similar black beers, h"* toog o""o associated with thewelsh and lrish. certainry po*gi uotu", ffi*uJ 
"* 

the Rockefts #1 siteroughlv at the same time tirat the_McMahfi;;M;il;;ffi;-her Irishimmigrants mole$into the.n"iqtu*t o"a.-dn-*r" other hand, we eannotdenlonstrate that these beer bottTes were used only - or even mostly - by hish_born Americans' Rather, these u"ttr"r r";;;"iounce the adoption of Irishbeer in an Ameri"a.ory, rather tl,T-th;F;fi.";;",ff;dI1ir, o,Irish beer drinkers. The'most r"-our_porter -'and 
";;;su;;;;frr-*"a _ wasGuiness Extra stout, from Dublin" un il" aeaicaieJ porter drinkers insist ontaking the brew in draught, when f"";i;d;;;;;G;ii*i*, *u

ffi'":::f 
ic bottles made commerciailv-urewJiltff pr*t 

""*?"Lr" *
- t- ^ rrtAt least 13 porter bottles were recovered from the excavation at the site. ofthese, hose 

-which 
were rub"il;; ; ;;E;; iuoLrru"*re were fromRichmond, although the Mc€o*u.t i"tu", -";]ifi;fi [rp"i'Jo"]n ,,y:*h n,oting thatlt least one l9th-centu_v porter bottle from the site carriedthe product of a Gerrnan-born Richm:f'd; .o;1).;;;;;;_*r""Richmond brewing family-was 

-yuengri"& 
*h;;i;arted the |ames Nversteam Brewery in-east noctettslrurtolr. n',"i.pri"tip"r product was lager, butit is notewortLv .p:S: v;.,t gi*i ;;li-.". ,'rtd'ri il 

"peration 
today atPottsville' Pennsyrvania, -ut""r oie of America's premier porters.



Artifoct Plote 22: 'P. Stumpf & Co. Tradmark Authorized Bottler Rlehmond,
Vo.o Beer Bottle

In 1873 Adolphus Busch introduced the pasteurization process to the brewing
of beer. Up until that time lager beer was unstable and difficult to "keep'.
This inevitably led to the didrotomy of the brewing industry between brewers
and bottlers. It was more efficient for brewers of the late 19th century to
concentrate on brewing and leave the pasteurization and bottling processes to
independent bottlers. As a result, the bottler added his name to a bottle of
beer brewed elsewhere, making it diffiallt to atbibute specific brands of beer
with a particular bottle style (Wilson 1981: 1,2).

Lager is a Gerrnan and Bohemian beer that was developed in the mid-l9th
century. It depends on cold fermentation whiclu in turn, results in a beer that
is more fully carbonated than traditionally-brewed ales. In addition, Iagers
were tlryically brewed in the "Pilsner" style, from light malts, with relatively
low hopping rates. The result was a cold, somewhat swee! pale beer whictr
gave rise to the tlpical "American" style of brew.

Writing in 1860, Mordecai noted that lager had become all the rage in
Richmond. Most of the lager consumed in the city during the 1850s and 1860s
was probably served from barrels at the nurlerous beergardens - t5ryically
owned and operated by German immigrants - that had sprung up around
town. By the 1870s, there were at least three, and probably more, large lager
breweries in Rlchmond, including the Yuengling's lames River Steam
Brewery at Rocketts. (The lagering caves of ttre Yuengting brewery are still
intact at the Rashig/Richmond Cedar Works factory.) While modern
American "pilsner" beer is different in many ways from traditional lager, it is
clearly descended from that l9th-century European ancestror brew.
Undoubtedly the demand for - and production of - lager w.rs an important
influence of German immigrants who brought the most up-todate tastes and
technologies in brewing with them to Richmond.

Artifoct Plote 23: Whiskey Fjosk

Typically, prepackaged whiskeys were not the standard of distribution until
the passage of the Pure Food and Dmg Act in 1906. Whiskey was generally
stored and transported in bulk containers and drained into a variety of
miscellaneous receptades. The majority of these colorless glass flasks were
undoubtedly used by bartenders and customers alike for o-ver-the-counter
sales and private consumption (Wilson1981: 73,14).
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Gin, rum, aquavib, and brandies were all available throughout the ColonialPeriod but, as a gmeral rule sPiritous tiquors-wd.never very widely used in
",Tll.v5-gr-a. By the late lgth century, ** *", certainly the most corlmon
9itfl:9 beverage - ggricurarly cheap tariuuean morasses mm - but it wasassociated largely witrr sailors and ra'borers. of .*" bI""d;-*-;;;J-
punches were a staple of the coroniar gt*, 

", 
*"u. 

"oo;*y;lilr"[yintroduced in the mia-rgth century by ftots and s.otr-l"irt settlers of thebackco'ntry. Th1.h!gj vir.g!*a Man:uructory oi A;; ffi;;;J;;;
created as a result of Peresident Washi"gtq'r send:$arured r.aur.l'ilop,against.whiskey makers in western Penirsylvania. lfrisrcy tu*o-l""*e oneof thf first major ":l"gt righb'issues, *i virgir,i" 

"*,".i ibelf earry forpossible conflict with the fideral government. "

fust the same, whiskey ll$"g {id not become a popular actvity in easternand central-viqginia rintil the iia-rgth o"trry. iti" ,ir" in popularity ofsironq drink was paratleled by a rise in t"mpe'ran"e movements which wereoften linked with feminist ani suffrage -oi"*"ot . n ";;;; ;;;il",bottles recowed from the excavations"at ttre rite t"l as noted above, thesewere mostly froifl^ll,.1}I: post-occupation, contexts. A few *hirk;;bottles can be traced to the triia quarter of ttr" rgth;;;;;rv;;';;y moreto the last quarter' certaintylj .* dq..,*ent the increasing use of whislceyat the site towards the end 
-of 

the centur5r, but the *rrid.o." jo", ooi suggestexcessive use, at least outside the bar rolm.

According to Fike, Issac E. Emerson first manufactured and trademarkedBromo seltzer in 1889. -until rgw, *," uotu* *"t pr"auced by Hazel-Atrastw7 ' After that time, they were -.y-$:i:d.;; tL. Maryrand Grass coqp.,
-u-sing 

the ABM Process (Fitce 1g8i: 111). This bottle was made in the urold-blown, hand-finished-lip style preva""i i" ir," [" lfth century.

Probably the most common bottle types on the site are those associated withpatent and prescription medicines io tt. late 1gth century. Maoy of the"pa!9nt" bottles miy have .o"iui*a ";;; #;yrrrps used for other-than-me{icinal ptttpot"i.atth::g-h *t* 
"r" of similar bJtues for flavoriog, *d---medicines indicates how litite the two were distinquished at the time.
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vessel # ?55G. clear bottre embossed 
. 
"Ho5rt's_German corogne E. w. HoytLowell, Mass", found in the same context is the Emerson Bromo-seltzerbottle, Feature 3z stmcture 4 ceuar fill.- i; lgn:;N.Hoyt,s Gerrran colqgnewas advertised as being the "genuio. .oiog*";;*h'... the name blown in
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the bot0e, and the signature of the proprietors printed in red across the label"
and a warning for the buyer to beware of imitations. (Fila !987: 64').

Another common source of late l9th-century bottles were toiletries of various
sorts. Comrrercial colognes, oils, and other preparations became very widely
available and frequenfl! used, after the midille of the 19th century.
Commercial preparations replaced numerous home-made materials, but it
appears AkF thlt the use of such toiletry products also gained considerably
in popularity. Certainly such trends seem consonant with Foucault's analyses
of the creation and control of "the body" at this time.

Artifoct Plote 26: Glos lnkwgll

Fragmmts from five o0rer inkruells were excavated at Rocketts as well. Glass
inkrvells are a common site on 19th century sites. Ink would have been a
well used commodity at the busy waterfront of Rocketts, where the recording
of daily records, business transactions, and ship's manifests were paraurount.
Besides inkwells, we recovered a large number of pencils, useful for the same

PurPoses.

Miscelloneous Obiects

Artifoct Plote l: lro.n ory bor heod

We originally thought that this tool might be a variant of the Peavey, a
specialized cant hook patented in 187O and used for moving logs. Closer
study of the objecf and research in catalogues and collections, suggested that
this tool would not have served well as a cant hook No comparable tools
were found; however, the construction appears to be suited for dismantling
masonry walls. The upper spike was oveable. It would first be thnrst into a
mortar joint, and then with a downward pry the spoon, or spahrlate bearing
surface would press against the wooden handle. The lower curving bar would
anchor the tool, and perurit it to be rocked in leverage against a wall. This
may have been a rather specialized tool used by the railroad gangs who
dismantled buildings in the right-of-way of the railroad. The context of this
tool suggests it was used to dismantle Stmcturc 25, the house built by ]ohn
Craddock for Hannah Hague, and which was home to |ohn Schonberger until
his property was condemned by the railroad company.
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Arfifoct Plote 2: $hutter Hook

This shutter hook probably hung on the brick walls of Structure 1. This
simple curleque hook was a very common type in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries, a type tSpical of late Colonial and Federal architecture. Gracefully
understated design such as this can be associated with Neoclassicism.
According to Forty (1986:,17),!osiah Wedgewood and other designers of the
tate 18th century found Neodassicism to be n...the style that made the late
eighteenth-century middle and upper dasses feel most at ease with progress."
Neoclassical sryles flourished during the birttr of modernity and they tended
most to be applied to technologres and in social contexts which were
"modern." i.^rt"itrty this befitI the description of explosive early urbanism in
Rocketts.

Artlfocl Plote 3: Corved Bqne Hondles

The object on the Ieft has not been satisfactorily identified. It is frocr a rather
early context on the site. The center and right-hand objects are separated by
perhaps a century in time and illustrate the duration of basic incised bone
handles on utensils. These items were quite possibly locally made. The item
on the right is most likely a fork handle - one of two fork handles recovered
from late 18th century or early 19th century contexts on the site. This fork was
probably left by one of |ohn Craddock's tenants, perhaps Harurah Hague or
Captain Mddleton. The use of table forks was still a rather new idea at this
time. Material culture specialist and social historian Lorena Walsh believes
that forks appeared in urban contexts in this period and their presence marla
a clear distinction between urban and rural social nonns. City dwellers were
much quicker to adopt the "new" fashionable eating sgles which included
the use of a fork Apparently such fashions were not restricted to the wealthy,
but were particularly popular among the burgeoning urban middle dasses.

Artifoct Plote 5: Bross Heel Top

In the mid-19th century Robert Freeman operated a cobbler's shop located ln
Stnrcture 4. There were a dozen leather heel and shoe fragments found in
the excavation at Rocketts. Five were from cellar fills associated with
Structure 4 which was filled in the late 19th or early 2(hh century. These shoe
fragments, Iyrng in the debris surounding Structure 4 when it was filled,
could have been a part of Robert Freeman's stock, or his personal property.



Brass or steel taps were commonly used on men's shoes throughout the 19th
and early 20th centuries. e When placed on dance shoes, they were called
"taps", but when placed on street shoes, they were called ncleab", and their
purpose was to prevent excess wear of the heel. Throughout the 19th century
taps were often placed on men's boots - partiorlatly on the boots of
liverymen, waiters, or other uniforrred (tlpically African American) senrants
and slaves, (coachmen, footuren, etc.). Theywere also used on mititary boots.
The clicking or tapping of heels came to signify a military, or para-military,
formal dress style. Tap-dancing originated in part in the elaboratio'n of the
servile shuffle-step of male slaves into dance styles with purely African and
African-American origins. By the late 19th century, taps were identified quite
readily as accoutrements of African American adult males, and perhaps
especially of those who followed professions in whictr ritual service played a
role (foomen, hackmen, doorrnen, waiters, etc.)

Artifoct Plote 9: Ferrous Podlock

This artifact was found in robbers trench of the remains of a colonial
structure, Feature 457. Wine bottles found in the same context date the
trench after ca. 1770. The padlocks' elongated bag shape is gryical of other
p_adlocks foul_d i" contexti dating to thJsecond haff 6f the iSth century (Noel
Hume 1970: ?51).

Locks and keys .ue very common finds on historical arctraeotogical sites of all
periods. It is not uncommon to find a large number of lodcs or keys on even
small farsistead sites. Larger, more intenJively occupied sites, naturally tend
to have a greater number of such objects. Thus it is perplexing that, with the
very large assemblage of materials collected from the Rocketts #1 Site, we
found only one lockand one brass key Artifact Plate n). A second fragment
may also belong to a key. The padlock depicted here is of a colonial type and
comes from a colonial context. Thus, with all of the buidings identified on
this site from the late 18th century through the 19th century, there iue no
recovered specimens of locks, and only one certain door key. Likewise, despite
our finding a large number of related hardware objects (latches, hinges, etc.),
our collection suggests that either locks and keys were very cruefully curated
by the occupants of Lot ?fi3, ar these items were rarely used. There are, of
course, any number of interpretations that could posiiUly account for this
simple observation. Nonetheless, it seems likely that locks were not an
important part of life in l9th-century Rocketts.

Unlike the Colonial planter, who believed he had to guard his tobacco, tea,
wine, silver and other luxuries from pilferage by slaves, the Rocketts denizen
generally owned few luxuries, and no slaves. A look at the wills and probate
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86. As a child I often wore similar devices.- L.D.M.
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inventories of some of the absentee land-owners (eg., Adolph Dill and lotrn
Craddock) owned considerable numbers of househota mnrries, as well as
numerous slaves. Roclatts residents, on the other hand (e9., |ohn Hague,
Nathaniel Freeman, ]ames Stout, Iotrn Schonberger) held much humbler
personal estates. If locked doors and bunks i-ply something of social and
economic inequities, perhaps their lacking should likewise impty sourething
quite different.

Artlfoct Plote 27: Bross Key

The key may date to the late 19th century.

Artifoct Plote 29: A Selection of Tobocco Pipes from the Excovotion

The relatively small numbers of tobacco pipes from the site erccavation was
truly surprising. One spitoon, probably belonging to |ohn Schonberger,
suggests that chewing, rather than smoking, tobacco may have been an
important working-class distinquishing attribute. Schonberger's hosrestead
deed of t974lists several spitoons. Among the few tobacco pipe fragments
found, the maiority are of the composite, or "reed-stem" $pes, suclr as those
made at Pamplin. This often very public act, the smohng of tobacco, may
have senred as one of many sites for the construction of a working-class
identity, a point well made by Lauren Cook from his studies of short-stem
pipes at Boott Mlls.

While some tlpical ball-clay pipe fragments were found, they were very few.
There was considerable variety among the reed-stem pipesi these induded
glazed "Indian head" pipes, the tyipacal ribbed Pamplin-style pipes, and
several relatively plain, locally-made earthenware examples.

Artifgct Plote 4: Peoeock brond 'Redi-Wet Bqbbets-

Along with architectural waste and detritus from over-passing railroad cars,
the characteristic 2Oth-century materials from the Rocketts # 1 Site included a
pistol, a hobo's stash of cheap fortified wine and liquor boftles, and these
condoms. We were tempted to use these items - at least in a tongue-in-cheek
manner - to depict something of urban life in the present century. The pistol
was removed from the postnrold of a large telegraph or telephone pole (or
possibly a supporting pier of the Capital City Iron Works water tower). IG
shape was clearly that of a snub-nose .38 police piece, modeled more-or&ss
on the Smith and Wesson Chiefs Special. We were uncertain at first whether
to conserve the artifact, as such, or to report it untreated to the police as a
possible murder weapon. X-ray photographs penetrated the rusty outer layers
and revealed the pistol to be a cap gun. So much for urban vi6lence as an
interpretive themC. Given its heavy iron or steel construction, it probably
predates the late 1940s.



The wine bottles, upon doser inspection, were probably not in a hiding hole -
why, after all, would anyone stash empties? - but had been caried into a large
rodent den. The beverage bottle preferences of pack rats or 'possums hardly
seems an appropriate topic for an archaeological report. Thus, the condoms -
or as their label unabashedly proclaims them, I'nrbbers" - seem to stand alone
as keys to the interpretation of Lot 203 in the mid-to-late Z)th century. These
are no mainline bran4 but appear to be something that originated in a coin
machine at a local bistro or filling station, probably in the late 1940s or early
1.950s.87

Vertebrote Founol Anolysis "
l. Methods of Anolysis

A. The Comporetive Collection

The comparative collection belonging to the Department of Historic
Resources was the primary source of reference in this analysis. Because of its
linritations, howevir certiin specimens were borrowed from The College of
William and Maqy's Archaeologicat Project Center and from the Deparbnent
of Anthropology at Appalachian State University. The collection was used to
deternrine species, element, fragmentation, side, condition, and age of the
faunal remains in question. When necessary, reference publications by
Stanley ]. Olsen were used to aid in the identification. Eactr bone recovered
from 44t{8671was identified to the nearest true detail possible

B, Codino

The coded vertebrate faunal data and coding key are presented in Appendix 8.
The coding is based on a number system used for fluent data entry. Under the
heading "Species" numbers 0-22 contain genus and species names for
Mammalia and Aves, 35-46 Pisces, and 70 Reptilia. The gaps in numbering.
are left there purposefully so that additions in each category can be made in
future analyses. Under the heading "Element" numbers 0-52 contain names
of bodily elements for Mammalia and Aves, 60-69 Pisces, and 80 Reptilia.
Again, gaps in numbering were purposefully left. Under the rest of the
headings found on the coding key the numbering is self erplanatory. 8e

87. There are many possible lines of interpretation, but I feel the reader's ability to nreado the

llory of these artifacts is as good as my own - probably better. - L. D. M.
88. This section was authored bv l*slie Cohen.
s9. The coded faunal data are in a matrix in which cases ane separated by a carriage return and
variables by a tab stop. This data set will be made available to anyone who r*quits a copp in
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g. Interpretotion

Ttre qualitative and quantitative interp:etafigT were made upon thecompletion of the gathering and recori-g ,id"t*-pr. |oanne Bowen of thecolonial williams6"t-qjgtdation was ionsulted for the interpretation ofthe btrtdrered bone. il*,i1" I il;; offered **.;;enrations, below, I havenot attempted an extensive interpreti"" ;Jt;. --

ll. List of onifnolsj_eprgseltqq in the founol remoinsrecovered from the Rockett,s *t-ditJ-"-'

Mommolio

Bos, taurus-Domestic Cow
S_uq sgrofa-Domestic pig
$aVSere-Domes tic Sheep / Goat
tsquus equus-Domestic Horse
Canis familiaris-Domestic Doc
@"*wrritE-t"iled Deer
fetrs ctomesticus-Domestic Cat
@-Eastern Cottontail
vulpes fulva-Red Fox
Rat [genus/species unknown[

Aves

l

SgUus-Domestic Chicken
Meleagris gallopavo-Domestic Turkey

Pisces

Ictalurus.Junctatus-Channel Cat
t-epsosteus sp._Gar

+gpenserg.-sturgeon
re-WhiteCatfishpsanenops ocellatus-Red Drum
Latastoma commersoni-sucker

%either Ms-Dos AscII format, or in a variety of Maclntosh formae frext, word 4.o or Excer).Please contact Dan Mouer at virginia comrr,or,weur,r, uJ""*ity if you wourd care to receive acoPy.



Alosa aestavalis-Blueback Herring

lll. Summory count of elements recorded from eoch species.

BoS tourus
t humerus-right
L humerus-right, medial, sawn
L humerus-righf axed
t humerus-right, distal, sawn
t humerus-left, medial, sawn
t humerus-right, sawn
1 femur-right, sawn
2 femurs-left, medial, sawn
1 femoral head
1 femur-proximal, sawn, [unsided]
3 radiiJeft, proximal
1 radius-left, distal epiphysis, sawn
1. radius-unsided, proxinal
1 ulna-right
1 ulna-right epiphysis
1. ulna-unsided proximal
1 ulna-unsided, medial, sawn
1 tibia-right, distal, sawn
1 tibia-left epiphysis, sub adult
1. metatarsal
1 metacarpal
3 carpal/tarsal unknown
2 carpals
1 astragalus-right
1 astragalus-unsided
5 calcaneii-left
1 calcaneus-right, proximal
10 phalanges
3 innominate-right, sawn
1 innominate-left, axed
2 innominate-left
1 scaphoid
2 scapulae-right, sawn
1. scapulae-right
1 scapula-unsided, sawn
1 mandible
10 molars
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t humerus-unsided
t humerus-right, medial
t humerus-right, distal
t humenrs-right, distal, sawn
t humerus-Ieft, sawn
1 femoral epiphysis
5 radiiJeft, proxinal
2 radii-Ieft, distal
2 radii-left, proximal
1 ulna-unsided
1 ulna-right
3 ulnae-left
1 ulna-unsided, sawn
1 tibia-left, proximal
1 tibia-left, distal
1 astragalus
2 metatarsals
4 phalanges
1 scapula-unsided
1 scapula-unsided, sawn
1 scapula-left, sawn
2 mandibles-right, medial
1 mandible-left, medial
3 mandibles-unsided, medial
1 mandible/ maxilla-unknown
5 molars
12 incisors
19 canines

2 incisors

3 humeri-left, distal
t humerus-left, medial
t humerus-right, medial
1. humerus-right, distal
1. humerus-right, proxinal
L femur-right, distal
1 radius-left, proximal
2 radii-right, proximal
1 ulna-right, medial
1 tibia-right, proximal

Sus scrofo

Equus eouus

Ovis/Copro
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I1 tibiaJeft, distal

1 astragalus-unside4 sawn
1 astragalus-right
1 astragalus-unsided, distal
1 calcaneus-right
1 metacarpal-unsided
1 carpal/tarsal unlnown
1. scapula-right, proximal
1 scapula-right, medial
t horn core
3 molars

1 sternum
1 ulna-righti medial
1 ulna-left, medial
L carpometacarpus-right
1 tibiotarsus-right, distal

Meleggris gollooovo

Gollus oollus
1 femur-right, proximal
1 femur-right
1 femurleft
L humerus-left, burned
2 radii-unsided
1 ulna-left, proximal
1 ulna-unsided
2 tibiotarsus-right
1 tibiotarsuslelt
1 tibiotarsus-unsided
2 tarsometatarsalsleft, proximal
1. carpometacarpal-unsided, distal
L carpometacarpal-unsided
1. coracoid-unsided
1. coracoid-right, profmal

Rol tgenus/species undetgrminedl
1. humerus-right
1 femur-righi
1 femurlelt
1 tibia-right

I,
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1 ulna-right
l tibialeft
1 scapula-left
I innominate-right

1 maxilla-right
1 cranial

I tibia-right

21 scute fragments

1 pectoral fin spine-right

1 cleithrum-unsided
1 cleithrun-Ieft

Svlvilogu$ floridonus

Vuloe$ fulvo

Felis domestietrs

Acioenser so.

lctolutus cotus

Cotostomo commersqBj

Alosg oestovqlis

Scoenops ocellotus

Chelonio

1 operculum-left
1. preoperculum-left
L inneroperculum-left

1 premaxilla-unsided

L carapace/plastron fragment unl.crown

lV Remorks



olGenerql

The occurrence a4d frequenry of the remains recovered from this site are not
unusual for a site of thiinatuie. The domestic animals, of course, are not
incidental, but were presumably used for sustenance. The high occurrence of
signs of butdrering indicate this. The data seems to indicate that cows, pigs,
sheep and/or goats, and chicken wene Ore most numerous animals of
husbandry present. This may be misleading, however, due to the thiclcress
and survival rates of bones from large mammals. I cannot account for the
infrequency of horse remains. The iass of the bones would indicate a high
survival rate, yet very few are found in this assemblage. I do not think this is
an indication of an absence of horses at this site, but rather some sort of
inconsistenry within the archaeological data.eo Some of the wild mammals
may be incidentals on the site. Whether or not they are recent inbrrsions or
historical intmsions is difficult for me to infer at this point without
consulting the site map for excavation levels. I can say, however, that they
are consistent with animals ocorring in the Richsrond area.el The fish
remains represented in this assemblige, as well, are not anomalous for the
|ames River in this area, both historically and currently.

blButcherino

There are distinct signs of butchering among the remains of cows and pigs in
this assemblage. Thi preferred cuts-of beef-seem to have been the shoitder
and the rump, and of pork, the rump (ham) as well. The most frequently
sawn Parts are the humeri, scapula, femur, and innominate bones. Of course
this is a judgement as there were many butchered bones in the assemblage
which I could not assign to a genus or species. Among these "indeterminate
large mammal" butchered remains are many sawn ribs and long bones.

As I stated previously, |oanne Bowen of the Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation was consulted to aid in the interpretation of the butchired bone.

90. Actually, this not "an inconsistency in the archaeological datan. According to Joanne Bowen
(personal communication), it is not uncornmon to find a few - albeit ary few - hor:se bones among
the food refuse on lEth and 19th century sites. ln this case, the only remains are two incisors,
probably painfully lost from the mouth of the old grey mare. On the other hand, Ms. Cohen's
observation is a cogent one. It raises the question: what did city-dwellers do when their horses
died? It is a question I cannot answer at the present, other than to say that, with sotne rare
exceptions, they did not serve them for supper. - L D. M.
91. [rls. Cohen did not have the context information needed to fully interpret her remains when
she prepared this analysis. Her point here is well takery however. The deer bones and fox
bones, for example, were found in upper - recent - layers of the site. These may be discards left
by hunters duringthe present century. Rat and mou$e remains, on the other hand, were
somewhat common in the historical fills and features. At least one rat burrcw, along the
southern wall of Structure 1, can be dated to the 2nd quarter of the 19th century. Td fish
remains are clearly from food refuse discarded during the site's occupation. - L D. M.
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She noted that two-t}ryes o_f butchering were taking place at this site: sawing*d 1"1gj sawing Uiing- the more recent innovati6n in technique. In my data
records I have, more or less, just documented the sawn bone. 'Dr. Bo*"o
loted.that nany pones seeningly broken have act'ally u"* olJ.-ai;-'
looked at serr,reral specimens foim 4c&leSTl that I had recorded as broken and
explained that manner in which oy coul! tell they_are axed. Suffice it to say
l{rat many of the Bgs taums and Sus scrofa bones'that I have recorded as
broken have actually been axed.e2

Other food ond ,,ecofoct,' remoins

||:$f:is has.yet been completed on remains of invertebrates, q of plants
trom the excavations at the Rocketts #1 Site. There was a very substaniial
number of invertebrate remai"t rJo""fi;'r#"are listed in the inventories
in Appendices 6 and 7.The vast majori-lr, of course, were oyst"r rteur. ili;--
not possible_to say with certai"y q3t ali of the oyster shelli r"p""r"ot food
remains, rather than nraterials fbr fime prep*"ti'oo, paving, 

"i.. e -or"detailed study of these materiars is needid.'In additidn to olrrlur rt 
"ur, 

there
were a few examples of clams, scallops, 

""a ","s.ir. The floatation rernains -
especially from r1m"ry fius in;;d;';a arJ* - inctude 

" 
n,rmb"i;f -

terrestrial invertebrates (land snails).

No readily identifiableplant macrofossils were recovered; that is, there were
no fra8melF of :o*:99r, beans, peach pits, or nuts (other than the traia-are
varieties). Floatation did result inile reiovery of a good assembhte of seeds,and these remain to be identified. Prelimin"ry it rp?ction indicatei that most
are probably from local weedy plant specimens. 

I

92. This ends the section authored by Leslie Cohen.
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2,7 Reflections on Rocketts

Like many similar projects, archaeology in the urban pofi of Rocketb, in 
,

Richmond, Virginia has led to the accumulation of a huge urass of
infonnation and materials whictr confounds generalization while
stimulating interpretation. The Rocketts proje& reads like a posbrodern
novel. Subjects are poorly forrred but ridrly represented; the setting is hard to
grasp but as concrete as bricl.s and mortag a foundational narrative prorres
elusive; but many stories suggest themselves, beg for interpretatio& and
dissolve into other stories and other interpretations. Entry into the vast
"data" is impossible without a simultaneous engagement in contemporary
discourse. Some of these stories involve concerns of city life today. These
indude the history of the shift of power from the country to the city in
Virginia and the creation of a coirmunity that presenreb measurei of
diversity.

As an interior seaport, Rocketts became the cosmopolitan home to many
generations of immigrants, beginning with young Scots merchants and
iewish entrepreneurJof the fSih century. After a6out 1830, there was a large
immigration of Irish and Gennans. The community also included many free
African-Americans and hired-out slaves, as well as the sons and daughters of
Anglo-American planters and farmers. The historical archaeology of Rocketts
has something to tell us about how people negotiated the changes from
pastoral to commercial-industrial society, from relative homogeneity to
intensive variety, from nrral to urtan life, and from a colonial to a nepublican
polity. Rocketts can tell us how fonner colonists, slaves and immigrants went
about obecoming urban" and "American", defining identities for themselves
and for their neighbors

In a paper I presented several ye.us ago (Mou er 1987) I noted that, after ca.
!730 or so, the great planters began to receive serious commercial competition
from immigrant merchants, mostly Scots. The planters had previously
captured, and struggled to retain, hegemony over the distribution of
consumer goods, provided them by their British factors. The merchants, such
as ]ohn Hylton, settled in the nascent towns of Virginia (in his case, Beruruda
Hundred) and entered into direct competition with the planters' stores.
Planters, who retained perpehral debt relations with their facton, passed on
perpetual debt relations to their economically less-privileged neighbors,
tenants, hired hands and slaves. Relations between "friends" - which, in 18th
century parlance often meant those with whom you share obligatory relations
institutionahzed in debts (Isaacs 1982) - fornred a nearly manorial, almost
feudal, system of community coherence. Immigrant merchants worked on
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account books that were settled regularly, rather than with debts carried in
perpetuity. They threatened to alter the very structure of a socienty by methg
the "glue" of perpetud debt bonds. By analping material ctrlture, primadly
houses and ceramics, of merchants, Iocal elites, and great planters in and
around the communities of Bersruda Hundred and Curles, I suggested that
this direct competition had a cultural, as well an economic, aspecl This was
reflected in the merchant's adoption of social dining and tea ceremonies on a
level that dearly meant to courpete with the great planters, and which
differed from patterns found among nlocaln elites, or middling planters.

This pattern appears to have dranged with the Revolution.ln 1775, a non-
English-descended entrepreneur (Samuel DuVal) contested, ard won, the
election for burgess in Henrico, effectively ending nearly a century of
domination of that seat by the Randolph clan.That same yeat' Scots merchant
Daniel Hylton, fohn's son, moved to the burgeoning town of Richmond. He
purctrased the mansion of William Byrd III, thus syurbolically opening up a
new hegemony for merchants over planters. When we look to the evidence
from Rocketts, we see immigrant merchants, and some younger sons and
daughters of established planters, canring a new nidre that partly displaced
the planter oligarchy in Virginia.

' tartc. alcn rrrtltrr.l t-Competition here was also cultural, not only economic. The new city
dweliing middle classes built houses that w'ere larger than their equivalent
wealth groups in the countryside, and they furnished these with more, and
more expensive, furnishings (Carr and Walsh 1980, Walsh 1992). During the
Early Republic period, tenants and middling owners at the Rocketts #1 Site
stocked their tables with engraved glass, Canton porcelain, and transfer-
printed plates. Their probate inventories speak of houses that must have
appeared opulent on their interiors compared with their rural counterparts.
Gold-leaf decorated mahogany tables, ornate clocks, pianos and other goods
were found even in relatively humble middle class homes. While chinoiserie
patterns are moderately abundant in the ceramics assemblage, there seems to
have been a distinct preference for ttre more fashionable Neoclassical and,
especially, Romantic designs (Hunter 1992).

We were very hard-pressed to find extant portraits of Rocketts' entrepreneurs.
There are a very few (Thomas Rutherfoord comes to mind), but by the early
19th century, even moderately successful planters were often having portraits
made. Instead, we have the painting of Rocketts dated ca. 1810 whidt, I feel,
was possibly painted for lohn Craddock Perhaps he commissioned the work
At any rate, there is a reduction in the "cult of personality" that seemed to
accompany the patriarchal plantation system, and a substitution of
glorification of works. At the same time, we see a rise in the importance of
"family", and a concommittant decline in the importance of I'genealogy".
This is very well exemplified by lohn Lester's epitaph (which is reproduced in
its entirety in Appendix 9):

0
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llo -pu*pered verse or sculptur'd stone

!!all vaunt how lineag. r"n;
Write this upon the heart alone
Here lies an Honest Man.

And so'honestyn and worls wsre elevated aborre ,,namen in this new
hegemony.

th*ity, too found a new niche in the cities. Most of the great planters are

$:ry" *: have gqcticed charitable treatnent of the disaivantig"a. T.f,"y1o"t
in crip-ples, funded orphans through their vestries, etc. But 

"t "titv 
becaire

something 
9f -special 

importance in the new city. Obituaries for blth lohn
E"g,r" and lohn.!.gster prclaimed that the poor-of the ciry had lost a friend.
certainly lqt" wilder Atkinson's purchas? of widow sisanna Roland,s
house, and his resale to her of that house for a token paynent, must be
considered an act of charity lTong neighbors. Atkinsin-had little to tain. nre
prestigl.Sat may have accrtred to i greit planter for such an act *ooid have
served li.ttle gupose for A*insorv a Lusinissman who, at the time, was
undergoing financial ruination. Likewise, the Freeman siblings, similar
qegtures towards two imm_igrant wqmen - the widow Ann Migaret
Gabeleine, and Bridget McMahon, whose plight we can only guJ.ss at - were
devoid ol any ulterior motives. Urbanizatioi brought about ioverty, and the
5.omm1{tY -lesponse 

to tt-rat poverty was a social rlsponsibitiiy ttrafcut across
lines of family, status and etftnicity.

W" 9* debate the nature and intention of the charity that sent the Wasley
children to the city poor house, that grand edifice of-modernist isolation that
still stands near the Shockoe HiII cemetery, and which today continues its
basic function, but now as a nursing home. To be sure, the deaf aoa aumu
children did not enjoy the life they"could have, in another time ot ur+-*t 

"oltre . 
trgaicapped" *.t. not isolatla * devianis- B;tp;;h"p; -.

institutionalization was preferable to some of the other alte'rnatives available
in the 19th century-cl-ty. Nonetheless, it is instructive to comp.ue tf," f"*"""
of another deaf *.d d:Tl p€I9l whose life touched upon tire Rocketrs
community; namely, Adolph DilI. DiIl rose from the stitus of a neighborhood
baker to that of a wealthy iolacco entrepreneur, and the head of anlmportant
and appa::ntly supportive, family. perhaps *re'wasleys il -hJ' -
oPPortunities to function as productive individuals t6 ttr" institutionalized
charity of the almshouse.

The breakdown, or dilution, 
-of 

patriarchy and, to a lesser degree, paternalism
that had been so higHy developed in the countryside offeredro*! o"-
opportunities for _women to redefine their gendir roles. While some widows,
such as Hannah Hague and Elizabeth cradjoch had to depend on their
children, or on their neighbors, because they had no fortunes of their own,

1il
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others found or ereated different fates. Sarah Lester and Susanna Lewis
continued to manipulate their dower estates - in Lewis' case, her father's
legary - and to conduct public business in a way that was nearly unheard of on
the plantation. Samuel Mordecai reports that, in early l9th-century
Ridrmond, many women took the liberty to socialize on their own more
openly. The racetracks, taverns and cardtables of Richmond were not off-
timits. In some cases, women salvaged the economy of the home, as did ldary
Randolph with her boarding house when husband David Meade Randolph
lost his job and income. Most women, of course, remained housewives. The
censuses report that the maiority of women were "keeping house", although
some were working in tobacco factories, and many took on boarders,
especially after their husbands had died. In our small sample, Gennan and
Irish immigrant women were more likely to take to the factories and stores
than were their Anglo-American counterparts. The groceries, bars, and hotels
that many of these families operated were apparmtly family businesses in a
very real sense.

Susanna Lewis, as a descendant of the landed class, widowed in the
republican city, had choices and chances that Susanna Roland never had. On
the other hand, the granting of an estate by Nathaniel Freeuran to bis wife,
Lockey, even through a male tnrstee, whil-e retaining a paternalistic flavor,
also provided a dimension of empowerment. It remained, nonetheless an
empowerment that was a male option. Gilly Marrin chose to educate his
daughter, Susanna, and to leave her a substantial estate. She used her
advintages well and wisely, but they were "given" to her just the same.
Lockey Freeman remained illiterate, and the courts and her sons c.rrved up
her estate, according to her apparent wishes, and provided her a little house
to live out her widowhood. lohn Craddock built his aunt, Hannah Hague, a
widow's house too, but once again we find it to have been her "choicen to
allow her younger male heirs to regulate her estate. We can only wonder
what dimensions of complexity these womens'choices involved.

We see little evidence of charity from whites towards blacks, or vice versa.
Nonetheless, the relations between "races" must have changed substantially
over those common in the countryside. African Americ*ri 

".t"o 
while

enslaved, lived more autonomooi f.r"s than their plantation counterparts.
The strict class-bound separation between mral blacks and whites was
mitigated substantially by the conditions of city life. Free blacks tended to
congregate in cities, drd for good reason. Among mulattos, at least, there
appears constant "confusion" over (or fluidity of) ethnicity and its attendant
legal status. Look, for instance, to our own inability to understand with
certainty the "ethnicties" of the Robert Freeman or |ohn Schonberger family
members. Probably, these people assumed an identity not substantially
different from those of their neighbors. Their "African-American" nature
only emetg:T the records in the-light of racist fim Crow-era legalities at the
end of the 19th century.
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of course there were those who were considered 'blacku, uNegroo, or
"c!.loredo b-r t\il neighbors li"iog ol Lot ?fr}, andit i, tluirl't" 

"Jt* 
1oodifficult it is to t*lg:""t p:"fg in the ,."ordr. one case is the fid;;;

Ga:dner^family^, yg -.r. p'louiuty tt*"g i"-bh"- F;.;;s*ienant lpusaon Lot ?83.3.3 in 
-1820..That 

photographs ciearly indicate no differences
between the Gardner house,'and drat'of his r"iarria, * ilil;l-ori;
widowed sister, is important Isham Freeman may have tr;"d i;;.,"ri"r
conditions that were iot substan!{ly different 116- *r"* rr r* Af,i";
American tenants or those of a wido:wed woman, 

"ftf,r"if,;;-;;"rship ofnot only his own house, but of tenements, pro"ij"a 
" 
g;;;; "i"*t"gJ.

The-vast majority-of slaves at Rocketts are virtually invisible to us, so far as
the historic record is concerned. Slaves appe.u, oft". as named i"airii""lr, iosome wills and estate appraisals. ]ohn Hugir" t"q""tiJ tr,"ign*;f-hir--- -'
slaves, Aberdeen, Foster and sukey, be franumit;d "p;;hir-J;tLr-however, we find one slave o"m"i Aberdeen and anoiher named s"laylisted.amo$ 

$-" slaves of his heir, |ohn ct"aao"t, twmty-two vears later.
Abercteen, in ftis latter case, is described as a bo_y of r0 yeirs, .rliil" s"k t i,
19. ry. Is the latter Aberdeen a son gI g" or* ioto rdg"";;il; ;, free?Are the women named "sukey" n trgs ana rgrz the sime *o-"o? Thi,seems tikety. Manumission wis a rerative "o--oopt";;; iE;;;""
Il3qlu died, butit was,a highly regulated, nod discoriraged, practice iyiatz.While Sukey remained ensilaJed,"*. 

"*oot determinJtrr"it 
"Ltr-.ir trr.elder Aberdeen or Foster.

The child, Aberdeen, is listed in Craddock's estate account as one of threechildren of his slave lgnny,^ar] of whom were sold (togett 
"4 

tt th; *u"rr,"u
"under execution for cary serdon". The other childieri*" rinu'"ndchristiana. other_slaves.bero-ngilg to cr"aa""tt ;t"t" i""l"a; t*, and hertw-o children (also sold together),-a "negro girl Hannah", and ,cato'or
Bohannon", all of whom iere rold to JetuJaccounts. still others of
Craddock's slaves were left as legacies.

As a general obsenration, the free people ofRocketts owned few, if any slaves.There were slaves present, of courie, irlvne{uy otr,.*, but living reiauvay
ft": .g*pared to siaves 

91 the plantations. orir *d;ril;;J;?o;l"t aic ootinclude the excavation of housei or midden, ,p"Jfi"rily frr"wi toiu*
associated with slaves, althoygh the wide r*gu of dodesti. -ut"tt"l-culture
:"t::::"l suggests_at least thJpossibiliry thatlome slaves may have uved onLot zuJ' future archaeological work in Rocketts needs to focuj on slavehabitations in the urban iontext. v" s's'

Throughout Rocketts' history, there was little separation between theworkplace and ,h,. \o*:. People ran their busin'esses, whethe..f,*ar"ries, orgroceries, or cobbleries, in the-same, or adjacent building;;; i;t il;iliJ" 
*
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they lived. Those who worked on the docks, or in the mills and tobacco
factories, lived but a short walk from their places of work (Of course, those
who worked aboard the ships were often gone for lengthy periods). The
assemblage of artifacts from the site underscore this fact, as do assemblages
excavated over the years at Williamsburg, Annapolis, and other cities. The
tools and wastes of-industry and commeic" shari middens with domestic
items. While it is brre that farrrs and plantations are also workplaces, there
seems to be a much more clear spatial separation of work and domestic life,
even on smaller farsrsteads. The Enlightenment tendency to
compartmentalize spheres of work and domestic life took on more subtle
dimensions, in the waterfront environment. In Richmond in general, as
throughout'the "western" urban realm, the Victorian period marked the rise
of suburban living and the segregation of workplaces from living places. This
was not true in Rocketts. While there was an apparent exodus from the
neighborhood of upper middle class merchants and professionals - what few
there had ever been in Rocketb - during the mid-19th centurf, those who
remained lived among blacksmith shops, mills, groceries, and other
mercantile and industrial enterprises. The segrefation of distinct culturd and
stmctural categories may have been canied out in more subtle ways at
Rocketts, but demonstrating this will require greater analysis of the artifactual
remains before we can more clearly see what this might have meant in
material terms.

Similar boundaries dissolved, or were redefined, among ethnic groups and
classes. The city was not the bastion of republicanism many thought it might
become, but compared with the countr5rside, there was a pronounced
Ievelling. Within the "middle class", there were a great many gradations, and
as the lfth cenhrry bore on, a true underdass emerged. Even so, we do not see
at Rocketts the Foucault-like "sunreillencen of the *orking class as it appears
to have emerged, for instance, at Boott Mills and other nirthern factory
environments. Rocketts seems to have been a tightly knit community.
Ethnicty, of course, did not disappear. It is tto s.tiptise that we find porter and
lager bottles on the site after the arrival of Irish and Gernran immigrants in
mid-century. The Rocketts church became the Catholic Irish congregation,
and Gerrran benevolent associations arose throughout the city, cross-cutting
neighborhoods. Nonetheless, there is a cultural sameness, a lack of clear
material indices of "ethnicity". Perhaps this suggests that ethnic ties were no
trtore important than neighborly ones. Like the complexly democratic
Balinese "clubs" or pan-tribal sodalities among some American Indian
groups, Rocketts crrlture was interlaced with patterns of affiliation and
patterns of behavior that both integrated the community while providing
voices for individual, or sub-group, identity and power expressions. It is as
easy to depict Rocketts as a melting pot as a hqtbed of class struggle and
communal strife. Each perspective contains some truth. While, as Mordecai
points out, it was the presence of a large Gennan community that led to the
production and popularity of lager beer, the bottles at Rocketts are not
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interpretable as ethnic markers of Gennan occupation, but rather as

reminders of Gennan dimensions of the cultural heritage of Rictrmond.

One surprising observation comes from the relative lack of wine bottles early
in the site's history, and the very notable paucity of tobacco pipes throughmtt
its history. The paucity of wine bottles in the early 1fth century may reflect a

"sober" bent among the business-oriented townspeople; perhaps, even the
influence of "New Lights' protestantisut or, in the case of the Hagues and
some others, a directly imported Calvinism. On the other hand, it *ight
simply indicate that taverns were just a few steps from anyone's door, and
drinking may have taken on a public character in the town. Certainly many
Richmonders found the Gennan immigrants of the Antebellum perid to be
shockingly liberal in their public use of alcohol (Wust 1969: 2il619't,.
Strangely, many a Colonial New Englander or Pennsylvanian had felt
similarly about the Virginia planters. Whatever tee-totalling tendencies
might have existed during the early period at Rocketts seemingly passed soon
after 1830, or so. For a period of two or three decades, bot0ed beers seem to
have been the favorite poison on Lot #n3. By the time of the Civil War, or
shortly thereafte& whiskey arrived on the block.

It is noteworthy that uethnic' and nclass" distinctions are tied closely to
specific selections of mind- or mood-altering substances. Wine was
tiaditionally "British", and "upper class", as-wils tea. Beer was universalty
used, but came in time to be associated with working dass PeqPle - specific
beers associated with different ethnic groups. Tea took the opposite trend,
going from an elite, to a more commonplace beverage. Coffee followed much
the same route, but may have an "urban" versus "rural" association to some
extent. Tobacco fed ever5&ody in Virginia, in some way or ano8ter, and it was
widely, if not universally, used. The nature of its use seems to have varied
with class, perhaps with ethnicity, and with gender. Patent medicines, often
laced with codiene, cocaine or opiates; those designer drugs of the late Ifttt
century, were far nore democratic. We find the containers in the trash
dumps of high and low, city dweller and county folk, all alike, al&ough it
has been suggested that opiates were more likely to be used by women than
men. Men, of course, had whiskey, which started out as an "ethnic" beverage,
and which carried some "low-clais" connotations for a while during the Lgth

Rocketts inhabitants enjoyed a wide variety of consumer goods from all over
the world. The regular traffic by steamship between Rictrnond and Baltimore
is represented in the large numbers of bottles from the latter town. Early 19th-

93. My appreciation to Rob Hunter who, in a tongue-in-clreek stroke of considertble ireight, has
reminded us all that much of what we archamlogists study, are the rcmnant paraphernelia of
past drug use, including the ritual apparatuses fortea ceremonies, tobacco smoking, and *lohol
consumption (Hunter 1992).
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century flower pob from Latin America or the Caribbean are items not
q/pically found in the country. In fact, the wealth of consumer items for all
periods at this site seems to underscore the obsenrations made above
ioncerning household furnishings, and the obsenrations of Carr and Walsh.
Rocketts p"eople had access to a iry wide dray of goods, and they took
advantage of this access to produce an urban lifestyle in which consumer
goods played a distinctive role. Those who lived on Lot 203, and probably
elsewhere throughout the parb of Rocketts developed by men like Hague and
Craddoch enjoyed amenities not found in the country. Running, purified,
spring water appears to have been available from very early times at Rocketts.
While mnning water was installed early at Shirley Plantation, one did not
have to be a "Carter" to enjor this benefit at Rocket'ts. On the other hand,
crowded urban living had its downside, iild the sharing of a water system
probably aggravated poor health conditions tyryical of early cities. Ships
continually brought the threat of smallpox or yellow fever to the wharves of
Rocketts. Poor sanitary facilities and crowding probably meant that dissentary
or diarrhea were commonplaces which sapped the strength of all, especially
children.

In some ways, however, health was probably better in town. Cooking ranges
were adopted earlier in the city, and these probably decreased the incidence
respiratory aiments and of death by fire for women. For women in the
country, burning to death at the fireplace was still the second most frequent
cause of mortality after childbirth. For African Americans, work was
undoubtedly as tedious in town as in the countly, but possibly not so
dangerous or debilitating.

The food bone remains at the site indicate that even middling and lower-
status denizens at Rocketts had access to a variety of meats. While we cannot
know how much meat was consumed, and it is difficult to infer the forrr that
the meat took on the table, there are a very high number of major cuts -
Iegbones and rib portions, that is - suggesting a generally good portion of
meat. Chickens, goats, sheep and milch cows were kept on the backlots of
many Rocketts households. Dairy products were available in town, through
the efforts of people like the Schonbergers. Fish, shellfish, and, perhaps, wild
meats added some interest to the diet at reatively low cost.

By the mid-l.9th century, the dinner table included dishes prepared with a
wide variety of condiments - pickles, sauces, ketctrups, etc. [n fact the large
number of sauce and condiment bottles also helps provide a contrast between
Rocketts and any number of rural sites of the mid-to-late 19th century, where
such items :ue relatively rare. On the other hand, rural sites of the period
very often produce numerous Mason canning jars and seals, which were
relatively rare items at the Rocketts #1 Site. The Mason jar literally
revolutionized home food preservation, but it was, apparently, a rural
phenomenon, muctr as it remains today. In Rocketts, the local grocery - never
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more than a few blocks aw?y: y:ls well stocked with commercial condiments,
salt meat, and canned goodi. while small kitchen s"raror;"y L"* u**
somewhat common, thiy did not produce - nor did"tht n";io;;;;;: 

"p.resenrable surplus. In fact, the rither l*g. number offlo*u, frit, rr"*m"
site suggests that ftl eardening at Rockeic took on meanings'ott 

", 
than theproduction of food.
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2,8 Project Assesment
The Rocketts #1 Site Proiect has been a humbling experience. Everything
came in excess in this project. We had an excessive amount of inordinately
complex excavation to-do, huge numbers of artifacts, and voluminous
documentary data. About &e only thiog about this project that has been in
peqpetually short supply, has been the time needed to complete it. There are
even, I suppose, an excessive number of short-comings to this project and this
report, and here is where I would like to assess those.

My approach to this proiect has been to conduct, in the words of Leslie
Stewart-Abernathy (1991), "an historical arctraeology as anthropology that
sought to understand past human experience and achievements rather than
quantitative patterns, exhaustive classifications, or objective realities." But to
do that within the strictures of a cultural resource management report, and
the disciplinary customs and regulatory ruIes imposed on suctr a for:nat, has
meant a level of compromise whidr I find problematic. The requirement of
presenting data - obje-ctive facts supposedly reflective of the ntrrith' of what
lay in the ground - has been continually in conflict with my deep beliefs that
"objective truthu concerning human activity is at least partially a matter of
perspective and interpretation. In reviewing this report, I find, however, that
I am perversely pleased with the sometimes sudden breaks between
interpretive flights of fancy and perfunctory lists of observations.

At the outset, I was concerned with ways to make a CRM report literary,
stylistically bound together as a nrurative of interpretation, while having to
present myriads of feature descriptions, low-level interpretations of
stnrctures, analysis of stratigraphy, etc. In retrospect, I find the interleaving of
passages - even clauses - of prose among the prosaic, of exclamation amidst
e>rposition, to be a sobering, if disconcerting, reminder of the inconsistencies
within our discipline. We are so utterly grounded in the idea that our "data"
should have a transcendant reality which will perurit others to verify,
confirm, dispute, or reinterpret our "findings" 

-"nd 
"conclusions", tGt we

have constructed rules requiring ourselves to abandon the human
dimensions of our studies. But archaeology is not the sum of descriptions of
artifacts and features, it is the meaning w-e constrrct of these, and ttre process
of construction itself.

As a result of these inconsistencies, we have created a paradox. As
arctraeologists, we have to create "site reports" that are'paid for by clients, and
that nreet, at least minimally, the canons of the discipline and regulations
concerning the presentation of results. While the CRM guidelines and
disciplinary customs appear to require that a site report contain both "data"
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and ,interpretations", it is generally believed that interpretations not based
in a positivist, problem-oriented, matrix have no place in a site report
Likewise, the fonn that "datau takes in an interpretive essay - and it b $e
essay that is the proper forurat for interpretatio'n - is nerrer acceptable as a osite

report". Clients do not pay for essa5lls, and review agencies aren't staffed with
literary critics. This hal led to a frrre dilemma in archaeology: either the osite

report", or the ninterpretive volume" is almost never written. The
exceptions, as usual, "prove" the rule (Bill Kelso's interpretive volume on
Kingsmill was produced following the production of a multi-vohme series
of manuscript site r.ep-orts: a feat few have paralleled for equally large
projects). More tSpically, we get one, but nst the other.

To produce cogent interpretation of a site requires anrple tirre to review the
records, handle the artifacts, read and reread the documents, courpile sorne
lists and tables and other helpful devices for reducing mountains of
observations to managable proportions... and then to reflect. The demand of a
CRM proiect to present both a site report, in the traditional sense and format,
and its well-reasoned intelpretations, in a one- year period (or often muctr
Iess), is unreasonable. The report is then reproduced, if at all, in very limited
numbers. It is read only by other archaeologists. It tends, like this one, to be far
too large and complex for any individual to make a careful reading, even if
they can get their hands on an elusive copy.

We archaeologists need to reconfigure our field. Instead of requiring the
production of monumentally detailed reports that reach trivial or .ucane
conclusions, we need to recognize that our work is public work We are paid
to be experts, and to interpret a domain of "data" - that is archaeological sites
and their artifacts - for a public that hungers for insights from these materials.
We are, in truth, part of the education and entertainment industries, not
scientists working in isolation on theoretical constmcts of reality that only a
privileged few can comprehend. We are interpreters of culture and history.

We cannot expect that Highway Departments and other agencies with other
missions will norrrally be able to pay for such interpretations, an4 in fac$ we
do not expect as much. It is highly unusual, however, for an ardraeologist to
have the opportunity to produce much interpretive work beyond the site
report. and this must change. If it does not, governmental belt-tighteners will
soon come to view our enterprise as not being as worthy as the saving of the
spotted owl, or the avoidance of impacts to an art deco drive-in diner. The
millions of dollars now spent to produce mammoth reports of little use will
dry tp, along with the jobs these dollars support. And sites will be lost.

One goal should be to recognize that the purposes of excavating sites which
are to be destroyed by governmental action are to pr.eserve the "artifacts" in a
broad sense, and to provide interpretations of these. The excavated remains,
induding the drawings and desctiptions of feahrres and buildings and
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landscapes are preserved if the field records are impeccable, and are properly
ardrive4 and if the materials iue stabilized and conserved and properly
curated. Beyond this, a very basic statement of methods, so that others may
know what we did, is all that is needed to presenre the integrity and context of
our finds. And yet, 5ryically, CRM does not pay for properly consenred
specimens and properly ardrived records. Collections and records are not
reviewed; reports are reviewed. The need for interpretation is not senred
unless books, lectures, films, or exhibie are produced. And yet, CRM does not
pay for these. Interpretations are only reviewed as part of a tedrnical report,
and then only when they meet the arcane standards of the discipline.

A material culture specialist may spend six months or a year contemplating a
l9th-century chair, and then he/she will write an essay about that drair. An
architectural historian wiil publish a major article on a single over-mantle
she/he has spent many months thinking about. But archaeologists expect to
master every discipline related to human studies, and then to call in the
palynologisis, osteologists, and faunal and floral specialists to add even more
to our study domains. We recovered a lot of bone at the Rocketts #1 Site, and
it has had a preliminary study by a specialist, and this study is produced hete.
That is, the data are here, but I make no pretense at interpretatioru and I feel
only a fev twinges of guilt about that. We took floatation samples from all
likely primary deposits. We floated, picked, counted and weighed. There are
seeds and fish scales and micro-bones galore in these samples. They have
been properly cleaned and dried and separated and stored. Beyond that, I have
little to say. I don't mean to susggest that these are not potentially valuable
sou{ces for interpretation; quite the contrary is brre. I mean that I don't
pretend to have the expertise, the stamina, or the resources to deal with every
possible aspect of this site. In this proiect, I have abandoned any pretense at
being comprehensive or complete. I acknowledge, as we all should, that
excavation and basic analysis are only the beginning of the enterprise of
archaeology. There can be no "final report" on an archaeological excavation.
Nobody can say all there is to say about any single site.

M*y archaeologists will undoubtedly be concerned that, of the 30,0fi)+
artifacts from this site, I chose to discuss only a handful, and to gloss, or
ignore, whole categories of material culture that are very well represented in
our collection. The alternative would have been to create tables, charts,
summary statistics, scales, indices, etc. To simply create summary dat4
without a priori research designs designed to extract specific inforrration
from those data, is complete folly. I could not further burden this report with
nonsensical numbers. Even - or especially - dyed-in-the-wool positivists
acknowledge the futility of that. Some may wish to see Miller scalings or
South-style pattern analyses, but these numerical jugglings have been sources
of constant criticism even among those who have used them. Still others will
want to lurow the carbon content of the blaclamith's bar stoclg the arcs of
curvature to local stoneware vessels, the number of l,cdfemarks on plates, the
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sPe-9es and ages of land snails in the cisterns, the makes and calibers of bullet
shells, the exact size and numbers of holes in all the bone, glass, and porcelain
buttons, or the seasons of exploitation of oSrsters during thJearly 19th century.
Trying to deal with even a small percentage of the gpes of guestions whidr
ardraeologisb may ask of the collection is a daunting prospecl Mudr sf the
information most archaeologists will usually want from these artifacb is here
in this report. Those who would like to handle the materials are welcome to
do so. All are ready for study at VCU-ARC.

The need to produce a report before a project can be cleared for constnrction
means that there is insufficient time not only to reflect on the meaning of the
site, but there is often not even sufficient time to have a thorough review of
the final report I would have preferred to have had this manuscript read by
more of my colleagues, and to have been able to more carefully rerriew it
myself, before committing it to covers. A tighter review of earlier drafts
would have produced a far tighter, more readable, document. One left-
handed benefit of this situation might be noted. There are occasionally some
inconsistencies within the data. The description of a feature in the excavation
unit catalogue may not be exactly the same as that in the feattrre description

ryg{on o{ the report, for instance. The EU catalogue is a record made in the
fiel4 and sometimes interpretations changed between the field and the
report, as might be expected. In one place a wall may be said to have been
robbed "after l8l4u, while elsewhere the building associated with that wall
may be described as having been destroyed and ialvaged "after 1810'. These
inconsistencies are few, and are usually explained in the text (if we've caught
them, that is). while they are potentiaily c-onfusing (and embarrassing), they
also preserve, for the close reader at any rate, an imbedded narrative of the
interpretive process as it occurred. That is, they show the changes in thought
about given aspects of the site as these developed in the field, in the lab, and
at the word processor. I apologize for any perplexity that might result and
hope, at least, that a reader may find some entertainment in the challenge.

One perenniel probem is that the archaeologist is always aware that there is
more to be dug. In the case of Lot #2A3, there ire many shrrctures we lcrsnr
existed on the site, and that have left material reurains, but we didn't have
the opportunity to study them. A sample of the diverse buildings and
middens across the site would have perrritted some level of internal
comparison that would have undoubiedly proven interesting. We only got a
small peek at Structure 4 because only a small portion of that building will be
destroyed by proposed rcad work, but that pee[ was just enough to raise more
questions than it answered. Likewise, we were able to document the existence
of intact Colonial Period deposits on the site, but not to excavate these.
Colonial Rocketts still awaits its first substantial archaeological study.

As to the success of this project, I will leave that judgement to the reader. It
has been a great joy for me to come to know something of the people of
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Rocketts in the prct, and to introduce them to the present whidt th"y
themselves helped to create. Partly as a result of this proiect, there has bem an
ever-expanding front of individuals and instituions beginnin-g to exPress'
serious interest in the presenration and development of the historic resources
of the Rocketts waterfrint and the Confederate Naty Yard. I have been able to
addres civic groups, agencies, and other organizations who have the interest
and ability tJsee inorJof Rocketts exposed,-erplored, and interpreted in ways
that will benefit the city. It has been an enonnous pleasure to work with such
a talented and conscientious crew, with creative colleagues, with a sensitive
and appreciative client, and with a public hungry to understand its buried
heritage. ff this report, and the project it represenB, brings some sense 9f
Rocketts back to life for a few readers, and for some portions of "the public",
then I am pleased.
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\,!:!Tfr*iae.Social s";i"i* Ei;;;; ;"t, .di"J ot;;Rabinow and Wiuiam M. Suuivao University "fc;il;;;; n;;;;: ,*_'
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l?_?Syg.1:l? Mullet, and proud-pigs: Historicity, Btack Fishing, andsouthern Myth. ln The Art and Mysig of Hlstiil.cat Are,haeoffi, euoy, ;"Honq of Jatnes Deetz, 
"drJ:l 

by Anie uiir"'u"t v""trJr,- 
""a 

i,,rifr, A--'- 
-'-

Beaudry, CRC Press, pp. ?fi3-1i4. - : -- - -

Newspopers

!.!1gLnia Gazett* Supplemenf. May U, t1T6issue. Available atWilliamsburg Foundation, Williairsburg, Va.

Ybg:?-caze-tte Richmond & Manclust-er Adattisq. lutly 23,1795 issue.Available at Virginia State Library, Richmond; n;:

Y-:!gr"a Gazette I Gmeral Adoertiser. Iury t, trgsissue. Available atVirginia State Library, Richmond, y^.'--r -'

Richmond Times-Dispatch, lanuary 6 tg6g

Richmonil Times-Dispatch, October 3 lgils

Public records qnd loose popers
Records cited as "Anon', in text

1663 Patent Book S.

'l'678,1686, va?bHenrico county wills & Deeds Etc.1677-1691*

1686a,l687a,l,ffiTb patent Book 7.

1689 Patent Book 8.

'l'694a, 159ab, 169s,1212 Henrico county wills & Deeds l6g&i16w.
'l'698b,17a?b Henrico county wills & Deeds Etc. 1697-rz04.

1702a Henrico County Deed Book l6V7-l,TA4

1705 Henrico County Deed Book ll7CI6il1ff..

1710 Henrico County Wills & Deeds tZ10-tZl4:
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t793 Henrico County Wilt Book ?* tZgT-lg}Z

l7g1u, l793b, t793c, t7gzd,,l794e Richmond city common Hall Records No. z,
1793-78M

!793a, t7g3b, !794a, trg4b, tTgkeHenrico county Deed Book 4.

t793c (Ridrmond Ciry) Hustings Deeds, Book S.

17954 l7filgHenrico County Deed Book E. :

L799-ll34Richmond city personal property Ta,x Lists 1299-1g34.

1901 Inventory #67 on tile, in # Mss1W63 g3b 66-68. Located at the Virginia
Historical Society, Richmond, Va.

1803a, lS03b Henrico County Deed Book 6.

1803c, lw4., c. 1805, (Richmond citd Hustinss Deeds, Book4.___ _--r, _-ws-roe vLese, ew& =.

1801 1806 Henrico County Deed Book 7.

1809 Henrico County WiIl Book 4 1g09-1gl5.

1812 (Richmond City) Hustings Deeds, Book 7.

1812 Richmond city common HaIl Records No. 3, 1g0&1g13.

1813 Henrico County Deed Book 10.

1814 (Richmond Ciry) Hustings Deeds, Book g. :

1815 Henrico county personal property Tax Books 1gLF1g30I-

1817 (Richmond City) Hustings Deeds, Book 12.

1817a,1817b, t8!7d,, tllTe (Richmond city) Hustings court witt Book 2.

18|7c,1s23(RichmondCity)HustingsCourtWillBookC.::

1819 (Richmond City) Hustings Deeds, Book 17.

1830 (Richmond Ciry) Hustings Deeds, Book 29.

183t1850 Richmond city personal property Tax Lists 183s1gs0.
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:tg36.-l84"Z Henrico County Personal Property Tax Books 1831-1844.

1845 & 1850 Henrico County Personal Property Tax Books 184S1850.

1850, 1860, 1870,1880 U.S. Federal Censuses

1!S! Repgtt 9o Survey of Railroads Annual Report of Railroad Companies
Made to the Board of Public Works, 1853-54, Ritche and Dunnanant
Richmond, Virginia 1855.

1859-69 Reports of Railroad Companies to the Board of Public Works 1S59-50,
pp. 4!$, V[7, nS.

1873 Report of Railroad Companies to the Board of Public Works lw\, p: 151.

1878 Thfud Annual Report of the Railroad Commissioner to the State of
Virginia RE. Frayser Supt. Public Printing 1B7B pp ffil.

1.900 U. S. Federal Census Soundex
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